
 

 

Boulder Arts Commission Meeting Agenda 
June 15, 2022  6:00 P.M. 

Online Video Meeting 
 
 
1. CALL TO ORDER 

Approval of Agenda 
 
2. MINUTES 

Approval of the May 2022 Meeting Minutes 
 

3. PUBLIC PARTICIPATION 
 
4. GRANTS PROGRAM  (45 min) 

A. ACTION: General Operating Support Grant Decisions, Extra Large and Small 
B. ACTION: Grant Reports 

i. Arts Education Grant, T2 Dance Company, Color Wheel Project, $3,000 
ii. Arts Education Grant, Todd Mitchell, Boulder Books for Change, $3,000 
iii. Arts Education Grant, Boulder Philharmonic Orchestra, Boulder Philharmonic’s Early 

Explorers Program with Boulder County Head Start and Integral Steps, $3,000 
iv. Arts Education Grant, Colorado Shakespeare Festival, Shakespeare & Violence Prevention, 

$3,000 
v. Community Project Grant, Museum of Boulder, Voces Vivas! Stories from the LatinX 

Community in Boulder, $10,000 
C. DISCUSSION: ARPA Arts Administration Rehiring Grant Finance Documents  
D. DISCUSSION: ARPA Artist Hiring Incentive Grant Criteria and Scoring 

 
5. MATTERS FROM COMMISSIONERS  (30 min) 

A. Message to Council regarding ARPA-funded Grant Programs – Eboni  
B. Reminder: Leadership and Board Appointments in July – Kathleen  

 
6. MATTERS FROM STAFF  (5 min) 

A. Questions about the Manager’s Memo  
 
7. ADJOURNMENT 
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CITY OF BOULDER 
BOULDER, COLORADO 

BOARDS AND COMMISSIONS MEETING 
MINUTES 

Name of Board/ Commission:  Boulder Arts Commission 
Date of Meeting: May 18, 2022 
Contact information preparing summary: Celia Seaton 
Commission members present: Kathleen McCormick, Bruce Borowsky, Georgia Schmid, Eboni Freeman, Maria Cole, 
Caroline Kert, Yaelaed Whyel 
Commission members absent: none 
Library staff present:    
Matt Chasansky, Office of Arts & Culture Manager 
Lauren Click, Coordinator, Grants 
Mandy Vink, Coordinator, Public Art 
Cris Jones, Director 
Celia Seaton, Board Secretary 
City staff present: 
None 
Members of the public present: Heather Beasley, Patti Bruck, Maggie Saunders, Amanda Berg Wilson, Elaine, Beth 
Merckel, Gwyneth Burak, David Dadone, Leah Brenner, Jessie Friedman 
Type of Meeting:  Regular|Remote 
Agenda Item 1:  Call to order and approval of agenda                                                [0:01:44 Audio min.]        
The meeting was called to order.  McCormick provided an introductory orientation around the virtual procedure, as this 
meeting was held through Zoom videoconference.  She asked the group for any other addendums to the agenda.  There was 
a nod of approval from the commission for the agenda as presented in the packet.  

Agenda Item 2:  Review of Minutes                                                                               [0:02:45 Audio min.]  
Item 2A, Approval/Review of April 2022 Meeting Minutes  
McCormick asked the commission for changes or addendums regarding these minutes.  McCormick had changes to the 
minutes, sent along beforehand.  Freeman moved to approve the minutes as amended.  Cole seconded, and the motion was 
unanimously approved. 

Agenda Item 3:  Public Participation                                                                              [0:05:10 Audio min.]  
Berg Wilson, artistic director of the Catamounts, invited all to attend the Public Domain Theatre Festival planned for June 
3-5.  The Catamounts will be joined by Buntport Theater and Su Teatro for this outdoor theatre festival of short works 
adapted from the public domain.  Recognizing the recent spike in COVID-19 transmission, Berg Wilson highlighted need 
for performing arts organizations to remain “agile” and employ ingenuity throughout the ebbs and flows of the pandemic 
(e.g., these events will incorporate social distancing and the outdoor space for those in attendance.)  She looks forward to 
working with the Parks and Recreation Department to figure out how to activate inventive spaces for art and performance in 
Boulder as the weather warms.

Agenda Item 4: Grant Program  [0.07.17 Audio min.] 
A. ACTION: Eligibility Questions

1. Butterfly Effect Theatre of Colorado (BETC)
2. Pro Musica Colorado Chamber Orchestra
3. Beyond Academia Free Skool

Commission discussed these applications with attention to the eligibility standard of being “headquartered in
Boulder.”  Staff recommend that commission accept these applications as eligible.  Click explained that the
City Attorney’s Office has advised Arts and Culture staff that the grant software reflect Boulder addresses in
the applications and should be accepted as accurate and truthful.
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Chasansky noted the room for interpretation in the current eligibility standard since there is no defined 
threshold in the application to determine “Boulder headquarters.”  Staff also cautioned against holding the 
current applications to a new standard.  
 
Commissioners have the options to pass a motion to accept the applications as eligible, pass a motion to 
decline the applications as ineligible, or postpone the decision until specific questions are answered by staff or 
the applicants. 
  
Schmid expressed desire that Boulder taxpayer money be directed to artists performing in Boulder.  She 
encouraged recognition of the challenges involved in maintaining a Boulder presence (e.g., limited space and 
high expense).  

 
McCormick agreed that the intent of the general operating support grants is to fund organizations whose 
principles, office space/performance space is in Boulder, and advocated for firmer framing around the 
language asking applicants to “demonstrate that the headquarters are in Boulder” perhaps using documentation 
as proof (e.g., a lease).  
 
Kert: “My thought is to keep it very simple.  From my legal perspective, diving into the many criteria that 
impact whether companies are headquartered in Colorado, for example, are extremely complex.”  

 
In Whyel’s view, the relevant operations and performances are sited in Boulder.  Due to factors such as 
COVID-19, remote work, or other circumstances, the mailing address for the organization may be located 
outside of Boulder – however, they still view the physical operation location as Boulder-based.  
 
Cole made a motion to accept staff recommendation to accept all three applications as eligible.  McCormick 
seconded, and the motion passed unanimously.  
 
Commission and staff will plan further discussion, along with CAO, to more clearly define the threshold that 
applicants may need to meet in order to meet the eligibility requirement regarding Boulder headquarters for the 
general operating support grant awards.  

 
 

B. ACTION: Reports 
1.    Lemon Sponge Cake, Happiness Project: Finding Joy in Tough Times, $10,000 
2.    Heather Schulte, Bordemos la Situación, $5,000 
3.    Arielle Milkman, Hostile Terrain 94 Boulder Outreach and Engagement, $4,769 

 
Click explained that commissioners have the options to approve the grant reports, decline individual grant reports, 
or postpone approval of individual reports pending the answers to specific questions.  
 
Freeman was impressed by the line items indicating inclusivity measures in Milkman’s project.  Offering 
interpretation and childcare services for participants, Milkman’s project serves as a “beacon” for other 
organizations looking to widen their reach and meet equity and diversity goals.  
 
Kert made a motion to accept the three grant reports.  Cole seconded, and the motion passed unanimously.  
 
 

C. ACTION:  ION: Extension Request, Patti Bruck, River Beginning: A Journey From the Edge, $4,000 – Click 
explained that this is Bruck’s fourth request for extension due to extenuating and very challenging circumstances.  
She explained that commissioners have the options to approve the extension request, not approve the extension 
request, or postpone approval of the extension pending the answers to specific questions.  Bruck was present to 
answer inquiry.  
  
Responding to commission’s inquiry, Bruck will upload and provide a link to the current version of the film for the 
commission to view. 
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Cole wondered if changing parameters of the project may help support the artist in coming to a conclusion with the 
project with which she is satisfied.  Bruck noted that there have been changes already made to the initial project.  
She provided background around the film’s title subject, River, with whom she interviewed while he was 
incarcerated for armed robbery.  The issue of opiate addiction looms and Bruck noted a “slide downhill” which 
culminated in River’s death.  Despite other hurdles both personal and related to the pandemic, she never stopped 
working on the film.  The current stage of productions involves the challenge of editing and incorporating imagery.  
She plans to finish the film as intended and believes the story especially pertinent to the current American opiate 
and fentanyl crisis. 
 
Responding to Borowsky’s inquiry, Click noted that, if granted, this would be the maximum number of extensions 
ever given by commission.  Borowsky feels sensitive to challenges of a filmmaker and is inclined to support the 
idea of an extension – if this is the final one.  The final deadline would fall on June 1, 2023.  Borowsky, Kert, 
Whyel, and McCormick support the extension with the additional language of “final” into the pertinent motion 
language. 
  
Freeman wondered whether the project had secured any other grants; Bruck responded that there has been no other 
source than her personal funds. 
 
Schmid suggested breaking the project down into two parts, so that a piece can be released.  Bruck noted that she 
has considered this option. 
 
Cole made a motion to approve a final extension request.  Borowsky seconded, and the motion passed 6-1. 
Freeman voted not to accept the final extension request as she is concerned about setting precedent around the 
number of extensions granted by commission.  

 
D. ACTION: General Operating Support Grants Decisions (Medium, Large Categories) – Click explained that for 

each of the four categories, commissioners have the options to approve the staff recommendation for the highest-
scoring grants, approving individual grants, or postpone approval of individual grants pending the answers to 
specific questions. 
 
Click indicated the highest scoring mid-sized organizations as Street Wise Arts, Art Parts Creative Reuse Center, 
EcoArts Connections, The Catamounts, NFP, Boulder Metalsmithing Association, 3rd Law Dance/Theater, Boulder 
Chorale and The Spark.  

 
Schmid expressed concern about funding The Spark due to the limits and potentially unsafe conditions of the 
present location.  She noted that only 20 parking spots are available nearby and expansion doesn’t seem possible.  
Without adequate lighting, the walkways and paths around the venue feel uncomfortable to traverse at night. 
 
Kert wondered where Schmid’s concern would fall under the current rubric criteria.  Schmid believes that this 
consideration falls under the categories regarding capacity as well as serving the public.   
 
Given concerns about and safety and service to the public, Freeman suggested that commission vote on a motion 
that contains the highest scoring organizations with the exception of The Spark.  Staff noted that grant guidelines 
don’t allow for capital improvement grants unless specifically exempted by commission.  Kert, acting as liaison 
with this organization, was aligned with staff in all her communications and specifically clarified with The Spark 
that the funds would not be used toward capital improvements on the building.  
 
Borowsky moved that Street Wise Arts, Art Parts Creative Reuse Center, EcoArts Connections, The Catamounts, 
Boulder Metalsmithing Association, 3rd Law Dance/Theater, and the Boulder Chorale be awarded general 
operating support grants.  Freeman seconded, and the motion passed unanimously.      
 
Cole noted that The Spark is “not alone” in experiencing facility challenges in Boulder.  Cole appreciates a variety 
of artist space.  McCormick agreed with Cole. 
 
Cole made a motion that The Spark be awarded a general operating support grant.  McCormick seconded.  The 
motion passed 5-2 (Cole, Kert, McCormick, Borowsky, and Whyel voted yes; Schmid and Freeman voted no.)  
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Click will speak with The Spark’s representatives to relay commission’s concerns about the current space and 
inquire about plans to transition to a safer location.  
 
For large categories, Click indicated the highest scoring organizations as: Motus Theater, Local Theater Company, 
Studio Arts Boulder, Colorado Film Society, Museum of Boulder, Frequent Fliers Productions, Inc., JLF Colorado, 
Junkyard Social Club, and Butterfly Effect Theatre of Colorado. 
 
Freeman moved and Borowsky seconded that Motus Theater, Local Theater Company, Studio Arts Boulder, 
Colorado Film Society, Museum of Boulder, Frequent Fliers Productions, Inc., JLF Colorado, Junkyard Social 
Club, and Butterfly Effect Theatre of Colorado be awarded general operating support grants for large-sized 
organizations.  
 
 
Staff welcomed discussion around the scoring that has so far occurred.  It may be helpful for applicants to 
understand some of the principles behind the numbers.  Some organizations were dismayed by the perception of 
lower scores.  
 
Borowsky believes his scores are self-explanatory.  He bases the scores on the application contents. 
 
Cole noted the strong competition in the recent round of applications.  She noted that she scores higher when there 
is a good argument around growth and capacity building.  She also prizes the aspect of “community priorities,” 
viewing the impact of artist, neighborhood, and greater Boulder community through this lens.  She appreciates 
metrics such as data of repeat visitors or other specific feedback.     
  
Schmid reviews the rubric before scoring to remind herself of the guidelines.  She noted that she liked all the 
applications, but her experience now allows discernment of those that appear to “go above and beyond,” like the 
childcare and interpretation offerings for participants or audience. 
 
Kert: “I stick very closely to the rubric, specifically the subcategories and descriptors of what we are looking for to 
meet the city goals.  I score all applications on each criterion all at once, so I am in the same frame of mind about it 
while I'm looking at them all.  It usually takes me 5 or so full evenings to read through everything.  I look very 
specifically for growth--innovation.  I look specifically for evaluations and data measuring to have measured 
outcomes that are linked to specific goals.  I look for more than lip service to DEI principles and that there is effort 
at leadership, artist, and audience levels.  I look throughout the entire application for scoring on each section to 
give the orgs the highest opportunity to get points.”  She also approves of the blind scoring.  “As a community 
member that used to see the previous process, I thought it was troublesome.”  
 
McCormick likewise sticks to the rubric, scoring each group all the way through and then performing a final 
review at the end for final adjustment. 
  
Whyel plans to score applicants not only according to “what they plan to do, but how they plan to do it.” 
 
Freeman takes the commission’s role as stewards of the public trust very seriously.  She employs the full range of 
scores available to reflect the full range of offerings presented.  She believes “some organizations deserve 8’s on 
everything, some deserve 1 in certain areas, given what was presented by the application.”  She appreciates and 
aligns with Kert’s effort to give the maximum number of points possible.  She reviews the entire application and 
makes effort to find ways to give the best scores.  She cautions applicants trying to respond to commission inquiry 
in the second round: do not try to answer a query for a specific commissioner, answer to the rubric.  Freeman urged 
applicants pay more attention to the civic dialog item, which she has seen not addressed.  She also eschews 
ambiguity and approves of specifics.  Regarding cultural equity, Freeman emphasized the error of some applicants 
who wrote that they “do ADA accommodation.”  The Americans with Disabilities Act can “influence your 
accommodation, it can inform it, but you can’t ‘do’ it.”  She encouraged applicants to research the regulations to be 
better informed (https://www.ada.gov/.) 
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Schmid wondered about the standard being held for commissioners relevant to providing comments around a low 
score and whether it may be necessary to formalize the structure of this feedback. 
 
Brenner: “I’d just like to say that I appreciate when commissioners make comments especially when scoring low. 
when that is nonexistent- it feels like we aren’t getting a fair chance to address the concerns because we don’t 
understand them. I know commenting is a lot but from the applicant point of view - it’s so important.” 
 
Berg Wilson: “As an artist in Boulder for almost 13 years now and Artistic Director of The Catamounts, I am so 
grateful when commissioners give specific feedback accompanying a lower score in the form of a question or 
opportunity to explain more.  It feels like a dialogue and an opportunity to collaborate on what is a shared goal--
making a more vibrant Boulder arts community.” 
 
Saunders: “I really appreciate the idea shared by Bruce regarding a Q & A training session, that feels worthwhile 
for both BAC and grant applicants.” 
 
Click announced that question and answer sessions for grants will be hosted in November, December, and January 
when the grant cycle is first published.  She noted that previous recorded sessions are available through the website 
(https://boulderarts.org/2022-grants-program/). 

 
Agenda Item 5: Public Art Program                                                                                     [2.00.50 Audio min.] 

A. DISCUSSION: Amendments to the Public Art Implementation Plan 
i. Experiments in Public Art 

ii. Rain Garden 
 

Vink referred to these items needing commission recommendation to begin work, included in the packet.  Her goal 
is to start working on product and program.  Commissioners have the options to recommend that the City Manager 
approves incorporating the project into 2020-2022 Public Art Implementation Plan (staff recommendation) or 
recommend that the proposal does not advance to the City Manager at this time.  
 
Cole moved that commission recommend the City Manager incorporate the following projects into the approved 
2020-2022 Public Art Implementation Plan: 2022 Experiments in Public Art, and Stormwater Quality Program: 
Rain Garden Project.  Borowsky seconded, and the motion was unanimously approved. 

 
Agenda Item 6: Matters from Commissioners                                                                    [2.09.30 Audio min.]                                                              

A. ACTION:  BMOCA Relocation Proposal – Cole, acting as liaison for the Boulder Museum of Contemporary Art 
(BMoCA), introduced Dadone who serves as executive director and chief curator of BMoCA to discuss the 
expansion and relocation to a new north Boulder location. 

 
Cole noted that the expansion works on several levels.  It provides opportunity for the museum to be in a facility 
designed for them, to engage with a Housing & Human Services Master Plan with potential for live/work spaces, to 
contribute to the emerging NoBo neighborhood, and to amplify the arts in a way that will help Boulder become a 
cultural destination. 
 
Dadone and Burak presented on the plan for an expanded facility in north Boulder (see handouts.)  This location 
aims to serve all equally by situating itself at the front of Boulder’s most quicky growing and diverse neighborhood 
and to build on momentum of Boulder’s NoBo Art District which already houses over 200 artists with potential for 
further density.  
 
BMoCA representatives are gearing up for fundraising process in order to break ground on the facility by the end 
of 2025, early 2026 depending on permitting and development process.  Community partners include Boulder 
Chamber, City of Boulder Office of Arts and Culture, Create Boulder, and NoBo Art District.  Community 
engagement opportunities will offer survey, a design committee and charette, and engagement with design finalists.  

 
Cole serves on BMoCA’s board and will report on any important updates.  Dadone also expressed willingness to 
return to commission himself for further conversation.  
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Freeman would like to have reports back at the community feedback milestones (e.g., compilation of survey 
responses).  
 
Schmid hopes the future museum building’s architecture can align with Boulder sensibility and the city’s existing 
aesthetic.  In response to her inquiry about the medium for public engagement, Dadone plans to have a physical 
presence during first Fridays to allow participants the chance to take the survey in person.    
 
Borowsky felt concern with leaving vacant the existing space downtown.  He doesn’t want such a vital spot to run 
fallow of art.   
 
Commission, staff, and BMoCA representatives all expressed excitement about the project and expansion.  
 

Agenda Item 7: Matters from Staff                                                                             [2.47.34 Audio min.] 
A. Manager’s Memo: see packet. Chasansky welcomed questions.  

 
B. ACTION: Criteria for Artist Hiring Incentive Grants and Arts Administration Rehiring Grants – Chasansky 

presented on the staff recommendations for the criteria of these two grants funded through the American Rescue 
Plan Act (see handouts.)  
 
The purpose of the Artist Hiring Incentive Grants is aimed to respond to industry-specific, COVID-related 
workforce impacts through targeted nonprofit funding.  This grant is a hiring incentive for nonprofits to employ 
Boulder-area visual, performing, and literary artists to perform or create new work.  The funding totals $36,000, 
broken into 12 grants at $3,000 each.  The awards would be decided with administrative review (first come, first 
served).  Criteria, along with relevant deadlines were outlined. 
 
Responding to McCormick’s inquiry, staff noted that Boulder-based applicants would be determined by whether 
the primary residential address is within the City of Boulder as per the Boulder Valley Comprehensive Plan, with a 
signifier being a zip code beginning in “803.”  Chasansky noted that this guideline would effectively exclude P.O. 
boxes.  
 
Borowsky favors a minimum length of residency in Boulder.  
 
Kert “feel[s] like if we are trying to engage higher capacity for artists to move here, a length of residency cuts 
against that.”  Schmid agreed, and wondered “would someone really move here for a $3K grant?” 
 
McCormick expressed concern about the first-come, first-served method of the administrative process.  Cole 
agreed and suggested implementing a lottery system.   
 
Taking a straw poll, the majority of commission did not indicate favor of a requirement for a minimum length of 
residency.  The majority did indicate favor of administrative review using a lottery method as opposed to first-
come, first-served.  

 
Commission provided nodding approval for staff to work on the Artist Hiring Incentive Grants. 
 
The second funding recommendation, the Arts Administration Rehiring Grant, totals $879,000 (10 grants at 
$87,900 each divided over three years).  This grant aims to respond to industry-specific, COVID-related workforce 
impacts through targeted grants to nonprofits.  This grant is an enhancement grant to rehire of arts administration 
positions that were eliminated due to the pandemic.  These grants would be decided by vote of commission 
members.  The staff recommended eligibility requirements were discussed along with the scoring and ranking 
process 

 
Commission provided nodding approval to the outlined staff recommendations for the Arts Administration 
Rehiring Grant.   
 
Staff will work on language to finalize construction of these two grants, incorporating the gathered feedback.  
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APPROVED BY:       ATTESTED: 
 
  
_________________________________________   ________________________________________ 
Board Chair       Board Secretary 
 
 
_________________________________________   ________________________________________ 
Date        Date 

Agenda Item 8: Adjournment                                                                                     [3.25.30 Audio min.] 
There being no further business to come before the commission at this time, the meeting was adjourned.   
 
 Date, time, and location of next meeting: 

The next Boulder Arts Commission meeting will be at 6 p.m. on Wednesday, June 15, 2022. 
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TO:  Members of the Boulder Arts Commission  
FROM:  Matt Chasansky, City of Boulder Office of Arts + Culture 
DATE:  June 10, 2022  
SUBJECT:  Manager’s Update for the Boulder Arts Commission Meeting  
 on June 15, 2022 
 

 
 
1. Due to the COVID-19 Pandemic emergency orders, this meeting of the Arts Commission: 

 
> Will ensure that participants can safely follow social distancing guidelines by convening the meeting online using 

a video conference.   
 
> Includes public observation and comment.  To join the video conference, members of the community must 

make a request by email to rsvp@bouldercolorado.gov by Wednesday, June 15 at 12:00 P.M. 
 

 
2. Notes on the June Meeting Agenda 

 
> 4A, General Operating Support Decisions – Please find the final scores for the small and extra-large categories of 

the GOS grant applications in Attachment One.  During the meeting, commissioners have the options to: 
a. Approve all the grants in the staff recommendation, 
b. Approve individual grants, or 
c. Postpone approval of individual grants pending the answers to specific questions. 

 
> 4B, Grant Reports - For the reports, Commissioners have the options to: 

a. Approve the grant reports, 
b. Approve individual reports, 
c. Not approve individual grant reports and cancel the final 20% payments, or 
d. Postpone approval of individual reports pending the answers to specific questions. 

 
> 4C, ARPA Arts Administration Rehiring Grant Finance Documents – In Attachment Two find the Finance 

Overview calculator that applicants will complete for the grant application.  During the meeting, staff will discuss 
the document and how it can be used for review of the applications.  And, describe the system of scoring using 
ranked priority scores.  This scoring system differs from the typical method where panelists assign specific score 
numbers based on a scale applied to a rubric.  Instead, this system requires panelists to rank the applications 
from top to bottom priority for funding.  After time for questions on the application and scoring, commissioners 
are encouraged to discuss their personal criteria that they will be using to rank the applications.  Staff will also 
be providing a timeline for scoring the applications, with approval of final scores currently scheduled for the 
August meeting of the Arts Commission. 
 

> 4D, ARPA Artist Hiring Incentive Grant Criteria and Scoring – In Attachment Three find the draft application for 
discussion.  This draft document captures feedback received at the May meeting.  In the document, you will 
recognize much of the criteria from other project grants.  There are key differences to note regarding the criteria 
for hiring Boulder artists and the lottery system of administrative approval.  Please come to the meeting with 
any final questions or suggestions for staff. 
 

 
 
 

 
3. Commission Correspondence 
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In Attachment Four, please find copies of email correspondence received by the Boulder Arts Commission during the 
period between the publication of the May and June 2022 meeting packets. 

 
 

4. Staff Updates 
 
Staff continues to work with the Finance department to implement programs funded by the American Rescue Plan 
Act (ARPA). 
 
Work continues in support of the Finance Department in support of the proposal from the Boulder Museum of 
Contemporary Art (BMoCA) to relocate their facility to a new location in the NoBo Art District.   
 
Work continues on preparing the 2023 City Manager’s Proposed Budget.  It is anticipated that staff will provide an 
update to the Arts Commission at the August meeting. 

 
> Grants and Programs for Organizations 

 
Immigrant Heritage Month Grants were awarded April 18, 2022, through the Human Relations Commission. 
These awards are funded through our office’s sponsorship program: 
 Haula Community Organization, Celebration of Immigrant Heritage, $1,650 from the Office of Arts and 

Culture / $1,650 from the Human Relations Commission 
 The Hypothetical Theatre Company, Inc., Ellis Island Stories: Yesterday and Today, $1,650 from the Office of 

Arts and Culture / $1,650 from the Human Relations Commission 
 Motus Theater, UndocuAmerica Monologues: 10 Years of DACA in Story and Song, $1,650 from the Office of 

Arts and Culture / $1,650 from the Human Relations Commission 
 
Work continues to support applicants and panelists for the current grant categories. 
 
A sponsorship for the NoBo Art District to rent portable bathrooms for the NoBo Summer Markets was approved 
by the Sponsorship Committee.  This will be funded from the special fund ($5,000) we set aside each year for 
District projects. 
 
These Professional Development Grants were approved in advance of the meeting: 
 Adriana Paola Palacios Luna, Denver Art Museum Acrylic Painting with Mediums, Denver, Colorado, $500 
 Brian Jack, International Double Reed Society Conference, Boulder, Colorado, $500 
 Ellen Allen, StartUp to ScaleUp Yampa Valley by the Colorado SBDC (Small Business Development Center) 

workshop, Hayden, Colorado, $482 
 Heidi Alina, Private Study with Jo Boatright, Concert Pianist and Artistic Director, Walden Chamber Music 

Society, Buena Vista, Colorado, $500 
 Kaori Uno, International Double Reed Society Conference, Boulder, Colorado, $500 
 Laura Malpass, Progressing Ballet Technique Teacher Workshop, online, $500 
 Leah Quiller, American Congress of Rehabilitative Medicine, Chicago, Illinois, $500 
 Meghan Wilmesher, Stained Glass Association of America SGAA 111th Annual Summer Conference, Toledo, 

Ohio, $500 
 

These Venue and Event Affordability Fund Grant reports were approved in advance of the meeting: 
 3rd Law Dance/Theater, 3rd Law presents their 2022 Spring Season, Dairy Arts Center and online, $1,000 
 Boulder Chorale, Brahms’ Requiem, First United Methodist Church of Boulder, $1,000 
 Boulder Symphony, Boulder Symphony 2022 Season, Grace Commons Church, $1,000 
 Future Arts Foundation, Bluebird Music Festival, Macky Auditorium Fee Waiver 
 Greater Boulder Youth Orchestras, 2022 Spring Concert and 2022 Fall Concert, Macky Auditorium Fee 

Waiver 
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 LOCAL Theater Company, Fall and Spring Local Lab New Play Festivals, COVID-19 testing, $1,000 

These grant extensions were approved in advance of the meeting: 
 Frequent Flyers Productions, Dreamers Fly with Frequent Flyers, $3,000 
 
In Attachment Five please find a current grants program budget. 

 
> Public Art Program 

 
The Public Art Assistant position closes June 14.  Staff is working to rehire and reprioritize workload in the 
interim.  
 
Staff is working with the Budget Office on public art funding allocation procedures in the Capital Improvement 
Program and from the Community Culture Resilience and Safety Tax (CCRS) allocations. 

 
Staff continues to work on improvements to the permitting of public art and is working with a local fabrication 
and installation firm for General Contractor requirements. 
 
Public Art Commissioning Updates:  
 North Broadway (Sharon Dowell):  Final Design.  Staff is seeking mural approval from Thistle Property 

Management and a General Contractor for permitting process. The preapplication is in review. Anticipated 
installation: Mural – Fall 2022, Bike racks and sculpture – Spring 2023. 

 Experiments in Public Art: Contracting. This round is an ARPA-funded program, with a focus on pandemic 
recovery, creative workforce, and economic development. The Standing Selection Panel and commissioner 
Caroline Kert are working with staff and Farm to Spaceship to build out the program.  

 Urban Design - 30th and Colorado Underpass (Rosie Fivian and Ransom Beegles): Final Design/Construction. 
The parent project has entered construction while exploring cost-saving options in final production, 
including the urban design components. The parent project covers all urban design implementation: form 
liner work will be complete by the contractor; all paint and mural applications are under review. Anticipated 
parent project construction schedule is Feb 2021 – Oct 2022.  
http://www.architectista.com/   http://www.rdesignstudios.com/ 
https://bouldercolorado.gov/transportation/30th-and-colorado-underpass  

 NoBo Library (Daily tous les jours): Final Design. Updated design and budget review will occur once the 
parent project receives Schematic Design (SD) approval.  The anticipated parent project construction 
schedule is Fall 2022 – Winter 2024. www.dailytouslesjours.com;  

 Fire Station 3 (Michael Clapper): Final Design. https://www.michaelclapperstudios.com/ 
https://bouldercolorado.gov/planning/fire-station-3-relocation-4  

 Urban Design - 19th and Upland (Anthony Garcia): Final Design.  The Parent Project design is nearing 90% 
completion for new underpass at 19th and Upland on the Fourmile Canyon Creek.  The anticipated parent 
project construction schedule is Fall 2022 – Spring 2024. 

 George Reynolds Branch Mural: On hold.  
 Rain Gardens: Pre-approval – Selection process.  
 Alpine Balsam Deconstruction: Pre-approval.  
 Alpine Balsam Pavilion: The project launch is projected for early 2023.  
 Art in Parking Garages: On Hold. Reviewing program recommendations for possible implementation 
 Valmont Park: The project launch is projected for 2023. 
 Transportation CIP Percent for Art: On Hold 
 
Community-Initiated and Donation Projects Updates: 
 Temple of Tranquility: Pre-approval. Staff is working with project team to explore review process and 

feasibility.  The project is on track for installation in March 2023. 
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 Los Seis de Boulder: Permitting and Contracting. The feasibility for new location at 28th and Canyon is 
favorable and permitting review is underway.  The temporary installation at BMoCA’s Inside Out exhibition 
has been extended. Permanent installation is on track for Oct. 23, 2022.  

 Nobel Circle Donation: Pre-approval.  It is with sadness to share that Don McDonald passed away last 
month.  Staff and the Arts Commission Chair has sent his family our condolences.  No project action is 
underway at this time. https://www.legacy.com/us/obituaries/dailycamera/name/donald-mcdonald-
obituary?id=34895793 

 New Donation Proposals: Staff is currently working with community members on the possibility of three 
new proposals, to be proposed for inclusion in the 2023 Public Art Implementation Plan.  

 Boulder Rotary Club Donation: Contracting and appraisal underway. Thank you to those that were able to 
attend the dedication ceremony. 

 
Maintenance and Conservation: 
 The 2D Collection: Small Works condition reporting, packing, and relocation is complete.  Works have now 

been documented and are accounted for in one consolidated location.  Cataloguing and website updates 
remain on hold until capacity is available.  

 Accessible Signage: Husky Creative is supporting fabrication, installation of signage for up-to 3 projects (55 
Degrees, Dragonfly Giraffe, donations) utilizing the Accessible Signage Framework. Work anticipated to be 
complete in the Fall of 2022. 

 
Murals/Paint the Pavement Projects: 
 On Hold.  
 
In Attachment Six please find the status of the five-year public art commissioning budget. 
 

> Programs for Artists 
 
Work continues on the Indigenous Artist Fellowship focused on climate adaptation. 
 

> Creative Neighborhoods  
 

Boulder Characters: On Hold. Staff is working with community on a city-wide storytelling and mural scavenger 
hunt opportunity, sponsored fully by a community member, titled #BoulderCharacters. This project is on hold 
until additional staffing is available to support the program. 

 
> Venues  

 
Work continues to complete a proposal for the nonprofit component of the CCRS tax allocations.  The process 
and criteria are being developed to present to City Council at their meeting on June 14. 

 
> Civic Dialog, Boulder Arts Week, Boulder Arts Showcase 

 
Work began on the Arts and Economic Prosperity 6 study. The office will be gathering 1,000 surveys from now 
until April 2023. 
 
Work continues on the Cultural Asset Map project. 
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Attachment One 
General Operating Support Final Scores 
 
Extra Large Category Final Scores 
Page One, Overall Scores 
 
 

APPLICANT NAME 
OVERALL 
AVERAGE 

KGNU Community Radio  31.50 

Boulder Museum of Contemporary Art (BMoCA) 31.33 

Colorado Music Festival and Center for Musical Arts  31.00 

eTown  30.50 

Colorado Chautauqua Association  29.83 

Colorado Shakespeare Festival  29.33 

Parlando School of Musical Arts  29.00 

Dairy Arts Center  28.83 

Boulder Philharmonic Orchestra  28.67 

Boulder Watershed Collective  25.50 
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Extra Large Category Final Scores 
Page Two, Detail Scores 
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KGNU Community Radio 7 8 7 8 3 33 7 6 8 6 1 28 7 8 7 8 4 34 

BMoCA 8 8 8 8 3 35 5 8 8 7 4 32 7 8 7 7 4 33 

Colorado Music Festival  8 8 7 8 3 34 4 5 8 8 4 29 6 7 8 7 4 32 

eTown  8 8 7 7 3 33 8 8 8 8 1 33 7 8 7 8 4 34 

Colorado Chautauqua Assoc. 8 8 7 7 3 33 7 8 8 4 1 28 7 7 7 6 3 30 

Colorado Shakespeare Festival  6 8 7 7 3 31 6 8 6 8 2 30 7 7 6 6 4 30 

Parlando School of Musical Arts  8 7 8 7 3 33 6 5 5 5 1 22 7 7 7 6 3 30 

Dairy Arts Center  8 8 8 8 3 35 7 8 6 7 2 30 7 8 7 7 2 31 

Boulder Philharmonic Orchestra  8 8 7 8 3 34 5 5 6 7 1 24 6 7 7 6 2 28 

Boulder Watershed Collective  6 5 5 4 3 23 8 1 7 2 1 19 6 6 7 6 2 27 

 
 Georgia   Caroline   Maria   
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KGNU Community Radio 7 8 7 7 1 30 7 7 6 7 3 30 8 8 8 7 3 34 

BMoCA 5 6 6 6 2 25 6 7 6 7 3 29 8 8 7 8 3 34 

Colorado Music Festival  5 7 7 7 1 27 5 8 7 6 3 29 8 8 8 8 3 35 

eTown  5 6 6 6 1 24 6 6 5 5 3 25 7 8 8 8 3 34 

Colorado Chautauqua Assoc. 6 5 6 7 3 27 6 6 6 6 3 27 7 8 8 8 3 34 

Colorado Shakespeare Festival  6 6 6 6 1 25 6 6 5 7 3 27 8 8 7 7 3 33 

Parlando School of Musical Arts  7 7 6 7 1 28 7 7 7 6 3 30 7 7 7 7 3 31 

Dairy Arts Center  4 6 5 6 1 22 6 6 5 5 3 25 8 6 7 6 3 30 

Boulder Philharmonic Orchestra  5 6 6 7 1 25 6 7 4 7 3 27 7 8 8 8 3 34 

Boulder Watershed Collective  6 6 7 6 4 29 6 6 5 6 4 27 6 5 7 6 4 28 

 
Small Category Final Scores 
Page One, Overall Scores 
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APPLICANT NAME 
OVERALL 
AVERAGE 

NoBo Art District  28.67 

east window  28.00 

Sans Souci Festival of Dance Cinema  27.83 

T2 Dance Company  27.83 

Band of Toughs 27.67 

Boulder MUSE  27.67 

Colorado MahlerFest  27.67 

Boulder Opera Company  27.33 

Boulder Samba School  27.33 

Cantabile Singers  27.25 

Creativity Alive  27.17 

Pro Musica Colorado Chamber Orchestra  27.17 

Lemon Sponge Cake Contemporary Ballet  26.67 

The Big Dream  26.67 

Samba Colorado  25.33 

Beyond Academia Free Skool (BAFS)  23.83 
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Extra Large Category Final Scores 
Page Two, Detail Scores 
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NoBo Art District  8 8 8 8 3 35 6 6 3 2 1 18 8 8 7 7 4 34 

east window  5 6 5 7 4 27 3 8 8 3 2 24 8 7 6 8 4 33 

Sans Souci Festival  7 7 6 7 3 30 2 4 3 7 3 19 7 7 7 7 4 32 

T2 Dance Company  7 7 6 6 3 29 4 4 7 3 1 19 8 7 7 7 4 33 

Band of Toughs 6 7 7 6 3 29 6 6 6 4 2 24 8 7 8 7 4 34 

Boulder MUSE  8 8 8 8 3 35 5 4 2 3 2 16 8 7 6 8 4 33 

Colorado MahlerFest  8 7 7 7 3 32 5 4 6 2 1 18 7 6 6 6 4 29 

Boulder Opera Company  7 8 7 8 3 33 6 4 6 5 2 23 7 6 6 6 3 28 

Boulder Samba School  7 7 7 7 3 31 3 5 7 5 3 23 7 7 7 8 4 33 

Cantabile Singers  Recused  Recused  7 6 7 6 4 30 

Creativity Alive  5 6 6 6 3 26 5 6 4 6 2 23 8 7 7 7 4 33 

Pro Musica  7 7 6 6 3 29 3 5 4 7 4 23 7 6 7 6 4 30 

Lemon Sponge Cake  6 7 6 6 3 28 3 6 5 2 1 17 7 7 7 8 4 33 

The Big Dream  4 5 5 4 3 21 5 5 7 5 3 25 6 7 7 7 4 31 

Samba Colorado  6 6 7 7 3 29 3 6 8 4 3 24 7 8 7 8 4 34 

BAFS  3 4 3 3 3 16 3 3 3 3 2 14 7 7 6 6 4 30 
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Extra Large Category Final Scores 
Page Three, Detail Scores (continued) 
 

 Georgia   Caroline   Maria   
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NoBo Art District  6 7 7 7 1 28 7 6 6 6 2 27 5 7 8 7 3 30 

east window  6 6 7 7 2 28 7 7 6 7 4 31 6 6 5 6 2 25 

Sans Souci Festival  7 7 6 6 2 28 7 6 6 7 2 28 7 6 6 8 3 30 

T2 Dance Company  6 6 6 6 2 26 7 8 7 6 4 32 6 6 6 7 3 28 

Band of Toughs 6 6 6 6 1 25 6 6 5 7 1 25 6 7 6 7 3 29 

Boulder MUSE  5 6 6 6 1 24 5 6 6 8 1 26 6 8 7 8 3 32 

Colorado MahlerFest  5 6 7 7 2 27 7 7 5 8 2 29 7 7 6 8 3 31 

Boulder Opera Company  6 7 7 7 1 28 5 6 6 5 2 24 7 5 6 8 2 28 

Boulder Samba School  5 5 5 5 1 21 7 7 7 6 1 28 6 6 6 7 3 28 

Cantabile Singers  6 5 6 6 2 25 7 6 6 6 2 27 6 6 6 6 3 27 

Creativity Alive  6 7 7 6 1 27 7 5 5 7 1 25 6 6 6 8 3 29 

Pro Musica  5 6 5 7 2 25 6 5 5 5 4 25 6 7 8 7 3 31 

Lemon Sponge Cake  5 5 7 6 2 25 6 8 5 6 2 27 7 7 6 7 3 30 

The Big Dream  6 7 7 7 2 29 7 7 6 7 2 29 6 6 5 6 2 25 

Samba Colorado  2 2 1 1 1 7 7 6 8 7 2 30 5 6 7 7 3 28 

BAFS  6 7 5 7 3 28 6 8 6 5 4 29 5 6 5 6 4 26 
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Attachment Two 
ARPA Arts Administration Rehiring Grant Finance Calculator  
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Attachment Three 
ARPA Artist Rehiring Grants Draft Documents 
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From: Chasansky, Matthew
To: Bruce Borowsky; Caroline Kert; Eboni Freeman; Georgia Schmid; Kathleen McCormick; Maria Cole; yaelaed whyel
Cc: Click, Lauren; Jones, Cris; Vink, Mandy; Seaton, Celia
Subject: RE: 5.18.22 Arts Commission Packet
Date: Friday, May 13, 2022 6:10:09 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Commissioners—

In addition to the information in the Commission packet that Celia just sent out (thanks, C!!), I
wanted to share that there was an article in the Daily Camera about BMoCA.  And, the packet for
City Council’s meeting on May 17 (agenda item 6A) during which they will discuss the subject.  I hope
that these documents will provide a bit further context for the discussion next week.

Thanks!  Have a great weekend.

—Matt

From: Seaton, Celia <SeatonC@boulderlibrary.org> 
Sent: Friday, May 13, 2022 12:34 PM
To: Bruce Borowsky <bruce@boulderdigitalarts.com>; Caroline Kert <carolinekert@gmail.com>;
Chasansky, Matthew <ChasanskyM@boulderlibrary.org>; Click, Lauren <ClickL@boulderlibrary.org>;
Devin Hughes <devin@devinpatrickhughes.com>; Eboni Freeman <ebonifree4545@gmail.com>;
Georgia Schmid <georgiamichelle@hotmail.com>; Kathleen McCormick <fonthead1@gmail.com>;
Maria Cole <m.cole205@gmail.com>; robynlmitchell@gmail.com; Vink, Mandy
<VinkM@boulderlibrary.org>; Jones, Cris <JonesC@bouldercolorado.gov>
Subject: 5.18.22 Arts Commission Packet

Good Afternoon Commissioners and Staff –

The packet for next week’s meeting has embedded images that make the file too large for email. 
Please refer to the public link here: https://boulderarts.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/5.18.22-
BAC-Packet.pdf. 

Please send any questions you have to Matt (ChasanskyM@boulderlibrary.org) by 5pm on Monday,
5/16.

Have a good weekend,
Celia

Celia Seaton
Administrative Specialist II

Attachment Four 
Commission Correspondence 
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From: Click, Lauren
To: Kathleen McCormick (fonthead1@gmail.com); Eboni Freeman; Bruce Borowsky; georgiamichelle@hotmail.com;

carolinekert@gmail.com; Maria Cole; yaelaed whyel
Cc: Chasansky, Matthew; Seaton, Celia
Subject: FW: Documents to review for Commission meeting 5/18/22
Date: Wednesday, May 18, 2022 11:21:23 AM
Attachments: Heather Schulte report.pdf

Lemon Sponge Cake report.pdf
Arielle Milkman report.pdf
Bruck extension 4.pdf
Pro Musica eligibility response.pdf
BETC eligibility response.pdf
BAFS eligibility response.pdf

Hello Arts Commission,
 
A reminder to please review the attached in advance of our meeting this evening.
 
Thank you!
 
Cheers, Lauren
 
----------
Lauren Click
she/her/hers
clickl@bouldercolorado.gov
 
Arts Program Manager
Cultural Grants Program
Office of Arts + Culture
1001 Arapahoe Avenue  |  Boulder, CO  | 80302
www.boulderarts.org

 
Sign up for our newsletter, and follow us on Twitter and Instagram for updates on Boulder's rich arts and culture
scene.
 

From: Click, Lauren 
Sent: Wednesday, May 11, 2022 9:40 AM
To: Kathleen McCormick (fonthead1@gmail.com) <fonthead1@gmail.com>; Eboni Freeman
<ebonifree4545@gmail.com>; Bruce Borowsky <bruce@boulderdigitalarts.com>;
georgiamichelle@hotmail.com; carolinekert@gmail.com; Maria Cole <m.cole205@gmail.com>;
yaelaed whyel <yaelaed@yaelaedart.com>
Cc: Chasansky, Matthew <ChasanskyM@boulderlibrary.org>; Seaton, Celia
<SeatonC@boulderlibrary.org>
Subject: Documents to review for Commission meeting 5/18/22
 
Hello Arts Commission,
 
Thank you for your time reviewing these grant program documents! Please review the documents in
advance of the Boulder Arts Commission meeting on Wednesday, May 18, 2022. Below the list of
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Applicants


Heather Schulte
Mrs Heather Schulte 
540 S 43rd St
Boulder, CO 80305


O: 541-554-0240


Mrs Heather  Schulte  
540 S 43rd St
Boulder, CO 80305


heatherdschulte@gmail.com
O: 541-554-0240
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FollowUp Form


Instructions and deadlines
Amount Awarded 


$5,000.00


Project title 
Bordemos la Situación


INSTRUCTIONS AND DEADLINES


Please complete the whole grant report form no later than one month after you finish the project. The report due 
date was submitted in your application.


If a report is not approved, staff will notify you with questions regarding your report.


If you can’t complete a grant project on time, you must email a letter to the Boulder Arts Commission at 
culturegrants@boulderlibrary.org to ask for an extension before the report due date. Send this email before the 
report due date with these details:


• explanation for the delay;


• timing for project completion (provide a specific date);


• timing for project’s grant report submission (provide a specific date one month after finishing your 
project)


Staff will review your extension request email and provide a response. If a report extension is not approved, staff 
will notify you about how you could revise or add more information.


Failure to follow these procedures will jeopardize your eligibility to apply for future Boulder Arts Commission grant 
awards. If you have questions, contact information for staff is on the boulderarts.org website, or you may email 
culturegrants@boulderlibrary.org, or call 720-564-2355.


Applicant information
Mission statement 
If not applicable write N/A.


N/A



mailto:culturegrants@boulderlibrary.org

mailto:culturegrants@boulderlibrary.org
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Geographic area served 
If not applicable write N/A.


Boulder, Front Range CO/Denver metro, and nationwide community


For individuals: organizational affiliation 
Even if an organizational affiliation is stated, awards will be made to the individual whose account is associated 
with this application. If no organization affiliated, please state 'none'.


none


Number of full time employees 
If not applicable write 0.


0


Number of part time employees 
If not applicable write 0.


0


Number of volunteers 
If not applicable write 0.


0


Attachments
ATTACHMENTS


• Financial statement for the project. Please resubmit a copy of your original project budget from the grant 
proposal and add columns for and information detailing: "Actual income", "Actual expenses", "Variance" 
(or difference between the two).


• Evaluation materials. Include here a concise data report with a table or chart showing the results of your 
project (only if you did not fill in the proposed outcomes and evaluation strategy section).


• Collateral materials. Please provide proof that you’ve given credit to the Boulder Arts Commission for 
grant funding (proof could be a mention of grant support with the Commission’s official logo in 
advertising, schedules, news/media clippings, programs, etc.)


• Media files. Please submit at least three and up to 10 photographs (jpegs) documenting your grant 
project. Include a Word document listing: name of the event, date, and photo credits. Upload any audio 
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or video files onto YouTube or a similarly accessible social media site and submit a document (Word or 
pdf) with a list of website links.


• Attach a one-page summary responding to these questions about your project. If you would like to review 
your responses on the application, click on the Application tab under your contact information at the top 
of the Follow Up page.


o Project outcome. Provide a brief description of the completed project. How successful 
were you in achieving your goals for this project? Did you experience any obstacles that 
kept the project from meeting its objectives? If so, what changes did you make that were 
successful? If the final outcome(s) of the project differed from your description in your 
original grant, please give details.


o Community Priorities. How successful were you in addressing the Community Priorities 
contained in the Cultural Plan? How have you measured success?


• Outcomes and evaluation strategy. How did your evaluation strategy work? Did you collect 
data? What did the data tell you?  How successful was this project in benefiting the 
community? Describe briefly how someone benefited in a meaningful way from your project. If 
you would like to provide a table or chart regarding the results of your project instead of 
writing text here, please include in the attachments section.


• Cultural equity and opportunity. Describe how your project provided an opportunity for 
cultural equity and/or opportunity.


• Takeaways. Please tell us what you learned—the big ideas or breakthroughs for you, your 
organization, the arts in Boulder, and/or the community.


Project Summary* 
Attach a one-page summary responding to the above questions about your project (Project Outcome, Community 
Priorities, Outcomes and Evaluation, Cultural Equity, Takeaways). If you would like to review your responses on the 
application, click on the Application tab under your contact information at the top of the Follow Up page.


Schulte_Heather_GrantSummary.pdf


Financial statement* 
Permitted file types: xl, xlsx, pdf.


Actual budget Bordemos la Situacion.pdf


Evaluation materials. 
Permitted file types: pdf, doc, docx, xl, xlsx


Collateral materials.* 
Permitted file types: pdf, jpg, png, tiff, doc, docx.


Collateralmaterials_Bordemoslasituacion.jpg
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Supplementary materials* 
Permitted file types: pdf, jpg, png, tiff, doc, docx.


IMG_4532.JPG


Supplementary materials* 
Permitted file types: pdf, jpg, png, tiff, doc, docx.


BoulderLibraryworkshop2021b.jpg


Supplementary materials* 
Permitted file types: pdf, jpg, png, tiff, doc, docx.


Spanishkit.jpg


Supplementary materials 
Permitted file types: pdf, jpg, png, tiff, doc, docx.


Photo credits video links Bordemos la Situacion.pdf


Supplementary materials 
Permitted file types: pdf, jpg, png, tiff, doc, docx.


Supplementary materials 
Permitted file types: pdf, jpg, png, tiff, doc, docx.


Supplementary materials 
Permitted file types: pdf, jpg, png, tiff, doc, docx.


Supplementary materials 
Permitted file types: pdf, jpg, png, tiff, doc, docx.


Supplementary materials 
Permitted file types: pdf, jpg, png, tiff, doc, docx.


Supplementary materials 
Permitted file types: pdf, jpg, png, tiff, doc, docx.


Certification* 
I certify our use of the Boulder Arts Commission credit line and/or logo in project advertising, signage and 
programs.
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I certify


Agreement* 
I grant the City of Boulder Office of Arts and Culture, its representatives and employees the right to use these 
photographs / videos / audios with proper accreditation for any lawful purpose, including for publicity, illustration, 
advertising, newsletters, publications social media and Web.


I agree


Report certification and submission
I certify that the information contained in this grant budget report is true and correct to the best of my 
knowledge.*


I certify


Full name* 
Heather Schulte


Date* 
04/26/2022
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File Attachment Summary
Applicant File Uploads
•   Schulte_Heather_GrantSummary.pdf
•   Actual budget Bordemos la Situacion.pdf
•   Collateralmaterials_Bordemoslasituacion.jpg
•   IMG_4532.JPG
•   BoulderLibraryworkshop2021b.jpg
•   Spanishkit.jpg
•   Photo credits video links Bordemos la Situacion.pdf
 







Grant Summary Bordemos la Situación Heather Schulte


Project outcome: This grant supported the translation of the Stitching the Situation website into 
Spanish, as well as translation of all instructional materials for kits. This work was completed 
and launched on July 19, 2021. In addition, I was invited to teach workshops at the Boulder 
Library, and create instructional videos with the support of the BLDG61 staff and a local video 
editor. The materials for the workshops were provided in both English and Spanish, free to the 
public (completed pieces to be exhibited later this year or early 2023). The biggest obstacle has 
been time, bandwidth, and staff to plan events during this difficult year. Generally, the social and 
relational aspects of this project have moved much more slowly than expected. I have been 
applying for additional funding to bring this work to organizations so they do not need to support 
my fees, or additional translation services, but have not yet received the funding to do so. Two 
grants were not selected, and I plan to apply to at least 3 more this year.
Community Priorities: This project supported a local Latina female translator, and initial 
funding to support another to continue her work, extending accessibility to underserved 
communities in our city. The excellent, peer-reviewed translation work is of high quality, and 
contributes to Boulder’s creative identity, thus a successful endeavor. While we have not 
achieved large numbers of Spanish speaking participants (I know there are a few, having handed 
kits with Spanish instructions to a few people myself), we are on the path to doing so through 
developing relationships with various organizations already mentioned, among others. As I said 
above, many people and orgs are struggling right now, so it’s taking longer than expected.
Outcomes and evaluation strategy: The website, instructional materials, and video instruction 
are translated. I have a new translator getting set up to carry the work forward. 5% of website 
visitors use the Spanish language site. 20-40% of YouTube viewers watch the Spanish captioned 
videos. The “How to Stitch” video has been very successful, with double the views than the 
English version. I have given physical copies of Spanish instructions to a few people 
participating in the project. Unfortunately, I do not have data on the other ~240 participants and 
whether they are Spanish speakers, but will be sending out demographic surveys as I receive kits 
back (I’ve only received 22, and know 3 of these were completed by Latinx/Hispanic persons). 
Cultural equity and opportunity: This project removes the language barrier from participating in 
this project, and financially supported a woman who is part of our local Latinx/Hispanic 
community, who is also a mother. The work afforded flexibility with scheduling, and the ability 
to work from home, so accommodated her schedule during the summer months, all during an 
ongoing pandemic. She received a living wage, and has connected me with another woman (who 
is also a parent and full time caregiver) from this community to continue her work.
Takeaways: I have learned that working in partnership is extremely valuable, as we learn from 
each other as we go. It also takes a lot of time, and doing so in the midst of the restrictions of a 
pandemic means it will take even longer. Meaningful work takes (and makes) a community!
“The project appealed to me given that she is providing a community project in which people can 
‘make sense’ through creative ways of the impact COVID had, and continues to, in their lives 
and those around them. Bordemos la situación uses stitching as a community connector that is 
available across experience levels, cultures, and lived experiences, and provides an outlet for 
cathartic and crucial community healing processes. My collaboration with Heather is gratifying 
because together we are advancing equitable access to this creative process. Her project  intends 
to remove as many barriers of participation as possible, and through our collaboration we are 
addressing the language component for an important group of community members who are 
often excluded.”  —translator about her experience







Bordemos la Situación Proposed Budget & Actual Income/Expense report (Heather Schulte)


Income Proposed Actual Variance


BOoAC Community Projects Grant $5000.00 $5000.00
BLDG 61 (Boulder Library)* — video editing $75/hr x 8 hrs $600.00 $600.00
Boulder Library Workshops*


     Workshops (2) $250/ea $500.00 $500.00
     Materials for kits (200) $5/ea $1000.00 $1000.00
*The Boulder Library invited me to teach 2 workshops for their 
Summer of Discovery 2021, and BLDG61 commissioned me to create 
“How-to” videos for their video channel. These included printed 
Spanish instruction sheets, and Spanish video captions.


In kind:
Office space (2) $375/mo x 8 mo $6000.00 $6000.00
Computer (2) $2000.00 $2000.00
Phone (2) $50/mo $600.00 $600.00


TOTAL: $13,600.00 $15,700.00 $2100.00


Expense


Initial website and paper material translation 
         Incl. 6 month support for updates $3250.00 $3250.00
BLDG 61 (Boulder Library) — video editing $75/hr x 8 hrs $600.00 $600.00
Boulder Library Workshops


     Workshops (2) $250/ea $500.00 $500.00
     Materials for kits (200) $5/ea $1000.00 $1000.00
Translation of video captioning $1000.00 $1000.00


Translation and interpretation training for co-facilitator 
         $50/hr x 35 hrs $1750.00 $750.00 -$1000.00
*The new translator has experience and does not need as extensive 
training as initially planned. The $1000 difference was utilized for 
translating video captions.


In kind:
Office space (2) $375/mo x 8 mo $6000.00 $6000.00
Computer (2) $2000.00 $2000.00
Phone (2) $50/mo $600.00 $600.00


TOTAL: $13,600.00 $15,700.00 $2100.00


1























IMG_4532:

Filming at BLDG61

May 2021

Photo credit Adam Watts



BoulderLibraryworkshop2021:

Stich our Stories workshop at BPL main branch

June 23, 2021

Photo credit Celine Cooper



Spanishkit:

Image of stitching kit w/Spanish instructions

Translation completed July 2021



Links to YouTube videos:

Métodos para crear diseños por bordar en punto cruz
https://youtu.be/DfzY72QA0eo


Como bordar en punto cruz, parte A: herramientas y materiales (subtítulos en español)
https://youtu.be/MUKQljDb6jk


Como bordar en punto cruz, parte B: como bordar (subtítulos en español)
https://youtu.be/otqomIUN_kM


Bordemos la situación (subtítulos en español)
https://youtu.be/0D4thXuzNfQ


Also linked on the videos page of the project website:
https://www.bordemoslasituacion.com/es/how-to-videos



https://youtu.be/DfzY72QA0eo

https://youtu.be/MUKQljDb6jk

https://youtu.be/otqomIUN_kM

https://youtu.be/0D4thXuzNfQ

https://www.bordemoslasituacion.com/es/how-to-videos
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Happiness Project : Finding Joy In Tough Times
2021 Community Project Grant - Organization 
Applicants


Lemon Sponge Cake Contemporary Ballet
4730 Holiday Drive #104
Boulder, CO 80304


O: 720-352-2903


Ms Jenifer  Sher  
4730 Holiday Drive #104
Boulder, CO 80304


jenifer@lemonspongecake.org
O: 720-352-2903
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FollowUp Form


Instructions and deadlines
Amount Awarded 


$10,000.00


Project title 
Happiness Project : Finding Joy In Tough Times


INSTRUCTIONS AND DEADLINES


Please complete the whole grant report form no later than one month after you finish the project. The report due 
date was submitted in your application.


If a report is not approved, staff will notify you with questions regarding your report.


If you can’t complete a grant project on time, you must email a letter to the Boulder Arts Commission at 
culturegrants@boulderlibrary.org to ask for an extension before the report due date. Send this email before the 
report due date with these details:


• explanation for the delay;


• timing for project completion (provide a specific date);


• timing for project’s grant report submission (provide a specific date one month after finishing your 
project)


Staff will review your extension request email and provide a response. If a report extension is not approved, staff 
will notify you about how you could revise or add more information.


Failure to follow these procedures will jeopardize your eligibility to apply for future Boulder Arts Commission grant 
awards. If you have questions, contact information for staff is on the boulderarts.org website, or you may email 
culturegrants@boulderlibrary.org, or call 720-564-2355.


Applicant information
Mission statement 
If not applicable write N/A.


The Lemon Sponge Cake Contemporary Ballet mission is to create groundbreaking choreography under 
visionary and singular artistic direction, via production of contemporary ballet world premieres in 
collaboration world-class dancers and partners, whilst offering the finest in ballet and contemporary dance 
education to the next generation and community at-large.



mailto:culturegrants@boulderlibrary.org

mailto:culturegrants@boulderlibrary.org
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Geographic area served 
If not applicable write N/A.


Boulder


For individuals: organizational affiliation 
Even if an organizational affiliation is stated, awards will be made to the individual whose account is associated 
with this application. If no organization affiliated, please state 'none'.


Number of full time employees 
If not applicable write 0.


2


Number of part time employees 
If not applicable write 0.


0


Number of volunteers 
If not applicable write 0.


6


Attachments
ATTACHMENTS


• Financial statement for the project. Please resubmit a copy of your original project budget from the grant 
proposal and add columns for and information detailing: "Actual income", "Actual expenses", "Variance" 
(or difference between the two).


• Evaluation materials. Include here a concise data report with a table or chart showing the results of your 
project (only if you did not fill in the proposed outcomes and evaluation strategy section).


• Collateral materials. Please provide proof that you’ve given credit to the Boulder Arts Commission for 
grant funding (proof could be a mention of grant support with the Commission’s official logo in 
advertising, schedules, news/media clippings, programs, etc.)


• Media files. Please submit at least three and up to 10 photographs (jpegs) documenting your grant 
project. Include a Word document listing: name of the event, date, and photo credits. Upload any audio 
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or video files onto YouTube or a similarly accessible social media site and submit a document (Word or 
pdf) with a list of website links.


• Attach a one-page summary responding to these questions about your project. If you would like to review 
your responses on the application, click on the Application tab under your contact information at the top 
of the Follow Up page.


o Project outcome. Provide a brief description of the completed project. How successful 
were you in achieving your goals for this project? Did you experience any obstacles that 
kept the project from meeting its objectives? If so, what changes did you make that were 
successful? If the final outcome(s) of the project differed from your description in your 
original grant, please give details.


o Community Priorities. How successful were you in addressing the Community Priorities 
contained in the Cultural Plan? How have you measured success?


• Outcomes and evaluation strategy. How did your evaluation strategy work? Did you collect 
data? What did the data tell you?  How successful was this project in benefiting the 
community? Describe briefly how someone benefited in a meaningful way from your project. If 
you would like to provide a table or chart regarding the results of your project instead of 
writing text here, please include in the attachments section.


• Cultural equity and opportunity. Describe how your project provided an opportunity for 
cultural equity and/or opportunity.


• Takeaways. Please tell us what you learned—the big ideas or breakthroughs for you, your 
organization, the arts in Boulder, and/or the community.


Project Summary* 
Attach a one-page summary responding to the above questions about your project (Project Outcome, Community 
Priorities, Outcomes and Evaluation, Cultural Equity, Takeaways). If you would like to review your responses on the 
application, click on the Application tab under your contact information at the top of the Follow Up page.


Lemon Sponge Cake Wald Project Summary 4.22.2022.pdf


Financial statement* 
Permitted file types: xl, xlsx, pdf.


LSCCB -  BAC Budget Final Report2022 .pdf


Evaluation materials. 
Permitted file types: pdf, doc, docx, xl, xlsx


Lemon Sponge Cake WALD ticket report-2022.pdf


Collateral materials.* 
Permitted file types: pdf, jpg, png, tiff, doc, docx.


Wald-Lemon-Sponge-Cake-Contemporary-Ballet-op.jpg
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Supplementary materials* 
Permitted file types: pdf, jpg, png, tiff, doc, docx.


Lemon Sponge Cake Wald video.pdf


Supplementary materials* 
Permitted file types: pdf, jpg, png, tiff, doc, docx.


WALD press release.pdf


Supplementary materials* 
Permitted file types: pdf, jpg, png, tiff, doc, docx.


QR program.png


Supplementary materials 
Permitted file types: pdf, jpg, png, tiff, doc, docx.


Supplementary materials 
Permitted file types: pdf, jpg, png, tiff, doc, docx.


Supplementary materials 
Permitted file types: pdf, jpg, png, tiff, doc, docx.


Supplementary materials 
Permitted file types: pdf, jpg, png, tiff, doc, docx.


Supplementary materials 
Permitted file types: pdf, jpg, png, tiff, doc, docx.


Supplementary materials 
Permitted file types: pdf, jpg, png, tiff, doc, docx.


Supplementary materials 
Permitted file types: pdf, jpg, png, tiff, doc, docx.


Certification* 
I certify our use of the Boulder Arts Commission credit line and/or logo in project advertising, signage and 
programs.


I certify
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Agreement* 
I grant the City of Boulder Office of Arts and Culture, its representatives and employees the right to use these 
photographs / videos / audios with proper accreditation for any lawful purpose, including for publicity, illustration, 
advertising, newsletters, publications social media and Web.


I agree


Report certification and submission
I certify that the information contained in this grant budget report is true and correct to the best of my 
knowledge.*


I certify


Full name* 
Jenifer Sher


Date* 
04/22/2022
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File Attachment Summary
Applicant File Uploads
•   Lemon Sponge Cake Wald Project Summary 4.22.2022.pdf
•   LSCCB -  BAC Budget Final Report2022 .pdf
•   Lemon Sponge Cake WALD ticket report-2022.pdf
•   Wald-Lemon-Sponge-Cake-Contemporary-Ballet-op.jpg
•   Lemon Sponge Cake Wald video.pdf
•   WALD press release.pdf
•   QR program.png
 







WALD - world premiere | changes to the original proposal, with permission from Boulder Office of Arts + Culture. 
Internationally recognized Austrian choreographer Robert Sher-Machherndl creates a new and uncompromising 
site-specific work WALD.  A powerful response to global warming, environmental change, its impact on personal 
relationships, social interactions and the human condition. Sher-Machherndl reflects upon contemporary culture, 
responding via ground-breaking signature movement language, nuanced choreography and world-class 
performance. 
 
"Mr. Sher-Machherndl's language mixes snippets of textbook ballet with pedestrian movement and a more 
voluptuous, organic combination of phrasing and inscrutable gestures … he allows plenty of space and time to 
breathe.”  The New York Times 


WALD performed by a fierce collaborators Makaila Wallace a highly-skilled ballet dancer who masterfully and 
fearlessly approach Sher-Machherndl’s uncompromising, movement language and Sher-Machherndl himself. 
 
The state-of-the-art Boulder JCC 5000sq ft solar paneled gym with 40ft ceilings is converted into a cutting-edge 21 
century performance space, complete with socially distance seating.  
WALD is a free event and open to the public. 


Lemon Sponge Cake moves toward green event practices. 
We raise social awareness with these simple suggestions: 
Transport: Walk, bike, bus, car pool. 
Refreshments: Bring personal drinking container. 
Programs: QR code to view program on personal device. 
Marketing: Electronic via email blasts, social media, calendars. 


Community Priority, Equity Proposed outcomes and Evaluation : 


• We offered WALD, a new choreographic work, free to the public addressing affordability and accessibility. 
• WALD was managed by Eventbrite where we registered 125 attendees, the maximum amount of chairs that 


could used while maintaining a degree of social distance.  
• Post performance discussion was very lively, many attendees participated with interesting questions and 


perspectives.  
• Performance feedback was incredibly positive, exchanged in person and via email.  
• Our marketing campaign included a specially produced video, and photoshoot, on location at McNichols Civic 


Center. 
• Video and marketing image was posted electronically a number of times across multiple social media 


platforms, online calendars, and email blasts. WALD was a part on Boulder Arts Week, featured in Daily Camera 
and Boulder Weekly.  


• Program was visible via QR code and no paper materials were used.  
• WALD was as close to a green event as it could be.  
• It addressed relevant global  issues affecting the world we all live in today.  
• It was performed by two local world class ballet dancers, Makaila Wallace of Royal Swedish Ballet and Ballet BC, 


and Robert Sher-Machherndl principal dancer from Dutch National Ballet, Bavarian State Ballet and 
Netherlands Dance Theater increasing Boulder’s creative identity and a vibrant cultural destination.   


• Thank you for supporting this project, we are looking to repeat this special program in the future.







EXPENSES ACTUAL INCOME ACTUAL EXPENCES VARIENCE


EQUIPMENT RENTAL 3,000 1,472.56 1,527


GYM/THEATER RENTAL 500 500.00 0


STAGE/PROJECT MANAGER 1,000 1,000.00 0


LIGHTING DESIGN 700 700


DANCERS/PERFORMERS  X 3 3,600 2,400.00 1,200


CHOREOGRAPHY 1,500 1,500.00 0


CO-DIRECTOR + ADMIN 1,500 1,500.00 0


COSTUMES 500 510.46 -10


MARKETING + PR 1,000 1,000.00 0


PHOTOGRAPHY / VIDEO 900 900.00 0


DUES AND MUSIC 500 147.52 352


CREW 300 0.00 0


TOTAL $15,000 $10,930.54 $3,769.46


INCOME


BAC 10,000 10,000


SCFD | PORTION 1,000


PRIVATE DONATIONS 1,500


BCVB 2,500 2,500


TOTAL $15,000 12,500


SHARED RESOURSES 


GYM/THEATER RENTAL | BJCC 1,500 SECURED 1,500 1,500


REHEASRAL STUDIO \ 60HRS X $25 BJCC 1,500 SECURED 1,500 1,500


PHOTO / VIDOEGRAPHY | M WATSON 1,000 SECURED 1,000 1,000


VOLUNTEERS X 2 250 SECURED 250 250


MCNICHOL’S CIVIC CENTER SECURED 800 800 800


TOTAL $4,250 5,050 5,050


1







Order # Order Date First Name Last Name Quantity Price Tier Ticket Type Attendee # Order Type
2.7E+09 ######### Penny McCullagh 1 Free Ticket 4.07E+09 Eventbrite Completed
2.7E+09 ######### Steve Wallace 1 Free Ticket 4.07E+09 Eventbrite Completed
2.7E+09 ######### Malva Tarasewicz 1 Free Ticket 4.07E+09 Free Order
2.7E+09 ######### Benjamin Tarasewicz 1 Free Ticket 4.07E+09 Free Order
2.7E+09 ######### Eliseo Velasco 1 Free Ticket 4.07E+09 Free Order


2.71E+09 ######### Monique Esposito 1 Free Ticket 4.08E+09 Free Order
2.71E+09 ######### Guy Errickson 1 Free Ticket 4.08E+09 Free Order
2.71E+09 ######### Guy Errickson 1 Free Ticket 4.08E+09 Free Order
2.71E+09 ######### Guy Errickson 1 Free Ticket 4.08E+09 Free Order
2.71E+09 ######### Guy Errickson 1 Free Ticket 4.08E+09 Free Order
2.71E+09 ######### Maurizio Negrini 1 Free Ticket 4.09E+09 Eventbrite Completed
2.71E+09 ######### Michelle Auerbach 1 Free Ticket 4.09E+09 Free Order
2.71E+09 ######### Michelle Auerbach 1 Free Ticket 4.09E+09 Free Order
2.71E+09 ######### Michelle Auerbach 1 Free Ticket 4.09E+09 Free Order
2.72E+09 ######### Jacqueline Stewart 1 Free Ticket 4.1E+09 Free Order
2.72E+09 ######### mattia girelli 1 Free Ticket 4.1E+09 Free Order
2.73E+09 ######### Robin Allegra 1 Free Ticket 4.11E+09 Free Order
2.73E+09 ######### Lisa Johnston 1 Free Ticket 4.11E+09 Free Order
2.73E+09 ######### Jessica Ballard 1 Free Ticket 4.13E+09 Eventbrite Completed
2.82E+09 ######### Jane Scott 1 Free Ticket 4.28E+09 Free Order
2.85E+09 ######### Robert McHugh 1 Free Ticket 4.33E+09 Free Order
2.88E+09 ######### Grace Gamm 1 Free Ticket 4.38E+09 Free Order
2.88E+09 ######### Gordon Gamm 1 Free Ticket 4.38E+09 Free Order
2.94E+09 ######### Yvonne Joyce 1 Free Ticket 4.49E+09 Eventbrite Completed
2.94E+09 ######### Yvonne Joyce 1 Free Ticket 4.49E+09 Eventbrite Completed
2.94E+09 ######### Yvonne Joyce 1 Free Ticket 4.49E+09 Eventbrite Completed
2.94E+09 ######### Inke Borret 1 Free Ticket 4.49E+09 Free Order
2.94E+09 ######### Inke Borret 1 Free Ticket 4.49E+09 Free Order
2.95E+09 ######### Daniel Gesmer 1 Free Ticket 4.5E+09 Free Order
2.96E+09 ######### Cass Howlett 1 Free Ticket 4.52E+09 Eventbrite Completed
2.97E+09 ######### Toby Davidow 1 Free Ticket 4.54E+09 Free Order
2.99E+09 ######### Marlene Swift 1 Free Ticket 4.57E+09 Free Order


3E+09 ######### wynn bruce 1 Free Ticket 4.6E+09 Eventbrite Completed
3E+09 ######### wynn bruce 1 Free Ticket 4.6E+09 Eventbrite Completed


3.01E+09 ######### Carol Freedman 1 Free Ticket 4.6E+09 Free Order
3.01E+09 ######### barbara dubois 1 Free Ticket 4.6E+09 Free Order
3.01E+09 ######### Ellen Kirk 1 Free Ticket 4.6E+09 Free Order
3.01E+09 ######### Lisa Casden 1 Free Ticket 4.6E+09 Free Order
3.01E+09 ######### Cindy Reid 1 Free Ticket 4.61E+09 Free Order
3.01E+09 ######### Joseph Reid 1 Free Ticket 4.61E+09 Free Order
3.01E+09 ######### Elaine Leass 1 Free Ticket 4.61E+09 Free Order
3.01E+09 ######### zach ashton 1 Free Ticket 4.61E+09 Free Order
3.02E+09 ######### Sari Weinberger 1 Free Ticket 4.62E+09 Free Order
3.02E+09 ######### Leslie Newman 1 Free Ticket 4.62E+09 Free Order
3.02E+09 ######### Leslie Newman 1 Free Ticket 4.62E+09 Free Order
3.03E+09 ######### Sandy Huffman 1 Free Ticket 4.64E+09 Free Order
3.03E+09 ######### Wayne Batwin 1 Free Ticket 4.64E+09 Free Order







3.05E+09 ######### Margaret Reagor 1 Free Ticket 4.68E+09 Free Order
3.05E+09 ######### Joan Fleming 1 Free Ticket 4.68E+09 Free Order
3.06E+09 ######### Marisa Hollingsworth 1 Free Ticket 4.69E+09 Free Order
3.06E+09 ######### Marisa Hollingsworth 1 Free Ticket 4.69E+09 Free Order
3.08E+09 ######### Jamie Barnett 1 Free Ticket 4.72E+09 Free Order
3.09E+09 ######### Jennifer Ryan 1 Free Ticket 4.74E+09 Eventbrite Completed
3.09E+09 ######### Wilhelmina Evans 1 Free Ticket 4.74E+09 Eventbrite Completed
3.09E+09 ######### Andrew Rossman 1 Free Ticket 4.74E+09 Free Order
3.09E+09 ######### Margaret Carson 1 Free Ticket 4.74E+09 Free Order
3.09E+09 ######### Margaret Carson 1 Free Ticket 4.74E+09 Free Order
3.09E+09 ######### Michele Marie 1 Free Ticket 4.74E+09 Free Order
3.09E+09 ######### Lisa Padilla 1 Free Ticket 4.75E+09 Free Order
3.09E+09 ######### Andi Sue Phillips 1 Free Ticket 4.75E+09 Free Order


3.1E+09 ######### Robert Fleming 1 Free Ticket 4.75E+09 Free Order
3.1E+09 ######### Anna Guardiola 1 Free Ticket 4.75E+09 Free Order
3.1E+09 ######### Hayley Stephens 1 Free Ticket 4.75E+09 Free Order
3.1E+09 ######### Jody Stephens 1 Free Ticket 4.75E+09 Free Order
3.1E+09 ######### Barbara Steinmetz 1 Free Ticket 4.75E+09 Free Order
3.1E+09 ######### Miriam Ungar 1 Free Ticket 4.75E+09 Free Order
3.1E+09 ######### Bruce Ray 1 Free Ticket 4.75E+09 Free Order
3.1E+09 ######### Mariella Wadleigh 1 Free Ticket 4.76E+09 Free Order
3.1E+09 ######### Caren Philips 1 Free Ticket 4.76E+09 Free Order


3.12E+09 ######### Julie Shaffer 1 Free Ticket 4.8E+09 Free Order
3.15E+09 ######### Sari Weinberger 1 Free Ticket 4.85E+09 Free Order
3.15E+09 ######### Robert Fleming 1 Free Ticket 4.85E+09 Free Order
3.15E+09 ######### Leah Fleming 1 Free Ticket 4.85E+09 Free Order
3.16E+09 ######### Deanne Fujii 1 Free Ticket 4.85E+09 Free Order
3.16E+09 ######### Deanne Fujii 1 Free Ticket 4.85E+09 Free Order
3.16E+09 ######### Anja Bagheera 1 Free Ticket 4.85E+09 Free Order
3.16E+09 ######### Rose Enix 1 Free Ticket 4.85E+09 Free Order
3.16E+09 ######### Courtney Garcia 1 Free Ticket 4.86E+09 Free Order
3.16E+09 ######### Courtney Garcia 1 Free Ticket 4.86E+09 Free Order
3.16E+09 ######### Courtney Garcia 1 Free Ticket 4.86E+09 Free Order
3.16E+09 ######### Barbra Cohn 1 Free Ticket 4.86E+09 Free Order
3.16E+09 ######### Toby Hankin 1 Free Ticket 4.86E+09 Free Order
3.16E+09 ######### Chip Chip 1 Free Ticket 4.86E+09 Eventbrite Completed
3.16E+09 ######### Abra Allan 1 Free Ticket 4.86E+09 Eventbrite Completed
3.16E+09 ######### Marie Hamilton 1 Free Ticket 4.86E+09 Free Order
3.16E+09 ######### Marie Hamilton 1 Free Ticket 4.86E+09 Free Order
3.17E+09 ######### Vicki Kaufman 1 Free Ticket 4.87E+09 Free Order
3.17E+09 ######### William Kaufman 1 Free Ticket 4.87E+09 Free Order
3.17E+09 ######### Erik Johnson 1 Free Ticket 4.87E+09 Free Order
3.17E+09 ######### Rosanne Nelson 1 Free Ticket 4.87E+09 Free Order
3.17E+09 ######### Danelle Helander 1 Free Ticket 4.88E+09 Eventbrite Completed
3.17E+09 ######### Danelle Helander 1 Free Ticket 4.88E+09 Eventbrite Completed
3.18E+09 ######### Jennifer Lampert 1 Free Ticket 4.89E+09 Eventbrite Completed
3.18E+09 ######### Nathalie Smith 1 Free Ticket 4.89E+09 Free Order
3.18E+09 ######### Betsy Brown 1 Free Ticket 4.9E+09 Free Order







3.18E+09 ######### Betsy Brown 1 Free Ticket 4.9E+09 Free Order
3.18E+09 ######### Elaine Leass 1 Free Ticket 4.9E+09 Free Order
3.18E+09 ######### Elaine Leass 1 Free Ticket 4.9E+09 Free Order
3.18E+09 ######### Donna Elman 1 Free Ticket 4.9E+09 Free Order
3.18E+09 ######### Harris Fabberman 1 Free Ticket 4.9E+09 Free Order
3.19E+09 ######### Carol Freedman 1 Free Ticket 4.9E+09 Free Order
3.19E+09 ######### Elizabeth Waddell 1 Free Ticket 4.92E+09 Eventbrite Completed


3.2E+09 ######### Robyn Fogelberg 1 Free Ticket 4.92E+09 Free Order
3.2E+09 ######### Dan Fogelberg 1 Free Ticket 4.92E+09 Free Order
3.2E+09 ######### Kathy Icenogle 1 Free Ticket 4.92E+09 Free Order
3.2E+09 ######### Shayan Landrum 1 Free Ticket 4.92E+09 Eventbrite Completed
3.2E+09 ######### Addy Landrum 1 Free Ticket 4.92E+09 Eventbrite Completed
3.2E+09 ######### Francine LavinWeaver 1 Free Ticket 4.93E+09 Free Order
3.2E+09 ######### Francine LavinWeaver 1 Free Ticket 4.93E+09 Free Order
3.2E+09 ######### Alicia Cejudo 1 Free Ticket 4.93E+09 Free Order
3.2E+09 ######### Andi Sue Phillips 1 Free Ticket 4.93E+09 Free Order
3.2E+09 ######### wynn bruce 1 Free Ticket 4.93E+09 Free Order
3.2E+09 ######### Mary Wohl Haan 1 Free Ticket 4.93E+09 Free Order
3.2E+09 ######### Rebecca Lindstrom 1 Free Ticket 4.93E+09 Free Order
3.2E+09 ######### Rose Lindstrom 1 Free Ticket 4.93E+09 Free Order
3.2E+09 ######### Orlando Baker 1 Free Ticket 4.94E+09 Free Order
3.2E+09 ######### Angelique Velasco 1 Free Ticket 4.94E+09 Free Order


3.21E+09 ######### Susan Brady 1 Free Ticket 4.94E+09 Free Order
3.21E+09 ######### Stephanie Ball 1 Free Ticket 4.94E+09 Free Order
3.21E+09 ######### Stephanie Ball 1 Free Ticket 4.94E+09 Free Order
3.21E+09 ######### Deborah Malden 1 Free Ticket 4.94E+09 Free Order
3.21E+09 ######### Michael Donovan 1 Free Ticket 4.94E+09 Free Order
3.21E+09 ######### Abbi Morgan 1 Free Ticket 4.94E+09 Free Order
3.21E+09 ######### David Ballard 1 Free Ticket 4.94E+09 Free Order
3.21E+09 ######### jeremy nicklom 1 Free Ticket 4.94E+09 Free Order











Wald promo video



Please click on image below to see promo video





Video shoot at NcNichols Civic Center



https://www.facebook.com/robert.shermachherndl/videos/234745392174554



Instagram



https://www.instagram.com/p/CZctSdwlW3-/




https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H5IzSuO3xbM

https://www.facebook.com/robert.shermachherndl/videos/234745392174554

https://www.instagram.com/p/CZctSdwlW3-/





PRESS RELEASE: 
CONTACT: JENIFER SHER 
jenifer@lemonspongecake.org 
720 352 2903 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 


LEMON SPONGE CAKE CONTEMPORARY BALLET   
WALD | world premiere 
ROBERT SHER-MACHHERNDL’S GROUND-BREAKING CHOREOGRAPHY MOVES TOWARD CLIMATE 
CHANGE AWARENESS AND GREEN PERFORMANCE PRACTICES 
 
BOULDER CO: Jan 6 2022 - Internationally recognized Austrian choreographer Robert Sher-Machherndl 
creates a new and uncompromising site-specific work WALD.  A powerful response to global warming, 
environmental change, its impact on personal relationships, social interactions and the human condition. 
Sher-Machherndl reflects upon contemporary culture, responding via ground-breaking signature movement 
language, nuanced choreography and world-class performance on Thur March 31, 2022. 
 
"Mr. Sher-Machherndl's language mixes snippets of textbook ballet with pedestrian movement and a more 
voluptuous, organic combination of phrasing and inscrutable gestures … he allows plenty of space and time 
to breathe.”  The New York Times 


WALD is performed by a fierce collaborators Makaila Wallace a highly-skilled ballet dancer who masterfully 
and fearlessly approach Sher-Machherndl’s uncompromising, movement language and Sher-Machherndl 
himself. 
 
The state-of-the-art Boulder JCC 5000sq ft solar paneled gym with 40ft ceilings is converted into a cutting-
edge 21 century performance space, complete with socially distance seating.  
WALD is a free event and open to the public. 


Lemon Sponge Cake moves toward green event practices. 
We raise social awareness with these simple suggestions: 
Transport: Walk, bike, bus, car pool. 
Refreshments: Bring personal drinking container. 
Programs: QR code to view program on personal device. 
Marketing: Electronic via email blasts, social media, calendars. 


ABOUT 
Choreographer Robert Sher-Machherndl is a US  ‘Alien of Extraordinary Ability’.  A former Principal Dancer 
with Dutch National Ballet, Bavarian State Ballet, Nederlands Dance Theater. He’s created works for Vienna 
State Ballet, Finnish National Ballet, Bavarian State Ballet, Scapino Ballet Rotterdam, Salzburg Ballet, Cleo 
Parker Robinson Dance, Denver Arts & Venues,  “…a highlight of the program” The New York Times.  He’s 
been named ‘Dance Person of the Year’ by Denver Post, a four time winner of the prestigious New York 



mailto:jenifer@lemonspongecake.org





Ballet Builders Award, and featured on MTV’s MADE.   Robert is artistic director and choreographer of the 
critically-acclaimed Lemon Sponge Cake Contemporary Ballet in Boulder CO.    
Read full biography HERE 
Visit Lemon Sponge Cake website HERE 


WALD | world premiere!
THUR MARCH 31, 2022 
6:30 - 8PM 
GYMNASIUM  BoulderJCC, 6007 Oreg Ave, Boulder, CO 80303 
Registration: https://www.eventbrite.com/e/lemon-sponge-cake-contemporary-ballet-wald-
world-premiere-registration-241973989717 



https://lemonspongecake.org/robert-sher-machherndl-choreographer/

https://lemonspongecake.org/
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Hostile Terrain 94 Boulder Outreach and Engagement
2020 Community Project Grant - Individual 
Applicants


Milkman
Ms Arielle Milkman 
1905 Colorado Avenue
Muenzinger E420
Boulder, CO 80305


O: 303-994-6527
M: 303-994-6527


Ms Arielle  Milkman  
1905 Colorado Avenue
Muenzinger E420
Boulder, CO 80305


milkmana@colorado.edu
O: 303-994-6527
M: 303-994-6527
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FollowUp Form


Instructions and deadlines
Amount Awarded 


$4,769.00


Project title 
Hostile Terrain 94 Boulder Outreach and Engagement


INSTRUCTIONS AND DEADLINES


Please complete the whole grant report form no later than one month after you finish the project. The report due 
date was submitted in your application.


If a report is not approved, staff will notify you with questions regarding your report.


If you can’t complete a grant project on time, you must email a letter to the Boulder Arts Commission at 
culturegrants@boulderlibrary.org to ask for an extension before the report due date. Send this email before the 
report due date with these details:


• explanation for the delay;


• timing for project completion (provide a specific date);


• timing for project’s grant report submission (provide a specific date one month after finishing your 
project)


Staff will review your extension request email and provide a response. If a report extension is not approved, staff 
will notify you about how you could revise or add more information.


Failure to follow these procedures will jeopardize your eligibility to apply for future Boulder Arts Commission grant 
awards. If you have questions, contact information for staff is on the boulderarts.org website, or you may email 
culturegrants@boulderlibrary.org, or call 720-564-2355.


Applicant information
Mission statement 
If not applicable write N/A.


N/A



mailto:culturegrants@boulderlibrary.org

mailto:culturegrants@boulderlibrary.org
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Geographic area served 
If not applicable write N/A.


City of Boulder and Boulder County


For individuals: organizational affiliation 
Even if an organizational affiliation is stated, awards will be made to the individual whose account is associated 
with this application. If no organization affiliated, please state 'none'.


University of Colorado, Boulder


Number of full time employees 
If not applicable write 0.


0


Number of part time employees 
If not applicable write 0.


0


Number of volunteers 
If not applicable write 0.


3


Attachments
ATTACHMENTS


• Financial statement for the project. Please resubmit a copy of your original project budget from the grant 
proposal and add columns for and information detailing: "Actual income", "Actual expenses", "Variance" 
(or difference between the two).


• Evaluation materials. Include here a concise data report with a table or chart showing the results of your 
project (only if you did not fill in the proposed outcomes and evaluation strategy section).


• Collateral materials. Please provide proof that you’ve given credit to the Boulder Arts Commission for 
grant funding (proof could be a mention of grant support with the Commission’s official logo in 
advertising, schedules, news/media clippings, programs, etc.)


• Media files. Please submit at least three and up to 10 photographs (jpegs) documenting your grant 
project. Include a Word document listing: name of the event, date, and photo credits. Upload any audio 
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or video files onto YouTube or a similarly accessible social media site and submit a document (Word or 
pdf) with a list of website links.


• Attach a one-page summary responding to these questions about your project. If you would like to review 
your responses on the application, click on the Application tab under your contact information at the top 
of the Follow Up page.


o Project outcome. Provide a brief description of the completed project. How successful 
were you in achieving your goals for this project? Did you experience any obstacles that 
kept the project from meeting its objectives? If so, what changes did you make that were 
successful? If the final outcome(s) of the project differed from your description in your 
original grant, please give details.


o Community Priorities. How successful were you in addressing the Community Priorities 
contained in the Cultural Plan? How have you measured success?


• Outcomes and evaluation strategy. How did your evaluation strategy work? Did you collect 
data? What did the data tell you?  How successful was this project in benefiting the 
community? Describe briefly how someone benefited in a meaningful way from your project. If 
you would like to provide a table or chart regarding the results of your project instead of 
writing text here, please include in the attachments section.


• Cultural equity and opportunity. Describe how your project provided an opportunity for 
cultural equity and/or opportunity.


• Takeaways. Please tell us what you learned—the big ideas or breakthroughs for you, your 
organization, the arts in Boulder, and/or the community.


Project Summary* 
Attach a one-page summary responding to the above questions about your project (Project Outcome, Community 
Priorities, Outcomes and Evaluation, Cultural Equity, Takeaways). If you would like to review your responses on the 
application, click on the Application tab under your contact information at the top of the Follow Up page.


Hostile Terrain 94 Project Summary.pdf


Financial statement* 
Permitted file types: xl, xlsx, pdf.


Hostile Terrain 94 Outreach Budgets.pdf


Evaluation materials. 
Permitted file types: pdf, doc, docx, xl, xlsx


QR code for in museum audio access.pdf


Collateral materials.* 
Permitted file types: pdf, jpg, png, tiff, doc, docx.


HT94 Collateral Materials.pdf
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Supplementary materials* 
Permitted file types: pdf, jpg, png, tiff, doc, docx.


HT_94_Install_Photo_by_Bertha_Bermudez.jpg


Supplementary materials* 
Permitted file types: pdf, jpg, png, tiff, doc, docx.


HT94_Photo_Credit_The_Watershed_School.jpg


Supplementary materials* 
Permitted file types: pdf, jpg, png, tiff, doc, docx.


HT94_Photo_Credit_The_Watershed_School.jpg


Supplementary materials 
Permitted file types: pdf, jpg, png, tiff, doc, docx.


HT94_Photo_Credit_The_Watershed_School_2.jpg


Supplementary materials 
Permitted file types: pdf, jpg, png, tiff, doc, docx.


HT_94_Install_Photo_by_Bertha_Bermudez.jpg


Supplementary materials 
Permitted file types: pdf, jpg, png, tiff, doc, docx.


HT94_Install_2_Photo_by_Bertha_Bermudez.jpg


Supplementary materials 
Permitted file types: pdf, jpg, png, tiff, doc, docx.


HT94_Install_3_Photo_by_Bertha_Bermudez.jpg


Supplementary materials 
Permitted file types: pdf, jpg, png, tiff, doc, docx.


HT94_Install_4_Photo_by_Bertha_Bermudez.jpg
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Supplementary materials 
Permitted file types: pdf, jpg, png, tiff, doc, docx.


HT94_Install_5_Photo_by_Bertha_Bermudez.jpg


Supplementary materials 
Permitted file types: pdf, jpg, png, tiff, doc, docx.


HT94 Boulder Community Reflections.pdf


Certification* 
I certify our use of the Boulder Arts Commission credit line and/or logo in project advertising, signage and 
programs.


I certify


Agreement* 
I grant the City of Boulder Office of Arts and Culture, its representatives and employees the right to use these 
photographs / videos / audios with proper accreditation for any lawful purpose, including for publicity, illustration, 
advertising, newsletters, publications social media and Web.


I agree


Report certification and submission
I certify that the information contained in this grant budget report is true and correct to the best of my 
knowledge.*


I certify


Full name* 
Arielle Milkman


Date* 
04/30/2022
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File Attachment Summary
Applicant File Uploads
•   Hostile Terrain 94 Project Summary.pdf
•   Hostile Terrain 94 Outreach Budgets.pdf
•   QR code for in museum audio access.pdf
•   HT94 Collateral Materials.pdf
•   HT_94_Install_Photo_by_Bertha_Bermudez.jpg
•   HT94_Photo_Credit_The_Watershed_School.jpg
•   HT94_Photo_Credit_The_Watershed_School.jpg
•   HT94_Photo_Credit_The_Watershed_School_2.jpg
•   HT_94_Install_Photo_by_Bertha_Bermudez.jpg
•   HT94_Install_2_Photo_by_Bertha_Bermudez.jpg
•   HT94_Install_3_Photo_by_Bertha_Bermudez.jpg
•   HT94_Install_4_Photo_by_Bertha_Bermudez.jpg
•   HT94_Install_5_Photo_by_Bertha_Bermudez.jpg
•   HT94 Boulder Community Reflections.pdf
 







Project Outcomes: The completed project included seven facilitated workshops (facilitators: Laura González Palacios, 
Bertha Bermúdez Tapia, Susana Gallegos, Arielle Milkman, Carole McGranahan) with a total of 112 participants. 
Participating institutions included the Jeffco Open School (36 participants), Front Range Community College in Boulder 
County (three workshops with a total of 30 participants), Fairview High School (9 participants), the Watershed School (27 
participants), and First Congregational Church (10 participants). In these workshops, participants learned about the 
history of Prevention through Deterrence, the outcome of a 1994 policy that has made crossing the US/Mexico border 
much more dangerous. Participants also learned about Bertha Bermúdez Tapia’s research and creative practice on 
current policies and their effects on the Texas/Tamaulipas border (Title 42, MPP, etc.), before being given the option to 
commemorate people who have lost their lives in a guided activity. Afterward, participants reflected together on being 
part of this project. Additionally, we presented the installed project on March 30 in a public event at the CU Art Museum 
featuring an altar created by Laura González Palacios and Susana Gallegos and a film screening of Border South with 
director Raúl O. Paz-Pastrana and sociologist Bertha Bermúdez Tapia. Finally, we created an interactive component of 
the exhibit that visitors may access via a QR code that directs to the following site: reflectht94boulder.squarespace.com. 
There, exhibition visitors may take some time to listen to recorded reflections from facilitators and community members 
who participated in this process. The conversations discuss topics such as understandings of death, reflections from 
growing up in the Sonora and Arizona borderlands, how this project impacted Boulder students and workshop 
facilitators and how to get involved and support immigrant rights in Colorado. The intention of this interactive 
component is to share some of the educational materials this team was able to convey in the workshops and to offer 
museum viewers a space to reflect and take a moment to breathe while acknowledging a very difficult topic. The 
impacts of the Covid-19 pandemic created ongoing challenges for this project. While we initially hoped to do some 
workshops online, we learned through feedback from participants that this activity was more meaningful when done in-
person in small group settings. The CU Art Museum was closed during the initial stages of the pandemic, and the exhibit 
was rescheduled for April – May 2022. 


Community Priorities and Cultural Equity and Opportunity: This project has contributed to Boulder’s creative identity 
through contributing to the city’s rich tradition of participatory art. Running workshops and encouraging participants to 
reflect on and view the results of the project encourages people to view Boulder as an artistic destination. This project is 
one piece of a global participatory pop-up project created by the Undocumented Migration Project and the Colibri 
Center for Human Rights. It connects Boulder with solidarity movements, education and art on this topic around the 
world. The workshops we conducted were focused on civic dialogue around a very important issue that is largely hidden 
from civic dialogue. Finally, this project centered the contributions of BIPOC facilitators, educators and artists. 


Outcomes and evaluation strategy: We assessed success in this project through meeting our goals for providing 
workshops in different settings and with different age groups. We adapted the workshop curriculum for high schools, 
faith communities and professional settings and checked in with participants to understand how the material was 
affecting them. The main benefit of this project was raising awareness and empathy among community members who 
have not been directly affected by this topic. High school students at Watershed used our discussion to brainstorm how 
they might design a larger project around this topic. They proposed using this material to design a curriculum they could 
teach to K-12 educators. This proposed curriculum would include materials for teaching about the effects of border 
militarization. Students at the Jeffco Open School spoke about this project as an antidote to psychic numbing and 
discussed how they will further reflect on their feelings about this topic through poetry and art. Through this project we 
also connected director Raúl O. Paz-Pastrana with El Centro Amistad. Together, they are planning a collaboration serving 
immigrant communities through art and another screening of Border South in Boulder.  


Takeaways: This project was a tremendous learning opportunity for this team, and we thank the Boulder Arts 
Commission for your incredible support of this effort. This project required a large effort to collaborate across 
institutions and to create a workshop curriculum that balanced education, equity and creativity. Especially during Covid, 
being flexible and planning with a long timeframe were key takeaways. Another key takeaway was that being together in 
person while creating this project was powerful for participants. 







Hostile Terrain 94 Boulder Outreach Budget April 2022


Line Item Amount Category Justification


Laura Palacios honorarium $1,280
Facilitation and curriculum building 
costs ($50 per hour)


Creating community standards, partnerships
 between institutions, bilingual facilitation, supporting 
first generation students


Susana Gallegos honorarium $1,000
Facilitation and curriculum building 
costs ($50 per hour)


Creating community standards, partnerships 
between institutions, bilingual facilitation, supporting 
first generation students


Bertha Bermudez honorarium $1,600
Facilitation and curriculum building 
costs ($50 per hour)


Creating workshop curriculum informed 
by border research, bilingual workshop facilitation, 
post-film discussion on Border South 
documentary


Arielle Milkman flight - PDX to DEN $137.61 Travel/Ground Transportation


Due to the changed timeline for this project, 
this facilitator had to travel 
from another project site in Portland, OR to 
coordinate workshops in 
Colorado between March 13 and 18.


Printing and supplies at Walgreens - 
classroom resource guides $34.39 General Operating


Printing community, student and faculty 
resource guides


Printing FedEx office - classroom resource guides $30.20 General Operating
Printing community, student and faculty
 resource guides


Uber transportation $31.40 Travel/Ground Transportation Ground transportation
Uber transportation $47.98 Travel/Ground Transportation Ground transportation


Squarespace web hosting x 3 months $57 Publicity
Hosting for reflection project: 
reflectht94boulder.squarespace.com.


Blue Dot Sessions Music Subscription $25 Production
Sound design for reflection project: 
reflectht94boudler.squarespace.com.


Descript transcription services March $15 Production
Transcription services for reflection project:
 reflectht94boulder.squarespace.com


Adobe Audition (1 month usage rate) $8.25 Production
Sound design for reflection project: 
reflectht94boudler.squarespace.com.


USPS Postage 2/9/22 $38.16 General Operating
Tags sent to facilitators to begin work 
on tag filling activities remotely


USPS Postage 2/4/22 $13.46 General Operating
Tags sent to facilitators to begin work 
on tag filling activities remotely


USPS Postage 3/10/22 $27 General Operating
Tags sent to facilitators to begin work 
on tag filling activities remotely


Total funds spent $4,345


Actual Income $4,769
Variance $424
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Hostile Terrain 94 Boulder Outreach Budget  


Line Item Cost Justification Category 


Facilitation costs $750 ($50 per hour x 15) Personnel 


Food $525 $35 per workshop Food 


Interpretation + childcare $500 


In order to meet our equity + diversity 
goals, we will provide childcare and 
interpretation services at workshops as 
needed. General Operating 


Gift cards for directly affected 
participants $1,050 


($30 x 35 participants) Gift cards will be 
provided to a local supermarket. In order to 
reach individuals directly affected by 
immigration systems and policing, 
the project will offer gift cards to these 
participants. This approach has been 
recommended to us by The Colorado 
Immigrant Rights Coalition, an 
organization with years of leadership in 
community engagement. General Operating 


Web hosting $144 Cost of 12-month hosting via Squarespace Publicity 


Studio Rental $450 


$150 per month for three months at House 
of Pod in Denver. Renting studio space will 
allow us to record the highest-quality of 
audio interviews possible with 
limited interference or interruption. Production 


Post-production Sound Editor $750 ($50 per hour x 15 hours) Production 


Travel $150 Gas mileage General Operating 


Printing + Graphic Design $300 
Cost of printing and designing posters, 
flyers to advertise the project. Publicity 


Transcription $150 


This project will use the AI audio 
transcription service 
Trint in order to create transcripts of 
recorded interviews. Production 


Total Requested $4,769   


Other items 
associated 
with this project Cost Justification Category 


Exhibition Materials $1,500 


The cost of materials (toe tags, etc. 
shipped from The Undocumented Migration 
Project). Production 


Border South Film Screening $1,200 
Speaking fees and expenses for Director 
Raúl Paz Pastrana's visit. Personnel 
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Teach-in $300 
Food and publicity for week of talks and 
poetry readings focused on migration. Food 


Research + workshop design $1,500 Cost of research and project management Personnel 


Total Project Cost $9,269   


    


Other income Amount Line Item Status 


CU Department of 
Anthropology $750 Exhibition Materials Confirmed 


CU Art Museum $750 Exhibition Materials Pending 


CU UGGS Graduate Student 
Event 
Grant $750 Border South Film Screening Pending 


CU Office of Outreach and 
Engagement 
Grant $2,000 


Border South Film Screening, Research + 
workshop 
design, Teach-in Pending 


TBD Other CU Department $250 Teach-in Pending 
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Reflexiones de la 
comunidad acerca de 
HT94 Boulder.


 Why is it important to talk about
death? [EN, 5 min]


 Reflections from Arizona and
Sonora [EN, 5 min]


 Reflections on witnessing [EN, 4
min]


 How can we support our Colorado
communities? [EN, 1 min]


 Student collaborations at Fairview
High School [EN, 2 min]


How can we help our Colorado communities? ¿Cómo 
podemos apoyar a nuestras comunidades en Colorado?


• Support Cover All Coloradans, an effort of Center for Health Progress, the Colorado Immigrant 


Rights Coalition (CIRC), COLOR, Planned Parenthood and others to expand medicaid and CHP+ to 


undocumented youth, and medicaid to undocumented pregnant people during pregnancy and 


HT94 Boulder Community Reflections
Colibrí Center for Human Rights


Undocumented Migration Project



https://secure-web.cisco.com/1pUGyJjcKuyhRETMZYjwEIwB-nkWFE-kyk4E5xj7HlzBYwCQlASUfygjPbf-TZ7SuNhjJe_Dt4N8cMHnED-t8J6LG-JCtMfFzYzGGI5z-1h7VaiN8LaPXSFX8OYiGNQPWqJe0aZv9oGv8qKZu2FrQOjQNlAZQm2V4tC13DXQDPk9e6lZ5F8FQBJgSjNCSz8So7a0r2M2M03JrN1jPI-qtJj0kDuttLm650LO_HpTLb--o3TzG74PDM9_dR2pAsml8zP3d-Q459RwcAkEqSU2k90LwclSk19QfiBOqSD_7PmF2XYuwbfqCVzBL8cKY4lwlpBRtLbDER322NVpL7WTuM9PvRhyb2_ZpIovJqM1oXgcPdV4p8wxEtS_3gyOtKN_rVjqlhwdkCs9XXiz20o_KzC1pwcMKm69A62RAYEPz-6aoGS3AHhchRwdh-DoLXV4c/https%3A%2F%2Fcoverallcoloradans.org%2F

https://reflectht94boulder.squarespace.com/

https://colibricenter.org/

https://www.undocumentedmigrationproject.org/
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for a year after birth. The website linked here has more details, a fact sheet, and an endorsement 


sign-on. CIRC’s bill is HB-1289.


• Apoye Cover All Coloradans, un esfuerzo del Centro para el progreso de la salud (Center for 


Health Progress), la Coalicion de los derechos de los inmigrantes de Colorado (CIRC), COLOR, 


Planned Parenthood y otros grupos para expandir el seguro médico público (medicaid y CHP+) a 


personas jovenes indocumentadas, y el seguro médico público (medicaid) a personas 


embarazadas e indocumentadas durante el embarazo y durante un año después del parto. La 


página web que hemos incluido tiene mas detalles, una ficha tecnica, y un lugar donde firmar 


con su apoyo. El proyecto de ley de CIRC es HB-1289.


• Support comprehensive immigration reform. One example of an amazing local project to follow 


is United 4 Immigration Reform. Local undocumented leaders have begun a 40-day trek on bike 


to get to Washington DC by May 1st to push Congress and the White House to pass immigration 


reform. The website included here has various action steps under "Take action" that can be taken 


to support this effort and immigration reform, including an email campaign to contact the White 


House and members of congress.


• Apoye la reforma migratoria. Un ejemplo de un proyecto increíble del estado de Colorado se 


llama Unidos por la reforma migratoria. Lideres indocumentados del estado de Colorado han 


empezado un viaje en bici para llegar a Washington, DC para el 1 de mayo, para abogar por la 


reforma migratoria en la casa blanca y en el congreso. La página web que hemos incluido tiene 


puntos de acción bajo “Take action,” que son cosas que usted puede hacer para apoyar este 


esfuerzo y la reforma migratoria, incluyendo una campaña de correo masivo para contactar a la 


casa blanca y a sus representantes el congreso. 



https://coverallcoloradans.org/

https://www.united4immigrationreform.org/

https://www.united4immigrationreform.org/
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This project has been generously supported by the Boulder Arts Commission. Este proyecto ha sido 


apoyado por la Comision de arte de la ciudad de Boulder. 


Music is provided by Blue Dot Sessions.
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This project has been generously supported by the Boulder Arts Commission. Este proyecto ha sido 


apoyado por la Comision de arte de la ciudad de Boulder. 


Music is provided by Blue Dot Sessions.








From: Patricia D Bruck
To: Click, Lauren
Subject: Re: INTERIM REPORT
Date: Tuesday, May 10, 2022 11:01:07 AM


Hi Lauren


Realistically, i would ask for June 1 of next year.  I hope that it could be done before that since
I'm getting close to moving on to some final phases, but with I shortchanged myself with the
last request and I don't want to do that again


thanks
Patti


From: Click, Lauren <ClickL@boulderlibrary.org>
Sent: Monday, May 9, 2022 3:13 PM
To: Patricia D Bruck <bruck@colorado.edu>
Subject: RE: INTERIM REPORT
 
Hi Patti,


Thank you for the extension request. Please include the new date that you'd like the extension until
to complete your report. It is required for your request.


Cheers, Lauren


----------
Lauren Click
she/her/hers
clickl@bouldercolorado.gov


Arts Program Manager
Cultural Grants Program
Office of Arts + Culture
1001 Arapahoe Avenue  |  Boulder, CO  | 80302
www.boulderarts.org


Sign up for our newsletter, and follow us on Twitter and Instagram for updates on Boulder's rich arts
and culture scene.


-----Original Message-----
From: Patricia D Bruck <bruck@colorado.edu> 
Sent: Monday, May 9, 2022 2:30 PM
To: Click, Lauren <clickl@boulderlibrary.org>
Subject: INTERIM REPORT


External Sender


Dear Boulder Arts Commission—



mailto:bruck@colorado.edu

mailto:ClickL@boulderlibrary.org

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.boulderarts.org%2F&data=05%7C01%7CClickL%40boulderlibrary.org%7Cfa4c369797dd401c9c1c08da32a6a9fd%7C0a7f94bb40af4edcafad2c1af27bc0f3%7C0%7C0%7C637877988669705453%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=Zjadtxh5pFh9kYqLem7zDMgiF1%2Ft0o%2B0orxncInUBXg%3D&reserved=0





Thank you for your support of my project “River Beginning,” as well as your most recent approval
of my request for an extension.


At that last meeting, October 2021, I described the work that I had done up to that point— four one
hour interviews with River, interviews with two other young men (which I am not going to use—one
of them died), and a young woman reciting her original poem of which I will weave excerpts into the
soundtrack.


I had also transcribed all of the interviews and was in the process of doing a paper edit (highlighting
excerpts of the interviews that I want to use).  The paper edit has since been rough cut and the
corresponding video cut from 4.5 hours to just under three hours of the footage.  It will need another
pass  after which it will be ready for a fine cut.  I have also added an opening sequence of additional
footage accompanied by lines from an original poem.


This rough cut is much tighter than the original unedited version, and I have eliminated much
extraneous background and stories that, while interesting, seemed superfluous to the original focus
of the film.  As you can surmise, even this cut is much too long and I will need to shave off another
two hours of monologue to bring it to its final state.  At this point, so much of the story seems
important and I have, to this end, hired a writer to advise me, and am also sharing it with close
confidantes in the field for another “set of eyes” to give objective advice.  This is a common practice
in documentary filmmaking where the director holds a number of work in progress parties for
feedback. I am also working closely with my editor who will do my fine cut, as the media field keeps
making updates to some difficult editing software.


I still have yet to shoot some “B roll” footage that will be inserted into the interviews to break up the
talking heads. I envision this footage to be metaphoric, giving visual equations to the emotion
expressed in the interviews.  I will also include text of emails River and I traded in a sometimes vain
attempt to schedule meetings, due to his relapse.


I can make a link on Vimeo to the film as it now stands, but this will not be the final version.


I understand that I have been granted several extensions, but severely misjudged the amount of time
it would take to finish the film at the date I had last requested.  To be safe, I expect the film will take
until this time next year to be completed for public viewing.  I understand that you have been most
patient and generous with these extensions and may wish to refuse this request.  However, given the
current political climate in Colorado around the crisis of opioid deaths, and, especially, the
controversial bill making its way through the legislature detailing penalties of possession, I feel that
the film has taken on added significance.  While my original proposal was an optimistic portrait of
River’s success in assimilating back into society, I feel it has taken on  a new urgency in detailing
how his hope was compromised from years of addiction and failure of the system to adequately
address the difficulties of a young person trying to start over.  This will be a film of great importance
to the ongoing debate around stemming the tide of addiction and inadequate recovery methods.


Thank you for your further consideration and I will join your next meeting for further discussion.


Thank you and best regards
Patti Bruck








From: Cynthia Katsarelis
To: Click, Lauren
Subject: Re: Important: Eligibility Question
Date: Wednesday, May 4, 2022 2:36:18 PM
Attachments: 33637DF765FE4F4F90112A5AEEF8C17F.png


External Sender
Thank you, Lauren,


We are definitely a Boulder organization. All of our concerts are given in Boulder, even if we
sometimes repeat them elsewhere. 85 percent of our audience and donors are Boulderites. But
we have no physical office anywhere. We keep our books, legal documents, Board Minutes,
and Operations online. They are fabulously well organized in Quickbooks, Google Drive, and
AirTable. Being online makes our operations transparent, readily accessible, and user friendly
for our board and new staffers/independent contractors. It helps us put our funding into
programming and reduces our carbon footprint. 


Running a Virtual Office is absolutely prudent for our organization, and as we’ve learned from
the pandemic, it is ideal for many 21st-Century situations. When the IRS or Colorado
Secretary of State require a bricks and mortar address, we've used my home address in recent
years as I’m the founder of the group, and keep the music library. Like many CU professors
(my wife) and musicians (myself) in this region, we started off living in Boulder but found
that the housing prices are beyond reach for settling down in a home. We love Boulder, we
love working, shopping, and socializing here, and we loved living in Boulder while we could. 


My reading of the eligibility requirements was that organizations serve Boulder and we do.
We are very deeply connected to CU, we have faculty play in and solo with the orchestra, we
regularly do compositions by CU composers, even doing a recording project on a world
premiere by one of them. We perform at either Mountain View United Methodist Church or
First United Methodist in Boulder. Our string quartet outreach has tended to be at Boulder
senior independent living centers and churches.   We collaborate with Boulder artistic and
social organizations, Boulder Chorale, Boulder MUSE, Circle of Care, and we’ve done a food
drive with Emergency Family Assistance. We don’t have those kinds of relationships
anywhere else. So if we aren’t a Boulder organization, we are utterly homeless. 


We applied because a physical address wasn't required, as far as we could see (Crystal Polis
helps us with our grants, so it was two sets of eyes). 


I hope that we can be considered. We have invested a lot in Boulder over the past 15 years, we
were very far in the lead on DEI programming and personnel, and ahead in bringing relevant
new music to Boulder audiences. Only now are the large organizations beginning to catch up,
and everyone in our industry in Boulder has noted PMC’s programming, so we are a
recognized leader amongst our colleagues. 


I would be very open to a conversation about this, especially as it relates to DEI.
Underrepresented and marginalized people in classical music are virtuosos at doing more with
less, operating in a highly functional Virtual Office is an example of that. 


Please let me know if more information is needed. 



mailto:cynthiakatsarelis@gmail.com
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Thank you!


Cynthia


Cynthia Katsarelis, Music Director and Conductor
Pro Musica Colorado Chamber Orchestra
www.promusicacolorado.org
info@promusicacolorado.org


(She/her/hers)
I reside on lands of the Arapaho, Cheyenne, Ute, and Sioux people, and acknowledge that native people still live and 
thrive in the state of Colorado, USA.
On May 4, 2022, 12:07 PM -0600, Click, Lauren <ClickL@boulderlibrary.org>, wrote:


Dear Cynthia,


 


I’m reaching out because there has been a question raised about the eligibility of your
application. Your application says that the organization is headquartered in Boulder.  But,
according to the Colorado Secretary of State Organization Record Confirmation, your
business' street address is 8488 Allison Ct., Arvada, CO 80005, Colorado, United States.
There is a guideline in the eligibility requirements that applicants to the GOS grants be
headquartered in Boulder.  To confirm the application is eligible, can you please send us a
brief explanation to demonstrate that your organization is headquartered in Boulder?


 


Please do so by Thursday, May 12 at noon as they may need to discuss the
application’s eligibility at their meeting on May 18.


 


Feel free to contact me at 720-546-2355 should you have questions.


 


Thank you! Lauren


 


----------


Lauren Click


she/her/hers


clickl@bouldercolorado.gov


 



mailto:clickl@bouldercolorado.gov





Arts Program Manager


Cultural Grants Program


Office of Arts + Culture
1001 Arapahoe Avenue  |  Boulder, CO  | 80302


www.boulderarts.org


 


Sign up for our newsletter, and follow us on Twitter and Instagram for updates on Boulder's rich arts and culture
scene.
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From: Heather Beasley
To: Click, Lauren
Subject: Re: Important: Eligibility Question
Date: Tuesday, May 10, 2022 4:06:03 PM


External Sender
Lauren,


Our explanation is below - thank you for the conversation today and the chance to clarify.


best,
Heather
---
BETC’s mailing address at the Dairy Arts Center, 2590 Walnut St #1, Boulder, CO, 80302, is our official mailing
address with the
CO Secretary of State and the IRS. We currently lease rehearsal/storage space outside of Boulder, but our
extant lease is up this fall. We are searching for rehearsal/storage spaces in Boulder and hope to find one in our
price range. When not in rehearsals and productions, our staff works remotely, but the public we serve will
primarily be reached in Boulder. In 2022-23, we project 80 performances of four mainstage shows at the Dairy; an
(inter)Generations ten-session class at Golden West Senior Living; and at least 8 of 32 touring shows within
Boulder city limits. Out of 122 planned activities, 98 (80.3%) will be in Boulder.
---


Heather A. Beasley
Associate Artistic Director
Butterfly Effect Theatre of Colorado
303-351-BETC | betc.org


On Tue, May 10, 2022 at 11:54 AM Click, Lauren <ClickL@boulderlibrary.org> wrote:


Dear Heather,


 


I’m reaching out because there has been a question raised about the eligibility of your
application. Your application says that the organization is headquartered in Boulder. But, a
Commissioner has raised concerns that BETC is no longer headquartered in Boulder. There
is a guideline in the eligibility requirements that applicants to the GOS grants be
headquartered in Boulder. To confirm the application is eligible, can you please send us a
brief explanation to demonstrate that your organization is headquartered in Boulder?


 


Please do so by Thursday, May 12 at noon as they may need to discuss the
application’s eligibility at their meeting on May 18.
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Feel free to contact me at 720-546-2355 should you have questions.


 


Thank you! Lauren


 


----------


Lauren Click


she/her/hers


clickl@bouldercolorado.gov


 


Arts Program Manager


Cultural Grants Program


Office of Arts + Culture
1001 Arapahoe Avenue  |  Boulder, CO  | 80302


www.boulderarts.org


 


Sign up for our newsletter, and follow us on Twitter and Instagram for updates on Boulder's rich arts and culture
scene.
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From: Several Waves
To: Click, Lauren
Subject: Re: Important: Eligibility Question
Date: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 4:14:30 PM


External Sender
Hi Lauren,


That is an interesting question. In 2018 BPL Director David Farnan invited BAFS to become a
Sponsored Library Program at the Boulder Public Library, which we have since considered to
be our "HQ" location as a majority of our programs occur there. Before that, we were 'housed'
at the Boulder Writers Warehouse, once a part of the Boulder Creative Collective off


49th Street. However, as we cannot receive mail at BPL, we use my home address in
Nederland (as Founder and current Chairperson) to be sure that we receive any important
documents. 
I don't remember this being a problem when we applied for this grant in 2017. For the
purpose of this grant this year we used the Boulder city address of another of our Board
members, Maggie Saunders. Our budget is not large enough to maintain any physical space in
Boulder outside the Library; even a post office box would be more than we could afford in our
prior budgets.
I hope this sufficiently answers the Eligibility Question. If not, please do let me know what
remedy would satisfy the BAC.


Thank you for your time,


Marcus If, Chairperson
Beyond Academia Free Skool
720-648-6177


From: Click, Lauren <ClickL@boulderlibrary.org>
Sent: Tuesday, May 3, 2022 1:00 PM
To: Several Waves <severalwaves@hotmail.com>
Subject: Important: Eligibility Question
 
Dear Marcus,
 
I’m reaching out because there has been a question raised about the eligibility of your application.
Your application says that the organization is headquartered in Boulder.  But, according to the
Colorado Secretary of State Organization Record Confirmation, your business' street and mailing
address are both 722 Caribou Rd, Nederland, CO, 80466. There is a guideline in the eligibility
requirements that applicants to the GOS grants be headquartered in Boulder.  To confirm the
application is eligible, can you please send us a brief explanation to demonstrate that your
organization is headquartered in Boulder?
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Please do so by Thursday, May 12 at noon as they may need to discuss the application’s eligibility
at their meeting on May 18.
 
Feel free to contact me at 720-546-2355 should you have questions.
 
Thank you! Lauren
 
----------
Lauren Click
she/her/hers
clickl@bouldercolorado.gov
 
Arts Program Manager
Cultural Grants Program
Office of Arts + Culture
1001 Arapahoe Avenue  |  Boulder, CO  | 80302
www.boulderarts.org
 
Sign up for our newsletter, and follow us on Twitter and Instagram for updates on Boulder's rich arts and culture
scene.
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documents are explanations of each action item.
 
To access the folder of documents go to the online portal, then to your Shared Documents folder,
then to the appropriate folder. They are also attached here.
 

A. ACTION: Eligibility Questions
i.        Butterfly Effect Theatre Company
ii.      Pro Musica Colorado Chamber Orchestra
iii.    Boulder Academia Free Skool

B. ACTION: Reports
i.     Lemon Sponge Cake, Happiness Project: Finding Joy in Tough Times, $10,000
ii.   Heather Schulte, Bordemos la Situación, $5,000
iii. Arielle Milkman, Hostile Terrain 94 Boulder Outreach and Engagement, $4,769

C. ACTION: Extension Request, Patti Bruck, River Beginning: A Journey From the Edge, $4,000
 
EXPLINATIONS
 
A. Eligibility Questions for General Operating Support Applications. Eligibility of applications is
determined by staff in all grant categories before scoring begins. These applications have been
deemed eligible by staff but were called into question by a Commissioner. In this case, the
Commissioner in question asked that the eligibility questions be brought for discussion before the
full Arts Commission.
 
Please refer to the General Grant Guidelines and guidelines specific to this grant category using
those links. The guidelines were first developed by staff and Arts Commission members in 2015.
Changes to the guidelines have been part of the discussion each year by the Arts Commission at the
annual retreat.
 
The guidelines in question are: “Service area and programming. Must be able to demonstrate that a
majority of the organization’s programming takes place in the City of Boulder and that the
programming meets the criteria described in the Chapter 14-1-2 of the City of Boulder Revised Code.
The organization must also demonstrate that they are headquartered in Boulder. For the
determination of programming or organizational headquarters location, the term “Boulder” is
defined in the Boulder Valley Comprehensive Plan. For additional information on the planning area
and Comprehensive Plan visit this link. As a short hand, office staff use addresses with the zip code
starting with 803— to determine if it is in the acceptable area.”
 
Short explanations can be found here with details on the Commissioner’s concerns:
 

a. Butterfly Effect Theatre Company: discussions by the Commissioner with the Dairy Arts
Center and staff of the organization have raised concerns as to the ‘headquarters’ of the
organization.

b. Pro Musica Colorado Chamber Orchestra: according to the Colorado Secretary of State
Organization Record Confirmation, their business' street address is 8488 Allison Ct., Arvada,
CO 80005, Colorado, United States. Their mailing address is in Boulder.
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c. Boulder Academia Free Skool. According to the Colorado Secretary of State Organization
Record Confirmation, their business' street and mailing address are both 722 Caribou Rd,
Nederland, CO, 80466.

For these three instances, the organizations have addresses in Boulder per their applications on our
grant software. The City’s legal department has advised that we accept the applications as accurate,
and, thus, the staff has determined that they are eligible. Also, it should be noted that we did not set
a definition to the term ‘headquarters’.

At the meeting, commissioners will be asked to determine the eligibility of each application. For each
application, commissioners have the option to:

a. Pass a motion to accept the application as eligible,
b. Pass a motion to decline the application as ineligible,
c. Postpone the decision until specific questions are answered by staff or the applicants.

B. For the reports, Commissioners have the options to:
a. Approve the grant reports,
b. Approve individual reports,
c. Not approve individual grant reports and cancel the final 20% payments, and/or
d. Postpone approval of individual reports pending the answers to specific questions.

C. The grant recipient has requested an extension request for the 2018 Community Project Grant for
River Beginning: A Journey From the Edge for the third time.  The first extension granted was granted
on July 29, 2019; the second was granted September 16, 2020; the third was granted by the Boulder
Arts Commission on September 15, 2021.  Staff will ask the Commission members for any
recommendations in the administrative decision to approve this request.  The applicant will be
present at the meeting to answer any questions.

At the meeting you will vote on the extension request. Please note that there will be background
information on the extension request in the packet. For the extension request, Commissioners have
the options to:

a. Approve the extension request,
b. Not approve the extension request and cancel the final 20% payment, and/or
c. Postpone approval of the extension pending the answers to specific questions.

As always, feel free to reach out to me should you have any questions.

Cheers, Lauren

----------
Lauren Click
she/her/hers
clickl@bouldercolorado.gov

Arts Program Manager
Cultural Grants Program
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From: Chasansky, Matthew
To: Bruce Borowsky; Caroline Kert; Eboni Freeman; Georgia Schmid; Kathleen McCormick; Maria Cole; yaelaed whyel
Cc: Click, Lauren; Jones, Cris; Vink, Mandy; Seaton, Celia
Subject: RE: 5.18.22 Arts Commission Packet
Date: Tuesday, May 17, 2022 11:30:40 AM
Attachments: image001.png

 
Commissioners—
 
A quick note that City Council has postponed the conversation about BMoCA to their meeting on
May 24. 
 
—Matt
 
 
 

From: Chasansky, Matthew 
Sent: Friday, May 13, 2022 6:10 PM
To: Bruce Borowsky <bruce@boulderdigitalarts.com>; Caroline Kert <carolinekert@gmail.com>;
Eboni Freeman <ebonifree4545@gmail.com>; Georgia Schmid <georgiamichelle@hotmail.com>;
Kathleen McCormick <fonthead1@gmail.com>; Maria Cole <m.cole205@gmail.com>; yaelaed whyel
<yaelaed@yaelaedart.com>
Cc: Click, Lauren <ClickL@boulderlibrary.org>; Jones, Cris <JonesC@bouldercolorado.gov>; Vink,
Mandy <VinkM@boulderlibrary.org>; Seaton, Celia <SeatonC@boulderlibrary.org>
Subject: RE: 5.18.22 Arts Commission Packet
 
 
 
Commissioners—
 
In addition to the information in the Commission packet that Celia just sent out (thanks, C!!), I
wanted to share that there was an article in the Daily Camera about BMoCA.  And, the packet for
City Council’s meeting on May 17 (agenda item 6A) during which they will discuss the subject.  I hope
that these documents will provide a bit further context for the discussion next week.
 
Thanks!  Have a great weekend.
 
—Matt
 
 

From: Seaton, Celia <SeatonC@boulderlibrary.org> 
Sent: Friday, May 13, 2022 12:34 PM
To: Bruce Borowsky <bruce@boulderdigitalarts.com>; Caroline Kert <carolinekert@gmail.com>;
Chasansky, Matthew <ChasanskyM@boulderlibrary.org>; Click, Lauren <ClickL@boulderlibrary.org>;
Devin Hughes <devin@devinpatrickhughes.com>; Eboni Freeman <ebonifree4545@gmail.com>;
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Georgia Schmid <georgiamichelle@hotmail.com>; Kathleen McCormick <fonthead1@gmail.com>;
Maria Cole <m.cole205@gmail.com>; robynlmitchell@gmail.com; Vink, Mandy
<VinkM@boulderlibrary.org>; Jones, Cris <JonesC@bouldercolorado.gov>
Subject: 5.18.22 Arts Commission Packet

Good Afternoon Commissioners and Staff –

The packet for next week’s meeting has embedded images that make the file too large for email. 
Please refer to the public link here: https://boulderarts.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/5.18.22-
BAC-Packet.pdf. 

Please send any questions you have to Matt (ChasanskyM@boulderlibrary.org) by 5pm on Monday,
5/16.

Have a good weekend,
Celia

Celia Seaton
Administrative Specialist II

O: 303.441.3106
seatonc@boulderlibrary.org

Boulder Public Library – Administration Office
1001 Arapahoe Ave. | Boulder, CO 80302
www.boulderlibrary.org
www.bouldercolorado.gov
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From: Click, Lauren
To: Kathleen McCormick (fonthead1@gmail.com); Eboni Freeman; Bruce Borowsky; georgiamichelle@hotmail.com;

carolinekert@gmail.com; Maria Cole
Cc: Chasansky, Matthew; Seaton, Celia; yaelaed whyel
Subject: Final Review: General Operating Support for Small and Extra Large Organizations
Date: Wednesday, May 18, 2022 12:46:04 PM
Attachments: Small responses.pdf

Extra Large responses.pdf

Dear Commissioners,

You have been assigned the General Operating Support for Small and Extra Large
Organization applications to review and evaluate for the second and final round.
 
The 3,000 character responses from the applicants are available through these links: Extra Large
Organization Responses and Small Organization Responses, and are also attached. Please note that:

Colorado Music Festival and Center for Musical Arts did not send a response
The Financial Overview documents from eTown and KGNU were incorrect. The updated
versions are attached with their responses, as well as their emails explaining the reason for
the corrections.

 
You will be updating your scores and comments in the online grant system, changing your initial
scores in the software. These applications will show as ‘complete’ in the software. You may add
additional comments as well. The Scoring System and Rubric can be found here. Please log into
the Boulder Arts Commission online grant system to complete and submit your evaluations. Please
complete this second round of evaluations no later than Friday, June 3 at noon. Please let me know
if you’d like calendar alerts.
 
You’ll note that you’re under two grant program reviews at the moment. Just for some clarification,
here is the timing (full schedule here):

Arts Education Project Grans – May 13 to May 27 – Preliminary review and score by panel (15
days)
General Operating Support Grants – Small and Extra-Large organizations – May 18 to June 3 –
Final review and score by panel (17 days)

Thank you so much for all that you do for the grants program and the arts in Boulder.

Feel free to contact me any time at clickl@bouldercolorado.gov or 720-564-2355 should you have
questions.

Thank you again, Lauren

----------
Lauren Click
she/her/hers
clickl@bouldercolorado.gov
 
Arts Program Manager
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Thank You!!!


Capacity
BoTs historically alternated between a lower-revenue incubation year and a growth-oriented production year.
We view these past two lean years as consecutive incubation years. BoTs’ infrastructure is lean and our
overhead is strategically low.


Being scrappy and resilient is part of our original DNA. We have been stable and operating for over 10 years
and the pandemic did not jeopardize our future. We did adjust by hosting virtually formatted collaboratories,
rehearsals, educational programs and a streamed production of Mixtape, an event that featured 7 other local
artistic companies. Moving forward, it is our preference to return to producing live events.


In growth years, we target increasing our audience reach by 10% and prior to the pandemic we have always
met that 10% goal or exceeded it. In our current 2022 grant proposal we promised returning to our 2019
audience levels because that was a remarkable growth year for us. A rise in revenue and audience of 19%
between 2018 and 2019. Our realistic goal-setting and low overhead has contributed to our longevity. By 2024,
we will return to pre-pandemic audience reach and year over year after that we will return to 10% annual
growth.


Community
Here are cultural organizations we have supported and/or collaborated with in recent years: Out!Boulder,
Museum of Boulder, Boulder Samba, Block 1750, Boulder International Fringe Festival, Boulder Dance
Coalition, Naropa University, Society for Creative Aging & VIVA, Peak to Peak Charter School, CC of Aurora,
Phamaly Theatre Co. and Black Actors Guild. As far as creativity in the public realm, BoTs have regularly been
recognized for our activation of underutilized public spaces as theatrical venues by local press and awards.


Outcomes
Our development process is collaborative.  We had immune-compromised collaborators and elected to
remount a prior production in Sept/Oct in order to:


1) shorten the in-person rehearsal commitment of 21 artists but still produce live work
2) maximize audience size that was outdoors (and safer for artists and audience)
3) offer an increased stipend 20% increase with a reduced time commitment 45% less in-person
rehearsal


BoTs resumed in-person rehearsals in Feb, produced a free Collaboratory, Tularosa at MOB in March (for
BAW) and will produce 3 more Boulder events and 1 in Sante Fe, followed by our full scale production of Bar at
the End in Boulder 2023 with a remount in 2024.  These events will pay artist stipends and engage between
20-25 local artists each year.



https://www.denvercenter.org/news-center/2019-true-west-award-theatre-in-unusual-spaces/

https://www.boulderartsweek.org/





We launch artist and audience online surveys for each event (for engagement, diversity and “net promoter”
feedback). We host post-event discussion where the public gives us feedback on “work in progress”.  We
complete a “SWOT” analysis annually.


Equity
Our Collaboratories are free.  We offer ½ price ticketing and discounted pricing for full-scale productions. Our
audience is more diverse from an ethnicity/age perspective than national theatre averages.  Our collaborators
reflect local diversity (43% identify as diverse) and local press recognizes this. We ensure accessibility despite
multi-site productions. We’ve worked as collaborators with companies like Phamaly to expand our
equity/accessibility skills. We are teaching others how to devise new work to ensure diverse voices have
creative toolkits. Through our Tulorosa project, we are challenging the white narrative of Western Expansion.
We are asking our audience to reframe notions of dominance and equity.



https://www.outfrontmagazine.com/review-as-you-like-it-under-the-stars-with-brews-and-the-bard/

https://arvadacenter.org/inside-the-arvada-center/2020-true-west-awards-phamaly-takes-honk-to-japan





Beyond Academia Free Skool (BAFS) serves the justice-rooted mission of free public


poetry and performance education. Traditional academia limits the potential for diverse human


capital in the arts due to the high cost of tuition. We strive to dismantle socioeconomic barriers to


high quality arts education, so the passions of our students need not remain pipe dreams. BAFS


is fiscally sponsored under the nonprofit status of BCAA. BAFS directly relates to CCP priority


of Civic Dialogue via our Socratic Seminar style workshops, and Creativity in the Public Realm


via our performances. That BAFS has been ‘headquartered’ at BPL since 2018 has enhanced the


library as a Cultural Destination.


Our goal is program expansion. We are asking BAC to be an initial investor as BAFS


transitions from offering arts education and performances which are volunteer based, to a model


which pays professional poets. As example, after years of working with Frozen Dead Guy Days


for free, the festival has begun to pay the poets in recognition of their value.


Business Strategies


● Inspire potential donors and new students through brand exposure at both free to the


public and hired event performances


● Develop students into teachers and performers through BAFS workshops


● Outreach to non-poetry oriented organizations to diversify funds of knowledge present in


the student body


● Digital donation platform


● Quarter annual BPL Canyon Theater fundraisers


Data Collection:


● Demographic attendance log


○ New/Returning/Regular Students


■ How they heard about BAFS, interests and goals


○ monthly workshop teachers/class lesson plans


Beyond Academia Free Skool Responses







● Correlation Analysis comparing the relationship between frequency of BAFS events


(workshops, public performances) with the variety of poets being hired/served


● Anonymous Surveys


○ Annual survey


○ 24/7 open ended feedback poll


● Time for student feedback at the end of each class on structure/presentation of class


content, requests for topics to be covered in future workshops, and how to create a more


inclusive environment for all


● Exploratory Data Analysis to assess digital donation trends


● Annual Report


Evaluation:


● We will know we are reaching our goal of program expansion as we see increases in new


and regular students, and have enough regular students to offer a second monthly


workshop, because the first class is at capacity (20)


● We will know we are reaching our revenue goals for digital donations when it covers the


cost of teacher pay per class ($25 per workshop + $2/student to encourage teacher


involvement in promoting class)


● We will know we are distributing funds with equitable opportunity for poets to participate


in paid performances and events, through measuring strength in correlation between


BAFS hosted events and the variety of teachers being hired. Further EDA will allow us to


check for trends of privilege or barriers to inclusion that need to be addressed


Culture: As a community centered organization, it is our priority to hold ourselves accountable


to justice, equity, diversity, and inclusion. Poetry is the vehicle which helps us arrive at a deeper


awareness of diversity, through using literature to inspire civic dialogue. In this process, we must


continually engage in reflective practice, acknowledge any barriers to equity, and make


adaptations to ensure everyone has access to what they need to thrive in the BAFS environment.


We recognize that every student enters the classroom from a different starting point; we welcome


all people, regardless of age or socioeconomic status.







Dear BAC Evaluation Panel, 


Thank you for allowing us the opportunity to respond to questions that you have concerning 
our application for the General Operating Support grant. Please review our responses below. 


Capacity Building: 
Expansion to Casey Middle School, August 2022: 


• Increase number of students by 40 - 50


• Increase opportunity for new and returning BVSD students


• Program continuity as MUSE students mature through middle school


Increased Parent Involvement: 


• Advising about repertoire, both historical folk music and current music


• Parents who are musicians playing for students


• Volunteering in classes


• Leadership among interested parents


Cultural Leadership Pipeline: 


• Local Latinx musicians


• ELPASO Engaged Latino Parents, El Centro Amistad, Latino Task Force of Boulder County,
Boulder County Latino Coalition


Participation in MUSE is determined by need. MUSE was created to address inequities in 
accessibility to music education. Sustainability of MUSE will be ensured by increasing our financial 
base, which will allow for the hiring of additional teachers. MUSE's recovery from the setbacks 
caused by the pandemic is being ensured by the retention of our teachers, the increase in number 
and expertise of our Board of Directors and the strong interest by the community.  


Community Priorities:  
Boulder MUSE is supporting the culture of Boulder through the following projects and 
collaborations: 


• Starting two Mariachi bands, one of our own in Boulder and one at the Center for
Musical Arts in Lafayette


• Día del Niños celebration with BMoCA


• Collaboration and mentorship program with GBYO


• Autumn concert with Boulder Symphony


MUSE adds creativity in the public realm and projects Boulder’s creative identity in the 
following ways: 


• Posting bilingual flyers throughout our students’ communities to encourage community
members to attend our concerts


• Increasing our multi-generational collaborations such as having older adults come to
MUSE to teach Oaxacan dance


Boulder MUSE Responses







• Taking MUSE students to perform at the Pearl Street Mall once per semester 
  
Proposed Outcomes and Evaluation Strategies: 
Benchmarks are aligned with the Colorado Dept. of Ed. and track the following progress: 


• Music theory 


• Competency in playing instruments 


• Class participation 


• Written assessments administered: 10/15, 12/15, 2/15 and 5/1 
 
Students that are struggling receive: 


• Additional lessons in music theory  


• Individualized lessons by lead teachers. 
 
Other evaluation strategies include: 


• Bilingual surveys of parents about any concerns 
• Teacher evaluation by administrators regarding: 


o Teaching ability of music theory 
o Technique on instruments  
o Classroom management 


• Students' self-evaluations are critical and reveal: 
o Strengths, weaknesses, interests and concerns. 


 
Cultural Equity:  
In regard to the question about "...identify as minority," we realize it was misunderstood in the 
application. It should have read "are minorities." 
Our minority board members and faculty are:    
Elisa (Asian)    Eileen Rojas (Dominican) 
Priscilla ( Mexican/Japanese)  Psyche (LGBTQ) 
Miguel (Puerto Rican) 
Julie S. (Colombian) 
 
Encouragement Points:  
We’re very grateful for the initial and  continued support from the BAC. Boulder MUSE couldn't 
have gotten its start without you. We hope that other nonprofits in Boulder will receive funding 
from the BAC. 
 







RESPONSES: GOS 2022 BOULDER OPERA 


 


CAPACITY BUILDING 


 


Kathleen McCormick:Given your lack of reserves (partly due to the challenging past two 


years), what is your strategy for establishing a more stable and sustainable budget? 


 


We are slowly but surely working our way back to a more stable and sustainable budget.  This 


year is BOC’s first year applying  to SCFD, and based on the comments from the recent 


meeting of reviewers, our application was very well received. Especially as our budget returns to 


pre-pandemic levels, continuous SCFD funding will grow with our budget and be very 


stabilizing. We have also applied to CCI for a CO Creates Grant and are looking at new 


foundation support as well.  


 


As much as we would like to hire as many musicians as possible, one lesson learned from the 


current season is that we can still provide a quality experience by cutting some members of the 


orchestra and commissioning a smaller orchestral arrangement for our productions.  


 


 


COMMUNITY PRIORITIES 


 


Eboni was unclear how BOC adds creativity to the public realm, projects our creative identity 


and engages dialog about the arts. The main way we do that is through our interactive 


education program at three Boulder elementary schools. Students do more than watch live 


performances. Through the Study Guide we have created (in Spanish and English), they explore 


character, plot, opera terminology, history, etiquette, and more. The Guide is used by the 


Spanish language, music and literacy teachers, bringing the arts into several classroom 


subjects. 


 


Because BOC is the only opera company in Boulder, we believe it makes Boulder an exciting place 


to live and visit. Our high-quality productions add a unique offering to Boulder’s creative landscape 


and the school’s arts education 


PROPOSED OUTCOMES AND EVALUATION: 


Caroline Kert: You have a good infrastructure for collecting data. Please expand on what 


metrics you will evaluate that align with the goals for GOS grant funds. And, what 


specific benchmarks will let you know you've been successful? Are you doing anything 


to measure data related to diversity and underserved in your audiences? 


 


We coordinate directly with other nonprofits that serve low income and underserved 


communities. To measure data related to these audiences, we keep a log of how many families 


from these groups are coming. We also keep careful attendance records from visits to older 


adult centers and discounted senior tickets. 


 







Benchmark goals: 


● Bring 3 Title 1 schools to see our Family Series this coming December 2022 


● Bring 3 groups from local older centers to Opera in the Park 


● Increase attendance by 20% from families with our partners at Opera in Park 


 


Our survey for Opera in the Park includes a question about ethnicity, and income. This year we 


expect to reach 1000+ people for Opera in the Park.  


 


CULTURAL EQUITY COMMENT: 


 


Eboni Freeman: Organizational leadership represents groups who are typically 


underrepresented, i.e.culturally diverse groups, organizations focused on age diversity - 


No 


 


I am a Cuban Spanish woman, and our assistant Executive Director is Ecuadorian, and LGBTQ. 


One of our Music Directors is an Argentinian-American, another is from Colombia- Jorge 


Salazar, and both our pianists are women (one  from Brazil). Our family series reaches 3 


generations: children as young as 3 with parents, and grandparents. This age-diverse program 


reaches about 1200 people.  


 


 


ENCOURAGEMENT POINTS 


 


Boulder Opera Company has not received GOS support since a 2 year grant in 2017-18. 







2022 General Operating Support Grants


Written Response


Capacity Building


How will this grant help to increase our capacity to meet the goals in our strategic
plan?


- Grant funds would be used to cover the gap between tuition revenues and and
instruction costs, keeping our tuition fees and workshops affordable, including
awarding scholarships toward tuition


- Grant funds would be used to hire part-time staff to help to organize our events,
procure corporate sponsorships and drive fundraising


- Grant funds would be used to expand our educational offerings, in particular
hosting percussion and music workshops and visiting master teacher residencies


- Grant funds would be used to increase our marketing reach (online ads, public
radio ads, print advertising)


How will this grant increase your organization’s sustainability and resiliency?


- Our sustainability depends on our capacity to secure sustainable sources of
funding such as corporate sponsorships and by establishing a yearly fundraising
campaign event. Grant funds would be used to hire part-time consultants to help
us in these areas where we don't have the expertise.


- Resiliency: Grant funds could be used to cover gaps in revenue vs program
costs, such as when membership and event revenues fluctuate. For example,
thanks to previous grant funding, we were able to keep our music director 100%
employed despite a reduction of revenues by 30-40% during the pandemic in
2020.


What innovations, growth, or new community benefits will be made possible by
this award?


● Typically, artistic innovation in our programs takes place when we bring visiting
artists to teach and collaborate with local artists and local organizations. Grant
funds would be used to sponsor visiting artists to perform with local artists in our
festival and to teach workshops.


● Grant funds would be used to increase our marketing and reach and could
produce growth in attendance at our events and programs.


Boulder Samba School Responses







Community Priorities
Ways that this grant would help support local cultural organizations:


Part of the grant funds would be used to underwrite marketing efforts, freeing up other
funds to be used to hire local cultural organizations to participate and perform at our
annual festival. We try to be inclusive and involve most of the local performing arts
organizations that focus on Brazilian art forms. Further, our visiting teachers and artists,
whose travel expenses would be paid for in part by grant funds, could collaborate with
and/or teach other local artists and organizations as they have in the past.


Proposed Outcome and Evaluation


Community Benefit Measurement Procedure


This measurement was not stated as part of the grant in the evaluation section, but we
usually collect data on:


● Event attendance (per ticket type sold and per visual estimation)
● Surveys (regarding demographics and advertising effectiveness)
● Number of free tickets offered to the community


Cultural Equity


Leadership diversity


BSS board of directors (and officers) have a diverse representation in age (varying from
age 26 to over 60), gender (28% female, 72% male), and race (28% Asian-American
and Latin-Brazilian).


Accessibility
BSS specifically chooses event venues that are accessible to persons of all physical
abilities.







Boulder Arts Commission GOS grant 


https://cantabilesingers.org/ 


Season preview: 


Our Fall 2022 concert will be a collaboration with visual artists Betsy Cole and Melinda Driscoll.  Artistic 


Director Brian Stone will partner with them to blend art and music in a program with audience 


interaction.   


In May 2023, Cantabile’s proposed program features a piece by indigenous composer Jerod Tate. In June 


Cantabile may perform this work with other choirs at Carnegie Hall in collaboration with a colleague of 


Brian’s – conductor Tracey Gregg-Boothby. 


Cantabile’s past collaborations include The Lake Isle by Ola Gjeilo –a virtual performance with Altius 


Quartet and guitarist Gabriel Santiago.  Virtual performances and livestreaming have brought 


nationwide and international engagement. 


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2BoKf7B2u-E&ab_channel=CantabileSingers 


 Commissioner questions: 


• Attendees at live events fromoutside Boulder/Boulder County?


Pre-COVID, Cantabile did not consistently collect audience data.  Since engaging a marketing


consultant, we have tools and practices for that purpose.  Cantabile now uses Eventbrite for


ticket sales, providing robust data.


Two sources – our mailing list and Eventbrite data - tell us that locational breakout is


approximately:


o Boulder – 45-%


o Remainder of Boulder County – 40%


o Outside Boulder County – 15%


• Support for underserved in joining your choir?


The primary way that Cantabile gains new singers is through word of mouth and our Artistic


Director’s reputation.  Cantabile has a strong tradition of welcoming and supporting a diverse


membership.  The choir has members who are persons of color, from other nations, gender


diverse and in a wide age range; many are long-term members.  This commitment is


demonstrated in the fact that our current board president is a young Asian self-identified trans


person.  Another self-identified trans person is on the board and had a composition premiered


by us.  Cantabile has members on the autism spectrum.  In 2019, in support of that community,


Cantabile performed a sensory-friendly concert at the Boulder Public Library.  Other long-time


members have physical disabilities.  Cantabile has made accessibility a priority to support those


members.


Cantabile Responses
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• You seem to have a good infrastructure for evaluations.  What will you measure that relates to 


GOS goals?  What benchmarks will let you know you’ve been successful? 


 


Cantabile will measure: 


o Ticket sales  


o Email open rates and responses 


o Social media reach and engagement 


o Audience survey responses 


o Marketing spend effectiveness 


o Donation revenue 


 


Benchmark examples 


o Ticket revenue and audience: 


▪ Steady revenue increases 


▪ Exceed 150 tickets/concert 


▪ Measurable increase in non-family/friend attendance  


o Email open rate average 50% 


o  Donation revenue: 


▪ Measurable growth in % of non-choir member donations 


▪ Donation revenue growth to replace the GOS grant by year 3 


 


• What consideration do you give to the manner in which you actively invite audiences, choir 


members and leadership and create safe opportunities? 


 


We refer you back to our response to the question about supporting underrepresented persons 


and creating a safe environment.  Cantabile is a visibly diverse and welcoming community. 


Cantabile employs a full spectrum of marketing and social media to reach a broader audience 


than in the past.  Engaging a marketing consultant has allowed us to execute this plan.  We 


invite audiences in with our publicity, including media and video "insider" looks on social media 


and YouTube.  


 







Colorado MahlerFest Responses to BAC Comments/Questions – May 13, 2022


Capacity Building


MahlerFest is the longest continuing festival dedicated to Mahler in the world, because we
evolve:


Innovative programming
● Had our 1st open Band Shell concert, 300 attended - now a planned part of the Festival
● Will perform our first opera this year
● Free chamber concerts, symposium, open rehearsals, and social events
● Film viewing/lecture events
● Varied weekend concert programs
● Virtual festival during COVID


Creating growth
● Advertise on web and social media, Daily Camera, Longmont Times Call, Colorado Daily,


and online cultural calendars, CPR, highlighting free events
● Collaborate with Boulder Convention and Visitors Bureau to jointly market new


audiences
● Began a campaign soliciting donors to make MahlerFest part of legacy and tax planning,


creating new long-term income
● Crossover fundraisers


Serving the community
● Had our 1st free outreach and performance at Frasier Meadows
● Will present to CU Boulder’s Herbst Program for the Humanities in Engineering
● Schedule free social events to foster personal interaction and dialog
● Our professional musicians mentor our orchestra’s community musicians
● Our Festival Artists provide rehearsal coaching to Greater Boulder Youth Orchestra


Community Priorities


MahlerFest was one of the 1st live orchestras in the county to return. Audience and musician
comments expressed gratitude for our example of optimism and determination.


MahlerFest occurs at venues throughout Boulder
● Boulder Library, CU Boulder, Mountain View United Methodist, Boulder Bandshell, The


Academy
● Future plans include performances at 29th Street Mall


MahlerFest interacts with the visual arts
● Mahler Art event - local artists create works inspired by Mahler, displayed at Boulder


Library (rescheduled due to COVID)







This was the 3rd year of audience surveys. 91% were “very likely” to return, 8% were “likely” to
return. All metrics and comments were effusively positive. We solicit
requests/recommendations, the majority of respondents contribute. Comments are part of
community priorities; incorporated in planning.


Proposed Outcomes and Evaluation


For stable, sustainable budget
● Established reserves policy, defining proper use, thresholds, monitoring, and authority
● Working with a female-owned CPA firm, experienced in nonprofits, to review processes


to best manage finances for long-term health
● Finding new ways to obtain more/larger donations, engage with donors, meet new ones:


○ inviting key donors to orchestra reception dinner, scheduling open dinners with
the Board, making Thank You calls


● Recently started using Little Green Light to document/track/analyze donor trends
● Average donation this year is $300, vs. $200 last year
● Evaluating hiring a Development Director
● Expanded grant-writing team to increase capacity
● Crossover fundraisers, like Cocktails & Conversations and Progressive Gardens Tour


Cultural Equity


Our Board is 42% female, 17% non-Caucasian immigrants


Pre-COVID, attended Colorado Business Committee for the Arts’ young executives fair, to attract
young community leaders to our Board, to be resumed.


We use an orchestra diversity survey.
● 48% were female  - 50% of section leads were female
● 4% identify as non-binary
● 27% identified as LGBTQ
● 6% were 18-24, 51% were 25-39
● 3% were Latin/Hispanic, 1 % African American/Black


Our audience is mostly seniors. We’re attracting young audiences with $5 student tickets (free
to music students), outreach to CU Boulder’s freshman engineering program, and increasing the
number of students and young musicians in our orchestra and events.


All venues are ADA accessible


Encouragement


Our 2019 application was GOS







 


 


Updates 


Our new Healing Sound Journey Series and work in South Boulder, launched in Feb, is proving to be a 


great success, just the medicine our community needs. Attendees are deeply appreciative. See 


creativityalive.org/kudos. Musicians are grateful to have new gigs.  We’ve received press coverage 4 times 


in the Daily Camera and an interview on KGNU. Most importantly, the Boulder Public Library is adopting 


the series 2x/month beginning in June and will cover the costs after seed grant money run out. The series 


is taking root beautifully and quickly! 


Capacity Building 


GOS funds will support  


• Sustainability, Resiliency, Innovation & New Community Benefits:  


o Further expansion of Sound Journeys.  There is booming demand. Anticipated increase 


to income $10K in 2023 to $30K in 2025. Equipment costs $4K. 


o Development of ongoing, small group formats where people can take a deeper dive 


both into the arts and into building strong community.  We are keen on creating ways to 


“re-weave our social fabric” more tightly. ED has already completed Matrix community 


leadership training. These will also provide steady income, from $5K in 2023 to >$20K in 


2025 


o Launch into public speaking through “Get Real Public Speaking” program which we have 


already begun: extending our reach, our income, and our ability to enhance Boulder’s 


and our artists’ image. Income $8K in 2023 to >$50-75K in 2025 


o Re-instatement of select pre-Covid workshops, classes, performances, with adaptation 


to what is needed now. Income $10-30K 


• Growth: Paid interns for marketing, event coordination 


• New website 


We will pay staff as well as contractors (e.g. website, musicians, artists, dancers). 


 


Community Priorities 


Support Artists?  Absolutely. From our inception, we have both employed artists and provided 


programming to support their artistry. That’s our mission. 



https://www.creativityalive.org/kudos





Enhance Civic Dialog – the focus of our new public speaking effort 


 


Proposed outcomes and evaluation  


Goals – To reduce stress and anxiety, increase creativity, inspiration and sense of connection by at least 


30% among participants 


Data Collection – Event RSVP, entry and exit surveys, feedback forms, and testimonials 


Evaluation strategy – Quantitative comparison of numeric self-gauge (“on a level of 1 to 10”) entry and 


exit surveys.  Qualitative verbal and written feedback. 


Community Benefits Measurement– Asking people over time how these goals have been met within 


their own lives, e.g., if they have made connections with other individuals after coming to our events 


 


Cultural equity 


Our organizational leadership is small: 1 ED and 4 Board members, including 4 women, 1 man, 1 with 


disabling health issues, 2 who are retired, 3 who come from impoverished backgrounds. We aim to grow 


into even greater diversity. 


Affordability – High priority for us. 13 of 15 (87%) of our programs so far this year have been free to the 


public. 13 of 16 (81%) of remaining scheduled programs will be free. 


Accessibility – Moving much of our programming to the civic libraries, parks, and open spaces has given 


us built-in structural accessibility.  


Accommodation – We work with individuals to accommodate their needs. We have found ways to 


include the elderly and people with physical and mental disabilities and sensitivities. 


Acceptability – We strive for arrangements that are acceptable to the lowest common denominator. An 


example: Our small groups agree if any member requests Covid tests prior to meeting, we do.   


Thank you!  BAC’s support will help us Inspire Creativity & Build 


Community in Boulder. 







East Window (EW) fiscal sponsor is BCAA
EW is an LLC NOT 501c3


CAPACITY


GOS Grant increases pay rates for:
$1200 Honorariums
$2400 Workshop facilitators
$3600 EW’s assistant


Additional:
$800 Printed matter, mailings, signage


Investors just purchased a new space for EW in NoBo allowing significant savings on rent
EW will move into new space 1/2023


New space creates additional revenue:
$150 / day rental rate of EW as a pop-up / multi use space
$150 / day rental rate of EW as a screening room
$700 / month rental rate of EW as a gallery for independent curators
$100 annual membership - we offer North American Reciprocal Museums (NARM) benefits as incentive


Committee members provide new contacts annually
for fundraising & membership growth


COMMUNITY  (2023)


New ADA compliant space
Able to expand EW to a fully accessible art center


EW offers Disability Justice themed workshops


EW Partners with Naropa’s Kerouac School
EW becomes new venue / workshop for NoBo writers


Increase EW group art exhibits
Group shows remove hierarchies in exhibition politics & provides
welcoming space for artists & non artists to exhibit side by side


EW Partners w/ with the Dairy Arts Center for Group Exhibit


EW Partners w/ CU Center For African American Studies for student exhibits & lectures


EW Partners w/ BMOCA & Frasier Meadows for community photo project w/ seniors


east window Responses







EQUITY


Engage personnel w/ DEI material from Spring Institute
www.springinstitute.org


Engage personnel w/ Primer For Disability Justice by Sins Invalid
www.sinsinvalid.org


Advisory committee regularly suggests new artists & workshops
Group selection process to diversify artists & programs


Boulder & EW Demographics
Illustrates EW’s commitment to equitable cultural programming & representation


2022 Boulder Demographic:
White 87.3%
Asian 5.8%
Two or more races 3.8%
African American 1.2%
Native 0.2%
Disabled 16%


Artists Shown at EW to Date:
Black 18%
White 11%
Disabled 18%
Native 19%
Latino 10%
Asian 14%
Trans  Two Sprirt  Queer 10%







OUTCOME & EVAL.


Payout


2021 2022 2023


Honorarium $100 Honorarium  $200 Honorarium $300


Assistant $200 / Month Assistant $300 / Month Assistant  $400 / Month


Income 5 - 33% Increase


2021 2022 2023


Entry Fee $0 Entry Fee $0 Entry Fee $1200


Donation $950 Donation $2600 Donation $2900


Membership $350 Membership $455 Membership $592


Fundraise $3200 Fundraise $3360 Fundraise $3528


Events, Attendance, PR 5  - 60% Increase


2021 2022 2023


Exhibits 11 Exhibits 15 Exhibits 19


Partners 1 Partners 3 Partners 5


Attendance 330 Attendance 540 Attendance 720


IG Follows & Posts  442 IG Follows & Posts 748 IG Follows & Posts 1110


www Hits 3500 www Hits 4655 www Hits 6192


Press 1 Press 5 Press 9


Mail List 682 Mail List 907 Mail List 1206


Ads  22 Ads  30 Ads  44







OUTCOME & EVAL. contd


EW REGISTERED W/ NATIONAL ASSEMBLY OF STATE ART AGENCIES
to design growth & evaluation frameworks in following areas:


WEB VISITOR ANALYTICS
Increase membership


GROW SOCIAL MEDIA PRESENCE
Benefits similar to above


INCREASE PHYSICAL SITE VISITS
Data for fundraising / membership / volunteer campaigns


SURVEYS
Exit surveys & online questionnaires measure audience responses


SMART / QR  TECHNOLOGY
Provides supplemental info on exhibits, streamlines membership
process & measures public interest


INTERPRETIVE PROGRAMMING
Guided tours & virtual artwork galleries


MORE PRESS COVERAGE
Critical context for exhibits, farther reaching awareness
of EW's mission & greater visibility for EW artists


ENCOURAGEMENT


$500 from BAC to develop this grant







Lemon Sponge Cake Contemporary Ballet


Capacity Building 
Over the next 3 years, to create greater capacity, we’ll offer one free world premiere performance per 
season, in addition to paid ticketed performances. We intend to hold the free performances during 
Boulder Arts Week to reach to broader audience. Our recently completed poject WALD 3/31/22 
successfully used this format. 
 
Financial Stability 
Our increase in grant applications have been successful with awards from Colorado Creative Industries, 
Denver Foundation, Create Boulder and BCVB. We'll continue applying for grant opportunities. A free 
annual performance increases opportunity for greater individual giving as well. We receive paid 
engagements outside of Boulder i.e North Carolina, Colorado Ballet, Cleo Parker Robinson etc. which 
are income producing. And we offer classes and workshops to the Boulder community some paid and 
some free. 


In particular, our innovative work, movement research and creation of new language sustains our 
organization. We have build an international reputation in the dance world. Please experience it for 
yourself at a performance!  And, 23 years of producing in Boulder demonstrates sustainability, 
resiliency.  Emerging the other side of pandemic financially sound is something to celebrate! 


Community Priorities 
We’ve a long history of supporting artists: former students have professional careers at Hubbard Street, 
Finish National Ballet, Colorado Ballet and more. And by creating work for established well known 
artists including Misty Copeland, Susan Jaffe, Minna Tervamaki supports the artist and the art form as a 
whole, which in turn influences our educational programming across the board.  Robert serves on the 
Presenting Denver board offering support and expertise.  
 
Proposed outcomes and evaluation 
Latest quantitive data - WALD 3/31/22 
125 seats reserved (sold out) 
Press: Stories in Daily Camera, Boulder Weekly, Boulder Arts Week,  
FB Likes 145; IG 225 + 86; Youtube 304 
Feedback: 8 via email, 12 in person. 


Cultural Equity 
Our currency and commodity is the movement language created by Robert over time.  It has 
tremendous value and sustains Lemon Sponge Cake Contemporary Ballet. 
We plan 3 free performances over the next 3 years. 







Lemon Sponge Cake Contemporary Ballet


Amount of artists depend on the individual project and amount funding available e.g. Denver Arts + 
Venues project had 6 professional + 64 scholarship/outreach positions, WALD had 2. Quality always 
comes first - its our responsibility to present to the community high quality art inclusive of all cultural 
backgrounds. 


Through a close 20 year working relationship and friendship with Cleo Parker Robinson we serve very 
diverse audience. Even during Covid we produced a film Black Angels where Robert selected 2 African 
American, 1 Hispanic, 1 Native American dancers See HERE 
Activists are often audience members and take our work seriously  (sad news audience member Wynn 
Bruce HERE) 
Performers and artists across the US approach in great numbers to work with Robert. Our good 
reputation attracts able talent for the job! 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Rwlnj4-o3I

https://www.nytimes.com/2022/04/24/us/politics/climate-activist-self-immolation-supreme-court.html





Capacity Building 


Eboni was unclear on how GOS funding will increase NoBo’s resiliency and growth. 


With this support, NoBo plans to hire an Interim Director which will serve as a path of 
leadership towards an Executive Director position. Currently our organization is 
managed by a volunteer board with contract help for graphic design, marketing, 
exhibitions and the website. With an ED, we will have a new leader bringing fresh ideas 
and the energy to execute them.  


Some of the ideas we are already exploring include a NoBo Summer Market in the 
afternoons of First Fridays, recruiting new business members, and expanding our 
collaboration with the Armory apartments. 


Outcomes and Evaluation 


Caroline inquired about quantitative benchmarks to measure our success. These 
include: 


1) Taking “Inventory” along Broadway between Lee Hill and Violet to identify and
recruit every business as a NoBo member. We are working to fill in the “missing
links” in our event corridor.


2) Our renewal rate of members is improving as we come out of the pandemic. For
the last two years we have focused on retaining the members we have and
supporting those who could not afford to renew due to the impact of Covid on
their finances. Now we will put our energy into recruiting new members with at
least two membership drives each year. Our goal is to increase membership by
10%. Last year at this time we had 173 members, reflecting a pandemic related
drop in membership, currently we have 229 members.


3) Our attendance at First Friday has gone from 200-400 visitors each month (pre-
pandemic) to 800-1000 each month currently. Visitation is strongest in the
Emerald Warehouse area where we consistently count attendees entering
through one entrance. This past May First Friday saw 916 in attendance. We
want to maintain those attendance numbers while targeting three additional First
Friday art enclaves that would benefit from more foot traffic. We will survey
businesses and studios in these zones to determine if marketing efforts for these
areas are working.


4) Social Media engagement - we study our analytics and with GOS funds we could
boost ads and work to double the amount of our followers.


NoBo Art District Responses







 
New methods of evaluation we are employing to improve awareness of what NoBo has 
to offer include: 
 


1) Trackable QR code in our Daily Camera print ads and printed maps to measure 
our connection with attendees.  


2) Digital ads through the Camera will give us better user analytics than print ads 
alone. Video Surveys conducted by Board members at First Friday, asking 
patrons how they found out about us - so we can better target our marketing 
dollars. 


 
Cultural Equity 
 
Eboni was unclear about our cultural equity efforts. Thank you, Kathleen, for 
summarizing our response in this section in this way, “Membership is open to all. The 
Board and contractors are diverse; the district supports all kinds of art and encourages 
young and emerging artists with public art mural opportunities; and all NoBo Art 
District’s programming is free and open to the public.” In addition, we have recruited 4 
new Board members since applying to the BAC. One is a POC with a marketing 
background and a deep commitment to making connections across different 
communities. Another new board member has extensive experience in DEI and 
strategic planning. Each new Board member brings diverse work backgrounds and 
experiences in areas that we identified as needing to expand. 
 
One new way we are addressing accessibility is adding icons to our First Friday map 
(digital and paper) to illustrate which studios are handicap accessible.  







Pro Musica Colorado Chamber Orchestra


Capacity Building
To address Kathleen’s question, besides providing a stipend for an ED, GOS funds would 
stabilize the budget and help us re-build cash reserves by:


•Hiring a PR consultant to assist in Audience (Re)Development, thereby generating more 
ticket sales;	
•Retaining successful Grants Consultant/Bookkeeper	


Priorities for the ED and board that will help with capacity building:	


•Seeking new board members from patron and donor lists, and reaching out via CBCA and 
other networks. 	
•Cultivating existing relationships with outreach partners and developing new ones to offer 
new community benefits.	


Community Priorities  
Eboni is unclear how PMC supports vibrant cultural destinations. This season we performed in 
Boulder’s Mountain View Methodist Church, which was recently renovated to offer superb 
acoustics for performing arts organizations. Our Rainbow Strings concert in October attracted 
audiences from Ft Collins and Denver to the historic First United Methodist Church in 
downtown Boulder for pre and post dining/shopping. These patrons expressly wanted to hear the 
music of LGBTQ composers. Similarly, performances of new music attract cultural seekers 
beyond the traditional patrons. PMC promotes dialogue about the arts with both diversity and in 
presenting new music that is relevant. New works have addressed Ferguson, the Tree of Life 
shooting, and LGBTQ oppression.  


Evaluation
Kathleen asked about our relationship to the City of Boulder. PMC is Boulder-based and 
rehearses and performs every concert of the season within the city boundaries. A typical season 
includes 3 to 5 orchestra programs and 3 chamber music outreach events in Boulder; that would 
be the minimal for the next 3 years. 


Kathleen and Caroline asked for more information about our evaluation strategies and measuring 
success. PMCs strategy has been to set goals in hard numbers over the short, medium, and long 
term and review our outcomes at the end of the fiscal year, taking lessons learned into the next 
season. The pandemic disrupted this rhythm, but the purpose of the upcoming Board retreat is to 
return to that cycle. First year goals are likely to be recovery goals, with resumption of a growth 
track in Year 2. This is ambitious; nationwide, ticket income for orchestras is down 67 percent. 
PMC has done better but is still down by 45 percent. PMC is aiming for full recovery of ticket 
income by enticing audiences back and bringing in new patrons. PMC will know if that goal is 
reached by looking at those numbers. 


PMC was working to expand our outreach when the pandemic hit. Working with our existing 
partners, we believe that we can hit the ground running in the fall and measure impact in 
coordination with our partners.  







Pro Musica Colorado Chamber Orchestra


Cultural equity 
Kathleen asked how our 5 year plan will increase inclusion of under-represented groups within 
our board, staff and musicians. PMC’s energetic working board is majority millennials, a 
significant fact considering most people associate classical music with older adults. PMC’s 
mission of diversity and new music has resonated with a younger generation that is ambitious to 
make a social impact through music. PMC has more representation from diverse groups than the 
City of Boulder and aims for more.


PMC hires top professional musicians in the region who are strong chamber musicians and 
advocates for new and diverse music. It is more like putting together a string quartet than a 
symphony orchestra, since every musicians’ contribution is audible. 


Encouragement Points
PMC has never applied for GOS funds. 







Funding would build capacity to: 
1) Hire non-profit consultant and pay non-profit application fee (update to budget). This


will allow access to more streams of grant funding.


2) Begin a teacher training program to extend careers in dance. Program would require an
investment from dancers to compensate our founder and secure stable studio location.
Completion of 200 hours will result in chance to be paid to teach and grow dance
school. Increased class offerings will mean continued growth for SC—more students and
company members, higher-paying gigs, and hire operations manager to support grant
writing and performance development.


3) Restart SC led excursions to visit master teachers (such as Rosangela Silvestre). Trips
support cultural sustainability through education with master teachers (Jorge Alabe;
Kellyn Rosa) who also join SC for Boulder workshops and community building. Trips and
workshops were offered yearly pre-pandemic to Boulder community as a means of
racialized healing--communing with ancestral lands and art and engaging in somatic
reflection while dancing.


All endeavors would increase SC’s funding, sustainability, resiliency, and growth, while offering 
new opportunities to Boulder community. 


Community Priorities 
SC is a cultural organization that supports connections between dance and diasporic roots. We 
are creating an inclusive community for LGBTQIA+, BIPOC, and all incomes, abilities, and ages. 
We are also new artists in Boulder. Two company members have taught classes in Boulder; we 
expect that with increases in classes / students, at least five can be paid to teach sustainably in 
Boulder in a period of 2 years. SC defines master teacher through lineage. For example, 
Rosangela Silvestre, a maestra from Bahia Brazil, developed Silvestre Technique, she designates 
“master teachers” who have apprenticed and studied directly with her. This practice adds to 
civic dialogue by supporting art that is engaged in critiquing current systems of power and 
reflecting on the racial healing possible through dance. Our performances are geared to 
support community conversation about hard topics by engaging people in movement before 
dialogue. When master teachers come (all BIPOC for 5+ years), they lead conversations after 
community workshops / performances. As a dance school and company, we are dedicated to 
public arts both by including Boulder community members to participate at any skill level and 
by performing bi-monthly for free in public spaces.  


Cultural Equity 
Scholarships are available for low-income and BIPOC students. Scholarships—evaluated by SC 
board—are unlimited based on need and are both for dance classes and for company members. 
Application includes essay questions describing need, identity, and commitment to SC mission 
of engaging in healing dance and community. SC policy is that no one is turned away. SC has 
given scholarships to more than 25 low-income and BIPOC dancers in Boulder. Children dance 
for free. Grant funding will ensure we can continue and increase scholarships, increase class 


Samba Colorado Responses



http://www.silvestretraining.com/

https://www.jorgealabe.com/

https://www.instagram.com/kellynrosa/?hl=en





offerings to more accessible options, and recruit BIPOC dancers to our training program to 
specifically increase diverse dance opportunities in Boulder.  
 
Proposed Outcomes & Evaluation 
Evaluation strategy and benchmarks are on pp 2-4 of the strategic plan on the application and 
the public may comment and review. When non-profit status is achieved, SC will host quarterly 
community members meetings to review, strategize, and give feedback for continuous 
improvement. 
 
 







Capacity Building 


GOS funding provides the foundation for Sans Souci’s ability to hire staff, pay dancers, curators, 


and filmmakers. It allows for increased online engagement; as well as increasing the reach of its 


Call for Entries and number of events. 


Community Priorities 


Sans Souci supports the following Boulder cultural organizations and destinations: the Dairy, 


Museum of Boulder, BCAA, and NoBo Art District. The Community Dance Film, with 17 local 


dance companies was an example we offered of adding creativity to the public realm. Our 


frequent Q&As with artists and the public are one way we enhance civic dialog about the arts. 


Evaluation 


Sans Souci requests all participating filmmakers to evaluate our quality, value (in relation to 


submission fee), communication, hospitality, and availability of networking/professional 


development events through our submission platform, FilmFreeway. We have a 5 star rating 


and rave reviews, including these comments, “Run by amazing folks who are passionate about 


dance and cinema, this is a wonderful platform for dance lovers and screen dance filmmakers 


alike!” and “This is the place for dance filmmakers.” 


Sans Souci surveys artists who participate in programming. For example, in the Community 


Dance Film, we asked artists how the project affected their career/portfolio, relationship with 


other artists/community, and likelihood to recommend us. We asked if we could improve 


accurate and appropriate representation of them as artists, professional and respectful 


treatment, and our process in general. Most survey results were entirely positive, but in 


response to one artist who said they wished we’d offered more opportunity to connect with other 


artists, we arranged a work-in-progress screening while the film was in draft format, allowing 


artists to meet, connect, and offer feedback.  


For objective standards of success, we track submissions we receive, screenings we host, and 


audience size, and of course our total budget. ALL of these numbers have grown every year for 


the last 6 years. We budget conservatively but have fortunately seen our hard work securing 


grants and earned income pay off. Our submissions goal for 2021 was 300, and we got 320; our 


goal for 2022 was 350 and we got 454! We attribute this to the phenomenon that incremental 


increases in funding can lead to exponential growth. Success begets success!  


In terms of population makeup, our goals are to: 


● continue reaching a diverse international population


● increase racial diversity in representation


We’ve learned the best way to achieve this is to make submitting more affordable, and in 


response we created a Fee Assistance program in 2021, specifically targeting artists of 


Sans Souci Festival of Dance Cinema Response







historically marginalized communities. In 2021 we waived fees for 25 submitters (5.5% of 


applicants), 19 of whom were Black, Asian, LGBTQ, Indigenous, or from otherwise marginalized 


communities. We capture this data by asking directly about it on the application form. We also 


did specific outreach to offer free submissions to organizations where dancers of color gather, 


including the Dallas Black Lindy Hoppers Fund, the Frankie Manning Foundation, etc. An 


intentional part of our curatorial process is to visually screen the on-camera appearances of 


performers to ensure that every event has a balanced proportion of skin tones (or race as 


observed), geographic locations, and languages. Finally, we include young and emerging film 


makers by offering workshops and by adding a category for youth submissions. 


 


 







Written Response for Panel - T2 Dance Company
BAC General Operating Support Application


T2 Dance Company (T2) is currently on track towards reaching the goals in its strategic
plan. Below is the table from the strategic plan outlining the goals and status.


GOALS ONE TWO THREE FOUR FIVE


OBJECTIVES Promote festivals
on national dance
platforms, through
colleges, and
directly to
companies and
artists.


Move to a part-time
company structure
for the dancers,
including a pay
increase and
structured
schedule.


Employ a
Collaborative
Choreographer /
Rehearsal Director,
and a Company
Coordinator.


Schedule classes
with two additional
senior centers and
one additional
corporate facility.


Invite BVSD school
teachers to Color
Wheel Project
performance.


Engage with a local
visual artist for a
2022 collaboration.


Engage with one
national dance
company for a 2022
collaboration.


STATUS
(as of March
2022)


Ongoing. Established. Part planned, part
established.


In process. Established.


STATUS
(as of May 2022)


Established and
ongoing.


Established and
ongoing.


Established and
ongoing.


Part planned, part
established.


Established and
ongoing.


The Board of Directors is currently discussing plans to initiate a reserve policy. The
Board and the Company are working on greater fundraising efforts including an annual
event or gala, and seeking corporate sponsorship to underwrite the Versatility Dance
Festival and the Color Wheel Project.


T2 currently works with six schools in Boulder Valley School District including three in
the City of Boulder: Bear Creek Elementary, Flatirons Elementary, and Friends School.
T2 has been trying to connect with Title 1 schools and hopes to be able to bring the
Color Wheel Project to schools such as University Hill Elementary in 2022/23.
Partnerships that have been developed throughout the 2021/22 school year have been
confirmed to continue into 2022/23.


T2 aims to expand the Color Wheel Project to offer programming for more schools and
eventually be able to provide free tickets and access to the performance for all students
in Boulder. T2 will also be inviting the senior community to these performances - these
relationships were developed pre-pandemic in local senior centers in Boulder City
through movement classes.


T2 has not yet received general operating support from the Boulder Arts Commission.
This funding would make an enormous difference to the company, allowing
collaborations to grow, adding employment of an additional dancer and continuing
employment for a Company Coordinator for the 2022/23 season, as well as providing
time for staff to focus on capacity building including fundraising as mentioned above.







General Operating Support Grant Responses from The Big Dream


TBD became an LLC in 2020, profited its first full year & built a community of 1,000. We help 


our clients create sustainable business models & positive social impact. They reinvest by 


volunteering & investing in our services. Market research shows the gap where we’re needed,


and desire for our services.


All events outside Boulder were events we were hired for. These bring in revenue, and don’t 


use financial resources. All events we produce have been in Boulder.


Grant increases capacity & resiliency by supporting startup costs. Master plan is a model that 


supports itself and its own capacity to give back. Grant also supports scholarship fund & 


capacity to serve underserved populations. 


We support cultural orgs by paying for their spaces, promoting them, hiring, and educating 


them. This includes Junkyard Social Club (museum, art & education space), Curate Boulder 


(African-American focused arts & cultural center), Cuba Cultural Explorers, Fractal Society & 


more. 


Our clients create for the public realm. Client Cassie Raub created immersive storytelling 


portals that are available for touring. We’ll collaborate with Melissa Ivey to create her 


traveling womb dome in which participants can record personal stories. Client Lauren 


Clayton is creating public murals that highlight African-American heritage and history. 


The Big Dream is helping to re-create Boulder’s creative cultural identity. As long-time locals, 


we want to show there is more heart - and art - in Boulder than meets the eye. The artists we 


support keep Boulder artistically and creatively thriving in the fun and immersive ways that 


made us fall in love with this town in the first place. We’ve created a community of creatives 


that support each other, share resources, and make things happen. The creation and 


facilitation of this community is as important as any of the educational or logistical resources 


we offer. Art can be created in solitude but needs a community to be brought to life. 


Clients are individuals. Consulting provides logistics, strategy and a heart-based approach to 


launch creative projects. Client success is measured by sustainability of projects and 


improved quality of life including a sense of empowerment, joy, and satisfaction. We also 


evaluate and measure by the leadership hours they give back to TBD community and length 







of time working with us. 


2022 goals include 20 scholarships, 15 clients, 10 events. 


Participants are majority low-income female identifying and LGBTQ+. Board & staff are 


majority female & minority. Equity efforts include collaboration and relationship building with 


individuals and orgs of diverse populations in the community. Boulder is 90% white, 60% of our 


presenters are BIPOC. Disabled individuals are recruited, offered accommodation & 


accessibility. Most of our events are free. 10% of Imagination Collaboration tickets are 


scholarships. 
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BMoCA Written Response for 2022 General Operating Support Grant Evaluation 
 
Thank you for your comments and feedback. We are pleased to provide responses to 
your questions.  
 
Capacity Building  
Eboni, we would like to provide more details about increasing BMoCA’s sustainability, 
resiliency, and growth: 
The grant supports BMoCA’s sustainability, resiliency, and growth by providing 
important and secure funding for full-time and part-time staff salaries.  
 
The funding supports our staff’s efforts to both develop new programs like those 
outlined in our application AND sustain the breadth of our ongoing programs, from 
flagship exhibitions to outreach education programs. 
 
The secure funding for staff salaries will also enable staff to spend time on expanding 
current and new revenue streams, a critical part of maintaining the organization’s 
resiliency. For example, staff supported by this funding in 2022-24 will continue current 
efforts to build opportunities for curatorial projects and education programs by 
collaborating with new partners throughout Boulder. Several of these programs present 
opportunities for generating additional admission income while maintaining our current 
free and low-cost programming. 
 
Outcomes and Evaluation Strategy 
Kathleen and Caroline, we evaluate progress toward our goals by tracking exhibition 
and program attendance data and visitors’ demographic data collected through onsite 
and online surveys. We distribute optional surveys to all visitors to exhibitions at 
BMoCA. The surveys measure progress toward our diversity goals by tracking the 
socio-economic, cultural, and age diversity of our audience through questions about 
gender, age, race and ethnicity, and household income. We aggregate this data on an 
ongoing basis and analyze it against both prior years and Boulder County demographic 
data in the Community Foundation’s TRENDS Report. For example, we are using the 
TRENDS metric that 14% of the County’s population identifies as Latinx as a 
benchmark for analyzing the data collected from our visitors.   
 
We also evaluate our progress toward diversity goals by tracking the Title I schools we 
engage and partner with through our school-based arts education program 
Contemporary Classroom. This data helps us assess our efforts to reach under-
resourced youth, schools, and communities.  
 







Cultural Equity 
Eboni, we want to provide more details about our ongoing work to track how BMoCA’s 
leadership represents typically underrepresented groups. BMoCA’s DEAI Task Force 
has contracted Carey Mason of DEI4BIZ to facilitate the Task Force’s work, including an 
annual anonymous survey of our board and staff that collects a range of demographic 
data. We completed the first survey in February 2022. The survey is tracking 10 metrics, 
with the initial survey indicating information such as: 22% of BMoCA’s board and staff 
identifies as Hispanic/Latinx; 47% are under the age of 45; 59% are female; and 22% 
are non-heterosexual.  
 
The Task Force and Mason analyze the survey data to set benchmarks for our staff and 
leadership. We are committed to working to ensure that our board and staff represent 
typically underrepresented groups, enabling BMoCA to more effectively serve diverse 
and underrepresented populations. 
 
Encouragement Points 
We would like to clarify our understanding of BMoCA’s recent grants. We are grateful 
for the BAC’s support in 2021 through the final year of the last 3-year GOS grant cycle, 
and a Community Project Grant approved in April 2021. We have not yet received a 
grant in 2022 from the BAC. 
 
 
 







Thank you for the opportunity to respond to your questions about our GOS Grant Application. 
We have included our answers below, combined with a narrative that addresses the relevant 
categories that were marked as ‘unclear’.  


1. We will provide professional development focused on early childhood music education
for our musicians in collaboration with Integral Steps, our partner in the Early Explorers
program for Head Start preschoolers. We currently have 3 musicians assisting teachers
from Integral Steps, and our goal is to increase to 6 musicians through this grant cycle.
We will continue to collect program evaluations from the Head Start and Integral Steps
teachers to understand how we are meeting their needs and seek ways to improve our
collaborative work year after year. Our goal is to have Boulder Phil musicians leading
Early Explorers classes by the 2024-25 season, which will be the result of the
professional development training.


2. The lack of female and BIPOC leadership on the podium is a major weakness within our
industry. The Boulder Phil is committed to supporting the work of diverse orchestral
conductors. We have already taken a step in the right direction: our Assistant
Conductor, Renee Gilliland, will conduct our upcoming May 28th concert. We commit to
having a female or BIPOC conductor lead one concert per season within this grant cycle.


3. Addressing the issues of accessibility and accommodation, we would first like to share
feedback that we received during the planning of our 2020 Discovery Concerts at
Macky, which included a school with deaf and hard of hearing (DHH) students. They
asked for the verbal script ahead of time for their signing interpreters who were present
at the concert, along with the ability to have the students sit directly on the stage to feel
the vibrations during the concert. Upon our response to their needs, we received this
message from their teacher: ‘I appreciate all of your hospitality in making this event so
accessible and meaningful to my DHH students! Thank you for your inclusive mindset.’


The Boulder Phil will continue our commitment to making live music accessible. This 
inclusive work will consist of the return of our sensory-friendly programming at the 
Boulder Public Library and other small venues in town and ‘on the road’, when we 
represent Boulder with performances at Lone Tree Arts Center and within Adams 
County. We will continue to provide accommodations at our Discovery Concerts at 
Macky to help make the experience welcoming for all.  


4. Website Development: We are evaluating the need to improve our website to be ADA-
compliant, as well as to provide Spanish translations on the site. As we invest in a new
website during the 22-23 season, we will include this important work in our plans, with
full project completion by the 2024-25 season.


Boulder Philharmonic Orchestra Responses







5. One obvious benchmark for our success is increased ticket sales, but we aim to go
deeper than that. Our newly-formed Strategic Working Group made up of Boulder Phil
leadership and board members will begin their work in the fall of 2022 to ‘consider the
potential for the organization's development over the next five to ten years.’ Their work
will include cross-examination and data collection from all Boulder Phil constituents:
from parents of young children to our most seasoned subscribers. Questions will
include: What are the needs of our audience, and how can we better identify those
needs? Who else can we reach? How can we connect with people through music in new
ways?







Boulder Arts Commission GOS Grant Q&A Responses 


Approximately 30% (and growing) of the BWC budget is dedicated to work within the City of Boulder. 


Another 20% is focused on the City of Boulder drinking water watershed. We estimate that 5% of our 


budget has gone to arts within the City of Boulder and expect that this will increase to 25%-35% in the 


next three years with the assistance of the GOS grant. 


As part of our organizational sustainability strategy we strive to increase flexible and operational funds 


in the bank. Most grants we receive are reimbursement grants so we must be able to support payroll 


and expenses while waiting for reimbursements. Having a larger amount of funds in the bank will allow 


us to increase acquisition of reimbursable grants and scale up impact.  


Each year BWC engages a team of Masters of the Environment students for their Capstone project.  The 


students work for two semesters on a community project. The teams have co-developed numerous 


webinars (well attended by city of Boulder residents) conducted social science research (see below) and 


produced engagement projects and strategic plans. 


BWC’s evaluation strategy balances quantitative and qualitative data and considers process and context 


as important factors in data analysis. We have not used evaluation strategies directly on arts 


programming yet. Primary benchmarks to be evaluated with the GOS grant include: Has community 


awareness/visibility of BWC increased, has the GOS grant been leveraged for other funding to increase 


BWC’s position financially? Is new arts programming consistent with BWC values? Have activities 


contributed to setting BWC up for long-term success? Metrics to be collected include number of events, 


attendees, new ecoarts programs, etc. 


Since our transition from the Fourmile Watershed Coalition to BWC we have increased engagement 


from a 200 people/year to over 1000 people on our email list, 800 people attending events in 2021 and 


342 people directly engaged so far in 2022. Data summaries: Community Conversations: Neighborhood 


and Community Leaders 2021 Summary, Supporting Community Engagement in Wildfire Resilience 


Planning in Boulder, Living With Fire: Modeling Community Engagement in Gold Hill. 


DEI efforts include new partnerships with historically underserved communities (ex: Cottonwood 


Institute). Partnerships include creative ways to participate in environmental stewardship like pollinator 


posters, nature journaling and podcast creation. We intend on expanding new partnerships with BIPOC 


and vulnerable communities and expanding ecoarts focused work. 


In 2021 we hosted a webinar, Centering Indigenous Perspectives on Environmental Stewardship and are 


on a committee with Right Relationship Boulder. We received funding to partner with the CU’s CNAIS to 


produce outdoor Native stewardship workshops. 


Our board of directors and advisory board are primarily white. We have LGBTQ and Middle Eastern 


representation and previously had multiple board members with disabilities. We have done well at 


creating a board with diverse industry/sector representation, but still have a lot of work to do to create 


a racially and ethnically diverse board. Our intention is to build relationships with more diverse local 


communities and recruit two new board members from those communities within the next year. 



https://cslc.colorado.edu/community-collaboration-on-forest-health

file:///C:/Users/Maya/Downloads/Community%20Conversations_White%20Paper%20-%202021.pdf

file:///C:/Users/Maya/Downloads/Community%20Conversations_White%20Paper%20-%202021.pdf

file:///C:/Users/Maya/Downloads/RMPC_D22_BoulderFire%20(1).pdf

file:///C:/Users/Maya/Downloads/RMPC_D22_BoulderFire%20(1).pdf

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cgdNsid4WQrSZfIE1HeWib-r-SdO0d7m/view

https://www.cottonwoodinstitute.org/who-we-are/about-us/

https://www.cottonwoodinstitute.org/who-we-are/about-us/

https://www.boulderwatershedcollective.com/events-2/centeringindigenousperspectives





We will intentionally recruit arts-oriented board members in the future. 


Our strategy for supporting vulnerable communities is to clearly understand needs and barriers and 


address those needs through one-on-one assistance for logistical planning, labor and providing financial 


resources for restoration work. Often this work focuses on pre and post disaster watershed restoration 


(like stream restoration, wildfire mitigation). Community engagement related to climate adaptation and 


community resilience is a large focus. We integrate art through a multi-media approach to community 


engagement including, Hike with a Forester videos, A Wild Watershed Podcast, Resilient Crossings 


Handbook, Take a Hike. We have also created wildlife photo books, storymaps, and usually have river 


rock painting for kids when we table at events. 



https://vimeo.com/613097653

https://anchor.fm/boulderwatershedcollectiv

http://fourmilewatershed.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/FINAL_ResilientCrossingsHandbook_2017_Web_smallcover.pdf

http://fourmilewatershed.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/FINAL_ResilientCrossingsHandbook_2017_Web_smallcover.pdf

https://www.boulderwatershedcollective.com/takeahikes

https://storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/a76eaa904aaa4c0f87feee151d36794c





Written Responses to BAC Preliminary Scores and Comments 


Capacity Building 
Since 2019, CCA and the COB have been engaged in an intensive collaboration with the goal of 
developing and implementing a comprehensive strategy to advance sustainability and resiliency (S&R) at 
the Chautauqua NHL District. The strategy addresses environmental threats including fire, heat, wind, and 
floods, all of which are damaging Chautauqua’s aging infrastructure and assets, including its buildings, 
grounds, cultural assets, and ecological landscape. Implementation of the strategy is currently underway, 
including undergrounding utilities, wildfire prevention, and vegetation initiatives to reduce runoff. These 
initiatives will not only help preserve Boulder’s most precious historic and community resource, the solutions 
developed for the Chautauqua NHL will provide educational opportunities, demonstration projects, and 
case studies that will benefit others who manage local and national historic sites, city planners, climate 
scientists, and the general public.  


Community Priorities 
We are open to suggestions on how to make the first-come first-served volunteer application process 
found on our website more equitable. 


Regarding disadvantaged patrons, we provide 3,000+ free tickets yearly to underserved groups. 


We have a committee dedicated to overseeing mission-aligned programming that enhances civic dialog 
about arts, like the recent Adjusting Expectations: Changing Perceptions of Native Americans and Contemporary 
Native American Artwork, with Robert Martinez. 


Proposed Outcomes and Evaluation Strategy 
We strive to strengthen current relationships. For example, the EDs of Cal-Wood Education Center and El 
Centroid AMISTAD are on our steering committee for this year’s Latinx event along with Latinx members of 
the Latino History Project and CVB. We will also be hosting another event with Cal-Wood like the one that 
recently garnered an Arts & Business Partnership award from the CBCA. 


We also continue to seek out new partners. We recently hosted an egg hunt with Family Learning Center 
and Boulder County Head Start. This summer we will be co-hosting the Boulder County Plein Air Event with 
Open Studios, another new partner. We will use existing data collection and survey systems to measure 
success. 


Cultural Equity 
Chautauqua has made significant progress toward every objective identified in our JEDI strategy. Board 
highlights include passing an Indigenous Peoples Land Acknowledgement Resolution; including diversity as 
a criterion for board nominations; and actively working with People Engaged in Raising Leaders (PERL) to 
identify more diverse board candidates. Staff has integrated JEDI principles into all recruitment, hiring, 
and training practices. Programming related efforts include engaging local Latino leaders and nonprofits 
to plan and execute our “Celebracion de la Comunidad,” the first free, bilingual event at Chautauqua; 
partnering with 15 diverse nonprofits and 15 diverse artists for both our free bear and bench public art 
installations; and co-producing events with History Colorado featuring Karen Roybal, author, Chicana 
feminist and professor. Thousands of people have attended these and other free events. 


Encouragement Points 







While we are grateful to have received GOS support in 2020 and 2021, we have never received a 
Community Project grant. 


We admire the BAC’s goals to encourage the equitable, fair, and just distribution of funds. However, we 
have been tasked with the inordinate responsibility of caring for one of Boulder’s most consequential icons, 
one that truly belongs to, and serves, the entire community. We need help from the City to maintain this 
National Historic Landmark, and treasured arts & culture institution, on behalf of our community. 
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Colorado Shakespeare Festival – response to preliminary scores / comments 
BAC General Operating Support 


Capacity Building 
KATHLEEN & EBONI: 


- If specific allocation of funds, if awarded, is helpful, housing is the most likely item (our
budget line item for housing in 2023 is $120K). Housing is crucial to increasing our
capacity to recruit out-of-town talent, from professional actors to interns, a necessary
component to meeting our equity, diversity and inclusion goals both on- and offstage.


- Ticket sales goals for 2022 and 2023 represent a substantial increase from 2021. We
expect to sell up to 30,000 tickets per season, COVID-willing, as compared to the 8,902
in 2021. We expect similar growth in our education programs. We will also revive and
expand Shakespeare Across Colorado, an initiative to reach every county in the state
within a 10-year period.


- Capacity is not always best defined externally (i.e. ticket sales, number of productions,
new programs, etc.). We have recently conducted internal audits for pay equity in all
departments, participated in antiracism and unconscious bias trainings, and are
instituting changes to increase our capacity to support and protect the artists of color
who collaborate with us.


- Innovation is a necessary part of every season we plan. What stories speak to the
moment we’re living in? What artists will best interpret and bring those stories to life?
How do we define and serve our audience? How can we innovate our processes as
responsible stewards of this organization?


Proposed Outcomes / Evaluation 
CAROLINE & EBONI: The question of measuring underserved populations in our audiences has 
been on our minds as well. We have consulted with several experts in recent years to that end. 
Unfortunately, the most accurate way of measuring audience demographics is to require them 
to self-disclose race, disability status, and other factors when purchasing tickets. This feels 
invasive, at best. We have been advised by our consultants that maintaining access to 
discounted tickets (particularly among student populations – see original app for details) is a 
key strategy to protect and expand access for underserved populations. (Note: we are 
interested in methods for better measurement, if BAC has strategies to recommend.) 


Cultural Equity 
KATHLEEN: All internships are paid; we recently increased intern pay rates by 30% and now 
offer housing to any out-of-town interns (at no cost to them) to increase access and equity. We 
have worked with the I Have A Dream Foundation to provide paid internships to students of 
color (primarily with our summer camp programs). We donate tickets to other non-profit 
organizations, some for fundraising auctions / raffles and some for use by these orgs’ 
constituencies. 
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CSF has an active education and outreach department, including summer camps, after school 
programs for ages 8-18, and in-school Shakespeare performances and classroom workshops to 
thousands of students across Colorado each year. All programs offer generous scholarships / 
subsidies to underresourced families and schools. For many students, this is their first exposure 
to Shakespeare in performance – we strive for an inclusive and engaging experience for these 
students. 


Encouragement Points 
CAROLINE: The Arts Education grant referenced in our application is the only source of funding 
we have received from BAC in the past 10 years. 







Affordability & Funding  


Compare ‘No Tech’ rates & government funding: 


Arvada Center (empty room) $1,500/day – $1.2M from SCFD, $4M from City of Arvada 


Lone Tree Arts Center $5,300/week, $1,000/day – $290,000 from SCFD, $2.1M from City of Lone Tree 


Ft Collins Magnolia Theater $325/day – owned & operated by City of Fort Collins - $6M  


Spark Theater in Boulder $325/day – government funding unknown 


Boulder Library Canyon Theater $500 for 3 hours, then $100/hr – owned & operated by City of Boulder 


Dairy Arts – $22,000 from SCFD, no guaranteed funding from Boulder 


 Gordon Theater  $315/day 


 Grace Theater  $1,099/week  $293/day 


 Carsen Theater  $1,013/week  $270/day 


As a service to our community, we have some of the lowest rates and charge 25% below our costs. We 
make up the difference with fundraising from individuals, corporations and local government. When 
contributed revenue is not enough, we make difficult choices to cut costs. To compare, the tech director 
salary at Boulder Public Library Canyon Theater is listed at $20,000 more than what we can pay for the 
same job. We currently cannot compete with that. 


Performance costs are never covered with ticket sales. Performing arts revenue is generally 30% earned, 
70% contributed to cover all costs. 


Covid Access 


Some may say “you get free rent” or “You’re closed. Why do you deserve funding?” Rent implies the 
landlord covers facility repairs, landscaping and utilities. But we must pay for that. Another question 
could be “what does it cost the Dairy to take care of the City’s asset?” Facility expense (not including 
staff) during the Federally mandated closure for our theaters in 2020/2021 was $122,000 and $220,000 
when open. Imagine a world without the Dairy Arts Center. That would have been the case if we did not 
receive assistance during our closure. Many beloved, long standing venues across the country did not 
survive. 







Availability 


Prior to March 17, 2021, the rental calendar was a first-come first-served arrangement. Some orgs 
would plan ahead and hold many more dates than others. On March 1, 2021 I sent an email to all Arts 
Commissioners, asking for feedback about my suggestion to limit the number of weeks to 16 for any one 
company. Quoting myself from that email I stated, “Ever since I took the helm at the Dairy in the fall of 
2017, I've been struggling with how to implement more equitable policies, particularly with regard to 
how we manage our theater calendars.” 


After receiving a favorable response from commissioners, I went ahead with the new policy that 
generated angry backlash and forced a very prominent theater company to significantly alter their 
strategic plan and brand. Ironically because of Covid, there is a lot of availability now. 


Collaboration 


Collaborating artists & orgs are not renting clients. We pay artists directly for services, charge no rental 
fee for free events, or in some cases, charge no rental fee but split ticket sales. 


Data 


We use Spektrix to measure success in increased engagement with all live events, visual arts & Creative 
Nations programming. Spektrix measures attendance and clicks on e-newsletters while also creating an 
interest a tag for reporting and marketing.  Exhibition opening attendance is collected by manual click 
counters. 


We plan to use QR codes to collect info from uncounted patrons in the building & those not in our 
system, including zip code, race, age & program interests. 


Civic Dialogue 


Civic Dialogue is sparked by the content of our programming and primarily engaged through Cinema 
screening talk backs and Visual Arts panel discussions. 







Responses to BAC Extra Large Organization Summary 


Eboni Freeman: Support Cultural Organizations – Unclear 


eTown supports cultural organizations in several ways: 1) by offering discounted rental rates for eTown 
Hall; 2) by engaging in joint partnerships and marketing efforts with cultural organizations for co-promoted 
events; 3) by hosting free social gatherings for arts leaders to discuss challenges and opportunities in the 
greater creative community, sometimes in partnership with Create Boulder (an organization that is housed 
at eTown Hall); 4) We offer technical assistance to organizations who are creating live-streamed 
programming or capturing video, sometimes offering our equipment and staff at low or no cost.   


Caroline Kert: Do you capture information regarding age and other demographics on ticket sales? How 
will you be measuring success toward youth and diversity initiatives?  


Our ticketing software does not capture age or demographic information. 


What diversity measures will you be examining? 


We have, since our inception, been committed to presenting music that reflects both the roots and branches 
of a diverse, global musical tree. eTown has been a pathway for many lesser known black and brown 
musicians to find an audience in Boulder. We understand the importance of uplifting the work of artists of 
color. We measure success on our ability to continue to share meaningful content from diverse artists by 
reviewing our programming calendar at the end of each calendar year to assess and adjust content for the 
following season.  


Our youth initiatives and songwriting programs will continue, and we’ll utilize community feedback to 
assess to measure program effectiveness and make adjustments as needed. 


Eboni Freeman: Organizational leadership represents groups who are typically underrepresented, i.e. 
culturally diverse groups, organizations focused on age diversity – Unclear 


Caroline Kert: Are you taking any affirmative efforts to invite in a diverse leadership and audience 
(other 
than through ticket costs?) 


We’re a small shop, with only 8 FT employees. While we do not have a racially diverse staff, we have a 
history of welcoming LGBTQ employees and employees of all ages. Currently, we have 25% in their 20’s, 
25% in their 30’s and 50% age 60 and above. Our current recruiting for both staff and Board positions 
reflects an effort to recruit a more diverse cross-section of our community.  


There was a question from Caroline Kert regarding our 2023 budget projections. Please note that we have 
submitted corrected financial information.  


As we emerge from the Covid-19 pandemic, we are reformatting and reshaping our organization to better 
reflect the current moment. eTown Hall is an underutilized asset in the heart of downtown that was NOT 
built with taxpayer dollars, but was built to strengthen and enrich the cultural vitality of our home town. 
We hope to see it becoming busier and even more engaged in our community in the years to come.   







From: Debbie Merino
To: Click, Lauren; Chasansky, Matthew
Cc: Nick Forster
Subject: Corrected GOS Financial Overview
Date: Friday, May 13, 2022 3:21:21 PM
Attachments: GOS-Financial-Overview-2022 Corrected.xlsx


External Sender
Dear Matt and Lauren,


In addressing the feedback we received regarding our application we were made aware of
some erroneous financial information that had been submitted by our third party grant
writer.  After reviewing the document, it was my opinion that it would be better to resubmit
a corrected version, rather than address it as a response item.


We specifically did not respond to Caroline Kert's comments as they were focused on the
incorrect financial data provided.  Please let me know if, after you review this email
and document, I should still address her questions in a response submission.


Thank you for your help as always,


Debbie Merino
debbie@etown.org
Controller


303 443 8696x107
303 710 6212 Cell
etown ~ music. ideas. community.



mailto:debbie@etown.org

mailto:ClickL@boulderlibrary.org

mailto:ChasanskyM@boulderlibrary.org

mailto:nick@etown.org

mailto:debbie@etown.org
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			General Operating Support Grant Application 2022


			Financial Overview


			Please fill the green squares below and attach it in the Boulder Arts Commission online system to your application as an excel or PDF document. These categories align to the SCFD application.


			Revenue			2019 Completed Fiscal Year (Actuals)			2020 Completed Fiscal Year (Actuals)			2021 Completed Fiscal Year (Actuals)			2022 Current Fiscal Year (Budget)			2023 Upcoming Fiscal Year (Projections)


			Earned Revenue			555,644			88,273			208,390			665,217			1,282,500


			Contributed Revenue			1,771,410			1,442,462			1,388,637			1,167,066			1,092,500


			TOTAL REVENUE			2,327,054			1,530,735			1,597,027			1,832,283			2,375,000


			In-Kind Support 			38,815			1,175			1,121			2,500			2,500





			Expenses			2019 Completed Fiscal Year (Actuals)			2020 Completed Fiscal Year (Actuals)			2021 Completed Fiscal Year (Actuals)			2022 Current Fiscal Year (Budget)			2023 Upcoming Fiscal Year (Projections)


			Program Expenses			1,821,475			1,000,496			903,026			1,070,477			1,424,000


			Admin Expenses			375,886			353,672			305,639			330,590			467,250


			Fundraising Expenses			139,278			158,912			180,605			173,165			333,750


			TOTAL EXPENSES			2,336,639			1,513,080			1,389,270			1,574,232			2,225,000


			In-Kind Support			38,815			1,175			1,121			2,500			2,500





			Liquidity			2021 Completed Fiscal Year (Actuals)*			PROFORMA 12/31/22


			Total Assets  			581,356			691,000


			Total Liability			239,000			40,000


			WORKING CAPITAL			342,356			651,000





			Months of working capital			3			5





			* We are using 2021 as a benchmark to use your most recent numbers. This is to simplify the multiple year request for information. We need your most accurate calculate at the date of application if you haven't finalized 2021 numbers yet.















General Operating Support Grant Application 2022
Financial Overview


Revenue
2019 Completed Fiscal 


Year (Actuals)
2020 Completed Fiscal 


Year (Actuals)
2021 Completed Fiscal 


Year (Actuals)
2022 Current Fiscal Year 


(Budget)
2023 Upcoming Fiscal 


Year (Projections)
Earned Revenue 555,644 88,273 208,390 665,217 1,282,500 
Contributed Revenue 1,771,410 1,442,462 1,388,637 1,167,066 1,092,500 
TOTAL REVENUE 2,327,054 1,530,735 1,597,027 1,832,283 2,375,000 
In-Kind Support 38,815 1,175 1,121 2,500 2,500 


Expenses
2019 Completed Fiscal 


Year (Actuals)
2020 Completed Fiscal 


Year (Actuals)
2021 Completed Fiscal 


Year (Actuals)
2022 Current Fiscal Year 


(Budget)
2023 Upcoming Fiscal 


Year (Projections)
Program Expenses 1,821,475 1,000,496 903,026 1,070,477 1,424,000 
Admin Expenses 375,886 353,672 305,639 330,590 467,250 
Fundraising Expenses 139,278 158,912 180,605 173,165 333,750 
TOTAL EXPENSES 2,336,639 1,513,080 1,389,270 1,574,232 2,225,000 
In-Kind Support 38,815 1,175 1,121 2,500 2,500 


Liquidity
2021 Completed Fiscal 


Year (Actuals)* PROFORMA 12/31/22
Total Assets  581,356 691,000 
Total Liability 239,000 40,000 
WORKING CAPITAL 342,356 651,000 


Months of working capital 3 5 


Please fill the green squares below and attach it in the Boulder Arts Commission online system to your 
application as an excel or PDF document. These categories align to the SCFD application.


* We are using 2021 as a benchmark to use your most recent numbers. This is to simplify the multiple year
request for information. We need your most accurate calculate at the date of application if you haven't
finalized 2021 numbers yet.







Thank you for your feedback.


KGNU’s participation in the Poynter Institute training is funded by the CPB
and offers professional development and a strategic framework for our team
to shift and curate digital content which is responsive to and engaged with
local community interests. GOS Funds will not be used for the website or
app, which launched in May 2021.


BAC support will be used, in part, to implement and build upon the training,
using emerging indicators, to help bridge culturally relevant priority gaps,
resulting in a partial restructuring of certain staff roles to more effectively
and efficiently drive greater community impact.


Specific outcomes in the next 3 years involve increased professional
development, leadership, and DEI training for staff & volunteers. Another
outcome includes transitioning our contract bilingual media Education Trainer
to a PT position to meet the increased demand for media literacy/training for
underserved youth. Currently, we offer weekly workshops to students at New
Vista, Boulder High, and are re-establishing a program with Out Boulder’s
Youth QTPOC. A bilingual Community Engagement Specialist will broaden
outreach efforts, invite more diverse participation and increase the visibility
of less represented local arts and culture orgs.


Support will provide necessary resources to increase community
participation, audience engagement, and partnerships by a minimum of
20%. We will measure success by quantifying growth each year in these
areas, as well as by monitoring internal/ external survey results, increased
memberships, and overall revenue.


FY22 & 23 Budgets on the Financial Overview reflect Operating Budget
projections and do not include Non-Operating or Capital Campaign revenue
projections, which are included in Audited Financials reported as actual
revenue for 19 –21. KGNU’s Audited Financials include in-kind expenses
directly into our Functional Expenses (program/admin/fundraising). The
Financial Overview doc on the grant portal seems to have added in-kind
expenses twice, skewing Net revenue. Actual net revenue as audited should
be 2019=-154,907; 2020=243,745; 2021=331,210 (285,865 on the 4/5/22
Final 2021 Audit); 2022=0, 2023=0


This automatic net calculation (that was not included in the Financial
Overview provided) is also why the surplus identified in the Evaluation was
not reflected. Notes explaining these 2 details were included on the original
worksheet submitted.


Boulder Community Broadcast Association doing business as KGNU 
Community Radio Responses







KGNU supports local arts and cultural orgs in a myriad of ways while
inspiring our audience to engage Boulder as a hub of vibrant cultural
activities. We highlight over 100 local orgs each year through community
calendar partnerships, Dot Org spotlights, Story-Tellers of Color artist
features, and coverage promoting exhibits, events, and community
gatherings.


Deborah Maldon of Create Boulder commented that “KGNU is at nearly every
cultural event in Boulder.” Jim Martin, former CU Regent recently shared: “I
had at least a dozen people call me within minutes of my interview. KGNU
clearly provides a valuable service to the Boulder community."


KGNU hosts over 200 on-air volunteers each year, providing production and
broadcast radio classes, access to studios, and equipment at no or little cost.
KGNU's community room and live broadcasts are offered at no cost to
nonprofit orgs.


With your continued support, we can be successful partners in advancing
community priorities, building organizational capacity, and creating a more
informed and engaged community.







From: Sarah Shirazi
To: Click, Lauren
Subject: Financial Overview Document- Boulder Arts Commission Grant (KGNU)
Date: Monday, May 16, 2022 2:43:07 PM
Attachments: Financial Overview Document (KGNU) (3) (1).xlsx


KGNU GOS-Financial-Overview-2022 FINAL (2) (1).pdf
BAC KGNU Evaluation Response (3).pdf


External Sender
Hi Lauren,


I hope this email finds you well. We sent in our evaluation responses on
Friday, May 13. As we were preparing our responses we noticed
that one of the questions from Kathleen in our review was regarding our
Financial Overview. 


We were provided the attached Financial Overview form to fill out and we
filled that out, adding notes for clarification and a Total Support and
Revenue line to avoid confusion, but what appears in the pdf on the grant
portal is different (both attached). 


We wanted to clarify whether the BAC staff added the net calculations.


We highlighted the following in our response to the grant evaluation: 


FY22 & 23 Budgets on the Financial Overview reflect Operating
Budget projections and do not include Non-Operating or Capital
Campaign revenue projections, which are included in Audited
Financials reported as actual revenue for FY19 – 21. KGNU’s Audited
Financials include in-kind expenses directly into our Functional
Expenses (program/admin/fundraising). The Financial Overview doc
on the grant portal seems to have added in-kind expenses twice,
skewing Net revenue. Actual net revenue as audited should be
2019=-154,907; 2020=243,745; 2021=331,210 (285,865 on the
4/5/22 Final 2021 Audit); 2022=0, 2023=0 This automatic net
calculation (that was not included in the Financial Overview provided)
is also why the surplus identified in the Evaluation was not reflected.
Notes explaining these 2 details were included on the original
worksheet submitted.


Not sure if the error was on our end, so I just wanted to clarify this with
you. Also, our final FY2021 Audit is now available, as it was finalized on
April 5, 2022, after the submission of the grant proposal with a copy of our
draft audit on March 14, 2022.


Please let me know your thoughts when you have a moment. I am also
always available by phone at 720 377 8271. 


thank you!



mailto:sarah@kgnu.org

mailto:ClickL@boulderlibrary.org

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.kgnu.org%2FDoc%2FKGNU%2520Audit%2520FY%25202020-21.pdf&data=05%7C01%7CClickL%40boulderlibrary.org%7Cd8c13fdce95d48e8818808da377c75de%7C0a7f94bb40af4edcafad2c1af27bc0f3%7C0%7C0%7C637883305863026097%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=GAyu%2B6Z3bTCS6woFoxQtPeq%2Bj9dco1CHdbFmUZzvw18%3D&reserved=0



Sheet1


			General Operating Support Grant Application 2022


			Financial Overview


			Boulder Community Broadcast Association dba KGNU Fiscal Year October 1- September 30 


																					Notes 


			Revenue			2019 Completed Fiscal Year (Actuals)			2020 Completed Fiscal Year (Actuals)			2021 Completed Fiscal Year (Actuals)			2022 Current Fiscal Year (Budget)			2023 Upcoming Fiscal Year (Projections)


			Earned Revenue			$159,041			$112,677			$90,888			$137,000			$145,000


			Contributed Revenue			$934,299			$1,129,125			$1,303,559			$863,068			$900,000


			TOTAL REVENUE			$1,093,340			$1,241,802			$1,394,447			$1,000,068			$1,045,000			FY2022 and FY2023 Budgets are purely operational and do not include Project Grants or Capital Campaign revenue projections


			In-Kind Support			$79,107			$210,996			$279,199			$200,000			$200,000			In-Kind is in addition to Earned and Contributed Revenue


			Total Support and Revenue			$1,172,447			$1,452,798			$1,673,646			$1,200,068			$1,245,000


			Expenses			2019 Completed Fiscal Year (Actuals)			2020 Completed Fiscal Year (Actuals)			2021 Completed Fiscal Year (Actuals)			2022 Current Fiscal Year (Budget)			2023 Upcoming Fiscal Year (Projections)


			Program Expenses			$985,834			$887,867			$920,734			$823,247			$854,070


			Admin Expenses			$148,408			$141,034			$202,905			$180,010			$186,750


			Fundraising Expenses			$193,112			$180,152			$218,797			$196,811			$204,180


			TOTAL EXPENSES			$1,327,354			$1,209,053			$1,342,436			$1,200,068			$1,245,000


			In-Kind Support			$79,107			$210,996			$279,199			$200,000			$200,000			We expense in-kind expenses directly in our functional expenses





			Liquidity			2021 Completed Fiscal Year (Actuals)*


			Total Assets			$1,855,021


			Total Liability			$1,036,086


			WORKING CAPITAL			$818,935





			Months of working capital			9





			* We are using 2021 as a benchmark to use your most recent numbers. This is to simplify the multiple year request for information. We need your most accurate calculate at the date of application if you haven't finalized 2021 numbers yet.


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































General Operating Support Grant Application 2022
Financial Overview KGNU



Fiscal Year End 9/30/2021



Revenue
2019 Completed Fiscal Year 



(Actuals)
2020 Completed Fiscal Year 



(Actuals)
2021 Completed Fiscal Year 



(Actuals)
2022 Current Fiscal Year 



(Budget)
2023 Upcoming Fiscal Year 



(Projections)
Earned Revenue 159,041                                        112,677                                        90,888                                          137,000                                        145,000                                       
Contributed Revenue 934,299                                        1,129,125                                     1,303,559                                     863,068                                        900,000                                       
TOTAL REVENUE 1,093,340                                     1,241,802                                     1,394,447                                     1,000,068                                     1,045,000                                    
In‐Kind Support  79,107                                          210,996                                        279,199                                        200,000                                        200,000                                       



Expenses
 2019 Completed Fiscal Year 



(Actuals) 
 2020 Completed Fiscal Year 



(Actuals) 
 2021 Completed Fiscal Year 



(Actuals) 
 2022 Current Fiscal Year 



(Budget) 
 2023 Upcoming Fiscal Year 



(Projections) 
Program Expenses 985,834                                        887,867                                        920,734                                        823,247                                        854,070                                       
Admin Expenses 148,408                                        141,034                                        202,905                                        180,010                                        186,750                                       
Fundraising Expenses 193,112                                        180,152                                        218,797                                        196,811                                        204,180                                       
TOTAL EXPENSES 1,327,354                                     1,209,053                                     1,342,436                                     1,200,068                                     1,245,000                                    
In‐Kind Support 79,107                                          210,996                                        279,199                                        200,000                                        200,000                                       



NET (234,014)                                       32,749                                          52,011                                          (200,000)                                       (200,000)                                      



 2021 Completed Fiscal Year 
(Actuals)*  Liquidity



 2021 Completed Fiscal Year 
(Actuals)*  Proforma 12/31/22



Total Assets   1,855,021                                     Current Assets   614,634                                       
Total Liability 1,036,086                                     Current Liability 142,247                                       
NET ASSETS 818,935                                        WORKING CAPITAL 472,387                                        272,387.0                                    



Average 2021 monthly expense 111,870                                        100,006                                       
Months of working capital 4.2                                                 2.7                                                



Please fill the green squares below and attach it in the Boulder Arts Commission online system to your application as an excel 
or PDF document. These categories align to the SCFD application.



* We are using 2021 as a benchmark to use your most recent numbers. This is to simplify the multiple year request for 
information. We need your most accurate calculate at the date of application if you haven't finalized 2021 numbers yet.













Thank you for your feedback.



KGNU’s participation in the Poynter Institute training is funded by the CPB
and offers professional development and a strategic framework for our team
to shift and curate digital content which is responsive to and engaged with
local community interests. GOS Funds will not be used for the website or
app, which launched in May 2021.



BAC support will be used, in part, to implement and build upon the training,
using emerging indicators, to help bridge culturally relevant priority gaps,
resulting in a partial restructuring of certain staff roles to more effectively
and efficiently drive greater community impact.



Specific outcomes in the next 3 years involve increased professional
development, leadership, and DEI training for staff & volunteers. Another
outcome includes transitioning our contract bilingual media Education Trainer
to a PT position to meet the increased demand for media literacy/training for
underserved youth. Currently, we offer weekly workshops to students at New
Vista, Boulder High, and are re-establishing a program with Out Boulder’s
Youth QTPOC. A bilingual Community Engagement Specialist will broaden
outreach efforts, invite more diverse participation and increase the visibility
of less represented local arts and culture orgs.



Support will provide necessary resources to increase community
participation, audience engagement, and partnerships by a minimum of
20%. We will measure success by quantifying growth each year in these
areas, as well as by monitoring internal/ external survey results, increased
memberships, and overall revenue.



FY22 & 23 Budgets on the Financial Overview reflect Operating Budget
projections and do not include Non-Operating or Capital Campaign revenue
projections, which are included in Audited Financials reported as actual
revenue for 19 –21. KGNU’s Audited Financials include in-kind expenses
directly into our Functional Expenses (program/admin/fundraising). The
Financial Overview doc on the grant portal seems to have added in-kind
expenses twice, skewing Net revenue. Actual net revenue as audited should
be 2019=-154,907; 2020=243,745; 2021=331,210 (285,865 on the 4/5/22
Final 2021 Audit); 2022=0, 2023=0



This automatic net calculation (that was not included in the Financial
Overview provided) is also why the surplus identified in the Evaluation was
not reflected. Notes explaining these 2 details were included on the original
worksheet submitted.











KGNU supports local arts and cultural orgs in a myriad of ways while
inspiring our audience to engage Boulder as a hub of vibrant cultural
activities. We highlight over 100 local orgs each year through community
calendar partnerships, Dot Org spotlights, Story-Tellers of Color artist
features, and coverage promoting exhibits, events, and community
gatherings.



Deborah Maldon of Create Boulder commented that “KGNU is at nearly every
cultural event in Boulder.” Jim Martin, former CU Regent recently shared: “I
had at least a dozen people call me within minutes of my interview. KGNU
clearly provides a valuable service to the Boulder community."



KGNU hosts over 200 on-air volunteers each year, providing production and
broadcast radio classes, access to studios, and equipment at no or little cost.
KGNU's community room and live broadcasts are offered at no cost to
nonprofit orgs.



With your continued support, we can be successful partners in advancing
community priorities, building organizational capacity, and creating a more
informed and engaged community.












Sarah


Sarah Shirazi
she/her/hers 
Community Development Director 
(303)515-4522 


88.5 FM & 1390 AM Boulder/Denver
93.7 Nederland & 98.7 Fort Collins
Streaming online at kgnu.org, news.kgnu.org, AfterFm.com


KGNU COMMUNITY RADIO
4700 Walnut Street  |  Boulder, CO  | 80301


Get the new KGNU mobile app for Android or iPhone/iPad”



https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.kgnu.org%2F&data=05%7C01%7CClickL%40boulderlibrary.org%7Cd8c13fdce95d48e8818808da377c75de%7C0a7f94bb40af4edcafad2c1af27bc0f3%7C0%7C0%7C637883305863026097%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=OUAT3lFBUjBUhbNoAd4IrKF4cznVBO1tgSo3xqTeE7Y%3D&reserved=0

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fnews.kgnu.org%2F&data=05%7C01%7CClickL%40boulderlibrary.org%7Cd8c13fdce95d48e8818808da377c75de%7C0a7f94bb40af4edcafad2c1af27bc0f3%7C0%7C0%7C637883305863026097%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=HOldA%2FBHBUEK5R8eBPc5f3Al7fsrNYS%2BIsXh%2BzkNKGo%3D&reserved=0

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fafterfm.com%2F&data=05%7C01%7CClickL%40boulderlibrary.org%7Cd8c13fdce95d48e8818808da377c75de%7C0a7f94bb40af4edcafad2c1af27bc0f3%7C0%7C0%7C637883305863026097%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=UNAO%2BNBBsaW1yQWZjmoQ6qyEtlMxhMZcwAwh1gjI3JI%3D&reserved=0

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fplay.google.com%2Fstore%2Fapps%2Fdetails%3Fid%3Dcom.publicmediaapps.kgnu&data=05%7C01%7CClickL%40boulderlibrary.org%7Cd8c13fdce95d48e8818808da377c75de%7C0a7f94bb40af4edcafad2c1af27bc0f3%7C0%7C0%7C637883305863026097%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=6chYFt2FR6kNrLAmThxZYIolSV76yulvSxd7Ad4bKe8%3D&reserved=0

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fapps.apple.com%2Fus%2Fapp%2Fkgnu-community-radio%2Fid1555787403&data=05%7C01%7CClickL%40boulderlibrary.org%7Cd8c13fdce95d48e8818808da377c75de%7C0a7f94bb40af4edcafad2c1af27bc0f3%7C0%7C0%7C637883305863026097%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=1uWX0NHCex%2BwijOafB9zo4YegfMb1waRoJEDTHkNBOk%3D&reserved=0





Ge ne ra l Ope ra t ing Suppor t  Gra n t  App lica t ion  20 22
Fina nc ia l Ove rvie w


Not e s  


Re ve nue


20 19  Com ple t e d  
Fis ca l Ye a r  (Ac t ua ls )


20 20  Com ple t e d  
Fis ca l Ye a r  
(Ac t ua ls )


20 21 Com ple t e d  
Fis ca l Ye a r  
(Ac t ua ls )


20 22 Curre n t  
Fis ca l Ye a r  


(Budge t )


20 23 Upcom ing 
Fis ca l Ye a r  


(Proje c t ions )


Earne d  Re ve nue $159 ,041 $112,677 $90 ,888 $137,000 $145,000


Con t ribu t e d  Re ve nue $934 ,299 $1,129 ,125 $1,303,559 $863,068 $900 ,000


TOTAL REVENUE $1,093,340 $1,241,802 $1,394 ,447 $1,000 ,068 $1,045,000


FY2022 and  FY2023 Budge t s  a re  pu re ly 
ope ra t iona l and  do not  inc lude  Proje c t  Gran t s  
or Cap it a l Cam paign  re ve nue  p roje c t ions


In - Kind  Support $79 ,107 $210 ,996 $279 ,199 $200 ,000 $200 ,000
In - Kind  is  in  add it ion  t o  Earne d  and  
Con t ribu t e d  Re ve nue


Tot a l Suppor t  a nd  Re ve nu $ 1,172,4 4 7 $ 1,4 52,798 $ 1,673,64 6 $ 1,20 0 ,0 68 $ 1,24 5,0 0 0


Expe ns e s


20 19  Com ple t e d  
Fis ca l Ye a r  (Ac t ua ls )


20 20  Com ple t e d  
Fis ca l Ye a r  
(Ac t ua ls )


20 21 Com ple t e d  
Fis ca l Ye a r  
(Ac t ua ls )


20 22 Curre n t  
Fis ca l Ye a r  


(Budge t )


20 23 Upcom ing 
Fis ca l Ye a r  


(Proje c t ions )


Program  Expe ns e s $985,834 $ 887,867 $920 ,734 $823,247 $854 ,070


Adm in  Expe ns e s $148 ,408 $141,034 $202,905 $180 ,010 $186,750


Fundra is ing Expe ns e s $193,112 $180 ,152 $218 ,797 $196,811 $204 ,180


TOTAL EXPENSES $1,327,354 $ 1,20 9 ,0 53 $1,342,436 $1,200 ,068 $1,245,000


In - Kind  Support $79 ,107 $210 ,996 $279 ,199 $200 ,000 $200 ,000
We  e xpe ns e  in - kind  e xpe ns e s  d ire c t ly in  ou r 
func t iona l e xpe ns e s


Liqu id it y


20 21 Com ple t e d  
Fis ca l Ye a r  (Ac t ua ls )*


Tot a l As s e t s $1,855,021


Tot a l Liab ilit y $1,036,086


WORKING CAPITAL $818 ,935


Mont hs  of w ork ing ca p it a l 9


Bou lde r Com m unit y Broadcas t  As s oc ia t ion  dba  KGNU Fis ca l Ye ar Oc t obe r 1-  Se p t e m be   


* We  a re  us ing 2021 as  a  be nchm ark t o  us e  your m os t  re ce n t  num be rs . Th is  is  t o  
s im plify t he  m ult ip le  ye a r re que s t  for in form at ion . We  ne e d  your m os t  accu ra t e  
ca lcu la t e  a t  t he  da t e  of app lica t ion  if you  have n 't  fina lize d  2021 num be rs  ye t .







 
 


 


 
Thank you for the opportunity to provide additional information about our application. 
 
Capacity: Kathleen and Maria, thank you for recognizing the various ways Parlando adapts 
programming to expand audiences and contribute to our resiliency. 
 
Eboni: We believe a broader participant base contributes to resiliency and dismantles 
inaccessibility and inequity in the arts - two systems that work directly against sustainability. 
That’s why we continue to invest in programs that further expand and diversify our students, 
faculty, and audiences. 


Community Priorities: Parlando programs provide a vibrant cultural destination. Our 
Commissioned Composers Project (CCP) curates a multi-month creative process between 
composers and performers from various backgrounds, culminating in a public concert. As this 
program expands into the New Musical Project (NMP), cast members of all ages will come to 
Boulder to perform the works of living, female composers. The CCP and NMP exemplify what it 
means to be a vibrant cultural destination as both an artist and audience member, projecting 
Boulder’s creative identity as a place where art is brought to life, explored, and shared.  


Julie’s Program (for neurodiverse populations) engages artists in civic dialogue by breaking 
down ableism in the performing arts while providing a safe, creative space for participants to 
perform.  


Georgia and Kathleen: Outcome numbers are within the City of Boulder, including onsite at 
schools and assisted-living facilities. Tuition Assistance is for low-income students, and free 
classes/performances would extend to all of the marginalized populations we have listed.  


Because of where we are in our organizational evolution, we believe it is most pertinent to 
expand and diversify our faculty. We intend to achieve our goals by hiring additional faculty to 
implement programming, not by expanding administration. 


Eboni: In addition to annual reporting required by the Arts Commission, we would send quarterly 
updates to provide transparency and invite feedback to ensure efficient and impactful use of 
funds. This would allow us to make program modifications/improvements throughout the year 
with regular Arts Commission input. 


Bruce, Caroline, and Eboni: Cultural equity is at the heart of all of our outreach programs. Thank 
you for recognizing how Parlando reaches diverse and underrepresented groups.  


Our many onsite programs increase the availability of music and theatrical opportunities for 
marginalized participants and are, in many cases, the only options being offered. Free and 
sharply reduced fees address affordability. 


Acceptability: If we could triple our budget and personnel, there would still be more requests for 
programming than we could provide. 







 


Organizational leadership: As opportunities arise to add members to our board and 
administrative team, we will seek out and prioritize leaders from culturally diverse groups. We 
are proud to have increased the racial and ethnic diversity of our faculty by 100% and our 
LGBTQIA2S+ faculty by 75%. Additionally, our student advisory board is made up of students 
of diverse races and ethnicities, LGBTQIA2S+ members, and majority female identifying 
members. 


Encouragement points: Thank you Bruce, Maria, and Kathleen for your high scores. Though we 
have received different grants in the past, this is by far the most important for expanding our 
programming and achieving the goals in our latest Strategic Plan. Past funding helped us 
achieve SCFD Tier 2 – we are excited about what’s next! 
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From: Click, Lauren
To: Kathleen McCormick (fonthead1@gmail.com); Eboni Freeman; Bruce Borowsky; georgiamichelle@hotmail.com;

carolinekert@gmail.com; Maria Cole
Cc: Chasansky, Matthew; Seaton, Celia; yaelaed whyel
Subject: Reminder: Arts Education Grants Preliminary Review
Date: Monday, May 23, 2022 9:25:26 AM
Attachments: Small responses.pdf

Extra Large responses.pdf

Hello Commission,

Just a reminder that the preliminary review of the Arts Education Grant applications are due this
Friday, May 27 at noon.

Information is below on the two grant review processes that are open at the moment.

Please let me know if you have any questions.

Thank you! Lauren

----------
Lauren Click
she/her/hers
clickl@bouldercolorado.gov

Arts Program Manager
Cultural Grants Program
Office of Arts + Culture
1001 Arapahoe Avenue  |  Boulder, CO  | 80302
www.boulderarts.org

Sign up for our newsletter, and follow us on Twitter and Instagram for updates on Boulder's rich arts and culture
scene.

From: Click, Lauren 
Sent: Wednesday, May 18, 2022 12:46 PM
To: Kathleen McCormick (fonthead1@gmail.com) <fonthead1@gmail.com>; Eboni Freeman
<ebonifree4545@gmail.com>; Bruce Borowsky <bruce@boulderdigitalarts.com>;
georgiamichelle@hotmail.com; carolinekert@gmail.com; Maria Cole <m.cole205@gmail.com>
Cc: Chasansky, Matthew <ChasanskyM@boulderlibrary.org>; Seaton, Celia
<SeatonC@boulderlibrary.org>; yaelaed whyel <yaelaed@yaelaedart.com>
Subject: Final Review: General Operating Support for Small and Extra Large Organizations

Dear Commissioners,

You have been assigned the General Operating Support for Small and Extra Large
Organization applications to review and evaluate for the second and final round.
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Thank You!!!


Capacity
BoTs historically alternated between a lower-revenue incubation year and a growth-oriented production year.
We view these past two lean years as consecutive incubation years. BoTs’ infrastructure is lean and our
overhead is strategically low.


Being scrappy and resilient is part of our original DNA. We have been stable and operating for over 10 years
and the pandemic did not jeopardize our future. We did adjust by hosting virtually formatted collaboratories,
rehearsals, educational programs and a streamed production of Mixtape, an event that featured 7 other local
artistic companies. Moving forward, it is our preference to return to producing live events.


In growth years, we target increasing our audience reach by 10% and prior to the pandemic we have always
met that 10% goal or exceeded it. In our current 2022 grant proposal we promised returning to our 2019
audience levels because that was a remarkable growth year for us. A rise in revenue and audience of 19%
between 2018 and 2019. Our realistic goal-setting and low overhead has contributed to our longevity. By 2024,
we will return to pre-pandemic audience reach and year over year after that we will return to 10% annual
growth.


Community
Here are cultural organizations we have supported and/or collaborated with in recent years: Out!Boulder,
Museum of Boulder, Boulder Samba, Block 1750, Boulder International Fringe Festival, Boulder Dance
Coalition, Naropa University, Society for Creative Aging & VIVA, Peak to Peak Charter School, CC of Aurora,
Phamaly Theatre Co. and Black Actors Guild. As far as creativity in the public realm, BoTs have regularly been
recognized for our activation of underutilized public spaces as theatrical venues by local press and awards.


Outcomes
Our development process is collaborative.  We had immune-compromised collaborators and elected to
remount a prior production in Sept/Oct in order to:


1) shorten the in-person rehearsal commitment of 21 artists but still produce live work
2) maximize audience size that was outdoors (and safer for artists and audience)
3) offer an increased stipend 20% increase with a reduced time commitment 45% less in-person
rehearsal


BoTs resumed in-person rehearsals in Feb, produced a free Collaboratory, Tularosa at MOB in March (for
BAW) and will produce 3 more Boulder events and 1 in Sante Fe, followed by our full scale production of Bar at
the End in Boulder 2023 with a remount in 2024.  These events will pay artist stipends and engage between
20-25 local artists each year.



https://www.denvercenter.org/news-center/2019-true-west-award-theatre-in-unusual-spaces/

https://www.boulderartsweek.org/





We launch artist and audience online surveys for each event (for engagement, diversity and “net promoter”
feedback). We host post-event discussion where the public gives us feedback on “work in progress”.  We
complete a “SWOT” analysis annually.


Equity
Our Collaboratories are free.  We offer ½ price ticketing and discounted pricing for full-scale productions. Our
audience is more diverse from an ethnicity/age perspective than national theatre averages.  Our collaborators
reflect local diversity (43% identify as diverse) and local press recognizes this. We ensure accessibility despite
multi-site productions. We’ve worked as collaborators with companies like Phamaly to expand our
equity/accessibility skills. We are teaching others how to devise new work to ensure diverse voices have
creative toolkits. Through our Tulorosa project, we are challenging the white narrative of Western Expansion.
We are asking our audience to reframe notions of dominance and equity.



https://www.outfrontmagazine.com/review-as-you-like-it-under-the-stars-with-brews-and-the-bard/

https://arvadacenter.org/inside-the-arvada-center/2020-true-west-awards-phamaly-takes-honk-to-japan





Beyond Academia Free Skool (BAFS) serves the justice-rooted mission of free public


poetry and performance education. Traditional academia limits the potential for diverse human


capital in the arts due to the high cost of tuition. We strive to dismantle socioeconomic barriers to


high quality arts education, so the passions of our students need not remain pipe dreams. BAFS


is fiscally sponsored under the nonprofit status of BCAA. BAFS directly relates to CCP priority


of Civic Dialogue via our Socratic Seminar style workshops, and Creativity in the Public Realm


via our performances. That BAFS has been ‘headquartered’ at BPL since 2018 has enhanced the


library as a Cultural Destination.


Our goal is program expansion. We are asking BAC to be an initial investor as BAFS


transitions from offering arts education and performances which are volunteer based, to a model


which pays professional poets. As example, after years of working with Frozen Dead Guy Days


for free, the festival has begun to pay the poets in recognition of their value.


Business Strategies


● Inspire potential donors and new students through brand exposure at both free to the


public and hired event performances


● Develop students into teachers and performers through BAFS workshops


● Outreach to non-poetry oriented organizations to diversify funds of knowledge present in


the student body


● Digital donation platform


● Quarter annual BPL Canyon Theater fundraisers


Data Collection:


● Demographic attendance log


○ New/Returning/Regular Students


■ How they heard about BAFS, interests and goals


○ monthly workshop teachers/class lesson plans


Beyond Academia Free Skool Responses







● Correlation Analysis comparing the relationship between frequency of BAFS events


(workshops, public performances) with the variety of poets being hired/served


● Anonymous Surveys


○ Annual survey


○ 24/7 open ended feedback poll


● Time for student feedback at the end of each class on structure/presentation of class


content, requests for topics to be covered in future workshops, and how to create a more


inclusive environment for all


● Exploratory Data Analysis to assess digital donation trends


● Annual Report


Evaluation:


● We will know we are reaching our goal of program expansion as we see increases in new


and regular students, and have enough regular students to offer a second monthly


workshop, because the first class is at capacity (20)


● We will know we are reaching our revenue goals for digital donations when it covers the


cost of teacher pay per class ($25 per workshop + $2/student to encourage teacher


involvement in promoting class)


● We will know we are distributing funds with equitable opportunity for poets to participate


in paid performances and events, through measuring strength in correlation between


BAFS hosted events and the variety of teachers being hired. Further EDA will allow us to


check for trends of privilege or barriers to inclusion that need to be addressed


Culture: As a community centered organization, it is our priority to hold ourselves accountable


to justice, equity, diversity, and inclusion. Poetry is the vehicle which helps us arrive at a deeper


awareness of diversity, through using literature to inspire civic dialogue. In this process, we must


continually engage in reflective practice, acknowledge any barriers to equity, and make


adaptations to ensure everyone has access to what they need to thrive in the BAFS environment.


We recognize that every student enters the classroom from a different starting point; we welcome


all people, regardless of age or socioeconomic status.







Dear BAC Evaluation Panel, 


Thank you for allowing us the opportunity to respond to questions that you have concerning 
our application for the General Operating Support grant. Please review our responses below. 


Capacity Building: 
Expansion to Casey Middle School, August 2022: 


• Increase number of students by 40 - 50


• Increase opportunity for new and returning BVSD students


• Program continuity as MUSE students mature through middle school


Increased Parent Involvement: 


• Advising about repertoire, both historical folk music and current music


• Parents who are musicians playing for students


• Volunteering in classes


• Leadership among interested parents


Cultural Leadership Pipeline: 


• Local Latinx musicians


• ELPASO Engaged Latino Parents, El Centro Amistad, Latino Task Force of Boulder County,
Boulder County Latino Coalition


Participation in MUSE is determined by need. MUSE was created to address inequities in 
accessibility to music education. Sustainability of MUSE will be ensured by increasing our financial 
base, which will allow for the hiring of additional teachers. MUSE's recovery from the setbacks 
caused by the pandemic is being ensured by the retention of our teachers, the increase in number 
and expertise of our Board of Directors and the strong interest by the community.  


Community Priorities:  
Boulder MUSE is supporting the culture of Boulder through the following projects and 
collaborations: 


• Starting two Mariachi bands, one of our own in Boulder and one at the Center for
Musical Arts in Lafayette


• Día del Niños celebration with BMoCA


• Collaboration and mentorship program with GBYO


• Autumn concert with Boulder Symphony


MUSE adds creativity in the public realm and projects Boulder’s creative identity in the 
following ways: 


• Posting bilingual flyers throughout our students’ communities to encourage community
members to attend our concerts


• Increasing our multi-generational collaborations such as having older adults come to
MUSE to teach Oaxacan dance


Boulder MUSE Responses







• Taking MUSE students to perform at the Pearl Street Mall once per semester 
  
Proposed Outcomes and Evaluation Strategies: 
Benchmarks are aligned with the Colorado Dept. of Ed. and track the following progress: 


• Music theory 


• Competency in playing instruments 


• Class participation 


• Written assessments administered: 10/15, 12/15, 2/15 and 5/1 
 
Students that are struggling receive: 


• Additional lessons in music theory  


• Individualized lessons by lead teachers. 
 
Other evaluation strategies include: 


• Bilingual surveys of parents about any concerns 
• Teacher evaluation by administrators regarding: 


o Teaching ability of music theory 
o Technique on instruments  
o Classroom management 


• Students' self-evaluations are critical and reveal: 
o Strengths, weaknesses, interests and concerns. 


 
Cultural Equity:  
In regard to the question about "...identify as minority," we realize it was misunderstood in the 
application. It should have read "are minorities." 
Our minority board members and faculty are:    
Elisa (Asian)    Eileen Rojas (Dominican) 
Priscilla ( Mexican/Japanese)  Psyche (LGBTQ) 
Miguel (Puerto Rican) 
Julie S. (Colombian) 
 
Encouragement Points:  
We’re very grateful for the initial and  continued support from the BAC. Boulder MUSE couldn't 
have gotten its start without you. We hope that other nonprofits in Boulder will receive funding 
from the BAC. 
 







RESPONSES: GOS 2022 BOULDER OPERA 


 


CAPACITY BUILDING 


 


Kathleen McCormick:Given your lack of reserves (partly due to the challenging past two 


years), what is your strategy for establishing a more stable and sustainable budget? 


 


We are slowly but surely working our way back to a more stable and sustainable budget.  This 


year is BOC’s first year applying  to SCFD, and based on the comments from the recent 


meeting of reviewers, our application was very well received. Especially as our budget returns to 


pre-pandemic levels, continuous SCFD funding will grow with our budget and be very 


stabilizing. We have also applied to CCI for a CO Creates Grant and are looking at new 


foundation support as well.  


 


As much as we would like to hire as many musicians as possible, one lesson learned from the 


current season is that we can still provide a quality experience by cutting some members of the 


orchestra and commissioning a smaller orchestral arrangement for our productions.  


 


 


COMMUNITY PRIORITIES 


 


Eboni was unclear how BOC adds creativity to the public realm, projects our creative identity 


and engages dialog about the arts. The main way we do that is through our interactive 


education program at three Boulder elementary schools. Students do more than watch live 


performances. Through the Study Guide we have created (in Spanish and English), they explore 


character, plot, opera terminology, history, etiquette, and more. The Guide is used by the 


Spanish language, music and literacy teachers, bringing the arts into several classroom 


subjects. 


 


Because BOC is the only opera company in Boulder, we believe it makes Boulder an exciting place 


to live and visit. Our high-quality productions add a unique offering to Boulder’s creative landscape 


and the school’s arts education 


PROPOSED OUTCOMES AND EVALUATION: 


Caroline Kert: You have a good infrastructure for collecting data. Please expand on what 


metrics you will evaluate that align with the goals for GOS grant funds. And, what 


specific benchmarks will let you know you've been successful? Are you doing anything 


to measure data related to diversity and underserved in your audiences? 


 


We coordinate directly with other nonprofits that serve low income and underserved 


communities. To measure data related to these audiences, we keep a log of how many families 


from these groups are coming. We also keep careful attendance records from visits to older 


adult centers and discounted senior tickets. 


 







Benchmark goals: 


● Bring 3 Title 1 schools to see our Family Series this coming December 2022 


● Bring 3 groups from local older centers to Opera in the Park 


● Increase attendance by 20% from families with our partners at Opera in Park 


 


Our survey for Opera in the Park includes a question about ethnicity, and income. This year we 


expect to reach 1000+ people for Opera in the Park.  


 


CULTURAL EQUITY COMMENT: 


 


Eboni Freeman: Organizational leadership represents groups who are typically 


underrepresented, i.e.culturally diverse groups, organizations focused on age diversity - 


No 


 


I am a Cuban Spanish woman, and our assistant Executive Director is Ecuadorian, and LGBTQ. 


One of our Music Directors is an Argentinian-American, another is from Colombia- Jorge 


Salazar, and both our pianists are women (one  from Brazil). Our family series reaches 3 


generations: children as young as 3 with parents, and grandparents. This age-diverse program 


reaches about 1200 people.  


 


 


ENCOURAGEMENT POINTS 


 


Boulder Opera Company has not received GOS support since a 2 year grant in 2017-18. 







2022 General Operating Support Grants


Written Response


Capacity Building


How will this grant help to increase our capacity to meet the goals in our strategic
plan?


- Grant funds would be used to cover the gap between tuition revenues and and
instruction costs, keeping our tuition fees and workshops affordable, including
awarding scholarships toward tuition


- Grant funds would be used to hire part-time staff to help to organize our events,
procure corporate sponsorships and drive fundraising


- Grant funds would be used to expand our educational offerings, in particular
hosting percussion and music workshops and visiting master teacher residencies


- Grant funds would be used to increase our marketing reach (online ads, public
radio ads, print advertising)


How will this grant increase your organization’s sustainability and resiliency?


- Our sustainability depends on our capacity to secure sustainable sources of
funding such as corporate sponsorships and by establishing a yearly fundraising
campaign event. Grant funds would be used to hire part-time consultants to help
us in these areas where we don't have the expertise.


- Resiliency: Grant funds could be used to cover gaps in revenue vs program
costs, such as when membership and event revenues fluctuate. For example,
thanks to previous grant funding, we were able to keep our music director 100%
employed despite a reduction of revenues by 30-40% during the pandemic in
2020.


What innovations, growth, or new community benefits will be made possible by
this award?


● Typically, artistic innovation in our programs takes place when we bring visiting
artists to teach and collaborate with local artists and local organizations. Grant
funds would be used to sponsor visiting artists to perform with local artists in our
festival and to teach workshops.


● Grant funds would be used to increase our marketing and reach and could
produce growth in attendance at our events and programs.


Boulder Samba School Responses







Community Priorities
Ways that this grant would help support local cultural organizations:


Part of the grant funds would be used to underwrite marketing efforts, freeing up other
funds to be used to hire local cultural organizations to participate and perform at our
annual festival. We try to be inclusive and involve most of the local performing arts
organizations that focus on Brazilian art forms. Further, our visiting teachers and artists,
whose travel expenses would be paid for in part by grant funds, could collaborate with
and/or teach other local artists and organizations as they have in the past.


Proposed Outcome and Evaluation


Community Benefit Measurement Procedure


This measurement was not stated as part of the grant in the evaluation section, but we
usually collect data on:


● Event attendance (per ticket type sold and per visual estimation)
● Surveys (regarding demographics and advertising effectiveness)
● Number of free tickets offered to the community


Cultural Equity


Leadership diversity


BSS board of directors (and officers) have a diverse representation in age (varying from
age 26 to over 60), gender (28% female, 72% male), and race (28% Asian-American
and Latin-Brazilian).


Accessibility
BSS specifically chooses event venues that are accessible to persons of all physical
abilities.







Boulder Arts Commission GOS grant 


https://cantabilesingers.org/ 


Season preview: 


Our Fall 2022 concert will be a collaboration with visual artists Betsy Cole and Melinda Driscoll.  Artistic 


Director Brian Stone will partner with them to blend art and music in a program with audience 


interaction.   


In May 2023, Cantabile’s proposed program features a piece by indigenous composer Jerod Tate. In June 


Cantabile may perform this work with other choirs at Carnegie Hall in collaboration with a colleague of 


Brian’s – conductor Tracey Gregg-Boothby. 


Cantabile’s past collaborations include The Lake Isle by Ola Gjeilo –a virtual performance with Altius 


Quartet and guitarist Gabriel Santiago.  Virtual performances and livestreaming have brought 


nationwide and international engagement. 


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2BoKf7B2u-E&ab_channel=CantabileSingers 


 Commissioner questions: 


• Attendees at live events fromoutside Boulder/Boulder County?


Pre-COVID, Cantabile did not consistently collect audience data.  Since engaging a marketing


consultant, we have tools and practices for that purpose.  Cantabile now uses Eventbrite for


ticket sales, providing robust data.


Two sources – our mailing list and Eventbrite data - tell us that locational breakout is


approximately:


o Boulder – 45-%


o Remainder of Boulder County – 40%


o Outside Boulder County – 15%


• Support for underserved in joining your choir?


The primary way that Cantabile gains new singers is through word of mouth and our Artistic


Director’s reputation.  Cantabile has a strong tradition of welcoming and supporting a diverse


membership.  The choir has members who are persons of color, from other nations, gender


diverse and in a wide age range; many are long-term members.  This commitment is


demonstrated in the fact that our current board president is a young Asian self-identified trans


person.  Another self-identified trans person is on the board and had a composition premiered


by us.  Cantabile has members on the autism spectrum.  In 2019, in support of that community,


Cantabile performed a sensory-friendly concert at the Boulder Public Library.  Other long-time


members have physical disabilities.  Cantabile has made accessibility a priority to support those


members.


Cantabile Responses



https://cantabilesingers.org/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2BoKf7B2u-E&ab_channel=CantabileSingers





 


• You seem to have a good infrastructure for evaluations.  What will you measure that relates to 


GOS goals?  What benchmarks will let you know you’ve been successful? 


 


Cantabile will measure: 


o Ticket sales  


o Email open rates and responses 


o Social media reach and engagement 


o Audience survey responses 


o Marketing spend effectiveness 


o Donation revenue 


 


Benchmark examples 


o Ticket revenue and audience: 


▪ Steady revenue increases 


▪ Exceed 150 tickets/concert 


▪ Measurable increase in non-family/friend attendance  


o Email open rate average 50% 


o  Donation revenue: 


▪ Measurable growth in % of non-choir member donations 


▪ Donation revenue growth to replace the GOS grant by year 3 


 


• What consideration do you give to the manner in which you actively invite audiences, choir 


members and leadership and create safe opportunities? 


 


We refer you back to our response to the question about supporting underrepresented persons 


and creating a safe environment.  Cantabile is a visibly diverse and welcoming community. 


Cantabile employs a full spectrum of marketing and social media to reach a broader audience 


than in the past.  Engaging a marketing consultant has allowed us to execute this plan.  We 


invite audiences in with our publicity, including media and video "insider" looks on social media 


and YouTube.  


 







Colorado MahlerFest Responses to BAC Comments/Questions – May 13, 2022


Capacity Building


MahlerFest is the longest continuing festival dedicated to Mahler in the world, because we
evolve:


Innovative programming
● Had our 1st open Band Shell concert, 300 attended - now a planned part of the Festival
● Will perform our first opera this year
● Free chamber concerts, symposium, open rehearsals, and social events
● Film viewing/lecture events
● Varied weekend concert programs
● Virtual festival during COVID


Creating growth
● Advertise on web and social media, Daily Camera, Longmont Times Call, Colorado Daily,


and online cultural calendars, CPR, highlighting free events
● Collaborate with Boulder Convention and Visitors Bureau to jointly market new


audiences
● Began a campaign soliciting donors to make MahlerFest part of legacy and tax planning,


creating new long-term income
● Crossover fundraisers


Serving the community
● Had our 1st free outreach and performance at Frasier Meadows
● Will present to CU Boulder’s Herbst Program for the Humanities in Engineering
● Schedule free social events to foster personal interaction and dialog
● Our professional musicians mentor our orchestra’s community musicians
● Our Festival Artists provide rehearsal coaching to Greater Boulder Youth Orchestra


Community Priorities


MahlerFest was one of the 1st live orchestras in the county to return. Audience and musician
comments expressed gratitude for our example of optimism and determination.


MahlerFest occurs at venues throughout Boulder
● Boulder Library, CU Boulder, Mountain View United Methodist, Boulder Bandshell, The


Academy
● Future plans include performances at 29th Street Mall


MahlerFest interacts with the visual arts
● Mahler Art event - local artists create works inspired by Mahler, displayed at Boulder


Library (rescheduled due to COVID)







This was the 3rd year of audience surveys. 91% were “very likely” to return, 8% were “likely” to
return. All metrics and comments were effusively positive. We solicit
requests/recommendations, the majority of respondents contribute. Comments are part of
community priorities; incorporated in planning.


Proposed Outcomes and Evaluation


For stable, sustainable budget
● Established reserves policy, defining proper use, thresholds, monitoring, and authority
● Working with a female-owned CPA firm, experienced in nonprofits, to review processes


to best manage finances for long-term health
● Finding new ways to obtain more/larger donations, engage with donors, meet new ones:


○ inviting key donors to orchestra reception dinner, scheduling open dinners with
the Board, making Thank You calls


● Recently started using Little Green Light to document/track/analyze donor trends
● Average donation this year is $300, vs. $200 last year
● Evaluating hiring a Development Director
● Expanded grant-writing team to increase capacity
● Crossover fundraisers, like Cocktails & Conversations and Progressive Gardens Tour


Cultural Equity


Our Board is 42% female, 17% non-Caucasian immigrants


Pre-COVID, attended Colorado Business Committee for the Arts’ young executives fair, to attract
young community leaders to our Board, to be resumed.


We use an orchestra diversity survey.
● 48% were female  - 50% of section leads were female
● 4% identify as non-binary
● 27% identified as LGBTQ
● 6% were 18-24, 51% were 25-39
● 3% were Latin/Hispanic, 1 % African American/Black


Our audience is mostly seniors. We’re attracting young audiences with $5 student tickets (free
to music students), outreach to CU Boulder’s freshman engineering program, and increasing the
number of students and young musicians in our orchestra and events.


All venues are ADA accessible


Encouragement


Our 2019 application was GOS







 


 


Updates 


Our new Healing Sound Journey Series and work in South Boulder, launched in Feb, is proving to be a 


great success, just the medicine our community needs. Attendees are deeply appreciative. See 


creativityalive.org/kudos. Musicians are grateful to have new gigs.  We’ve received press coverage 4 times 


in the Daily Camera and an interview on KGNU. Most importantly, the Boulder Public Library is adopting 


the series 2x/month beginning in June and will cover the costs after seed grant money run out. The series 


is taking root beautifully and quickly! 


Capacity Building 


GOS funds will support  


• Sustainability, Resiliency, Innovation & New Community Benefits:  


o Further expansion of Sound Journeys.  There is booming demand. Anticipated increase 


to income $10K in 2023 to $30K in 2025. Equipment costs $4K. 


o Development of ongoing, small group formats where people can take a deeper dive 


both into the arts and into building strong community.  We are keen on creating ways to 


“re-weave our social fabric” more tightly. ED has already completed Matrix community 


leadership training. These will also provide steady income, from $5K in 2023 to >$20K in 


2025 


o Launch into public speaking through “Get Real Public Speaking” program which we have 


already begun: extending our reach, our income, and our ability to enhance Boulder’s 


and our artists’ image. Income $8K in 2023 to >$50-75K in 2025 


o Re-instatement of select pre-Covid workshops, classes, performances, with adaptation 


to what is needed now. Income $10-30K 


• Growth: Paid interns for marketing, event coordination 


• New website 


We will pay staff as well as contractors (e.g. website, musicians, artists, dancers). 


 


Community Priorities 


Support Artists?  Absolutely. From our inception, we have both employed artists and provided 


programming to support their artistry. That’s our mission. 



https://www.creativityalive.org/kudos





Enhance Civic Dialog – the focus of our new public speaking effort 


 


Proposed outcomes and evaluation  


Goals – To reduce stress and anxiety, increase creativity, inspiration and sense of connection by at least 


30% among participants 


Data Collection – Event RSVP, entry and exit surveys, feedback forms, and testimonials 


Evaluation strategy – Quantitative comparison of numeric self-gauge (“on a level of 1 to 10”) entry and 


exit surveys.  Qualitative verbal and written feedback. 


Community Benefits Measurement– Asking people over time how these goals have been met within 


their own lives, e.g., if they have made connections with other individuals after coming to our events 


 


Cultural equity 


Our organizational leadership is small: 1 ED and 4 Board members, including 4 women, 1 man, 1 with 


disabling health issues, 2 who are retired, 3 who come from impoverished backgrounds. We aim to grow 


into even greater diversity. 


Affordability – High priority for us. 13 of 15 (87%) of our programs so far this year have been free to the 


public. 13 of 16 (81%) of remaining scheduled programs will be free. 


Accessibility – Moving much of our programming to the civic libraries, parks, and open spaces has given 


us built-in structural accessibility.  


Accommodation – We work with individuals to accommodate their needs. We have found ways to 


include the elderly and people with physical and mental disabilities and sensitivities. 


Acceptability – We strive for arrangements that are acceptable to the lowest common denominator. An 


example: Our small groups agree if any member requests Covid tests prior to meeting, we do.   


Thank you!  BAC’s support will help us Inspire Creativity & Build 


Community in Boulder. 







East Window (EW) fiscal sponsor is BCAA
EW is an LLC NOT 501c3


CAPACITY


GOS Grant increases pay rates for:
$1200 Honorariums
$2400 Workshop facilitators
$3600 EW’s assistant


Additional:
$800 Printed matter, mailings, signage


Investors just purchased a new space for EW in NoBo allowing significant savings on rent
EW will move into new space 1/2023


New space creates additional revenue:
$150 / day rental rate of EW as a pop-up / multi use space
$150 / day rental rate of EW as a screening room
$700 / month rental rate of EW as a gallery for independent curators
$100 annual membership - we offer North American Reciprocal Museums (NARM) benefits as incentive


Committee members provide new contacts annually
for fundraising & membership growth


COMMUNITY  (2023)


New ADA compliant space
Able to expand EW to a fully accessible art center


EW offers Disability Justice themed workshops


EW Partners with Naropa’s Kerouac School
EW becomes new venue / workshop for NoBo writers


Increase EW group art exhibits
Group shows remove hierarchies in exhibition politics & provides
welcoming space for artists & non artists to exhibit side by side


EW Partners w/ with the Dairy Arts Center for Group Exhibit


EW Partners w/ CU Center For African American Studies for student exhibits & lectures


EW Partners w/ BMOCA & Frasier Meadows for community photo project w/ seniors


east window Responses







EQUITY


Engage personnel w/ DEI material from Spring Institute
www.springinstitute.org


Engage personnel w/ Primer For Disability Justice by Sins Invalid
www.sinsinvalid.org


Advisory committee regularly suggests new artists & workshops
Group selection process to diversify artists & programs


Boulder & EW Demographics
Illustrates EW’s commitment to equitable cultural programming & representation


2022 Boulder Demographic:
White 87.3%
Asian 5.8%
Two or more races 3.8%
African American 1.2%
Native 0.2%
Disabled 16%


Artists Shown at EW to Date:
Black 18%
White 11%
Disabled 18%
Native 19%
Latino 10%
Asian 14%
Trans  Two Sprirt  Queer 10%







OUTCOME & EVAL.


Payout


2021 2022 2023


Honorarium $100 Honorarium  $200 Honorarium $300


Assistant $200 / Month Assistant $300 / Month Assistant  $400 / Month


Income 5 - 33% Increase


2021 2022 2023


Entry Fee $0 Entry Fee $0 Entry Fee $1200


Donation $950 Donation $2600 Donation $2900


Membership $350 Membership $455 Membership $592


Fundraise $3200 Fundraise $3360 Fundraise $3528


Events, Attendance, PR 5  - 60% Increase


2021 2022 2023


Exhibits 11 Exhibits 15 Exhibits 19


Partners 1 Partners 3 Partners 5


Attendance 330 Attendance 540 Attendance 720


IG Follows & Posts  442 IG Follows & Posts 748 IG Follows & Posts 1110


www Hits 3500 www Hits 4655 www Hits 6192


Press 1 Press 5 Press 9


Mail List 682 Mail List 907 Mail List 1206


Ads  22 Ads  30 Ads  44







OUTCOME & EVAL. contd


EW REGISTERED W/ NATIONAL ASSEMBLY OF STATE ART AGENCIES
to design growth & evaluation frameworks in following areas:


WEB VISITOR ANALYTICS
Increase membership


GROW SOCIAL MEDIA PRESENCE
Benefits similar to above


INCREASE PHYSICAL SITE VISITS
Data for fundraising / membership / volunteer campaigns


SURVEYS
Exit surveys & online questionnaires measure audience responses


SMART / QR  TECHNOLOGY
Provides supplemental info on exhibits, streamlines membership
process & measures public interest


INTERPRETIVE PROGRAMMING
Guided tours & virtual artwork galleries


MORE PRESS COVERAGE
Critical context for exhibits, farther reaching awareness
of EW's mission & greater visibility for EW artists


ENCOURAGEMENT


$500 from BAC to develop this grant







Lemon Sponge Cake Contemporary Ballet


Capacity Building 
Over the next 3 years, to create greater capacity, we’ll offer one free world premiere performance per 
season, in addition to paid ticketed performances. We intend to hold the free performances during 
Boulder Arts Week to reach to broader audience. Our recently completed poject WALD 3/31/22 
successfully used this format. 
 
Financial Stability 
Our increase in grant applications have been successful with awards from Colorado Creative Industries, 
Denver Foundation, Create Boulder and BCVB. We'll continue applying for grant opportunities. A free 
annual performance increases opportunity for greater individual giving as well. We receive paid 
engagements outside of Boulder i.e North Carolina, Colorado Ballet, Cleo Parker Robinson etc. which 
are income producing. And we offer classes and workshops to the Boulder community some paid and 
some free. 


In particular, our innovative work, movement research and creation of new language sustains our 
organization. We have build an international reputation in the dance world. Please experience it for 
yourself at a performance!  And, 23 years of producing in Boulder demonstrates sustainability, 
resiliency.  Emerging the other side of pandemic financially sound is something to celebrate! 


Community Priorities 
We’ve a long history of supporting artists: former students have professional careers at Hubbard Street, 
Finish National Ballet, Colorado Ballet and more. And by creating work for established well known 
artists including Misty Copeland, Susan Jaffe, Minna Tervamaki supports the artist and the art form as a 
whole, which in turn influences our educational programming across the board.  Robert serves on the 
Presenting Denver board offering support and expertise.  
 
Proposed outcomes and evaluation 
Latest quantitive data - WALD 3/31/22 
125 seats reserved (sold out) 
Press: Stories in Daily Camera, Boulder Weekly, Boulder Arts Week,  
FB Likes 145; IG 225 + 86; Youtube 304 
Feedback: 8 via email, 12 in person. 


Cultural Equity 
Our currency and commodity is the movement language created by Robert over time.  It has 
tremendous value and sustains Lemon Sponge Cake Contemporary Ballet. 
We plan 3 free performances over the next 3 years. 







Lemon Sponge Cake Contemporary Ballet


Amount of artists depend on the individual project and amount funding available e.g. Denver Arts + 
Venues project had 6 professional + 64 scholarship/outreach positions, WALD had 2. Quality always 
comes first - its our responsibility to present to the community high quality art inclusive of all cultural 
backgrounds. 


Through a close 20 year working relationship and friendship with Cleo Parker Robinson we serve very 
diverse audience. Even during Covid we produced a film Black Angels where Robert selected 2 African 
American, 1 Hispanic, 1 Native American dancers See HERE 
Activists are often audience members and take our work seriously  (sad news audience member Wynn 
Bruce HERE) 
Performers and artists across the US approach in great numbers to work with Robert. Our good 
reputation attracts able talent for the job! 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Rwlnj4-o3I

https://www.nytimes.com/2022/04/24/us/politics/climate-activist-self-immolation-supreme-court.html





Capacity Building 


Eboni was unclear on how GOS funding will increase NoBo’s resiliency and growth. 


With this support, NoBo plans to hire an Interim Director which will serve as a path of 
leadership towards an Executive Director position. Currently our organization is 
managed by a volunteer board with contract help for graphic design, marketing, 
exhibitions and the website. With an ED, we will have a new leader bringing fresh ideas 
and the energy to execute them.  


Some of the ideas we are already exploring include a NoBo Summer Market in the 
afternoons of First Fridays, recruiting new business members, and expanding our 
collaboration with the Armory apartments. 


Outcomes and Evaluation 


Caroline inquired about quantitative benchmarks to measure our success. These 
include: 


1) Taking “Inventory” along Broadway between Lee Hill and Violet to identify and
recruit every business as a NoBo member. We are working to fill in the “missing
links” in our event corridor.


2) Our renewal rate of members is improving as we come out of the pandemic. For
the last two years we have focused on retaining the members we have and
supporting those who could not afford to renew due to the impact of Covid on
their finances. Now we will put our energy into recruiting new members with at
least two membership drives each year. Our goal is to increase membership by
10%. Last year at this time we had 173 members, reflecting a pandemic related
drop in membership, currently we have 229 members.


3) Our attendance at First Friday has gone from 200-400 visitors each month (pre-
pandemic) to 800-1000 each month currently. Visitation is strongest in the
Emerald Warehouse area where we consistently count attendees entering
through one entrance. This past May First Friday saw 916 in attendance. We
want to maintain those attendance numbers while targeting three additional First
Friday art enclaves that would benefit from more foot traffic. We will survey
businesses and studios in these zones to determine if marketing efforts for these
areas are working.


4) Social Media engagement - we study our analytics and with GOS funds we could
boost ads and work to double the amount of our followers.


NoBo Art District Responses







 
New methods of evaluation we are employing to improve awareness of what NoBo has 
to offer include: 
 


1) Trackable QR code in our Daily Camera print ads and printed maps to measure 
our connection with attendees.  


2) Digital ads through the Camera will give us better user analytics than print ads 
alone. Video Surveys conducted by Board members at First Friday, asking 
patrons how they found out about us - so we can better target our marketing 
dollars. 


 
Cultural Equity 
 
Eboni was unclear about our cultural equity efforts. Thank you, Kathleen, for 
summarizing our response in this section in this way, “Membership is open to all. The 
Board and contractors are diverse; the district supports all kinds of art and encourages 
young and emerging artists with public art mural opportunities; and all NoBo Art 
District’s programming is free and open to the public.” In addition, we have recruited 4 
new Board members since applying to the BAC. One is a POC with a marketing 
background and a deep commitment to making connections across different 
communities. Another new board member has extensive experience in DEI and 
strategic planning. Each new Board member brings diverse work backgrounds and 
experiences in areas that we identified as needing to expand. 
 
One new way we are addressing accessibility is adding icons to our First Friday map 
(digital and paper) to illustrate which studios are handicap accessible.  







Pro Musica Colorado Chamber Orchestra


Capacity Building
To address Kathleen’s question, besides providing a stipend for an ED, GOS funds would 
stabilize the budget and help us re-build cash reserves by:


•Hiring a PR consultant to assist in Audience (Re)Development, thereby generating more 
ticket sales;	
•Retaining successful Grants Consultant/Bookkeeper	


Priorities for the ED and board that will help with capacity building:	


•Seeking new board members from patron and donor lists, and reaching out via CBCA and 
other networks. 	
•Cultivating existing relationships with outreach partners and developing new ones to offer 
new community benefits.	


Community Priorities  
Eboni is unclear how PMC supports vibrant cultural destinations. This season we performed in 
Boulder’s Mountain View Methodist Church, which was recently renovated to offer superb 
acoustics for performing arts organizations. Our Rainbow Strings concert in October attracted 
audiences from Ft Collins and Denver to the historic First United Methodist Church in 
downtown Boulder for pre and post dining/shopping. These patrons expressly wanted to hear the 
music of LGBTQ composers. Similarly, performances of new music attract cultural seekers 
beyond the traditional patrons. PMC promotes dialogue about the arts with both diversity and in 
presenting new music that is relevant. New works have addressed Ferguson, the Tree of Life 
shooting, and LGBTQ oppression.  


Evaluation
Kathleen asked about our relationship to the City of Boulder. PMC is Boulder-based and 
rehearses and performs every concert of the season within the city boundaries. A typical season 
includes 3 to 5 orchestra programs and 3 chamber music outreach events in Boulder; that would 
be the minimal for the next 3 years. 


Kathleen and Caroline asked for more information about our evaluation strategies and measuring 
success. PMCs strategy has been to set goals in hard numbers over the short, medium, and long 
term and review our outcomes at the end of the fiscal year, taking lessons learned into the next 
season. The pandemic disrupted this rhythm, but the purpose of the upcoming Board retreat is to 
return to that cycle. First year goals are likely to be recovery goals, with resumption of a growth 
track in Year 2. This is ambitious; nationwide, ticket income for orchestras is down 67 percent. 
PMC has done better but is still down by 45 percent. PMC is aiming for full recovery of ticket 
income by enticing audiences back and bringing in new patrons. PMC will know if that goal is 
reached by looking at those numbers. 


PMC was working to expand our outreach when the pandemic hit. Working with our existing 
partners, we believe that we can hit the ground running in the fall and measure impact in 
coordination with our partners.  







Pro Musica Colorado Chamber Orchestra


Cultural equity 
Kathleen asked how our 5 year plan will increase inclusion of under-represented groups within 
our board, staff and musicians. PMC’s energetic working board is majority millennials, a 
significant fact considering most people associate classical music with older adults. PMC’s 
mission of diversity and new music has resonated with a younger generation that is ambitious to 
make a social impact through music. PMC has more representation from diverse groups than the 
City of Boulder and aims for more.


PMC hires top professional musicians in the region who are strong chamber musicians and 
advocates for new and diverse music. It is more like putting together a string quartet than a 
symphony orchestra, since every musicians’ contribution is audible. 


Encouragement Points
PMC has never applied for GOS funds. 







Funding would build capacity to: 
1) Hire non-profit consultant and pay non-profit application fee (update to budget). This


will allow access to more streams of grant funding.


2) Begin a teacher training program to extend careers in dance. Program would require an
investment from dancers to compensate our founder and secure stable studio location.
Completion of 200 hours will result in chance to be paid to teach and grow dance
school. Increased class offerings will mean continued growth for SC—more students and
company members, higher-paying gigs, and hire operations manager to support grant
writing and performance development.


3) Restart SC led excursions to visit master teachers (such as Rosangela Silvestre). Trips
support cultural sustainability through education with master teachers (Jorge Alabe;
Kellyn Rosa) who also join SC for Boulder workshops and community building. Trips and
workshops were offered yearly pre-pandemic to Boulder community as a means of
racialized healing--communing with ancestral lands and art and engaging in somatic
reflection while dancing.


All endeavors would increase SC’s funding, sustainability, resiliency, and growth, while offering 
new opportunities to Boulder community. 


Community Priorities 
SC is a cultural organization that supports connections between dance and diasporic roots. We 
are creating an inclusive community for LGBTQIA+, BIPOC, and all incomes, abilities, and ages. 
We are also new artists in Boulder. Two company members have taught classes in Boulder; we 
expect that with increases in classes / students, at least five can be paid to teach sustainably in 
Boulder in a period of 2 years. SC defines master teacher through lineage. For example, 
Rosangela Silvestre, a maestra from Bahia Brazil, developed Silvestre Technique, she designates 
“master teachers” who have apprenticed and studied directly with her. This practice adds to 
civic dialogue by supporting art that is engaged in critiquing current systems of power and 
reflecting on the racial healing possible through dance. Our performances are geared to 
support community conversation about hard topics by engaging people in movement before 
dialogue. When master teachers come (all BIPOC for 5+ years), they lead conversations after 
community workshops / performances. As a dance school and company, we are dedicated to 
public arts both by including Boulder community members to participate at any skill level and 
by performing bi-monthly for free in public spaces.  


Cultural Equity 
Scholarships are available for low-income and BIPOC students. Scholarships—evaluated by SC 
board—are unlimited based on need and are both for dance classes and for company members. 
Application includes essay questions describing need, identity, and commitment to SC mission 
of engaging in healing dance and community. SC policy is that no one is turned away. SC has 
given scholarships to more than 25 low-income and BIPOC dancers in Boulder. Children dance 
for free. Grant funding will ensure we can continue and increase scholarships, increase class 


Samba Colorado Responses



http://www.silvestretraining.com/

https://www.jorgealabe.com/

https://www.instagram.com/kellynrosa/?hl=en





offerings to more accessible options, and recruit BIPOC dancers to our training program to 
specifically increase diverse dance opportunities in Boulder.  
 
Proposed Outcomes & Evaluation 
Evaluation strategy and benchmarks are on pp 2-4 of the strategic plan on the application and 
the public may comment and review. When non-profit status is achieved, SC will host quarterly 
community members meetings to review, strategize, and give feedback for continuous 
improvement. 
 
 







Capacity Building 


GOS funding provides the foundation for Sans Souci’s ability to hire staff, pay dancers, curators, 


and filmmakers. It allows for increased online engagement; as well as increasing the reach of its 


Call for Entries and number of events. 


Community Priorities 


Sans Souci supports the following Boulder cultural organizations and destinations: the Dairy, 


Museum of Boulder, BCAA, and NoBo Art District. The Community Dance Film, with 17 local 


dance companies was an example we offered of adding creativity to the public realm. Our 


frequent Q&As with artists and the public are one way we enhance civic dialog about the arts. 


Evaluation 


Sans Souci requests all participating filmmakers to evaluate our quality, value (in relation to 


submission fee), communication, hospitality, and availability of networking/professional 


development events through our submission platform, FilmFreeway. We have a 5 star rating 


and rave reviews, including these comments, “Run by amazing folks who are passionate about 


dance and cinema, this is a wonderful platform for dance lovers and screen dance filmmakers 


alike!” and “This is the place for dance filmmakers.” 


Sans Souci surveys artists who participate in programming. For example, in the Community 


Dance Film, we asked artists how the project affected their career/portfolio, relationship with 


other artists/community, and likelihood to recommend us. We asked if we could improve 


accurate and appropriate representation of them as artists, professional and respectful 


treatment, and our process in general. Most survey results were entirely positive, but in 


response to one artist who said they wished we’d offered more opportunity to connect with other 


artists, we arranged a work-in-progress screening while the film was in draft format, allowing 


artists to meet, connect, and offer feedback.  


For objective standards of success, we track submissions we receive, screenings we host, and 


audience size, and of course our total budget. ALL of these numbers have grown every year for 


the last 6 years. We budget conservatively but have fortunately seen our hard work securing 


grants and earned income pay off. Our submissions goal for 2021 was 300, and we got 320; our 


goal for 2022 was 350 and we got 454! We attribute this to the phenomenon that incremental 


increases in funding can lead to exponential growth. Success begets success!  


In terms of population makeup, our goals are to: 


● continue reaching a diverse international population


● increase racial diversity in representation


We’ve learned the best way to achieve this is to make submitting more affordable, and in 


response we created a Fee Assistance program in 2021, specifically targeting artists of 


Sans Souci Festival of Dance Cinema Response







historically marginalized communities. In 2021 we waived fees for 25 submitters (5.5% of 


applicants), 19 of whom were Black, Asian, LGBTQ, Indigenous, or from otherwise marginalized 


communities. We capture this data by asking directly about it on the application form. We also 


did specific outreach to offer free submissions to organizations where dancers of color gather, 


including the Dallas Black Lindy Hoppers Fund, the Frankie Manning Foundation, etc. An 


intentional part of our curatorial process is to visually screen the on-camera appearances of 


performers to ensure that every event has a balanced proportion of skin tones (or race as 


observed), geographic locations, and languages. Finally, we include young and emerging film 


makers by offering workshops and by adding a category for youth submissions. 


 


 







Written Response for Panel - T2 Dance Company
BAC General Operating Support Application


T2 Dance Company (T2) is currently on track towards reaching the goals in its strategic
plan. Below is the table from the strategic plan outlining the goals and status.


GOALS ONE TWO THREE FOUR FIVE


OBJECTIVES Promote festivals
on national dance
platforms, through
colleges, and
directly to
companies and
artists.


Move to a part-time
company structure
for the dancers,
including a pay
increase and
structured
schedule.


Employ a
Collaborative
Choreographer /
Rehearsal Director,
and a Company
Coordinator.


Schedule classes
with two additional
senior centers and
one additional
corporate facility.


Invite BVSD school
teachers to Color
Wheel Project
performance.


Engage with a local
visual artist for a
2022 collaboration.


Engage with one
national dance
company for a 2022
collaboration.


STATUS
(as of March
2022)


Ongoing. Established. Part planned, part
established.


In process. Established.


STATUS
(as of May 2022)


Established and
ongoing.


Established and
ongoing.


Established and
ongoing.


Part planned, part
established.


Established and
ongoing.


The Board of Directors is currently discussing plans to initiate a reserve policy. The
Board and the Company are working on greater fundraising efforts including an annual
event or gala, and seeking corporate sponsorship to underwrite the Versatility Dance
Festival and the Color Wheel Project.


T2 currently works with six schools in Boulder Valley School District including three in
the City of Boulder: Bear Creek Elementary, Flatirons Elementary, and Friends School.
T2 has been trying to connect with Title 1 schools and hopes to be able to bring the
Color Wheel Project to schools such as University Hill Elementary in 2022/23.
Partnerships that have been developed throughout the 2021/22 school year have been
confirmed to continue into 2022/23.


T2 aims to expand the Color Wheel Project to offer programming for more schools and
eventually be able to provide free tickets and access to the performance for all students
in Boulder. T2 will also be inviting the senior community to these performances - these
relationships were developed pre-pandemic in local senior centers in Boulder City
through movement classes.


T2 has not yet received general operating support from the Boulder Arts Commission.
This funding would make an enormous difference to the company, allowing
collaborations to grow, adding employment of an additional dancer and continuing
employment for a Company Coordinator for the 2022/23 season, as well as providing
time for staff to focus on capacity building including fundraising as mentioned above.







General Operating Support Grant Responses from The Big Dream


TBD became an LLC in 2020, profited its first full year & built a community of 1,000. We help 


our clients create sustainable business models & positive social impact. They reinvest by 


volunteering & investing in our services. Market research shows the gap where we’re needed,


and desire for our services.


All events outside Boulder were events we were hired for. These bring in revenue, and don’t 


use financial resources. All events we produce have been in Boulder.


Grant increases capacity & resiliency by supporting startup costs. Master plan is a model that 


supports itself and its own capacity to give back. Grant also supports scholarship fund & 


capacity to serve underserved populations. 


We support cultural orgs by paying for their spaces, promoting them, hiring, and educating 


them. This includes Junkyard Social Club (museum, art & education space), Curate Boulder 


(African-American focused arts & cultural center), Cuba Cultural Explorers, Fractal Society & 


more. 


Our clients create for the public realm. Client Cassie Raub created immersive storytelling 


portals that are available for touring. We’ll collaborate with Melissa Ivey to create her 


traveling womb dome in which participants can record personal stories. Client Lauren 


Clayton is creating public murals that highlight African-American heritage and history. 


The Big Dream is helping to re-create Boulder’s creative cultural identity. As long-time locals, 


we want to show there is more heart - and art - in Boulder than meets the eye. The artists we 


support keep Boulder artistically and creatively thriving in the fun and immersive ways that 


made us fall in love with this town in the first place. We’ve created a community of creatives 


that support each other, share resources, and make things happen. The creation and 


facilitation of this community is as important as any of the educational or logistical resources 


we offer. Art can be created in solitude but needs a community to be brought to life. 


Clients are individuals. Consulting provides logistics, strategy and a heart-based approach to 


launch creative projects. Client success is measured by sustainability of projects and 


improved quality of life including a sense of empowerment, joy, and satisfaction. We also 


evaluate and measure by the leadership hours they give back to TBD community and length 







of time working with us. 


2022 goals include 20 scholarships, 15 clients, 10 events. 


Participants are majority low-income female identifying and LGBTQ+. Board & staff are 


majority female & minority. Equity efforts include collaboration and relationship building with 


individuals and orgs of diverse populations in the community. Boulder is 90% white, 60% of our 


presenters are BIPOC. Disabled individuals are recruited, offered accommodation & 


accessibility. Most of our events are free. 10% of Imagination Collaboration tickets are 


scholarships. 
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BMoCA Written Response for 2022 General Operating Support Grant Evaluation 
 
Thank you for your comments and feedback. We are pleased to provide responses to 
your questions.  
 
Capacity Building  
Eboni, we would like to provide more details about increasing BMoCA’s sustainability, 
resiliency, and growth: 
The grant supports BMoCA’s sustainability, resiliency, and growth by providing 
important and secure funding for full-time and part-time staff salaries.  
 
The funding supports our staff’s efforts to both develop new programs like those 
outlined in our application AND sustain the breadth of our ongoing programs, from 
flagship exhibitions to outreach education programs. 
 
The secure funding for staff salaries will also enable staff to spend time on expanding 
current and new revenue streams, a critical part of maintaining the organization’s 
resiliency. For example, staff supported by this funding in 2022-24 will continue current 
efforts to build opportunities for curatorial projects and education programs by 
collaborating with new partners throughout Boulder. Several of these programs present 
opportunities for generating additional admission income while maintaining our current 
free and low-cost programming. 
 
Outcomes and Evaluation Strategy 
Kathleen and Caroline, we evaluate progress toward our goals by tracking exhibition 
and program attendance data and visitors’ demographic data collected through onsite 
and online surveys. We distribute optional surveys to all visitors to exhibitions at 
BMoCA. The surveys measure progress toward our diversity goals by tracking the 
socio-economic, cultural, and age diversity of our audience through questions about 
gender, age, race and ethnicity, and household income. We aggregate this data on an 
ongoing basis and analyze it against both prior years and Boulder County demographic 
data in the Community Foundation’s TRENDS Report. For example, we are using the 
TRENDS metric that 14% of the County’s population identifies as Latinx as a 
benchmark for analyzing the data collected from our visitors.   
 
We also evaluate our progress toward diversity goals by tracking the Title I schools we 
engage and partner with through our school-based arts education program 
Contemporary Classroom. This data helps us assess our efforts to reach under-
resourced youth, schools, and communities.  
 







Cultural Equity 
Eboni, we want to provide more details about our ongoing work to track how BMoCA’s 
leadership represents typically underrepresented groups. BMoCA’s DEAI Task Force 
has contracted Carey Mason of DEI4BIZ to facilitate the Task Force’s work, including an 
annual anonymous survey of our board and staff that collects a range of demographic 
data. We completed the first survey in February 2022. The survey is tracking 10 metrics, 
with the initial survey indicating information such as: 22% of BMoCA’s board and staff 
identifies as Hispanic/Latinx; 47% are under the age of 45; 59% are female; and 22% 
are non-heterosexual.  
 
The Task Force and Mason analyze the survey data to set benchmarks for our staff and 
leadership. We are committed to working to ensure that our board and staff represent 
typically underrepresented groups, enabling BMoCA to more effectively serve diverse 
and underrepresented populations. 
 
Encouragement Points 
We would like to clarify our understanding of BMoCA’s recent grants. We are grateful 
for the BAC’s support in 2021 through the final year of the last 3-year GOS grant cycle, 
and a Community Project Grant approved in April 2021. We have not yet received a 
grant in 2022 from the BAC. 
 
 
 







Thank you for the opportunity to respond to your questions about our GOS Grant Application. 
We have included our answers below, combined with a narrative that addresses the relevant 
categories that were marked as ‘unclear’.  


1. We will provide professional development focused on early childhood music education
for our musicians in collaboration with Integral Steps, our partner in the Early Explorers
program for Head Start preschoolers. We currently have 3 musicians assisting teachers
from Integral Steps, and our goal is to increase to 6 musicians through this grant cycle.
We will continue to collect program evaluations from the Head Start and Integral Steps
teachers to understand how we are meeting their needs and seek ways to improve our
collaborative work year after year. Our goal is to have Boulder Phil musicians leading
Early Explorers classes by the 2024-25 season, which will be the result of the
professional development training.


2. The lack of female and BIPOC leadership on the podium is a major weakness within our
industry. The Boulder Phil is committed to supporting the work of diverse orchestral
conductors. We have already taken a step in the right direction: our Assistant
Conductor, Renee Gilliland, will conduct our upcoming May 28th concert. We commit to
having a female or BIPOC conductor lead one concert per season within this grant cycle.


3. Addressing the issues of accessibility and accommodation, we would first like to share
feedback that we received during the planning of our 2020 Discovery Concerts at
Macky, which included a school with deaf and hard of hearing (DHH) students. They
asked for the verbal script ahead of time for their signing interpreters who were present
at the concert, along with the ability to have the students sit directly on the stage to feel
the vibrations during the concert. Upon our response to their needs, we received this
message from their teacher: ‘I appreciate all of your hospitality in making this event so
accessible and meaningful to my DHH students! Thank you for your inclusive mindset.’


The Boulder Phil will continue our commitment to making live music accessible. This 
inclusive work will consist of the return of our sensory-friendly programming at the 
Boulder Public Library and other small venues in town and ‘on the road’, when we 
represent Boulder with performances at Lone Tree Arts Center and within Adams 
County. We will continue to provide accommodations at our Discovery Concerts at 
Macky to help make the experience welcoming for all.  


4. Website Development: We are evaluating the need to improve our website to be ADA-
compliant, as well as to provide Spanish translations on the site. As we invest in a new
website during the 22-23 season, we will include this important work in our plans, with
full project completion by the 2024-25 season.


Boulder Philharmonic Orchestra Responses







5. One obvious benchmark for our success is increased ticket sales, but we aim to go
deeper than that. Our newly-formed Strategic Working Group made up of Boulder Phil
leadership and board members will begin their work in the fall of 2022 to ‘consider the
potential for the organization's development over the next five to ten years.’ Their work
will include cross-examination and data collection from all Boulder Phil constituents:
from parents of young children to our most seasoned subscribers. Questions will
include: What are the needs of our audience, and how can we better identify those
needs? Who else can we reach? How can we connect with people through music in new
ways?







Boulder Arts Commission GOS Grant Q&A Responses 


Approximately 30% (and growing) of the BWC budget is dedicated to work within the City of Boulder. 


Another 20% is focused on the City of Boulder drinking water watershed. We estimate that 5% of our 


budget has gone to arts within the City of Boulder and expect that this will increase to 25%-35% in the 


next three years with the assistance of the GOS grant. 


As part of our organizational sustainability strategy we strive to increase flexible and operational funds 


in the bank. Most grants we receive are reimbursement grants so we must be able to support payroll 


and expenses while waiting for reimbursements. Having a larger amount of funds in the bank will allow 


us to increase acquisition of reimbursable grants and scale up impact.  


Each year BWC engages a team of Masters of the Environment students for their Capstone project.  The 


students work for two semesters on a community project. The teams have co-developed numerous 


webinars (well attended by city of Boulder residents) conducted social science research (see below) and 


produced engagement projects and strategic plans. 


BWC’s evaluation strategy balances quantitative and qualitative data and considers process and context 


as important factors in data analysis. We have not used evaluation strategies directly on arts 


programming yet. Primary benchmarks to be evaluated with the GOS grant include: Has community 


awareness/visibility of BWC increased, has the GOS grant been leveraged for other funding to increase 


BWC’s position financially? Is new arts programming consistent with BWC values? Have activities 


contributed to setting BWC up for long-term success? Metrics to be collected include number of events, 


attendees, new ecoarts programs, etc. 


Since our transition from the Fourmile Watershed Coalition to BWC we have increased engagement 


from a 200 people/year to over 1000 people on our email list, 800 people attending events in 2021 and 


342 people directly engaged so far in 2022. Data summaries: Community Conversations: Neighborhood 


and Community Leaders 2021 Summary, Supporting Community Engagement in Wildfire Resilience 


Planning in Boulder, Living With Fire: Modeling Community Engagement in Gold Hill. 


DEI efforts include new partnerships with historically underserved communities (ex: Cottonwood 


Institute). Partnerships include creative ways to participate in environmental stewardship like pollinator 


posters, nature journaling and podcast creation. We intend on expanding new partnerships with BIPOC 


and vulnerable communities and expanding ecoarts focused work. 


In 2021 we hosted a webinar, Centering Indigenous Perspectives on Environmental Stewardship and are 


on a committee with Right Relationship Boulder. We received funding to partner with the CU’s CNAIS to 


produce outdoor Native stewardship workshops. 


Our board of directors and advisory board are primarily white. We have LGBTQ and Middle Eastern 


representation and previously had multiple board members with disabilities. We have done well at 


creating a board with diverse industry/sector representation, but still have a lot of work to do to create 


a racially and ethnically diverse board. Our intention is to build relationships with more diverse local 


communities and recruit two new board members from those communities within the next year. 



https://cslc.colorado.edu/community-collaboration-on-forest-health

file:///C:/Users/Maya/Downloads/Community%20Conversations_White%20Paper%20-%202021.pdf

file:///C:/Users/Maya/Downloads/Community%20Conversations_White%20Paper%20-%202021.pdf

file:///C:/Users/Maya/Downloads/RMPC_D22_BoulderFire%20(1).pdf

file:///C:/Users/Maya/Downloads/RMPC_D22_BoulderFire%20(1).pdf

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cgdNsid4WQrSZfIE1HeWib-r-SdO0d7m/view

https://www.cottonwoodinstitute.org/who-we-are/about-us/

https://www.cottonwoodinstitute.org/who-we-are/about-us/

https://www.boulderwatershedcollective.com/events-2/centeringindigenousperspectives





We will intentionally recruit arts-oriented board members in the future. 


Our strategy for supporting vulnerable communities is to clearly understand needs and barriers and 


address those needs through one-on-one assistance for logistical planning, labor and providing financial 


resources for restoration work. Often this work focuses on pre and post disaster watershed restoration 


(like stream restoration, wildfire mitigation). Community engagement related to climate adaptation and 


community resilience is a large focus. We integrate art through a multi-media approach to community 


engagement including, Hike with a Forester videos, A Wild Watershed Podcast, Resilient Crossings 


Handbook, Take a Hike. We have also created wildlife photo books, storymaps, and usually have river 


rock painting for kids when we table at events. 



https://vimeo.com/613097653

https://anchor.fm/boulderwatershedcollectiv

http://fourmilewatershed.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/FINAL_ResilientCrossingsHandbook_2017_Web_smallcover.pdf

http://fourmilewatershed.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/FINAL_ResilientCrossingsHandbook_2017_Web_smallcover.pdf

https://www.boulderwatershedcollective.com/takeahikes

https://storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/a76eaa904aaa4c0f87feee151d36794c





Written Responses to BAC Preliminary Scores and Comments 


Capacity Building 
Since 2019, CCA and the COB have been engaged in an intensive collaboration with the goal of 
developing and implementing a comprehensive strategy to advance sustainability and resiliency (S&R) at 
the Chautauqua NHL District. The strategy addresses environmental threats including fire, heat, wind, and 
floods, all of which are damaging Chautauqua’s aging infrastructure and assets, including its buildings, 
grounds, cultural assets, and ecological landscape. Implementation of the strategy is currently underway, 
including undergrounding utilities, wildfire prevention, and vegetation initiatives to reduce runoff. These 
initiatives will not only help preserve Boulder’s most precious historic and community resource, the solutions 
developed for the Chautauqua NHL will provide educational opportunities, demonstration projects, and 
case studies that will benefit others who manage local and national historic sites, city planners, climate 
scientists, and the general public.  


Community Priorities 
We are open to suggestions on how to make the first-come first-served volunteer application process 
found on our website more equitable. 


Regarding disadvantaged patrons, we provide 3,000+ free tickets yearly to underserved groups. 


We have a committee dedicated to overseeing mission-aligned programming that enhances civic dialog 
about arts, like the recent Adjusting Expectations: Changing Perceptions of Native Americans and Contemporary 
Native American Artwork, with Robert Martinez. 


Proposed Outcomes and Evaluation Strategy 
We strive to strengthen current relationships. For example, the EDs of Cal-Wood Education Center and El 
Centroid AMISTAD are on our steering committee for this year’s Latinx event along with Latinx members of 
the Latino History Project and CVB. We will also be hosting another event with Cal-Wood like the one that 
recently garnered an Arts & Business Partnership award from the CBCA. 


We also continue to seek out new partners. We recently hosted an egg hunt with Family Learning Center 
and Boulder County Head Start. This summer we will be co-hosting the Boulder County Plein Air Event with 
Open Studios, another new partner. We will use existing data collection and survey systems to measure 
success. 


Cultural Equity 
Chautauqua has made significant progress toward every objective identified in our JEDI strategy. Board 
highlights include passing an Indigenous Peoples Land Acknowledgement Resolution; including diversity as 
a criterion for board nominations; and actively working with People Engaged in Raising Leaders (PERL) to 
identify more diverse board candidates. Staff has integrated JEDI principles into all recruitment, hiring, 
and training practices. Programming related efforts include engaging local Latino leaders and nonprofits 
to plan and execute our “Celebracion de la Comunidad,” the first free, bilingual event at Chautauqua; 
partnering with 15 diverse nonprofits and 15 diverse artists for both our free bear and bench public art 
installations; and co-producing events with History Colorado featuring Karen Roybal, author, Chicana 
feminist and professor. Thousands of people have attended these and other free events. 


Encouragement Points 







While we are grateful to have received GOS support in 2020 and 2021, we have never received a 
Community Project grant. 


We admire the BAC’s goals to encourage the equitable, fair, and just distribution of funds. However, we 
have been tasked with the inordinate responsibility of caring for one of Boulder’s most consequential icons, 
one that truly belongs to, and serves, the entire community. We need help from the City to maintain this 
National Historic Landmark, and treasured arts & culture institution, on behalf of our community. 
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Colorado Shakespeare Festival – response to preliminary scores / comments 
BAC General Operating Support 


Capacity Building 
KATHLEEN & EBONI: 


- If specific allocation of funds, if awarded, is helpful, housing is the most likely item (our
budget line item for housing in 2023 is $120K). Housing is crucial to increasing our
capacity to recruit out-of-town talent, from professional actors to interns, a necessary
component to meeting our equity, diversity and inclusion goals both on- and offstage.


- Ticket sales goals for 2022 and 2023 represent a substantial increase from 2021. We
expect to sell up to 30,000 tickets per season, COVID-willing, as compared to the 8,902
in 2021. We expect similar growth in our education programs. We will also revive and
expand Shakespeare Across Colorado, an initiative to reach every county in the state
within a 10-year period.


- Capacity is not always best defined externally (i.e. ticket sales, number of productions,
new programs, etc.). We have recently conducted internal audits for pay equity in all
departments, participated in antiracism and unconscious bias trainings, and are
instituting changes to increase our capacity to support and protect the artists of color
who collaborate with us.


- Innovation is a necessary part of every season we plan. What stories speak to the
moment we’re living in? What artists will best interpret and bring those stories to life?
How do we define and serve our audience? How can we innovate our processes as
responsible stewards of this organization?


Proposed Outcomes / Evaluation 
CAROLINE & EBONI: The question of measuring underserved populations in our audiences has 
been on our minds as well. We have consulted with several experts in recent years to that end. 
Unfortunately, the most accurate way of measuring audience demographics is to require them 
to self-disclose race, disability status, and other factors when purchasing tickets. This feels 
invasive, at best. We have been advised by our consultants that maintaining access to 
discounted tickets (particularly among student populations – see original app for details) is a 
key strategy to protect and expand access for underserved populations. (Note: we are 
interested in methods for better measurement, if BAC has strategies to recommend.) 


Cultural Equity 
KATHLEEN: All internships are paid; we recently increased intern pay rates by 30% and now 
offer housing to any out-of-town interns (at no cost to them) to increase access and equity. We 
have worked with the I Have A Dream Foundation to provide paid internships to students of 
color (primarily with our summer camp programs). We donate tickets to other non-profit 
organizations, some for fundraising auctions / raffles and some for use by these orgs’ 
constituencies. 
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CSF has an active education and outreach department, including summer camps, after school 
programs for ages 8-18, and in-school Shakespeare performances and classroom workshops to 
thousands of students across Colorado each year. All programs offer generous scholarships / 
subsidies to underresourced families and schools. For many students, this is their first exposure 
to Shakespeare in performance – we strive for an inclusive and engaging experience for these 
students. 


Encouragement Points 
CAROLINE: The Arts Education grant referenced in our application is the only source of funding 
we have received from BAC in the past 10 years. 







Affordability & Funding  


Compare ‘No Tech’ rates & government funding: 


Arvada Center (empty room) $1,500/day – $1.2M from SCFD, $4M from City of Arvada 


Lone Tree Arts Center $5,300/week, $1,000/day – $290,000 from SCFD, $2.1M from City of Lone Tree 


Ft Collins Magnolia Theater $325/day – owned & operated by City of Fort Collins - $6M  


Spark Theater in Boulder $325/day – government funding unknown 


Boulder Library Canyon Theater $500 for 3 hours, then $100/hr – owned & operated by City of Boulder 


Dairy Arts – $22,000 from SCFD, no guaranteed funding from Boulder 


 Gordon Theater  $315/day 


 Grace Theater  $1,099/week  $293/day 


 Carsen Theater  $1,013/week  $270/day 


As a service to our community, we have some of the lowest rates and charge 25% below our costs. We 
make up the difference with fundraising from individuals, corporations and local government. When 
contributed revenue is not enough, we make difficult choices to cut costs. To compare, the tech director 
salary at Boulder Public Library Canyon Theater is listed at $20,000 more than what we can pay for the 
same job. We currently cannot compete with that. 


Performance costs are never covered with ticket sales. Performing arts revenue is generally 30% earned, 
70% contributed to cover all costs. 


Covid Access 


Some may say “you get free rent” or “You’re closed. Why do you deserve funding?” Rent implies the 
landlord covers facility repairs, landscaping and utilities. But we must pay for that. Another question 
could be “what does it cost the Dairy to take care of the City’s asset?” Facility expense (not including 
staff) during the Federally mandated closure for our theaters in 2020/2021 was $122,000 and $220,000 
when open. Imagine a world without the Dairy Arts Center. That would have been the case if we did not 
receive assistance during our closure. Many beloved, long standing venues across the country did not 
survive. 







Availability 


Prior to March 17, 2021, the rental calendar was a first-come first-served arrangement. Some orgs 
would plan ahead and hold many more dates than others. On March 1, 2021 I sent an email to all Arts 
Commissioners, asking for feedback about my suggestion to limit the number of weeks to 16 for any one 
company. Quoting myself from that email I stated, “Ever since I took the helm at the Dairy in the fall of 
2017, I've been struggling with how to implement more equitable policies, particularly with regard to 
how we manage our theater calendars.” 


After receiving a favorable response from commissioners, I went ahead with the new policy that 
generated angry backlash and forced a very prominent theater company to significantly alter their 
strategic plan and brand. Ironically because of Covid, there is a lot of availability now. 


Collaboration 


Collaborating artists & orgs are not renting clients. We pay artists directly for services, charge no rental 
fee for free events, or in some cases, charge no rental fee but split ticket sales. 


Data 


We use Spektrix to measure success in increased engagement with all live events, visual arts & Creative 
Nations programming. Spektrix measures attendance and clicks on e-newsletters while also creating an 
interest a tag for reporting and marketing.  Exhibition opening attendance is collected by manual click 
counters. 


We plan to use QR codes to collect info from uncounted patrons in the building & those not in our 
system, including zip code, race, age & program interests. 


Civic Dialogue 


Civic Dialogue is sparked by the content of our programming and primarily engaged through Cinema 
screening talk backs and Visual Arts panel discussions. 







Responses to BAC Extra Large Organization Summary 


Eboni Freeman: Support Cultural Organizations – Unclear 


eTown supports cultural organizations in several ways: 1) by offering discounted rental rates for eTown 
Hall; 2) by engaging in joint partnerships and marketing efforts with cultural organizations for co-promoted 
events; 3) by hosting free social gatherings for arts leaders to discuss challenges and opportunities in the 
greater creative community, sometimes in partnership with Create Boulder (an organization that is housed 
at eTown Hall); 4) We offer technical assistance to organizations who are creating live-streamed 
programming or capturing video, sometimes offering our equipment and staff at low or no cost.   


Caroline Kert: Do you capture information regarding age and other demographics on ticket sales? How 
will you be measuring success toward youth and diversity initiatives?  


Our ticketing software does not capture age or demographic information. 


What diversity measures will you be examining? 


We have, since our inception, been committed to presenting music that reflects both the roots and branches 
of a diverse, global musical tree. eTown has been a pathway for many lesser known black and brown 
musicians to find an audience in Boulder. We understand the importance of uplifting the work of artists of 
color. We measure success on our ability to continue to share meaningful content from diverse artists by 
reviewing our programming calendar at the end of each calendar year to assess and adjust content for the 
following season.  


Our youth initiatives and songwriting programs will continue, and we’ll utilize community feedback to 
assess to measure program effectiveness and make adjustments as needed. 


Eboni Freeman: Organizational leadership represents groups who are typically underrepresented, i.e. 
culturally diverse groups, organizations focused on age diversity – Unclear 


Caroline Kert: Are you taking any affirmative efforts to invite in a diverse leadership and audience 
(other 
than through ticket costs?) 


We’re a small shop, with only 8 FT employees. While we do not have a racially diverse staff, we have a 
history of welcoming LGBTQ employees and employees of all ages. Currently, we have 25% in their 20’s, 
25% in their 30’s and 50% age 60 and above. Our current recruiting for both staff and Board positions 
reflects an effort to recruit a more diverse cross-section of our community.  


There was a question from Caroline Kert regarding our 2023 budget projections. Please note that we have 
submitted corrected financial information.  


As we emerge from the Covid-19 pandemic, we are reformatting and reshaping our organization to better 
reflect the current moment. eTown Hall is an underutilized asset in the heart of downtown that was NOT 
built with taxpayer dollars, but was built to strengthen and enrich the cultural vitality of our home town. 
We hope to see it becoming busier and even more engaged in our community in the years to come.   







From: Debbie Merino
To: Click, Lauren; Chasansky, Matthew
Cc: Nick Forster
Subject: Corrected GOS Financial Overview
Date: Friday, May 13, 2022 3:21:21 PM
Attachments: GOS-Financial-Overview-2022 Corrected.xlsx


External Sender
Dear Matt and Lauren,


In addressing the feedback we received regarding our application we were made aware of
some erroneous financial information that had been submitted by our third party grant
writer.  After reviewing the document, it was my opinion that it would be better to resubmit
a corrected version, rather than address it as a response item.


We specifically did not respond to Caroline Kert's comments as they were focused on the
incorrect financial data provided.  Please let me know if, after you review this email
and document, I should still address her questions in a response submission.


Thank you for your help as always,


Debbie Merino
debbie@etown.org
Controller


303 443 8696x107
303 710 6212 Cell
etown ~ music. ideas. community.



mailto:debbie@etown.org

mailto:ClickL@boulderlibrary.org

mailto:ChasanskyM@boulderlibrary.org

mailto:nick@etown.org

mailto:debbie@etown.org
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			General Operating Support Grant Application 2022


			Financial Overview


			Please fill the green squares below and attach it in the Boulder Arts Commission online system to your application as an excel or PDF document. These categories align to the SCFD application.


			Revenue			2019 Completed Fiscal Year (Actuals)			2020 Completed Fiscal Year (Actuals)			2021 Completed Fiscal Year (Actuals)			2022 Current Fiscal Year (Budget)			2023 Upcoming Fiscal Year (Projections)


			Earned Revenue			555,644			88,273			208,390			665,217			1,282,500


			Contributed Revenue			1,771,410			1,442,462			1,388,637			1,167,066			1,092,500


			TOTAL REVENUE			2,327,054			1,530,735			1,597,027			1,832,283			2,375,000


			In-Kind Support 			38,815			1,175			1,121			2,500			2,500





			Expenses			2019 Completed Fiscal Year (Actuals)			2020 Completed Fiscal Year (Actuals)			2021 Completed Fiscal Year (Actuals)			2022 Current Fiscal Year (Budget)			2023 Upcoming Fiscal Year (Projections)


			Program Expenses			1,821,475			1,000,496			903,026			1,070,477			1,424,000


			Admin Expenses			375,886			353,672			305,639			330,590			467,250


			Fundraising Expenses			139,278			158,912			180,605			173,165			333,750


			TOTAL EXPENSES			2,336,639			1,513,080			1,389,270			1,574,232			2,225,000


			In-Kind Support			38,815			1,175			1,121			2,500			2,500





			Liquidity			2021 Completed Fiscal Year (Actuals)*			PROFORMA 12/31/22


			Total Assets  			581,356			691,000


			Total Liability			239,000			40,000


			WORKING CAPITAL			342,356			651,000





			Months of working capital			3			5





			* We are using 2021 as a benchmark to use your most recent numbers. This is to simplify the multiple year request for information. We need your most accurate calculate at the date of application if you haven't finalized 2021 numbers yet.















General Operating Support Grant Application 2022
Financial Overview


Revenue
2019 Completed Fiscal 


Year (Actuals)
2020 Completed Fiscal 


Year (Actuals)
2021 Completed Fiscal 


Year (Actuals)
2022 Current Fiscal Year 


(Budget)
2023 Upcoming Fiscal 


Year (Projections)
Earned Revenue 555,644 88,273 208,390 665,217 1,282,500 
Contributed Revenue 1,771,410 1,442,462 1,388,637 1,167,066 1,092,500 
TOTAL REVENUE 2,327,054 1,530,735 1,597,027 1,832,283 2,375,000 
In-Kind Support 38,815 1,175 1,121 2,500 2,500 


Expenses
2019 Completed Fiscal 


Year (Actuals)
2020 Completed Fiscal 


Year (Actuals)
2021 Completed Fiscal 


Year (Actuals)
2022 Current Fiscal Year 


(Budget)
2023 Upcoming Fiscal 


Year (Projections)
Program Expenses 1,821,475 1,000,496 903,026 1,070,477 1,424,000 
Admin Expenses 375,886 353,672 305,639 330,590 467,250 
Fundraising Expenses 139,278 158,912 180,605 173,165 333,750 
TOTAL EXPENSES 2,336,639 1,513,080 1,389,270 1,574,232 2,225,000 
In-Kind Support 38,815 1,175 1,121 2,500 2,500 


Liquidity
2021 Completed Fiscal 


Year (Actuals)* PROFORMA 12/31/22
Total Assets  581,356 691,000 
Total Liability 239,000 40,000 
WORKING CAPITAL 342,356 651,000 


Months of working capital 3 5 


Please fill the green squares below and attach it in the Boulder Arts Commission online system to your 
application as an excel or PDF document. These categories align to the SCFD application.


* We are using 2021 as a benchmark to use your most recent numbers. This is to simplify the multiple year
request for information. We need your most accurate calculate at the date of application if you haven't
finalized 2021 numbers yet.







Thank you for your feedback.


KGNU’s participation in the Poynter Institute training is funded by the CPB
and offers professional development and a strategic framework for our team
to shift and curate digital content which is responsive to and engaged with
local community interests. GOS Funds will not be used for the website or
app, which launched in May 2021.


BAC support will be used, in part, to implement and build upon the training,
using emerging indicators, to help bridge culturally relevant priority gaps,
resulting in a partial restructuring of certain staff roles to more effectively
and efficiently drive greater community impact.


Specific outcomes in the next 3 years involve increased professional
development, leadership, and DEI training for staff & volunteers. Another
outcome includes transitioning our contract bilingual media Education Trainer
to a PT position to meet the increased demand for media literacy/training for
underserved youth. Currently, we offer weekly workshops to students at New
Vista, Boulder High, and are re-establishing a program with Out Boulder’s
Youth QTPOC. A bilingual Community Engagement Specialist will broaden
outreach efforts, invite more diverse participation and increase the visibility
of less represented local arts and culture orgs.


Support will provide necessary resources to increase community
participation, audience engagement, and partnerships by a minimum of
20%. We will measure success by quantifying growth each year in these
areas, as well as by monitoring internal/ external survey results, increased
memberships, and overall revenue.


FY22 & 23 Budgets on the Financial Overview reflect Operating Budget
projections and do not include Non-Operating or Capital Campaign revenue
projections, which are included in Audited Financials reported as actual
revenue for 19 –21. KGNU’s Audited Financials include in-kind expenses
directly into our Functional Expenses (program/admin/fundraising). The
Financial Overview doc on the grant portal seems to have added in-kind
expenses twice, skewing Net revenue. Actual net revenue as audited should
be 2019=-154,907; 2020=243,745; 2021=331,210 (285,865 on the 4/5/22
Final 2021 Audit); 2022=0, 2023=0


This automatic net calculation (that was not included in the Financial
Overview provided) is also why the surplus identified in the Evaluation was
not reflected. Notes explaining these 2 details were included on the original
worksheet submitted.


Boulder Community Broadcast Association doing business as KGNU 
Community Radio Responses







KGNU supports local arts and cultural orgs in a myriad of ways while
inspiring our audience to engage Boulder as a hub of vibrant cultural
activities. We highlight over 100 local orgs each year through community
calendar partnerships, Dot Org spotlights, Story-Tellers of Color artist
features, and coverage promoting exhibits, events, and community
gatherings.


Deborah Maldon of Create Boulder commented that “KGNU is at nearly every
cultural event in Boulder.” Jim Martin, former CU Regent recently shared: “I
had at least a dozen people call me within minutes of my interview. KGNU
clearly provides a valuable service to the Boulder community."


KGNU hosts over 200 on-air volunteers each year, providing production and
broadcast radio classes, access to studios, and equipment at no or little cost.
KGNU's community room and live broadcasts are offered at no cost to
nonprofit orgs.


With your continued support, we can be successful partners in advancing
community priorities, building organizational capacity, and creating a more
informed and engaged community.







From: Sarah Shirazi
To: Click, Lauren
Subject: Financial Overview Document- Boulder Arts Commission Grant (KGNU)
Date: Monday, May 16, 2022 2:43:07 PM
Attachments: Financial Overview Document (KGNU) (3) (1).xlsx


KGNU GOS-Financial-Overview-2022 FINAL (2) (1).pdf
BAC KGNU Evaluation Response (3).pdf


External Sender
Hi Lauren,


I hope this email finds you well. We sent in our evaluation responses on
Friday, May 13. As we were preparing our responses we noticed
that one of the questions from Kathleen in our review was regarding our
Financial Overview. 


We were provided the attached Financial Overview form to fill out and we
filled that out, adding notes for clarification and a Total Support and
Revenue line to avoid confusion, but what appears in the pdf on the grant
portal is different (both attached). 


We wanted to clarify whether the BAC staff added the net calculations.


We highlighted the following in our response to the grant evaluation: 


FY22 & 23 Budgets on the Financial Overview reflect Operating
Budget projections and do not include Non-Operating or Capital
Campaign revenue projections, which are included in Audited
Financials reported as actual revenue for FY19 – 21. KGNU’s Audited
Financials include in-kind expenses directly into our Functional
Expenses (program/admin/fundraising). The Financial Overview doc
on the grant portal seems to have added in-kind expenses twice,
skewing Net revenue. Actual net revenue as audited should be
2019=-154,907; 2020=243,745; 2021=331,210 (285,865 on the
4/5/22 Final 2021 Audit); 2022=0, 2023=0 This automatic net
calculation (that was not included in the Financial Overview provided)
is also why the surplus identified in the Evaluation was not reflected.
Notes explaining these 2 details were included on the original
worksheet submitted.


Not sure if the error was on our end, so I just wanted to clarify this with
you. Also, our final FY2021 Audit is now available, as it was finalized on
April 5, 2022, after the submission of the grant proposal with a copy of our
draft audit on March 14, 2022.


Please let me know your thoughts when you have a moment. I am also
always available by phone at 720 377 8271. 


thank you!



mailto:sarah@kgnu.org

mailto:ClickL@boulderlibrary.org

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.kgnu.org%2FDoc%2FKGNU%2520Audit%2520FY%25202020-21.pdf&data=05%7C01%7CClickL%40boulderlibrary.org%7Cd8c13fdce95d48e8818808da377c75de%7C0a7f94bb40af4edcafad2c1af27bc0f3%7C0%7C0%7C637883305863026097%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=GAyu%2B6Z3bTCS6woFoxQtPeq%2Bj9dco1CHdbFmUZzvw18%3D&reserved=0



Sheet1


			General Operating Support Grant Application 2022


			Financial Overview


			Boulder Community Broadcast Association dba KGNU Fiscal Year October 1- September 30 


																					Notes 


			Revenue			2019 Completed Fiscal Year (Actuals)			2020 Completed Fiscal Year (Actuals)			2021 Completed Fiscal Year (Actuals)			2022 Current Fiscal Year (Budget)			2023 Upcoming Fiscal Year (Projections)


			Earned Revenue			$159,041			$112,677			$90,888			$137,000			$145,000


			Contributed Revenue			$934,299			$1,129,125			$1,303,559			$863,068			$900,000


			TOTAL REVENUE			$1,093,340			$1,241,802			$1,394,447			$1,000,068			$1,045,000			FY2022 and FY2023 Budgets are purely operational and do not include Project Grants or Capital Campaign revenue projections


			In-Kind Support			$79,107			$210,996			$279,199			$200,000			$200,000			In-Kind is in addition to Earned and Contributed Revenue


			Total Support and Revenue			$1,172,447			$1,452,798			$1,673,646			$1,200,068			$1,245,000


			Expenses			2019 Completed Fiscal Year (Actuals)			2020 Completed Fiscal Year (Actuals)			2021 Completed Fiscal Year (Actuals)			2022 Current Fiscal Year (Budget)			2023 Upcoming Fiscal Year (Projections)


			Program Expenses			$985,834			$887,867			$920,734			$823,247			$854,070


			Admin Expenses			$148,408			$141,034			$202,905			$180,010			$186,750


			Fundraising Expenses			$193,112			$180,152			$218,797			$196,811			$204,180


			TOTAL EXPENSES			$1,327,354			$1,209,053			$1,342,436			$1,200,068			$1,245,000


			In-Kind Support			$79,107			$210,996			$279,199			$200,000			$200,000			We expense in-kind expenses directly in our functional expenses





			Liquidity			2021 Completed Fiscal Year (Actuals)*


			Total Assets			$1,855,021


			Total Liability			$1,036,086


			WORKING CAPITAL			$818,935





			Months of working capital			9





			* We are using 2021 as a benchmark to use your most recent numbers. This is to simplify the multiple year request for information. We need your most accurate calculate at the date of application if you haven't finalized 2021 numbers yet.


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































General Operating Support Grant Application 2022
Financial Overview KGNU



Fiscal Year End 9/30/2021



Revenue
2019 Completed Fiscal Year 



(Actuals)
2020 Completed Fiscal Year 



(Actuals)
2021 Completed Fiscal Year 



(Actuals)
2022 Current Fiscal Year 



(Budget)
2023 Upcoming Fiscal Year 



(Projections)
Earned Revenue 159,041                                        112,677                                        90,888                                          137,000                                        145,000                                       
Contributed Revenue 934,299                                        1,129,125                                     1,303,559                                     863,068                                        900,000                                       
TOTAL REVENUE 1,093,340                                     1,241,802                                     1,394,447                                     1,000,068                                     1,045,000                                    
In‐Kind Support  79,107                                          210,996                                        279,199                                        200,000                                        200,000                                       



Expenses
 2019 Completed Fiscal Year 



(Actuals) 
 2020 Completed Fiscal Year 



(Actuals) 
 2021 Completed Fiscal Year 



(Actuals) 
 2022 Current Fiscal Year 



(Budget) 
 2023 Upcoming Fiscal Year 



(Projections) 
Program Expenses 985,834                                        887,867                                        920,734                                        823,247                                        854,070                                       
Admin Expenses 148,408                                        141,034                                        202,905                                        180,010                                        186,750                                       
Fundraising Expenses 193,112                                        180,152                                        218,797                                        196,811                                        204,180                                       
TOTAL EXPENSES 1,327,354                                     1,209,053                                     1,342,436                                     1,200,068                                     1,245,000                                    
In‐Kind Support 79,107                                          210,996                                        279,199                                        200,000                                        200,000                                       



NET (234,014)                                       32,749                                          52,011                                          (200,000)                                       (200,000)                                      



 2021 Completed Fiscal Year 
(Actuals)*  Liquidity



 2021 Completed Fiscal Year 
(Actuals)*  Proforma 12/31/22



Total Assets   1,855,021                                     Current Assets   614,634                                       
Total Liability 1,036,086                                     Current Liability 142,247                                       
NET ASSETS 818,935                                        WORKING CAPITAL 472,387                                        272,387.0                                    



Average 2021 monthly expense 111,870                                        100,006                                       
Months of working capital 4.2                                                 2.7                                                



Please fill the green squares below and attach it in the Boulder Arts Commission online system to your application as an excel 
or PDF document. These categories align to the SCFD application.



* We are using 2021 as a benchmark to use your most recent numbers. This is to simplify the multiple year request for 
information. We need your most accurate calculate at the date of application if you haven't finalized 2021 numbers yet.













Thank you for your feedback.



KGNU’s participation in the Poynter Institute training is funded by the CPB
and offers professional development and a strategic framework for our team
to shift and curate digital content which is responsive to and engaged with
local community interests. GOS Funds will not be used for the website or
app, which launched in May 2021.



BAC support will be used, in part, to implement and build upon the training,
using emerging indicators, to help bridge culturally relevant priority gaps,
resulting in a partial restructuring of certain staff roles to more effectively
and efficiently drive greater community impact.



Specific outcomes in the next 3 years involve increased professional
development, leadership, and DEI training for staff & volunteers. Another
outcome includes transitioning our contract bilingual media Education Trainer
to a PT position to meet the increased demand for media literacy/training for
underserved youth. Currently, we offer weekly workshops to students at New
Vista, Boulder High, and are re-establishing a program with Out Boulder’s
Youth QTPOC. A bilingual Community Engagement Specialist will broaden
outreach efforts, invite more diverse participation and increase the visibility
of less represented local arts and culture orgs.



Support will provide necessary resources to increase community
participation, audience engagement, and partnerships by a minimum of
20%. We will measure success by quantifying growth each year in these
areas, as well as by monitoring internal/ external survey results, increased
memberships, and overall revenue.



FY22 & 23 Budgets on the Financial Overview reflect Operating Budget
projections and do not include Non-Operating or Capital Campaign revenue
projections, which are included in Audited Financials reported as actual
revenue for 19 –21. KGNU’s Audited Financials include in-kind expenses
directly into our Functional Expenses (program/admin/fundraising). The
Financial Overview doc on the grant portal seems to have added in-kind
expenses twice, skewing Net revenue. Actual net revenue as audited should
be 2019=-154,907; 2020=243,745; 2021=331,210 (285,865 on the 4/5/22
Final 2021 Audit); 2022=0, 2023=0



This automatic net calculation (that was not included in the Financial
Overview provided) is also why the surplus identified in the Evaluation was
not reflected. Notes explaining these 2 details were included on the original
worksheet submitted.











KGNU supports local arts and cultural orgs in a myriad of ways while
inspiring our audience to engage Boulder as a hub of vibrant cultural
activities. We highlight over 100 local orgs each year through community
calendar partnerships, Dot Org spotlights, Story-Tellers of Color artist
features, and coverage promoting exhibits, events, and community
gatherings.



Deborah Maldon of Create Boulder commented that “KGNU is at nearly every
cultural event in Boulder.” Jim Martin, former CU Regent recently shared: “I
had at least a dozen people call me within minutes of my interview. KGNU
clearly provides a valuable service to the Boulder community."



KGNU hosts over 200 on-air volunteers each year, providing production and
broadcast radio classes, access to studios, and equipment at no or little cost.
KGNU's community room and live broadcasts are offered at no cost to
nonprofit orgs.



With your continued support, we can be successful partners in advancing
community priorities, building organizational capacity, and creating a more
informed and engaged community.












Sarah


Sarah Shirazi
she/her/hers 
Community Development Director 
(303)515-4522 


88.5 FM & 1390 AM Boulder/Denver
93.7 Nederland & 98.7 Fort Collins
Streaming online at kgnu.org, news.kgnu.org, AfterFm.com


KGNU COMMUNITY RADIO
4700 Walnut Street  |  Boulder, CO  | 80301


Get the new KGNU mobile app for Android or iPhone/iPad”



https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.kgnu.org%2F&data=05%7C01%7CClickL%40boulderlibrary.org%7Cd8c13fdce95d48e8818808da377c75de%7C0a7f94bb40af4edcafad2c1af27bc0f3%7C0%7C0%7C637883305863026097%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=OUAT3lFBUjBUhbNoAd4IrKF4cznVBO1tgSo3xqTeE7Y%3D&reserved=0

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fnews.kgnu.org%2F&data=05%7C01%7CClickL%40boulderlibrary.org%7Cd8c13fdce95d48e8818808da377c75de%7C0a7f94bb40af4edcafad2c1af27bc0f3%7C0%7C0%7C637883305863026097%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=HOldA%2FBHBUEK5R8eBPc5f3Al7fsrNYS%2BIsXh%2BzkNKGo%3D&reserved=0

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fafterfm.com%2F&data=05%7C01%7CClickL%40boulderlibrary.org%7Cd8c13fdce95d48e8818808da377c75de%7C0a7f94bb40af4edcafad2c1af27bc0f3%7C0%7C0%7C637883305863026097%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=UNAO%2BNBBsaW1yQWZjmoQ6qyEtlMxhMZcwAwh1gjI3JI%3D&reserved=0

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fplay.google.com%2Fstore%2Fapps%2Fdetails%3Fid%3Dcom.publicmediaapps.kgnu&data=05%7C01%7CClickL%40boulderlibrary.org%7Cd8c13fdce95d48e8818808da377c75de%7C0a7f94bb40af4edcafad2c1af27bc0f3%7C0%7C0%7C637883305863026097%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=6chYFt2FR6kNrLAmThxZYIolSV76yulvSxd7Ad4bKe8%3D&reserved=0

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fapps.apple.com%2Fus%2Fapp%2Fkgnu-community-radio%2Fid1555787403&data=05%7C01%7CClickL%40boulderlibrary.org%7Cd8c13fdce95d48e8818808da377c75de%7C0a7f94bb40af4edcafad2c1af27bc0f3%7C0%7C0%7C637883305863026097%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=1uWX0NHCex%2BwijOafB9zo4YegfMb1waRoJEDTHkNBOk%3D&reserved=0





Ge ne ra l Ope ra t ing Suppor t  Gra n t  App lica t ion  20 22
Fina nc ia l Ove rvie w


Not e s  


Re ve nue


20 19  Com ple t e d  
Fis ca l Ye a r  (Ac t ua ls )


20 20  Com ple t e d  
Fis ca l Ye a r  
(Ac t ua ls )


20 21 Com ple t e d  
Fis ca l Ye a r  
(Ac t ua ls )


20 22 Curre n t  
Fis ca l Ye a r  


(Budge t )


20 23 Upcom ing 
Fis ca l Ye a r  


(Proje c t ions )


Earne d  Re ve nue $159 ,041 $112,677 $90 ,888 $137,000 $145,000


Con t ribu t e d  Re ve nue $934 ,299 $1,129 ,125 $1,303,559 $863,068 $900 ,000


TOTAL REVENUE $1,093,340 $1,241,802 $1,394 ,447 $1,000 ,068 $1,045,000


FY2022 and  FY2023 Budge t s  a re  pu re ly 
ope ra t iona l and  do not  inc lude  Proje c t  Gran t s  
or Cap it a l Cam paign  re ve nue  p roje c t ions


In - Kind  Support $79 ,107 $210 ,996 $279 ,199 $200 ,000 $200 ,000
In - Kind  is  in  add it ion  t o  Earne d  and  
Con t ribu t e d  Re ve nue


Tot a l Suppor t  a nd  Re ve nu $ 1,172,4 4 7 $ 1,4 52,798 $ 1,673,64 6 $ 1,20 0 ,0 68 $ 1,24 5,0 0 0


Expe ns e s


20 19  Com ple t e d  
Fis ca l Ye a r  (Ac t ua ls )


20 20  Com ple t e d  
Fis ca l Ye a r  
(Ac t ua ls )


20 21 Com ple t e d  
Fis ca l Ye a r  
(Ac t ua ls )


20 22 Curre n t  
Fis ca l Ye a r  


(Budge t )


20 23 Upcom ing 
Fis ca l Ye a r  


(Proje c t ions )


Program  Expe ns e s $985,834 $ 887,867 $920 ,734 $823,247 $854 ,070


Adm in  Expe ns e s $148 ,408 $141,034 $202,905 $180 ,010 $186,750


Fundra is ing Expe ns e s $193,112 $180 ,152 $218 ,797 $196,811 $204 ,180


TOTAL EXPENSES $1,327,354 $ 1,20 9 ,0 53 $1,342,436 $1,200 ,068 $1,245,000


In - Kind  Support $79 ,107 $210 ,996 $279 ,199 $200 ,000 $200 ,000
We  e xpe ns e  in - kind  e xpe ns e s  d ire c t ly in  ou r 
func t iona l e xpe ns e s


Liqu id it y


20 21 Com ple t e d  
Fis ca l Ye a r  (Ac t ua ls )*


Tot a l As s e t s $1,855,021


Tot a l Liab ilit y $1,036,086


WORKING CAPITAL $818 ,935


Mont hs  of w ork ing ca p it a l 9


Bou lde r Com m unit y Broadcas t  As s oc ia t ion  dba  KGNU Fis ca l Ye ar Oc t obe r 1-  Se p t e m be   


* We  a re  us ing 2021 as  a  be nchm ark t o  us e  your m os t  re ce n t  num be rs . Th is  is  t o  
s im plify t he  m ult ip le  ye a r re que s t  for in form at ion . We  ne e d  your m os t  accu ra t e  
ca lcu la t e  a t  t he  da t e  of app lica t ion  if you  have n 't  fina lize d  2021 num be rs  ye t .







 
 


 


 
Thank you for the opportunity to provide additional information about our application. 
 
Capacity: Kathleen and Maria, thank you for recognizing the various ways Parlando adapts 
programming to expand audiences and contribute to our resiliency. 
 
Eboni: We believe a broader participant base contributes to resiliency and dismantles 
inaccessibility and inequity in the arts - two systems that work directly against sustainability. 
That’s why we continue to invest in programs that further expand and diversify our students, 
faculty, and audiences. 


Community Priorities: Parlando programs provide a vibrant cultural destination. Our 
Commissioned Composers Project (CCP) curates a multi-month creative process between 
composers and performers from various backgrounds, culminating in a public concert. As this 
program expands into the New Musical Project (NMP), cast members of all ages will come to 
Boulder to perform the works of living, female composers. The CCP and NMP exemplify what it 
means to be a vibrant cultural destination as both an artist and audience member, projecting 
Boulder’s creative identity as a place where art is brought to life, explored, and shared.  


Julie’s Program (for neurodiverse populations) engages artists in civic dialogue by breaking 
down ableism in the performing arts while providing a safe, creative space for participants to 
perform.  


Georgia and Kathleen: Outcome numbers are within the City of Boulder, including onsite at 
schools and assisted-living facilities. Tuition Assistance is for low-income students, and free 
classes/performances would extend to all of the marginalized populations we have listed.  


Because of where we are in our organizational evolution, we believe it is most pertinent to 
expand and diversify our faculty. We intend to achieve our goals by hiring additional faculty to 
implement programming, not by expanding administration. 


Eboni: In addition to annual reporting required by the Arts Commission, we would send quarterly 
updates to provide transparency and invite feedback to ensure efficient and impactful use of 
funds. This would allow us to make program modifications/improvements throughout the year 
with regular Arts Commission input. 


Bruce, Caroline, and Eboni: Cultural equity is at the heart of all of our outreach programs. Thank 
you for recognizing how Parlando reaches diverse and underrepresented groups.  


Our many onsite programs increase the availability of music and theatrical opportunities for 
marginalized participants and are, in many cases, the only options being offered. Free and 
sharply reduced fees address affordability. 


Acceptability: If we could triple our budget and personnel, there would still be more requests for 
programming than we could provide. 







 


Organizational leadership: As opportunities arise to add members to our board and 
administrative team, we will seek out and prioritize leaders from culturally diverse groups. We 
are proud to have increased the racial and ethnic diversity of our faculty by 100% and our 
LGBTQIA2S+ faculty by 75%. Additionally, our student advisory board is made up of students 
of diverse races and ethnicities, LGBTQIA2S+ members, and majority female identifying 
members. 


Encouragement points: Thank you Bruce, Maria, and Kathleen for your high scores. Though we 
have received different grants in the past, this is by far the most important for expanding our 
programming and achieving the goals in our latest Strategic Plan. Past funding helped us 
achieve SCFD Tier 2 – we are excited about what’s next! 


 





		BMoCA Response GOS 2022.pdf

		Boulder Philharmonic Orchestra GOS Response.pdf

		Boulder Watershed responses.pdf

		Chautauqua BAC Responses.pdf

		Written Responses to BAC Preliminary Scores and Comments



		Colorado Shakespeare response.pdf

		Dairy responses GOS 2022.pdf

		eTown GOS response.pdf

		eTown Financial Overview email.pdf

		eTown Financial Overview corrected.pdf

		Sheet1



		KGNU Evaluation Response.pdf

		KGNU financial email.pdf

		KGNU financial overview.pdf

		Sheet1



		Parlando resonse.pdf





The 3,000 character responses from the applicants are available through these links: Extra Large
Organization Responses and Small Organization Responses, and are also attached. Please note that:

Colorado Music Festival and Center for Musical Arts did not send a response
The Financial Overview documents from eTown and KGNU were incorrect. The updated
versions are attached with their responses, as well as their emails explaining the reason for
the corrections.

 
You will be updating your scores and comments in the online grant system, changing your initial
scores in the software. These applications will show as ‘complete’ in the software. You may add
additional comments as well. The Scoring System and Rubric can be found here. Please log into
the Boulder Arts Commission online grant system to complete and submit your evaluations. Please
complete this second round of evaluations no later than Friday, June 3 at noon. Please let me know
if you’d like calendar alerts.
 
You’ll note that you’re under two grant program reviews at the moment. Just for some clarification,
here is the timing (full schedule here):

Arts Education Project Grants – May 13 to May 27 – Preliminary review and score by panel
(15 days)
General Operating Support Grants – Small and Extra-Large organizations – May 18 to June 3 –
Final review and score by panel (17 days)

Thank you so much for all that you do for the grants program and the arts in Boulder.

Feel free to contact me any time at clickl@bouldercolorado.gov or 720-564-2355 should you have
questions.

Thank you again, Lauren

----------
Lauren Click
she/her/hers
clickl@bouldercolorado.gov
 
Arts Program Manager
Cultural Grants Program
Office of Arts + Culture
1001 Arapahoe Avenue  |  Boulder, CO  | 80302
www.boulderarts.org
 
Sign up for our newsletter, and follow us on Twitter and Instagram for updates on Boulder's rich arts
and culture scene.
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From: Art of Modeling
To: fonthead1@gmail.com; Eboni Freeman Institute; Bruce Borowsky; georgiamichelle@hotmail.com;

m.cole205@gmail.com; carolinekert@gmail.com; yaelaed@yaelaedart.com; Chasansky, Matthew; Click, Lauren;
Vink, Mandy; Seaton, Celia; Benjamin, Matt; Folkerts, Lauren; Joseph, Junie; Wallach, Mark; Yates, Bob; Winer,
Tara; Speer, Nicole; Friend, Rachel; Brockett, Aaron

Subject: Thank you!
Date: Saturday, May 28, 2022 11:52:50 AM

External Sender
Dear Members of the Boulder Arts Commission and of the Bouder City Council,

I wanted to reach out to sincerely thank you all for your support of my attempts to further develop my
woman founded/run Boulder arts startup Art of Modeling (AOM) by granting me a Professional
Development Scholarship to attend the "StartUp to ScaleUp" Yampa Valley by the Colorado SBDC (Small
Business Development Center) workshop in Hayden, Colorado. 

My humble startup is growing/outgrowing my one-woman show and I believe that the guidance that I will
receive at this workshop has great potential value for AOM and will help me to plot a course for direction
in the near future.  Without this financial assistance, I likely would have opted out due to the additional
expenses I would have to incur to attend it.  So thank you for literally making it happen!

Thanks so much for fostering my success and in general, for supporting the arts in Boulder!

Best,
Ellen Allen
Art of Modeling
www.artofmodeling.org
Pronouns: She/Her/Hers 
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From: Click, Lauren
To: fonthead1@gmail.com; Eboni Freeman; Bruce Borowsky; georgiamichelle@hotmail.com;

carolinekert@gmail.com; Maria Cole
Cc: Chasansky, Matthew; Seaton, Celia; yaelaed whyel
Subject: FW: Final Review: General Operating Support for Small and Extra Large Organizations
Date: Tuesday, May 31, 2022 9:40:39 AM
Attachments: Small responses.pdf

Extra Large responses.pdf

Hello Commission,

Please be reminded that your final scores of the General Operating Support for Small and Extra Large
Organizations are due this Friday, June 3 at noon.

Thank you! Lauren

----------
Lauren Click
she/her/hers
clickl@bouldercolorado.gov

Arts Program Manager
Cultural Grants Program
Office of Arts + Culture
1001 Arapahoe Avenue  |  Boulder, CO  | 80302
www.boulderarts.org

Sign up for our newsletter, and follow us on Twitter and Instagram for updates on Boulder's rich arts and culture
scene.

From: Click, Lauren 
Sent: Wednesday, May 18, 2022 12:46 PM
To: Kathleen McCormick (fonthead1@gmail.com) <fonthead1@gmail.com>; Eboni Freeman
<ebonifree4545@gmail.com>; Bruce Borowsky <bruce@boulderdigitalarts.com>;
georgiamichelle@hotmail.com; carolinekert@gmail.com; Maria Cole <m.cole205@gmail.com>
Cc: Chasansky, Matthew <ChasanskyM@boulderlibrary.org>; Seaton, Celia
<SeatonC@boulderlibrary.org>; yaelaed whyel <yaelaed@yaelaedart.com>
Subject: Final Review: General Operating Support for Small and Extra Large Organizations

Dear Commissioners,

You have been assigned the General Operating Support for Small and Extra Large
Organization applications to review and evaluate for the second and final round.

The 3,000 character responses from the applicants are available through these links: Extra Large
Organization Responses and Small Organization Responses, and are also attached. Please note that:

Colorado Music Festival and Center for Musical Arts did not send a response
The Financial Overview documents from eTown and KGNU were incorrect. The updated
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Thank You!!!


Capacity
BoTs historically alternated between a lower-revenue incubation year and a growth-oriented production year.
We view these past two lean years as consecutive incubation years. BoTs’ infrastructure is lean and our
overhead is strategically low.


Being scrappy and resilient is part of our original DNA. We have been stable and operating for over 10 years
and the pandemic did not jeopardize our future. We did adjust by hosting virtually formatted collaboratories,
rehearsals, educational programs and a streamed production of Mixtape, an event that featured 7 other local
artistic companies. Moving forward, it is our preference to return to producing live events.


In growth years, we target increasing our audience reach by 10% and prior to the pandemic we have always
met that 10% goal or exceeded it. In our current 2022 grant proposal we promised returning to our 2019
audience levels because that was a remarkable growth year for us. A rise in revenue and audience of 19%
between 2018 and 2019. Our realistic goal-setting and low overhead has contributed to our longevity. By 2024,
we will return to pre-pandemic audience reach and year over year after that we will return to 10% annual
growth.


Community
Here are cultural organizations we have supported and/or collaborated with in recent years: Out!Boulder,
Museum of Boulder, Boulder Samba, Block 1750, Boulder International Fringe Festival, Boulder Dance
Coalition, Naropa University, Society for Creative Aging & VIVA, Peak to Peak Charter School, CC of Aurora,
Phamaly Theatre Co. and Black Actors Guild. As far as creativity in the public realm, BoTs have regularly been
recognized for our activation of underutilized public spaces as theatrical venues by local press and awards.


Outcomes
Our development process is collaborative.  We had immune-compromised collaborators and elected to
remount a prior production in Sept/Oct in order to:


1) shorten the in-person rehearsal commitment of 21 artists but still produce live work
2) maximize audience size that was outdoors (and safer for artists and audience)
3) offer an increased stipend 20% increase with a reduced time commitment 45% less in-person
rehearsal


BoTs resumed in-person rehearsals in Feb, produced a free Collaboratory, Tularosa at MOB in March (for
BAW) and will produce 3 more Boulder events and 1 in Sante Fe, followed by our full scale production of Bar at
the End in Boulder 2023 with a remount in 2024.  These events will pay artist stipends and engage between
20-25 local artists each year.



https://www.denvercenter.org/news-center/2019-true-west-award-theatre-in-unusual-spaces/

https://www.boulderartsweek.org/





We launch artist and audience online surveys for each event (for engagement, diversity and “net promoter”
feedback). We host post-event discussion where the public gives us feedback on “work in progress”.  We
complete a “SWOT” analysis annually.


Equity
Our Collaboratories are free.  We offer ½ price ticketing and discounted pricing for full-scale productions. Our
audience is more diverse from an ethnicity/age perspective than national theatre averages.  Our collaborators
reflect local diversity (43% identify as diverse) and local press recognizes this. We ensure accessibility despite
multi-site productions. We’ve worked as collaborators with companies like Phamaly to expand our
equity/accessibility skills. We are teaching others how to devise new work to ensure diverse voices have
creative toolkits. Through our Tulorosa project, we are challenging the white narrative of Western Expansion.
We are asking our audience to reframe notions of dominance and equity.



https://www.outfrontmagazine.com/review-as-you-like-it-under-the-stars-with-brews-and-the-bard/

https://arvadacenter.org/inside-the-arvada-center/2020-true-west-awards-phamaly-takes-honk-to-japan





Beyond Academia Free Skool (BAFS) serves the justice-rooted mission of free public


poetry and performance education. Traditional academia limits the potential for diverse human


capital in the arts due to the high cost of tuition. We strive to dismantle socioeconomic barriers to


high quality arts education, so the passions of our students need not remain pipe dreams. BAFS


is fiscally sponsored under the nonprofit status of BCAA. BAFS directly relates to CCP priority


of Civic Dialogue via our Socratic Seminar style workshops, and Creativity in the Public Realm


via our performances. That BAFS has been ‘headquartered’ at BPL since 2018 has enhanced the


library as a Cultural Destination.


Our goal is program expansion. We are asking BAC to be an initial investor as BAFS


transitions from offering arts education and performances which are volunteer based, to a model


which pays professional poets. As example, after years of working with Frozen Dead Guy Days


for free, the festival has begun to pay the poets in recognition of their value.


Business Strategies


● Inspire potential donors and new students through brand exposure at both free to the


public and hired event performances


● Develop students into teachers and performers through BAFS workshops


● Outreach to non-poetry oriented organizations to diversify funds of knowledge present in


the student body


● Digital donation platform


● Quarter annual BPL Canyon Theater fundraisers


Data Collection:


● Demographic attendance log


○ New/Returning/Regular Students


■ How they heard about BAFS, interests and goals


○ monthly workshop teachers/class lesson plans


Beyond Academia Free Skool Responses







● Correlation Analysis comparing the relationship between frequency of BAFS events


(workshops, public performances) with the variety of poets being hired/served


● Anonymous Surveys


○ Annual survey


○ 24/7 open ended feedback poll


● Time for student feedback at the end of each class on structure/presentation of class


content, requests for topics to be covered in future workshops, and how to create a more


inclusive environment for all


● Exploratory Data Analysis to assess digital donation trends


● Annual Report


Evaluation:


● We will know we are reaching our goal of program expansion as we see increases in new


and regular students, and have enough regular students to offer a second monthly


workshop, because the first class is at capacity (20)


● We will know we are reaching our revenue goals for digital donations when it covers the


cost of teacher pay per class ($25 per workshop + $2/student to encourage teacher


involvement in promoting class)


● We will know we are distributing funds with equitable opportunity for poets to participate


in paid performances and events, through measuring strength in correlation between


BAFS hosted events and the variety of teachers being hired. Further EDA will allow us to


check for trends of privilege or barriers to inclusion that need to be addressed


Culture: As a community centered organization, it is our priority to hold ourselves accountable


to justice, equity, diversity, and inclusion. Poetry is the vehicle which helps us arrive at a deeper


awareness of diversity, through using literature to inspire civic dialogue. In this process, we must


continually engage in reflective practice, acknowledge any barriers to equity, and make


adaptations to ensure everyone has access to what they need to thrive in the BAFS environment.


We recognize that every student enters the classroom from a different starting point; we welcome


all people, regardless of age or socioeconomic status.







Dear BAC Evaluation Panel, 


Thank you for allowing us the opportunity to respond to questions that you have concerning 
our application for the General Operating Support grant. Please review our responses below. 


Capacity Building: 
Expansion to Casey Middle School, August 2022: 


• Increase number of students by 40 - 50


• Increase opportunity for new and returning BVSD students


• Program continuity as MUSE students mature through middle school


Increased Parent Involvement: 


• Advising about repertoire, both historical folk music and current music


• Parents who are musicians playing for students


• Volunteering in classes


• Leadership among interested parents


Cultural Leadership Pipeline: 


• Local Latinx musicians


• ELPASO Engaged Latino Parents, El Centro Amistad, Latino Task Force of Boulder County,
Boulder County Latino Coalition


Participation in MUSE is determined by need. MUSE was created to address inequities in 
accessibility to music education. Sustainability of MUSE will be ensured by increasing our financial 
base, which will allow for the hiring of additional teachers. MUSE's recovery from the setbacks 
caused by the pandemic is being ensured by the retention of our teachers, the increase in number 
and expertise of our Board of Directors and the strong interest by the community.  


Community Priorities:  
Boulder MUSE is supporting the culture of Boulder through the following projects and 
collaborations: 


• Starting two Mariachi bands, one of our own in Boulder and one at the Center for
Musical Arts in Lafayette


• Día del Niños celebration with BMoCA


• Collaboration and mentorship program with GBYO


• Autumn concert with Boulder Symphony


MUSE adds creativity in the public realm and projects Boulder’s creative identity in the 
following ways: 


• Posting bilingual flyers throughout our students’ communities to encourage community
members to attend our concerts


• Increasing our multi-generational collaborations such as having older adults come to
MUSE to teach Oaxacan dance


Boulder MUSE Responses







• Taking MUSE students to perform at the Pearl Street Mall once per semester 
  
Proposed Outcomes and Evaluation Strategies: 
Benchmarks are aligned with the Colorado Dept. of Ed. and track the following progress: 


• Music theory 


• Competency in playing instruments 


• Class participation 


• Written assessments administered: 10/15, 12/15, 2/15 and 5/1 
 
Students that are struggling receive: 


• Additional lessons in music theory  


• Individualized lessons by lead teachers. 
 
Other evaluation strategies include: 


• Bilingual surveys of parents about any concerns 
• Teacher evaluation by administrators regarding: 


o Teaching ability of music theory 
o Technique on instruments  
o Classroom management 


• Students' self-evaluations are critical and reveal: 
o Strengths, weaknesses, interests and concerns. 


 
Cultural Equity:  
In regard to the question about "...identify as minority," we realize it was misunderstood in the 
application. It should have read "are minorities." 
Our minority board members and faculty are:    
Elisa (Asian)    Eileen Rojas (Dominican) 
Priscilla ( Mexican/Japanese)  Psyche (LGBTQ) 
Miguel (Puerto Rican) 
Julie S. (Colombian) 
 
Encouragement Points:  
We’re very grateful for the initial and  continued support from the BAC. Boulder MUSE couldn't 
have gotten its start without you. We hope that other nonprofits in Boulder will receive funding 
from the BAC. 
 







RESPONSES: GOS 2022 BOULDER OPERA 


 


CAPACITY BUILDING 


 


Kathleen McCormick:Given your lack of reserves (partly due to the challenging past two 


years), what is your strategy for establishing a more stable and sustainable budget? 


 


We are slowly but surely working our way back to a more stable and sustainable budget.  This 


year is BOC’s first year applying  to SCFD, and based on the comments from the recent 


meeting of reviewers, our application was very well received. Especially as our budget returns to 


pre-pandemic levels, continuous SCFD funding will grow with our budget and be very 


stabilizing. We have also applied to CCI for a CO Creates Grant and are looking at new 


foundation support as well.  


 


As much as we would like to hire as many musicians as possible, one lesson learned from the 


current season is that we can still provide a quality experience by cutting some members of the 


orchestra and commissioning a smaller orchestral arrangement for our productions.  


 


 


COMMUNITY PRIORITIES 


 


Eboni was unclear how BOC adds creativity to the public realm, projects our creative identity 


and engages dialog about the arts. The main way we do that is through our interactive 


education program at three Boulder elementary schools. Students do more than watch live 


performances. Through the Study Guide we have created (in Spanish and English), they explore 


character, plot, opera terminology, history, etiquette, and more. The Guide is used by the 


Spanish language, music and literacy teachers, bringing the arts into several classroom 


subjects. 


 


Because BOC is the only opera company in Boulder, we believe it makes Boulder an exciting place 


to live and visit. Our high-quality productions add a unique offering to Boulder’s creative landscape 


and the school’s arts education 


PROPOSED OUTCOMES AND EVALUATION: 


Caroline Kert: You have a good infrastructure for collecting data. Please expand on what 


metrics you will evaluate that align with the goals for GOS grant funds. And, what 


specific benchmarks will let you know you've been successful? Are you doing anything 


to measure data related to diversity and underserved in your audiences? 


 


We coordinate directly with other nonprofits that serve low income and underserved 


communities. To measure data related to these audiences, we keep a log of how many families 


from these groups are coming. We also keep careful attendance records from visits to older 


adult centers and discounted senior tickets. 


 







Benchmark goals: 


● Bring 3 Title 1 schools to see our Family Series this coming December 2022 


● Bring 3 groups from local older centers to Opera in the Park 


● Increase attendance by 20% from families with our partners at Opera in Park 


 


Our survey for Opera in the Park includes a question about ethnicity, and income. This year we 


expect to reach 1000+ people for Opera in the Park.  


 


CULTURAL EQUITY COMMENT: 


 


Eboni Freeman: Organizational leadership represents groups who are typically 


underrepresented, i.e.culturally diverse groups, organizations focused on age diversity - 


No 


 


I am a Cuban Spanish woman, and our assistant Executive Director is Ecuadorian, and LGBTQ. 


One of our Music Directors is an Argentinian-American, another is from Colombia- Jorge 


Salazar, and both our pianists are women (one  from Brazil). Our family series reaches 3 


generations: children as young as 3 with parents, and grandparents. This age-diverse program 


reaches about 1200 people.  


 


 


ENCOURAGEMENT POINTS 


 


Boulder Opera Company has not received GOS support since a 2 year grant in 2017-18. 







2022 General Operating Support Grants


Written Response


Capacity Building


How will this grant help to increase our capacity to meet the goals in our strategic
plan?


- Grant funds would be used to cover the gap between tuition revenues and and
instruction costs, keeping our tuition fees and workshops affordable, including
awarding scholarships toward tuition


- Grant funds would be used to hire part-time staff to help to organize our events,
procure corporate sponsorships and drive fundraising


- Grant funds would be used to expand our educational offerings, in particular
hosting percussion and music workshops and visiting master teacher residencies


- Grant funds would be used to increase our marketing reach (online ads, public
radio ads, print advertising)


How will this grant increase your organization’s sustainability and resiliency?


- Our sustainability depends on our capacity to secure sustainable sources of
funding such as corporate sponsorships and by establishing a yearly fundraising
campaign event. Grant funds would be used to hire part-time consultants to help
us in these areas where we don't have the expertise.


- Resiliency: Grant funds could be used to cover gaps in revenue vs program
costs, such as when membership and event revenues fluctuate. For example,
thanks to previous grant funding, we were able to keep our music director 100%
employed despite a reduction of revenues by 30-40% during the pandemic in
2020.


What innovations, growth, or new community benefits will be made possible by
this award?


● Typically, artistic innovation in our programs takes place when we bring visiting
artists to teach and collaborate with local artists and local organizations. Grant
funds would be used to sponsor visiting artists to perform with local artists in our
festival and to teach workshops.


● Grant funds would be used to increase our marketing and reach and could
produce growth in attendance at our events and programs.


Boulder Samba School Responses







Community Priorities
Ways that this grant would help support local cultural organizations:


Part of the grant funds would be used to underwrite marketing efforts, freeing up other
funds to be used to hire local cultural organizations to participate and perform at our
annual festival. We try to be inclusive and involve most of the local performing arts
organizations that focus on Brazilian art forms. Further, our visiting teachers and artists,
whose travel expenses would be paid for in part by grant funds, could collaborate with
and/or teach other local artists and organizations as they have in the past.


Proposed Outcome and Evaluation


Community Benefit Measurement Procedure


This measurement was not stated as part of the grant in the evaluation section, but we
usually collect data on:


● Event attendance (per ticket type sold and per visual estimation)
● Surveys (regarding demographics and advertising effectiveness)
● Number of free tickets offered to the community


Cultural Equity


Leadership diversity


BSS board of directors (and officers) have a diverse representation in age (varying from
age 26 to over 60), gender (28% female, 72% male), and race (28% Asian-American
and Latin-Brazilian).


Accessibility
BSS specifically chooses event venues that are accessible to persons of all physical
abilities.







Boulder Arts Commission GOS grant 


https://cantabilesingers.org/ 


Season preview: 


Our Fall 2022 concert will be a collaboration with visual artists Betsy Cole and Melinda Driscoll.  Artistic 


Director Brian Stone will partner with them to blend art and music in a program with audience 


interaction.   


In May 2023, Cantabile’s proposed program features a piece by indigenous composer Jerod Tate. In June 


Cantabile may perform this work with other choirs at Carnegie Hall in collaboration with a colleague of 


Brian’s – conductor Tracey Gregg-Boothby. 


Cantabile’s past collaborations include The Lake Isle by Ola Gjeilo –a virtual performance with Altius 


Quartet and guitarist Gabriel Santiago.  Virtual performances and livestreaming have brought 


nationwide and international engagement. 


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2BoKf7B2u-E&ab_channel=CantabileSingers 


 Commissioner questions: 


• Attendees at live events fromoutside Boulder/Boulder County?


Pre-COVID, Cantabile did not consistently collect audience data.  Since engaging a marketing


consultant, we have tools and practices for that purpose.  Cantabile now uses Eventbrite for


ticket sales, providing robust data.


Two sources – our mailing list and Eventbrite data - tell us that locational breakout is


approximately:


o Boulder – 45-%


o Remainder of Boulder County – 40%


o Outside Boulder County – 15%


• Support for underserved in joining your choir?


The primary way that Cantabile gains new singers is through word of mouth and our Artistic


Director’s reputation.  Cantabile has a strong tradition of welcoming and supporting a diverse


membership.  The choir has members who are persons of color, from other nations, gender


diverse and in a wide age range; many are long-term members.  This commitment is


demonstrated in the fact that our current board president is a young Asian self-identified trans


person.  Another self-identified trans person is on the board and had a composition premiered


by us.  Cantabile has members on the autism spectrum.  In 2019, in support of that community,


Cantabile performed a sensory-friendly concert at the Boulder Public Library.  Other long-time


members have physical disabilities.  Cantabile has made accessibility a priority to support those


members.


Cantabile Responses



https://cantabilesingers.org/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2BoKf7B2u-E&ab_channel=CantabileSingers





 


• You seem to have a good infrastructure for evaluations.  What will you measure that relates to 


GOS goals?  What benchmarks will let you know you’ve been successful? 


 


Cantabile will measure: 


o Ticket sales  


o Email open rates and responses 


o Social media reach and engagement 


o Audience survey responses 


o Marketing spend effectiveness 


o Donation revenue 


 


Benchmark examples 


o Ticket revenue and audience: 


▪ Steady revenue increases 


▪ Exceed 150 tickets/concert 


▪ Measurable increase in non-family/friend attendance  


o Email open rate average 50% 


o  Donation revenue: 


▪ Measurable growth in % of non-choir member donations 


▪ Donation revenue growth to replace the GOS grant by year 3 


 


• What consideration do you give to the manner in which you actively invite audiences, choir 


members and leadership and create safe opportunities? 


 


We refer you back to our response to the question about supporting underrepresented persons 


and creating a safe environment.  Cantabile is a visibly diverse and welcoming community. 


Cantabile employs a full spectrum of marketing and social media to reach a broader audience 


than in the past.  Engaging a marketing consultant has allowed us to execute this plan.  We 


invite audiences in with our publicity, including media and video "insider" looks on social media 


and YouTube.  


 







Colorado MahlerFest Responses to BAC Comments/Questions – May 13, 2022


Capacity Building


MahlerFest is the longest continuing festival dedicated to Mahler in the world, because we
evolve:


Innovative programming
● Had our 1st open Band Shell concert, 300 attended - now a planned part of the Festival
● Will perform our first opera this year
● Free chamber concerts, symposium, open rehearsals, and social events
● Film viewing/lecture events
● Varied weekend concert programs
● Virtual festival during COVID


Creating growth
● Advertise on web and social media, Daily Camera, Longmont Times Call, Colorado Daily,


and online cultural calendars, CPR, highlighting free events
● Collaborate with Boulder Convention and Visitors Bureau to jointly market new


audiences
● Began a campaign soliciting donors to make MahlerFest part of legacy and tax planning,


creating new long-term income
● Crossover fundraisers


Serving the community
● Had our 1st free outreach and performance at Frasier Meadows
● Will present to CU Boulder’s Herbst Program for the Humanities in Engineering
● Schedule free social events to foster personal interaction and dialog
● Our professional musicians mentor our orchestra’s community musicians
● Our Festival Artists provide rehearsal coaching to Greater Boulder Youth Orchestra


Community Priorities


MahlerFest was one of the 1st live orchestras in the county to return. Audience and musician
comments expressed gratitude for our example of optimism and determination.


MahlerFest occurs at venues throughout Boulder
● Boulder Library, CU Boulder, Mountain View United Methodist, Boulder Bandshell, The


Academy
● Future plans include performances at 29th Street Mall


MahlerFest interacts with the visual arts
● Mahler Art event - local artists create works inspired by Mahler, displayed at Boulder


Library (rescheduled due to COVID)







This was the 3rd year of audience surveys. 91% were “very likely” to return, 8% were “likely” to
return. All metrics and comments were effusively positive. We solicit
requests/recommendations, the majority of respondents contribute. Comments are part of
community priorities; incorporated in planning.


Proposed Outcomes and Evaluation


For stable, sustainable budget
● Established reserves policy, defining proper use, thresholds, monitoring, and authority
● Working with a female-owned CPA firm, experienced in nonprofits, to review processes


to best manage finances for long-term health
● Finding new ways to obtain more/larger donations, engage with donors, meet new ones:


○ inviting key donors to orchestra reception dinner, scheduling open dinners with
the Board, making Thank You calls


● Recently started using Little Green Light to document/track/analyze donor trends
● Average donation this year is $300, vs. $200 last year
● Evaluating hiring a Development Director
● Expanded grant-writing team to increase capacity
● Crossover fundraisers, like Cocktails & Conversations and Progressive Gardens Tour


Cultural Equity


Our Board is 42% female, 17% non-Caucasian immigrants


Pre-COVID, attended Colorado Business Committee for the Arts’ young executives fair, to attract
young community leaders to our Board, to be resumed.


We use an orchestra diversity survey.
● 48% were female  - 50% of section leads were female
● 4% identify as non-binary
● 27% identified as LGBTQ
● 6% were 18-24, 51% were 25-39
● 3% were Latin/Hispanic, 1 % African American/Black


Our audience is mostly seniors. We’re attracting young audiences with $5 student tickets (free
to music students), outreach to CU Boulder’s freshman engineering program, and increasing the
number of students and young musicians in our orchestra and events.


All venues are ADA accessible


Encouragement


Our 2019 application was GOS







 


 


Updates 


Our new Healing Sound Journey Series and work in South Boulder, launched in Feb, is proving to be a 


great success, just the medicine our community needs. Attendees are deeply appreciative. See 


creativityalive.org/kudos. Musicians are grateful to have new gigs.  We’ve received press coverage 4 times 


in the Daily Camera and an interview on KGNU. Most importantly, the Boulder Public Library is adopting 


the series 2x/month beginning in June and will cover the costs after seed grant money run out. The series 


is taking root beautifully and quickly! 


Capacity Building 


GOS funds will support  


• Sustainability, Resiliency, Innovation & New Community Benefits:  


o Further expansion of Sound Journeys.  There is booming demand. Anticipated increase 


to income $10K in 2023 to $30K in 2025. Equipment costs $4K. 


o Development of ongoing, small group formats where people can take a deeper dive 


both into the arts and into building strong community.  We are keen on creating ways to 


“re-weave our social fabric” more tightly. ED has already completed Matrix community 


leadership training. These will also provide steady income, from $5K in 2023 to >$20K in 


2025 


o Launch into public speaking through “Get Real Public Speaking” program which we have 


already begun: extending our reach, our income, and our ability to enhance Boulder’s 


and our artists’ image. Income $8K in 2023 to >$50-75K in 2025 


o Re-instatement of select pre-Covid workshops, classes, performances, with adaptation 


to what is needed now. Income $10-30K 


• Growth: Paid interns for marketing, event coordination 


• New website 


We will pay staff as well as contractors (e.g. website, musicians, artists, dancers). 


 


Community Priorities 


Support Artists?  Absolutely. From our inception, we have both employed artists and provided 


programming to support their artistry. That’s our mission. 



https://www.creativityalive.org/kudos





Enhance Civic Dialog – the focus of our new public speaking effort 


 


Proposed outcomes and evaluation  


Goals – To reduce stress and anxiety, increase creativity, inspiration and sense of connection by at least 


30% among participants 


Data Collection – Event RSVP, entry and exit surveys, feedback forms, and testimonials 


Evaluation strategy – Quantitative comparison of numeric self-gauge (“on a level of 1 to 10”) entry and 


exit surveys.  Qualitative verbal and written feedback. 


Community Benefits Measurement– Asking people over time how these goals have been met within 


their own lives, e.g., if they have made connections with other individuals after coming to our events 


 


Cultural equity 


Our organizational leadership is small: 1 ED and 4 Board members, including 4 women, 1 man, 1 with 


disabling health issues, 2 who are retired, 3 who come from impoverished backgrounds. We aim to grow 


into even greater diversity. 


Affordability – High priority for us. 13 of 15 (87%) of our programs so far this year have been free to the 


public. 13 of 16 (81%) of remaining scheduled programs will be free. 


Accessibility – Moving much of our programming to the civic libraries, parks, and open spaces has given 


us built-in structural accessibility.  


Accommodation – We work with individuals to accommodate their needs. We have found ways to 


include the elderly and people with physical and mental disabilities and sensitivities. 


Acceptability – We strive for arrangements that are acceptable to the lowest common denominator. An 


example: Our small groups agree if any member requests Covid tests prior to meeting, we do.   


Thank you!  BAC’s support will help us Inspire Creativity & Build 


Community in Boulder. 







East Window (EW) fiscal sponsor is BCAA
EW is an LLC NOT 501c3


CAPACITY


GOS Grant increases pay rates for:
$1200 Honorariums
$2400 Workshop facilitators
$3600 EW’s assistant


Additional:
$800 Printed matter, mailings, signage


Investors just purchased a new space for EW in NoBo allowing significant savings on rent
EW will move into new space 1/2023


New space creates additional revenue:
$150 / day rental rate of EW as a pop-up / multi use space
$150 / day rental rate of EW as a screening room
$700 / month rental rate of EW as a gallery for independent curators
$100 annual membership - we offer North American Reciprocal Museums (NARM) benefits as incentive


Committee members provide new contacts annually
for fundraising & membership growth


COMMUNITY  (2023)


New ADA compliant space
Able to expand EW to a fully accessible art center


EW offers Disability Justice themed workshops


EW Partners with Naropa’s Kerouac School
EW becomes new venue / workshop for NoBo writers


Increase EW group art exhibits
Group shows remove hierarchies in exhibition politics & provides
welcoming space for artists & non artists to exhibit side by side


EW Partners w/ with the Dairy Arts Center for Group Exhibit


EW Partners w/ CU Center For African American Studies for student exhibits & lectures


EW Partners w/ BMOCA & Frasier Meadows for community photo project w/ seniors


east window Responses







EQUITY


Engage personnel w/ DEI material from Spring Institute
www.springinstitute.org


Engage personnel w/ Primer For Disability Justice by Sins Invalid
www.sinsinvalid.org


Advisory committee regularly suggests new artists & workshops
Group selection process to diversify artists & programs


Boulder & EW Demographics
Illustrates EW’s commitment to equitable cultural programming & representation


2022 Boulder Demographic:
White 87.3%
Asian 5.8%
Two or more races 3.8%
African American 1.2%
Native 0.2%
Disabled 16%


Artists Shown at EW to Date:
Black 18%
White 11%
Disabled 18%
Native 19%
Latino 10%
Asian 14%
Trans  Two Sprirt  Queer 10%







OUTCOME & EVAL.


Payout


2021 2022 2023


Honorarium $100 Honorarium  $200 Honorarium $300


Assistant $200 / Month Assistant $300 / Month Assistant  $400 / Month


Income 5 - 33% Increase


2021 2022 2023


Entry Fee $0 Entry Fee $0 Entry Fee $1200


Donation $950 Donation $2600 Donation $2900


Membership $350 Membership $455 Membership $592


Fundraise $3200 Fundraise $3360 Fundraise $3528


Events, Attendance, PR 5  - 60% Increase


2021 2022 2023


Exhibits 11 Exhibits 15 Exhibits 19


Partners 1 Partners 3 Partners 5


Attendance 330 Attendance 540 Attendance 720


IG Follows & Posts  442 IG Follows & Posts 748 IG Follows & Posts 1110


www Hits 3500 www Hits 4655 www Hits 6192


Press 1 Press 5 Press 9


Mail List 682 Mail List 907 Mail List 1206


Ads  22 Ads  30 Ads  44







OUTCOME & EVAL. contd


EW REGISTERED W/ NATIONAL ASSEMBLY OF STATE ART AGENCIES
to design growth & evaluation frameworks in following areas:


WEB VISITOR ANALYTICS
Increase membership


GROW SOCIAL MEDIA PRESENCE
Benefits similar to above


INCREASE PHYSICAL SITE VISITS
Data for fundraising / membership / volunteer campaigns


SURVEYS
Exit surveys & online questionnaires measure audience responses


SMART / QR  TECHNOLOGY
Provides supplemental info on exhibits, streamlines membership
process & measures public interest


INTERPRETIVE PROGRAMMING
Guided tours & virtual artwork galleries


MORE PRESS COVERAGE
Critical context for exhibits, farther reaching awareness
of EW's mission & greater visibility for EW artists


ENCOURAGEMENT


$500 from BAC to develop this grant







Lemon Sponge Cake Contemporary Ballet


Capacity Building 
Over the next 3 years, to create greater capacity, we’ll offer one free world premiere performance per 
season, in addition to paid ticketed performances. We intend to hold the free performances during 
Boulder Arts Week to reach to broader audience. Our recently completed poject WALD 3/31/22 
successfully used this format. 
 
Financial Stability 
Our increase in grant applications have been successful with awards from Colorado Creative Industries, 
Denver Foundation, Create Boulder and BCVB. We'll continue applying for grant opportunities. A free 
annual performance increases opportunity for greater individual giving as well. We receive paid 
engagements outside of Boulder i.e North Carolina, Colorado Ballet, Cleo Parker Robinson etc. which 
are income producing. And we offer classes and workshops to the Boulder community some paid and 
some free. 


In particular, our innovative work, movement research and creation of new language sustains our 
organization. We have build an international reputation in the dance world. Please experience it for 
yourself at a performance!  And, 23 years of producing in Boulder demonstrates sustainability, 
resiliency.  Emerging the other side of pandemic financially sound is something to celebrate! 


Community Priorities 
We’ve a long history of supporting artists: former students have professional careers at Hubbard Street, 
Finish National Ballet, Colorado Ballet and more. And by creating work for established well known 
artists including Misty Copeland, Susan Jaffe, Minna Tervamaki supports the artist and the art form as a 
whole, which in turn influences our educational programming across the board.  Robert serves on the 
Presenting Denver board offering support and expertise.  
 
Proposed outcomes and evaluation 
Latest quantitive data - WALD 3/31/22 
125 seats reserved (sold out) 
Press: Stories in Daily Camera, Boulder Weekly, Boulder Arts Week,  
FB Likes 145; IG 225 + 86; Youtube 304 
Feedback: 8 via email, 12 in person. 


Cultural Equity 
Our currency and commodity is the movement language created by Robert over time.  It has 
tremendous value and sustains Lemon Sponge Cake Contemporary Ballet. 
We plan 3 free performances over the next 3 years. 







Lemon Sponge Cake Contemporary Ballet


Amount of artists depend on the individual project and amount funding available e.g. Denver Arts + 
Venues project had 6 professional + 64 scholarship/outreach positions, WALD had 2. Quality always 
comes first - its our responsibility to present to the community high quality art inclusive of all cultural 
backgrounds. 


Through a close 20 year working relationship and friendship with Cleo Parker Robinson we serve very 
diverse audience. Even during Covid we produced a film Black Angels where Robert selected 2 African 
American, 1 Hispanic, 1 Native American dancers See HERE 
Activists are often audience members and take our work seriously  (sad news audience member Wynn 
Bruce HERE) 
Performers and artists across the US approach in great numbers to work with Robert. Our good 
reputation attracts able talent for the job! 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Rwlnj4-o3I

https://www.nytimes.com/2022/04/24/us/politics/climate-activist-self-immolation-supreme-court.html





Capacity Building 


Eboni was unclear on how GOS funding will increase NoBo’s resiliency and growth. 


With this support, NoBo plans to hire an Interim Director which will serve as a path of 
leadership towards an Executive Director position. Currently our organization is 
managed by a volunteer board with contract help for graphic design, marketing, 
exhibitions and the website. With an ED, we will have a new leader bringing fresh ideas 
and the energy to execute them.  


Some of the ideas we are already exploring include a NoBo Summer Market in the 
afternoons of First Fridays, recruiting new business members, and expanding our 
collaboration with the Armory apartments. 


Outcomes and Evaluation 


Caroline inquired about quantitative benchmarks to measure our success. These 
include: 


1) Taking “Inventory” along Broadway between Lee Hill and Violet to identify and
recruit every business as a NoBo member. We are working to fill in the “missing
links” in our event corridor.


2) Our renewal rate of members is improving as we come out of the pandemic. For
the last two years we have focused on retaining the members we have and
supporting those who could not afford to renew due to the impact of Covid on
their finances. Now we will put our energy into recruiting new members with at
least two membership drives each year. Our goal is to increase membership by
10%. Last year at this time we had 173 members, reflecting a pandemic related
drop in membership, currently we have 229 members.


3) Our attendance at First Friday has gone from 200-400 visitors each month (pre-
pandemic) to 800-1000 each month currently. Visitation is strongest in the
Emerald Warehouse area where we consistently count attendees entering
through one entrance. This past May First Friday saw 916 in attendance. We
want to maintain those attendance numbers while targeting three additional First
Friday art enclaves that would benefit from more foot traffic. We will survey
businesses and studios in these zones to determine if marketing efforts for these
areas are working.


4) Social Media engagement - we study our analytics and with GOS funds we could
boost ads and work to double the amount of our followers.


NoBo Art District Responses







 
New methods of evaluation we are employing to improve awareness of what NoBo has 
to offer include: 
 


1) Trackable QR code in our Daily Camera print ads and printed maps to measure 
our connection with attendees.  


2) Digital ads through the Camera will give us better user analytics than print ads 
alone. Video Surveys conducted by Board members at First Friday, asking 
patrons how they found out about us - so we can better target our marketing 
dollars. 


 
Cultural Equity 
 
Eboni was unclear about our cultural equity efforts. Thank you, Kathleen, for 
summarizing our response in this section in this way, “Membership is open to all. The 
Board and contractors are diverse; the district supports all kinds of art and encourages 
young and emerging artists with public art mural opportunities; and all NoBo Art 
District’s programming is free and open to the public.” In addition, we have recruited 4 
new Board members since applying to the BAC. One is a POC with a marketing 
background and a deep commitment to making connections across different 
communities. Another new board member has extensive experience in DEI and 
strategic planning. Each new Board member brings diverse work backgrounds and 
experiences in areas that we identified as needing to expand. 
 
One new way we are addressing accessibility is adding icons to our First Friday map 
(digital and paper) to illustrate which studios are handicap accessible.  







Pro Musica Colorado Chamber Orchestra


Capacity Building
To address Kathleen’s question, besides providing a stipend for an ED, GOS funds would 
stabilize the budget and help us re-build cash reserves by:


•Hiring a PR consultant to assist in Audience (Re)Development, thereby generating more 
ticket sales;	
•Retaining successful Grants Consultant/Bookkeeper	


Priorities for the ED and board that will help with capacity building:	


•Seeking new board members from patron and donor lists, and reaching out via CBCA and 
other networks. 	
•Cultivating existing relationships with outreach partners and developing new ones to offer 
new community benefits.	


Community Priorities  
Eboni is unclear how PMC supports vibrant cultural destinations. This season we performed in 
Boulder’s Mountain View Methodist Church, which was recently renovated to offer superb 
acoustics for performing arts organizations. Our Rainbow Strings concert in October attracted 
audiences from Ft Collins and Denver to the historic First United Methodist Church in 
downtown Boulder for pre and post dining/shopping. These patrons expressly wanted to hear the 
music of LGBTQ composers. Similarly, performances of new music attract cultural seekers 
beyond the traditional patrons. PMC promotes dialogue about the arts with both diversity and in 
presenting new music that is relevant. New works have addressed Ferguson, the Tree of Life 
shooting, and LGBTQ oppression.  


Evaluation
Kathleen asked about our relationship to the City of Boulder. PMC is Boulder-based and 
rehearses and performs every concert of the season within the city boundaries. A typical season 
includes 3 to 5 orchestra programs and 3 chamber music outreach events in Boulder; that would 
be the minimal for the next 3 years. 


Kathleen and Caroline asked for more information about our evaluation strategies and measuring 
success. PMCs strategy has been to set goals in hard numbers over the short, medium, and long 
term and review our outcomes at the end of the fiscal year, taking lessons learned into the next 
season. The pandemic disrupted this rhythm, but the purpose of the upcoming Board retreat is to 
return to that cycle. First year goals are likely to be recovery goals, with resumption of a growth 
track in Year 2. This is ambitious; nationwide, ticket income for orchestras is down 67 percent. 
PMC has done better but is still down by 45 percent. PMC is aiming for full recovery of ticket 
income by enticing audiences back and bringing in new patrons. PMC will know if that goal is 
reached by looking at those numbers. 


PMC was working to expand our outreach when the pandemic hit. Working with our existing 
partners, we believe that we can hit the ground running in the fall and measure impact in 
coordination with our partners.  







Pro Musica Colorado Chamber Orchestra


Cultural equity 
Kathleen asked how our 5 year plan will increase inclusion of under-represented groups within 
our board, staff and musicians. PMC’s energetic working board is majority millennials, a 
significant fact considering most people associate classical music with older adults. PMC’s 
mission of diversity and new music has resonated with a younger generation that is ambitious to 
make a social impact through music. PMC has more representation from diverse groups than the 
City of Boulder and aims for more.


PMC hires top professional musicians in the region who are strong chamber musicians and 
advocates for new and diverse music. It is more like putting together a string quartet than a 
symphony orchestra, since every musicians’ contribution is audible. 


Encouragement Points
PMC has never applied for GOS funds. 







Funding would build capacity to: 
1) Hire non-profit consultant and pay non-profit application fee (update to budget). This


will allow access to more streams of grant funding.


2) Begin a teacher training program to extend careers in dance. Program would require an
investment from dancers to compensate our founder and secure stable studio location.
Completion of 200 hours will result in chance to be paid to teach and grow dance
school. Increased class offerings will mean continued growth for SC—more students and
company members, higher-paying gigs, and hire operations manager to support grant
writing and performance development.


3) Restart SC led excursions to visit master teachers (such as Rosangela Silvestre). Trips
support cultural sustainability through education with master teachers (Jorge Alabe;
Kellyn Rosa) who also join SC for Boulder workshops and community building. Trips and
workshops were offered yearly pre-pandemic to Boulder community as a means of
racialized healing--communing with ancestral lands and art and engaging in somatic
reflection while dancing.


All endeavors would increase SC’s funding, sustainability, resiliency, and growth, while offering 
new opportunities to Boulder community. 


Community Priorities 
SC is a cultural organization that supports connections between dance and diasporic roots. We 
are creating an inclusive community for LGBTQIA+, BIPOC, and all incomes, abilities, and ages. 
We are also new artists in Boulder. Two company members have taught classes in Boulder; we 
expect that with increases in classes / students, at least five can be paid to teach sustainably in 
Boulder in a period of 2 years. SC defines master teacher through lineage. For example, 
Rosangela Silvestre, a maestra from Bahia Brazil, developed Silvestre Technique, she designates 
“master teachers” who have apprenticed and studied directly with her. This practice adds to 
civic dialogue by supporting art that is engaged in critiquing current systems of power and 
reflecting on the racial healing possible through dance. Our performances are geared to 
support community conversation about hard topics by engaging people in movement before 
dialogue. When master teachers come (all BIPOC for 5+ years), they lead conversations after 
community workshops / performances. As a dance school and company, we are dedicated to 
public arts both by including Boulder community members to participate at any skill level and 
by performing bi-monthly for free in public spaces.  


Cultural Equity 
Scholarships are available for low-income and BIPOC students. Scholarships—evaluated by SC 
board—are unlimited based on need and are both for dance classes and for company members. 
Application includes essay questions describing need, identity, and commitment to SC mission 
of engaging in healing dance and community. SC policy is that no one is turned away. SC has 
given scholarships to more than 25 low-income and BIPOC dancers in Boulder. Children dance 
for free. Grant funding will ensure we can continue and increase scholarships, increase class 


Samba Colorado Responses



http://www.silvestretraining.com/

https://www.jorgealabe.com/

https://www.instagram.com/kellynrosa/?hl=en





offerings to more accessible options, and recruit BIPOC dancers to our training program to 
specifically increase diverse dance opportunities in Boulder.  
 
Proposed Outcomes & Evaluation 
Evaluation strategy and benchmarks are on pp 2-4 of the strategic plan on the application and 
the public may comment and review. When non-profit status is achieved, SC will host quarterly 
community members meetings to review, strategize, and give feedback for continuous 
improvement. 
 
 







Capacity Building 


GOS funding provides the foundation for Sans Souci’s ability to hire staff, pay dancers, curators, 


and filmmakers. It allows for increased online engagement; as well as increasing the reach of its 


Call for Entries and number of events. 


Community Priorities 


Sans Souci supports the following Boulder cultural organizations and destinations: the Dairy, 


Museum of Boulder, BCAA, and NoBo Art District. The Community Dance Film, with 17 local 


dance companies was an example we offered of adding creativity to the public realm. Our 


frequent Q&As with artists and the public are one way we enhance civic dialog about the arts. 


Evaluation 


Sans Souci requests all participating filmmakers to evaluate our quality, value (in relation to 


submission fee), communication, hospitality, and availability of networking/professional 


development events through our submission platform, FilmFreeway. We have a 5 star rating 


and rave reviews, including these comments, “Run by amazing folks who are passionate about 


dance and cinema, this is a wonderful platform for dance lovers and screen dance filmmakers 


alike!” and “This is the place for dance filmmakers.” 


Sans Souci surveys artists who participate in programming. For example, in the Community 


Dance Film, we asked artists how the project affected their career/portfolio, relationship with 


other artists/community, and likelihood to recommend us. We asked if we could improve 


accurate and appropriate representation of them as artists, professional and respectful 


treatment, and our process in general. Most survey results were entirely positive, but in 


response to one artist who said they wished we’d offered more opportunity to connect with other 


artists, we arranged a work-in-progress screening while the film was in draft format, allowing 


artists to meet, connect, and offer feedback.  


For objective standards of success, we track submissions we receive, screenings we host, and 


audience size, and of course our total budget. ALL of these numbers have grown every year for 


the last 6 years. We budget conservatively but have fortunately seen our hard work securing 


grants and earned income pay off. Our submissions goal for 2021 was 300, and we got 320; our 


goal for 2022 was 350 and we got 454! We attribute this to the phenomenon that incremental 


increases in funding can lead to exponential growth. Success begets success!  


In terms of population makeup, our goals are to: 


● continue reaching a diverse international population


● increase racial diversity in representation


We’ve learned the best way to achieve this is to make submitting more affordable, and in 


response we created a Fee Assistance program in 2021, specifically targeting artists of 


Sans Souci Festival of Dance Cinema Response







historically marginalized communities. In 2021 we waived fees for 25 submitters (5.5% of 


applicants), 19 of whom were Black, Asian, LGBTQ, Indigenous, or from otherwise marginalized 


communities. We capture this data by asking directly about it on the application form. We also 


did specific outreach to offer free submissions to organizations where dancers of color gather, 


including the Dallas Black Lindy Hoppers Fund, the Frankie Manning Foundation, etc. An 


intentional part of our curatorial process is to visually screen the on-camera appearances of 


performers to ensure that every event has a balanced proportion of skin tones (or race as 


observed), geographic locations, and languages. Finally, we include young and emerging film 


makers by offering workshops and by adding a category for youth submissions. 


 


 







Written Response for Panel - T2 Dance Company
BAC General Operating Support Application


T2 Dance Company (T2) is currently on track towards reaching the goals in its strategic
plan. Below is the table from the strategic plan outlining the goals and status.


GOALS ONE TWO THREE FOUR FIVE


OBJECTIVES Promote festivals
on national dance
platforms, through
colleges, and
directly to
companies and
artists.


Move to a part-time
company structure
for the dancers,
including a pay
increase and
structured
schedule.


Employ a
Collaborative
Choreographer /
Rehearsal Director,
and a Company
Coordinator.


Schedule classes
with two additional
senior centers and
one additional
corporate facility.


Invite BVSD school
teachers to Color
Wheel Project
performance.


Engage with a local
visual artist for a
2022 collaboration.


Engage with one
national dance
company for a 2022
collaboration.


STATUS
(as of March
2022)


Ongoing. Established. Part planned, part
established.


In process. Established.


STATUS
(as of May 2022)


Established and
ongoing.


Established and
ongoing.


Established and
ongoing.


Part planned, part
established.


Established and
ongoing.


The Board of Directors is currently discussing plans to initiate a reserve policy. The
Board and the Company are working on greater fundraising efforts including an annual
event or gala, and seeking corporate sponsorship to underwrite the Versatility Dance
Festival and the Color Wheel Project.


T2 currently works with six schools in Boulder Valley School District including three in
the City of Boulder: Bear Creek Elementary, Flatirons Elementary, and Friends School.
T2 has been trying to connect with Title 1 schools and hopes to be able to bring the
Color Wheel Project to schools such as University Hill Elementary in 2022/23.
Partnerships that have been developed throughout the 2021/22 school year have been
confirmed to continue into 2022/23.


T2 aims to expand the Color Wheel Project to offer programming for more schools and
eventually be able to provide free tickets and access to the performance for all students
in Boulder. T2 will also be inviting the senior community to these performances - these
relationships were developed pre-pandemic in local senior centers in Boulder City
through movement classes.


T2 has not yet received general operating support from the Boulder Arts Commission.
This funding would make an enormous difference to the company, allowing
collaborations to grow, adding employment of an additional dancer and continuing
employment for a Company Coordinator for the 2022/23 season, as well as providing
time for staff to focus on capacity building including fundraising as mentioned above.







General Operating Support Grant Responses from The Big Dream


TBD became an LLC in 2020, profited its first full year & built a community of 1,000. We help 


our clients create sustainable business models & positive social impact. They reinvest by 


volunteering & investing in our services. Market research shows the gap where we’re needed,


and desire for our services.


All events outside Boulder were events we were hired for. These bring in revenue, and don’t 


use financial resources. All events we produce have been in Boulder.


Grant increases capacity & resiliency by supporting startup costs. Master plan is a model that 


supports itself and its own capacity to give back. Grant also supports scholarship fund & 


capacity to serve underserved populations. 


We support cultural orgs by paying for their spaces, promoting them, hiring, and educating 


them. This includes Junkyard Social Club (museum, art & education space), Curate Boulder 


(African-American focused arts & cultural center), Cuba Cultural Explorers, Fractal Society & 


more. 


Our clients create for the public realm. Client Cassie Raub created immersive storytelling 


portals that are available for touring. We’ll collaborate with Melissa Ivey to create her 


traveling womb dome in which participants can record personal stories. Client Lauren 


Clayton is creating public murals that highlight African-American heritage and history. 


The Big Dream is helping to re-create Boulder’s creative cultural identity. As long-time locals, 


we want to show there is more heart - and art - in Boulder than meets the eye. The artists we 


support keep Boulder artistically and creatively thriving in the fun and immersive ways that 


made us fall in love with this town in the first place. We’ve created a community of creatives 


that support each other, share resources, and make things happen. The creation and 


facilitation of this community is as important as any of the educational or logistical resources 


we offer. Art can be created in solitude but needs a community to be brought to life. 


Clients are individuals. Consulting provides logistics, strategy and a heart-based approach to 


launch creative projects. Client success is measured by sustainability of projects and 


improved quality of life including a sense of empowerment, joy, and satisfaction. We also 


evaluate and measure by the leadership hours they give back to TBD community and length 







of time working with us. 


2022 goals include 20 scholarships, 15 clients, 10 events. 


Participants are majority low-income female identifying and LGBTQ+. Board & staff are 


majority female & minority. Equity efforts include collaboration and relationship building with 


individuals and orgs of diverse populations in the community. Boulder is 90% white, 60% of our 


presenters are BIPOC. Disabled individuals are recruited, offered accommodation & 


accessibility. Most of our events are free. 10% of Imagination Collaboration tickets are 


scholarships. 
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BMoCA Written Response for 2022 General Operating Support Grant Evaluation 
 
Thank you for your comments and feedback. We are pleased to provide responses to 
your questions.  
 
Capacity Building  
Eboni, we would like to provide more details about increasing BMoCA’s sustainability, 
resiliency, and growth: 
The grant supports BMoCA’s sustainability, resiliency, and growth by providing 
important and secure funding for full-time and part-time staff salaries.  
 
The funding supports our staff’s efforts to both develop new programs like those 
outlined in our application AND sustain the breadth of our ongoing programs, from 
flagship exhibitions to outreach education programs. 
 
The secure funding for staff salaries will also enable staff to spend time on expanding 
current and new revenue streams, a critical part of maintaining the organization’s 
resiliency. For example, staff supported by this funding in 2022-24 will continue current 
efforts to build opportunities for curatorial projects and education programs by 
collaborating with new partners throughout Boulder. Several of these programs present 
opportunities for generating additional admission income while maintaining our current 
free and low-cost programming. 
 
Outcomes and Evaluation Strategy 
Kathleen and Caroline, we evaluate progress toward our goals by tracking exhibition 
and program attendance data and visitors’ demographic data collected through onsite 
and online surveys. We distribute optional surveys to all visitors to exhibitions at 
BMoCA. The surveys measure progress toward our diversity goals by tracking the 
socio-economic, cultural, and age diversity of our audience through questions about 
gender, age, race and ethnicity, and household income. We aggregate this data on an 
ongoing basis and analyze it against both prior years and Boulder County demographic 
data in the Community Foundation’s TRENDS Report. For example, we are using the 
TRENDS metric that 14% of the County’s population identifies as Latinx as a 
benchmark for analyzing the data collected from our visitors.   
 
We also evaluate our progress toward diversity goals by tracking the Title I schools we 
engage and partner with through our school-based arts education program 
Contemporary Classroom. This data helps us assess our efforts to reach under-
resourced youth, schools, and communities.  
 







Cultural Equity 
Eboni, we want to provide more details about our ongoing work to track how BMoCA’s 
leadership represents typically underrepresented groups. BMoCA’s DEAI Task Force 
has contracted Carey Mason of DEI4BIZ to facilitate the Task Force’s work, including an 
annual anonymous survey of our board and staff that collects a range of demographic 
data. We completed the first survey in February 2022. The survey is tracking 10 metrics, 
with the initial survey indicating information such as: 22% of BMoCA’s board and staff 
identifies as Hispanic/Latinx; 47% are under the age of 45; 59% are female; and 22% 
are non-heterosexual.  
 
The Task Force and Mason analyze the survey data to set benchmarks for our staff and 
leadership. We are committed to working to ensure that our board and staff represent 
typically underrepresented groups, enabling BMoCA to more effectively serve diverse 
and underrepresented populations. 
 
Encouragement Points 
We would like to clarify our understanding of BMoCA’s recent grants. We are grateful 
for the BAC’s support in 2021 through the final year of the last 3-year GOS grant cycle, 
and a Community Project Grant approved in April 2021. We have not yet received a 
grant in 2022 from the BAC. 
 
 
 







Thank you for the opportunity to respond to your questions about our GOS Grant Application. 
We have included our answers below, combined with a narrative that addresses the relevant 
categories that were marked as ‘unclear’.  


1. We will provide professional development focused on early childhood music education
for our musicians in collaboration with Integral Steps, our partner in the Early Explorers
program for Head Start preschoolers. We currently have 3 musicians assisting teachers
from Integral Steps, and our goal is to increase to 6 musicians through this grant cycle.
We will continue to collect program evaluations from the Head Start and Integral Steps
teachers to understand how we are meeting their needs and seek ways to improve our
collaborative work year after year. Our goal is to have Boulder Phil musicians leading
Early Explorers classes by the 2024-25 season, which will be the result of the
professional development training.


2. The lack of female and BIPOC leadership on the podium is a major weakness within our
industry. The Boulder Phil is committed to supporting the work of diverse orchestral
conductors. We have already taken a step in the right direction: our Assistant
Conductor, Renee Gilliland, will conduct our upcoming May 28th concert. We commit to
having a female or BIPOC conductor lead one concert per season within this grant cycle.


3. Addressing the issues of accessibility and accommodation, we would first like to share
feedback that we received during the planning of our 2020 Discovery Concerts at
Macky, which included a school with deaf and hard of hearing (DHH) students. They
asked for the verbal script ahead of time for their signing interpreters who were present
at the concert, along with the ability to have the students sit directly on the stage to feel
the vibrations during the concert. Upon our response to their needs, we received this
message from their teacher: ‘I appreciate all of your hospitality in making this event so
accessible and meaningful to my DHH students! Thank you for your inclusive mindset.’


The Boulder Phil will continue our commitment to making live music accessible. This 
inclusive work will consist of the return of our sensory-friendly programming at the 
Boulder Public Library and other small venues in town and ‘on the road’, when we 
represent Boulder with performances at Lone Tree Arts Center and within Adams 
County. We will continue to provide accommodations at our Discovery Concerts at 
Macky to help make the experience welcoming for all.  


4. Website Development: We are evaluating the need to improve our website to be ADA-
compliant, as well as to provide Spanish translations on the site. As we invest in a new
website during the 22-23 season, we will include this important work in our plans, with
full project completion by the 2024-25 season.


Boulder Philharmonic Orchestra Responses







5. One obvious benchmark for our success is increased ticket sales, but we aim to go
deeper than that. Our newly-formed Strategic Working Group made up of Boulder Phil
leadership and board members will begin their work in the fall of 2022 to ‘consider the
potential for the organization's development over the next five to ten years.’ Their work
will include cross-examination and data collection from all Boulder Phil constituents:
from parents of young children to our most seasoned subscribers. Questions will
include: What are the needs of our audience, and how can we better identify those
needs? Who else can we reach? How can we connect with people through music in new
ways?







Boulder Arts Commission GOS Grant Q&A Responses 


Approximately 30% (and growing) of the BWC budget is dedicated to work within the City of Boulder. 


Another 20% is focused on the City of Boulder drinking water watershed. We estimate that 5% of our 


budget has gone to arts within the City of Boulder and expect that this will increase to 25%-35% in the 


next three years with the assistance of the GOS grant. 


As part of our organizational sustainability strategy we strive to increase flexible and operational funds 


in the bank. Most grants we receive are reimbursement grants so we must be able to support payroll 


and expenses while waiting for reimbursements. Having a larger amount of funds in the bank will allow 


us to increase acquisition of reimbursable grants and scale up impact.  


Each year BWC engages a team of Masters of the Environment students for their Capstone project.  The 


students work for two semesters on a community project. The teams have co-developed numerous 


webinars (well attended by city of Boulder residents) conducted social science research (see below) and 


produced engagement projects and strategic plans. 


BWC’s evaluation strategy balances quantitative and qualitative data and considers process and context 


as important factors in data analysis. We have not used evaluation strategies directly on arts 


programming yet. Primary benchmarks to be evaluated with the GOS grant include: Has community 


awareness/visibility of BWC increased, has the GOS grant been leveraged for other funding to increase 


BWC’s position financially? Is new arts programming consistent with BWC values? Have activities 


contributed to setting BWC up for long-term success? Metrics to be collected include number of events, 


attendees, new ecoarts programs, etc. 


Since our transition from the Fourmile Watershed Coalition to BWC we have increased engagement 


from a 200 people/year to over 1000 people on our email list, 800 people attending events in 2021 and 


342 people directly engaged so far in 2022. Data summaries: Community Conversations: Neighborhood 


and Community Leaders 2021 Summary, Supporting Community Engagement in Wildfire Resilience 


Planning in Boulder, Living With Fire: Modeling Community Engagement in Gold Hill. 


DEI efforts include new partnerships with historically underserved communities (ex: Cottonwood 


Institute). Partnerships include creative ways to participate in environmental stewardship like pollinator 


posters, nature journaling and podcast creation. We intend on expanding new partnerships with BIPOC 


and vulnerable communities and expanding ecoarts focused work. 


In 2021 we hosted a webinar, Centering Indigenous Perspectives on Environmental Stewardship and are 


on a committee with Right Relationship Boulder. We received funding to partner with the CU’s CNAIS to 


produce outdoor Native stewardship workshops. 


Our board of directors and advisory board are primarily white. We have LGBTQ and Middle Eastern 


representation and previously had multiple board members with disabilities. We have done well at 


creating a board with diverse industry/sector representation, but still have a lot of work to do to create 


a racially and ethnically diverse board. Our intention is to build relationships with more diverse local 


communities and recruit two new board members from those communities within the next year. 



https://cslc.colorado.edu/community-collaboration-on-forest-health

file:///C:/Users/Maya/Downloads/Community%20Conversations_White%20Paper%20-%202021.pdf

file:///C:/Users/Maya/Downloads/Community%20Conversations_White%20Paper%20-%202021.pdf

file:///C:/Users/Maya/Downloads/RMPC_D22_BoulderFire%20(1).pdf

file:///C:/Users/Maya/Downloads/RMPC_D22_BoulderFire%20(1).pdf

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cgdNsid4WQrSZfIE1HeWib-r-SdO0d7m/view

https://www.cottonwoodinstitute.org/who-we-are/about-us/

https://www.cottonwoodinstitute.org/who-we-are/about-us/

https://www.boulderwatershedcollective.com/events-2/centeringindigenousperspectives





We will intentionally recruit arts-oriented board members in the future. 


Our strategy for supporting vulnerable communities is to clearly understand needs and barriers and 


address those needs through one-on-one assistance for logistical planning, labor and providing financial 


resources for restoration work. Often this work focuses on pre and post disaster watershed restoration 


(like stream restoration, wildfire mitigation). Community engagement related to climate adaptation and 


community resilience is a large focus. We integrate art through a multi-media approach to community 


engagement including, Hike with a Forester videos, A Wild Watershed Podcast, Resilient Crossings 


Handbook, Take a Hike. We have also created wildlife photo books, storymaps, and usually have river 


rock painting for kids when we table at events. 



https://vimeo.com/613097653

https://anchor.fm/boulderwatershedcollectiv

http://fourmilewatershed.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/FINAL_ResilientCrossingsHandbook_2017_Web_smallcover.pdf

http://fourmilewatershed.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/FINAL_ResilientCrossingsHandbook_2017_Web_smallcover.pdf

https://www.boulderwatershedcollective.com/takeahikes

https://storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/a76eaa904aaa4c0f87feee151d36794c





Written Responses to BAC Preliminary Scores and Comments 


Capacity Building 
Since 2019, CCA and the COB have been engaged in an intensive collaboration with the goal of 
developing and implementing a comprehensive strategy to advance sustainability and resiliency (S&R) at 
the Chautauqua NHL District. The strategy addresses environmental threats including fire, heat, wind, and 
floods, all of which are damaging Chautauqua’s aging infrastructure and assets, including its buildings, 
grounds, cultural assets, and ecological landscape. Implementation of the strategy is currently underway, 
including undergrounding utilities, wildfire prevention, and vegetation initiatives to reduce runoff. These 
initiatives will not only help preserve Boulder’s most precious historic and community resource, the solutions 
developed for the Chautauqua NHL will provide educational opportunities, demonstration projects, and 
case studies that will benefit others who manage local and national historic sites, city planners, climate 
scientists, and the general public.  


Community Priorities 
We are open to suggestions on how to make the first-come first-served volunteer application process 
found on our website more equitable. 


Regarding disadvantaged patrons, we provide 3,000+ free tickets yearly to underserved groups. 


We have a committee dedicated to overseeing mission-aligned programming that enhances civic dialog 
about arts, like the recent Adjusting Expectations: Changing Perceptions of Native Americans and Contemporary 
Native American Artwork, with Robert Martinez. 


Proposed Outcomes and Evaluation Strategy 
We strive to strengthen current relationships. For example, the EDs of Cal-Wood Education Center and El 
Centroid AMISTAD are on our steering committee for this year’s Latinx event along with Latinx members of 
the Latino History Project and CVB. We will also be hosting another event with Cal-Wood like the one that 
recently garnered an Arts & Business Partnership award from the CBCA. 


We also continue to seek out new partners. We recently hosted an egg hunt with Family Learning Center 
and Boulder County Head Start. This summer we will be co-hosting the Boulder County Plein Air Event with 
Open Studios, another new partner. We will use existing data collection and survey systems to measure 
success. 


Cultural Equity 
Chautauqua has made significant progress toward every objective identified in our JEDI strategy. Board 
highlights include passing an Indigenous Peoples Land Acknowledgement Resolution; including diversity as 
a criterion for board nominations; and actively working with People Engaged in Raising Leaders (PERL) to 
identify more diverse board candidates. Staff has integrated JEDI principles into all recruitment, hiring, 
and training practices. Programming related efforts include engaging local Latino leaders and nonprofits 
to plan and execute our “Celebracion de la Comunidad,” the first free, bilingual event at Chautauqua; 
partnering with 15 diverse nonprofits and 15 diverse artists for both our free bear and bench public art 
installations; and co-producing events with History Colorado featuring Karen Roybal, author, Chicana 
feminist and professor. Thousands of people have attended these and other free events. 


Encouragement Points 







While we are grateful to have received GOS support in 2020 and 2021, we have never received a 
Community Project grant. 


We admire the BAC’s goals to encourage the equitable, fair, and just distribution of funds. However, we 
have been tasked with the inordinate responsibility of caring for one of Boulder’s most consequential icons, 
one that truly belongs to, and serves, the entire community. We need help from the City to maintain this 
National Historic Landmark, and treasured arts & culture institution, on behalf of our community. 
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Colorado Shakespeare Festival – response to preliminary scores / comments 
BAC General Operating Support 


Capacity Building 
KATHLEEN & EBONI: 


- If specific allocation of funds, if awarded, is helpful, housing is the most likely item (our
budget line item for housing in 2023 is $120K). Housing is crucial to increasing our
capacity to recruit out-of-town talent, from professional actors to interns, a necessary
component to meeting our equity, diversity and inclusion goals both on- and offstage.


- Ticket sales goals for 2022 and 2023 represent a substantial increase from 2021. We
expect to sell up to 30,000 tickets per season, COVID-willing, as compared to the 8,902
in 2021. We expect similar growth in our education programs. We will also revive and
expand Shakespeare Across Colorado, an initiative to reach every county in the state
within a 10-year period.


- Capacity is not always best defined externally (i.e. ticket sales, number of productions,
new programs, etc.). We have recently conducted internal audits for pay equity in all
departments, participated in antiracism and unconscious bias trainings, and are
instituting changes to increase our capacity to support and protect the artists of color
who collaborate with us.


- Innovation is a necessary part of every season we plan. What stories speak to the
moment we’re living in? What artists will best interpret and bring those stories to life?
How do we define and serve our audience? How can we innovate our processes as
responsible stewards of this organization?


Proposed Outcomes / Evaluation 
CAROLINE & EBONI: The question of measuring underserved populations in our audiences has 
been on our minds as well. We have consulted with several experts in recent years to that end. 
Unfortunately, the most accurate way of measuring audience demographics is to require them 
to self-disclose race, disability status, and other factors when purchasing tickets. This feels 
invasive, at best. We have been advised by our consultants that maintaining access to 
discounted tickets (particularly among student populations – see original app for details) is a 
key strategy to protect and expand access for underserved populations. (Note: we are 
interested in methods for better measurement, if BAC has strategies to recommend.) 


Cultural Equity 
KATHLEEN: All internships are paid; we recently increased intern pay rates by 30% and now 
offer housing to any out-of-town interns (at no cost to them) to increase access and equity. We 
have worked with the I Have A Dream Foundation to provide paid internships to students of 
color (primarily with our summer camp programs). We donate tickets to other non-profit 
organizations, some for fundraising auctions / raffles and some for use by these orgs’ 
constituencies. 
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CSF has an active education and outreach department, including summer camps, after school 
programs for ages 8-18, and in-school Shakespeare performances and classroom workshops to 
thousands of students across Colorado each year. All programs offer generous scholarships / 
subsidies to underresourced families and schools. For many students, this is their first exposure 
to Shakespeare in performance – we strive for an inclusive and engaging experience for these 
students. 


Encouragement Points 
CAROLINE: The Arts Education grant referenced in our application is the only source of funding 
we have received from BAC in the past 10 years. 







Affordability & Funding  


Compare ‘No Tech’ rates & government funding: 


Arvada Center (empty room) $1,500/day – $1.2M from SCFD, $4M from City of Arvada 


Lone Tree Arts Center $5,300/week, $1,000/day – $290,000 from SCFD, $2.1M from City of Lone Tree 


Ft Collins Magnolia Theater $325/day – owned & operated by City of Fort Collins - $6M  


Spark Theater in Boulder $325/day – government funding unknown 


Boulder Library Canyon Theater $500 for 3 hours, then $100/hr – owned & operated by City of Boulder 


Dairy Arts – $22,000 from SCFD, no guaranteed funding from Boulder 


 Gordon Theater  $315/day 


 Grace Theater  $1,099/week  $293/day 


 Carsen Theater  $1,013/week  $270/day 


As a service to our community, we have some of the lowest rates and charge 25% below our costs. We 
make up the difference with fundraising from individuals, corporations and local government. When 
contributed revenue is not enough, we make difficult choices to cut costs. To compare, the tech director 
salary at Boulder Public Library Canyon Theater is listed at $20,000 more than what we can pay for the 
same job. We currently cannot compete with that. 


Performance costs are never covered with ticket sales. Performing arts revenue is generally 30% earned, 
70% contributed to cover all costs. 


Covid Access 


Some may say “you get free rent” or “You’re closed. Why do you deserve funding?” Rent implies the 
landlord covers facility repairs, landscaping and utilities. But we must pay for that. Another question 
could be “what does it cost the Dairy to take care of the City’s asset?” Facility expense (not including 
staff) during the Federally mandated closure for our theaters in 2020/2021 was $122,000 and $220,000 
when open. Imagine a world without the Dairy Arts Center. That would have been the case if we did not 
receive assistance during our closure. Many beloved, long standing venues across the country did not 
survive. 







Availability 


Prior to March 17, 2021, the rental calendar was a first-come first-served arrangement. Some orgs 
would plan ahead and hold many more dates than others. On March 1, 2021 I sent an email to all Arts 
Commissioners, asking for feedback about my suggestion to limit the number of weeks to 16 for any one 
company. Quoting myself from that email I stated, “Ever since I took the helm at the Dairy in the fall of 
2017, I've been struggling with how to implement more equitable policies, particularly with regard to 
how we manage our theater calendars.” 


After receiving a favorable response from commissioners, I went ahead with the new policy that 
generated angry backlash and forced a very prominent theater company to significantly alter their 
strategic plan and brand. Ironically because of Covid, there is a lot of availability now. 


Collaboration 


Collaborating artists & orgs are not renting clients. We pay artists directly for services, charge no rental 
fee for free events, or in some cases, charge no rental fee but split ticket sales. 


Data 


We use Spektrix to measure success in increased engagement with all live events, visual arts & Creative 
Nations programming. Spektrix measures attendance and clicks on e-newsletters while also creating an 
interest a tag for reporting and marketing.  Exhibition opening attendance is collected by manual click 
counters. 


We plan to use QR codes to collect info from uncounted patrons in the building & those not in our 
system, including zip code, race, age & program interests. 


Civic Dialogue 


Civic Dialogue is sparked by the content of our programming and primarily engaged through Cinema 
screening talk backs and Visual Arts panel discussions. 







Responses to BAC Extra Large Organization Summary 


Eboni Freeman: Support Cultural Organizations – Unclear 


eTown supports cultural organizations in several ways: 1) by offering discounted rental rates for eTown 
Hall; 2) by engaging in joint partnerships and marketing efforts with cultural organizations for co-promoted 
events; 3) by hosting free social gatherings for arts leaders to discuss challenges and opportunities in the 
greater creative community, sometimes in partnership with Create Boulder (an organization that is housed 
at eTown Hall); 4) We offer technical assistance to organizations who are creating live-streamed 
programming or capturing video, sometimes offering our equipment and staff at low or no cost.   


Caroline Kert: Do you capture information regarding age and other demographics on ticket sales? How 
will you be measuring success toward youth and diversity initiatives?  


Our ticketing software does not capture age or demographic information. 


What diversity measures will you be examining? 


We have, since our inception, been committed to presenting music that reflects both the roots and branches 
of a diverse, global musical tree. eTown has been a pathway for many lesser known black and brown 
musicians to find an audience in Boulder. We understand the importance of uplifting the work of artists of 
color. We measure success on our ability to continue to share meaningful content from diverse artists by 
reviewing our programming calendar at the end of each calendar year to assess and adjust content for the 
following season.  


Our youth initiatives and songwriting programs will continue, and we’ll utilize community feedback to 
assess to measure program effectiveness and make adjustments as needed. 


Eboni Freeman: Organizational leadership represents groups who are typically underrepresented, i.e. 
culturally diverse groups, organizations focused on age diversity – Unclear 


Caroline Kert: Are you taking any affirmative efforts to invite in a diverse leadership and audience 
(other 
than through ticket costs?) 


We’re a small shop, with only 8 FT employees. While we do not have a racially diverse staff, we have a 
history of welcoming LGBTQ employees and employees of all ages. Currently, we have 25% in their 20’s, 
25% in their 30’s and 50% age 60 and above. Our current recruiting for both staff and Board positions 
reflects an effort to recruit a more diverse cross-section of our community.  


There was a question from Caroline Kert regarding our 2023 budget projections. Please note that we have 
submitted corrected financial information.  


As we emerge from the Covid-19 pandemic, we are reformatting and reshaping our organization to better 
reflect the current moment. eTown Hall is an underutilized asset in the heart of downtown that was NOT 
built with taxpayer dollars, but was built to strengthen and enrich the cultural vitality of our home town. 
We hope to see it becoming busier and even more engaged in our community in the years to come.   







From: Debbie Merino
To: Click, Lauren; Chasansky, Matthew
Cc: Nick Forster
Subject: Corrected GOS Financial Overview
Date: Friday, May 13, 2022 3:21:21 PM
Attachments: GOS-Financial-Overview-2022 Corrected.xlsx


External Sender
Dear Matt and Lauren,


In addressing the feedback we received regarding our application we were made aware of
some erroneous financial information that had been submitted by our third party grant
writer.  After reviewing the document, it was my opinion that it would be better to resubmit
a corrected version, rather than address it as a response item.


We specifically did not respond to Caroline Kert's comments as they were focused on the
incorrect financial data provided.  Please let me know if, after you review this email
and document, I should still address her questions in a response submission.


Thank you for your help as always,


Debbie Merino
debbie@etown.org
Controller


303 443 8696x107
303 710 6212 Cell
etown ~ music. ideas. community.



mailto:debbie@etown.org

mailto:ClickL@boulderlibrary.org

mailto:ChasanskyM@boulderlibrary.org

mailto:nick@etown.org

mailto:debbie@etown.org



Sheet1


			General Operating Support Grant Application 2022


			Financial Overview


			Please fill the green squares below and attach it in the Boulder Arts Commission online system to your application as an excel or PDF document. These categories align to the SCFD application.


			Revenue			2019 Completed Fiscal Year (Actuals)			2020 Completed Fiscal Year (Actuals)			2021 Completed Fiscal Year (Actuals)			2022 Current Fiscal Year (Budget)			2023 Upcoming Fiscal Year (Projections)


			Earned Revenue			555,644			88,273			208,390			665,217			1,282,500


			Contributed Revenue			1,771,410			1,442,462			1,388,637			1,167,066			1,092,500


			TOTAL REVENUE			2,327,054			1,530,735			1,597,027			1,832,283			2,375,000


			In-Kind Support 			38,815			1,175			1,121			2,500			2,500





			Expenses			2019 Completed Fiscal Year (Actuals)			2020 Completed Fiscal Year (Actuals)			2021 Completed Fiscal Year (Actuals)			2022 Current Fiscal Year (Budget)			2023 Upcoming Fiscal Year (Projections)


			Program Expenses			1,821,475			1,000,496			903,026			1,070,477			1,424,000


			Admin Expenses			375,886			353,672			305,639			330,590			467,250


			Fundraising Expenses			139,278			158,912			180,605			173,165			333,750


			TOTAL EXPENSES			2,336,639			1,513,080			1,389,270			1,574,232			2,225,000


			In-Kind Support			38,815			1,175			1,121			2,500			2,500





			Liquidity			2021 Completed Fiscal Year (Actuals)*			PROFORMA 12/31/22


			Total Assets  			581,356			691,000


			Total Liability			239,000			40,000


			WORKING CAPITAL			342,356			651,000





			Months of working capital			3			5





			* We are using 2021 as a benchmark to use your most recent numbers. This is to simplify the multiple year request for information. We need your most accurate calculate at the date of application if you haven't finalized 2021 numbers yet.















General Operating Support Grant Application 2022
Financial Overview


Revenue
2019 Completed Fiscal 


Year (Actuals)
2020 Completed Fiscal 


Year (Actuals)
2021 Completed Fiscal 


Year (Actuals)
2022 Current Fiscal Year 


(Budget)
2023 Upcoming Fiscal 


Year (Projections)
Earned Revenue 555,644 88,273 208,390 665,217 1,282,500 
Contributed Revenue 1,771,410 1,442,462 1,388,637 1,167,066 1,092,500 
TOTAL REVENUE 2,327,054 1,530,735 1,597,027 1,832,283 2,375,000 
In-Kind Support 38,815 1,175 1,121 2,500 2,500 


Expenses
2019 Completed Fiscal 


Year (Actuals)
2020 Completed Fiscal 


Year (Actuals)
2021 Completed Fiscal 


Year (Actuals)
2022 Current Fiscal Year 


(Budget)
2023 Upcoming Fiscal 


Year (Projections)
Program Expenses 1,821,475 1,000,496 903,026 1,070,477 1,424,000 
Admin Expenses 375,886 353,672 305,639 330,590 467,250 
Fundraising Expenses 139,278 158,912 180,605 173,165 333,750 
TOTAL EXPENSES 2,336,639 1,513,080 1,389,270 1,574,232 2,225,000 
In-Kind Support 38,815 1,175 1,121 2,500 2,500 


Liquidity
2021 Completed Fiscal 


Year (Actuals)* PROFORMA 12/31/22
Total Assets  581,356 691,000 
Total Liability 239,000 40,000 
WORKING CAPITAL 342,356 651,000 


Months of working capital 3 5 


Please fill the green squares below and attach it in the Boulder Arts Commission online system to your 
application as an excel or PDF document. These categories align to the SCFD application.


* We are using 2021 as a benchmark to use your most recent numbers. This is to simplify the multiple year
request for information. We need your most accurate calculate at the date of application if you haven't
finalized 2021 numbers yet.







Thank you for your feedback.


KGNU’s participation in the Poynter Institute training is funded by the CPB
and offers professional development and a strategic framework for our team
to shift and curate digital content which is responsive to and engaged with
local community interests. GOS Funds will not be used for the website or
app, which launched in May 2021.


BAC support will be used, in part, to implement and build upon the training,
using emerging indicators, to help bridge culturally relevant priority gaps,
resulting in a partial restructuring of certain staff roles to more effectively
and efficiently drive greater community impact.


Specific outcomes in the next 3 years involve increased professional
development, leadership, and DEI training for staff & volunteers. Another
outcome includes transitioning our contract bilingual media Education Trainer
to a PT position to meet the increased demand for media literacy/training for
underserved youth. Currently, we offer weekly workshops to students at New
Vista, Boulder High, and are re-establishing a program with Out Boulder’s
Youth QTPOC. A bilingual Community Engagement Specialist will broaden
outreach efforts, invite more diverse participation and increase the visibility
of less represented local arts and culture orgs.


Support will provide necessary resources to increase community
participation, audience engagement, and partnerships by a minimum of
20%. We will measure success by quantifying growth each year in these
areas, as well as by monitoring internal/ external survey results, increased
memberships, and overall revenue.


FY22 & 23 Budgets on the Financial Overview reflect Operating Budget
projections and do not include Non-Operating or Capital Campaign revenue
projections, which are included in Audited Financials reported as actual
revenue for 19 –21. KGNU’s Audited Financials include in-kind expenses
directly into our Functional Expenses (program/admin/fundraising). The
Financial Overview doc on the grant portal seems to have added in-kind
expenses twice, skewing Net revenue. Actual net revenue as audited should
be 2019=-154,907; 2020=243,745; 2021=331,210 (285,865 on the 4/5/22
Final 2021 Audit); 2022=0, 2023=0


This automatic net calculation (that was not included in the Financial
Overview provided) is also why the surplus identified in the Evaluation was
not reflected. Notes explaining these 2 details were included on the original
worksheet submitted.


Boulder Community Broadcast Association doing business as KGNU 
Community Radio Responses







KGNU supports local arts and cultural orgs in a myriad of ways while
inspiring our audience to engage Boulder as a hub of vibrant cultural
activities. We highlight over 100 local orgs each year through community
calendar partnerships, Dot Org spotlights, Story-Tellers of Color artist
features, and coverage promoting exhibits, events, and community
gatherings.


Deborah Maldon of Create Boulder commented that “KGNU is at nearly every
cultural event in Boulder.” Jim Martin, former CU Regent recently shared: “I
had at least a dozen people call me within minutes of my interview. KGNU
clearly provides a valuable service to the Boulder community."


KGNU hosts over 200 on-air volunteers each year, providing production and
broadcast radio classes, access to studios, and equipment at no or little cost.
KGNU's community room and live broadcasts are offered at no cost to
nonprofit orgs.


With your continued support, we can be successful partners in advancing
community priorities, building organizational capacity, and creating a more
informed and engaged community.







From: Sarah Shirazi
To: Click, Lauren
Subject: Financial Overview Document- Boulder Arts Commission Grant (KGNU)
Date: Monday, May 16, 2022 2:43:07 PM
Attachments: Financial Overview Document (KGNU) (3) (1).xlsx


KGNU GOS-Financial-Overview-2022 FINAL (2) (1).pdf
BAC KGNU Evaluation Response (3).pdf


External Sender
Hi Lauren,


I hope this email finds you well. We sent in our evaluation responses on
Friday, May 13. As we were preparing our responses we noticed
that one of the questions from Kathleen in our review was regarding our
Financial Overview. 


We were provided the attached Financial Overview form to fill out and we
filled that out, adding notes for clarification and a Total Support and
Revenue line to avoid confusion, but what appears in the pdf on the grant
portal is different (both attached). 


We wanted to clarify whether the BAC staff added the net calculations.


We highlighted the following in our response to the grant evaluation: 


FY22 & 23 Budgets on the Financial Overview reflect Operating
Budget projections and do not include Non-Operating or Capital
Campaign revenue projections, which are included in Audited
Financials reported as actual revenue for FY19 – 21. KGNU’s Audited
Financials include in-kind expenses directly into our Functional
Expenses (program/admin/fundraising). The Financial Overview doc
on the grant portal seems to have added in-kind expenses twice,
skewing Net revenue. Actual net revenue as audited should be
2019=-154,907; 2020=243,745; 2021=331,210 (285,865 on the
4/5/22 Final 2021 Audit); 2022=0, 2023=0 This automatic net
calculation (that was not included in the Financial Overview provided)
is also why the surplus identified in the Evaluation was not reflected.
Notes explaining these 2 details were included on the original
worksheet submitted.


Not sure if the error was on our end, so I just wanted to clarify this with
you. Also, our final FY2021 Audit is now available, as it was finalized on
April 5, 2022, after the submission of the grant proposal with a copy of our
draft audit on March 14, 2022.


Please let me know your thoughts when you have a moment. I am also
always available by phone at 720 377 8271. 


thank you!



mailto:sarah@kgnu.org

mailto:ClickL@boulderlibrary.org

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.kgnu.org%2FDoc%2FKGNU%2520Audit%2520FY%25202020-21.pdf&data=05%7C01%7CClickL%40boulderlibrary.org%7Cd8c13fdce95d48e8818808da377c75de%7C0a7f94bb40af4edcafad2c1af27bc0f3%7C0%7C0%7C637883305863026097%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=GAyu%2B6Z3bTCS6woFoxQtPeq%2Bj9dco1CHdbFmUZzvw18%3D&reserved=0



Sheet1


			General Operating Support Grant Application 2022


			Financial Overview


			Boulder Community Broadcast Association dba KGNU Fiscal Year October 1- September 30 


																					Notes 


			Revenue			2019 Completed Fiscal Year (Actuals)			2020 Completed Fiscal Year (Actuals)			2021 Completed Fiscal Year (Actuals)			2022 Current Fiscal Year (Budget)			2023 Upcoming Fiscal Year (Projections)


			Earned Revenue			$159,041			$112,677			$90,888			$137,000			$145,000


			Contributed Revenue			$934,299			$1,129,125			$1,303,559			$863,068			$900,000


			TOTAL REVENUE			$1,093,340			$1,241,802			$1,394,447			$1,000,068			$1,045,000			FY2022 and FY2023 Budgets are purely operational and do not include Project Grants or Capital Campaign revenue projections


			In-Kind Support			$79,107			$210,996			$279,199			$200,000			$200,000			In-Kind is in addition to Earned and Contributed Revenue


			Total Support and Revenue			$1,172,447			$1,452,798			$1,673,646			$1,200,068			$1,245,000


			Expenses			2019 Completed Fiscal Year (Actuals)			2020 Completed Fiscal Year (Actuals)			2021 Completed Fiscal Year (Actuals)			2022 Current Fiscal Year (Budget)			2023 Upcoming Fiscal Year (Projections)


			Program Expenses			$985,834			$887,867			$920,734			$823,247			$854,070


			Admin Expenses			$148,408			$141,034			$202,905			$180,010			$186,750


			Fundraising Expenses			$193,112			$180,152			$218,797			$196,811			$204,180


			TOTAL EXPENSES			$1,327,354			$1,209,053			$1,342,436			$1,200,068			$1,245,000


			In-Kind Support			$79,107			$210,996			$279,199			$200,000			$200,000			We expense in-kind expenses directly in our functional expenses





			Liquidity			2021 Completed Fiscal Year (Actuals)*


			Total Assets			$1,855,021


			Total Liability			$1,036,086


			WORKING CAPITAL			$818,935





			Months of working capital			9





			* We are using 2021 as a benchmark to use your most recent numbers. This is to simplify the multiple year request for information. We need your most accurate calculate at the date of application if you haven't finalized 2021 numbers yet.


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































General Operating Support Grant Application 2022
Financial Overview KGNU



Fiscal Year End 9/30/2021



Revenue
2019 Completed Fiscal Year 



(Actuals)
2020 Completed Fiscal Year 



(Actuals)
2021 Completed Fiscal Year 



(Actuals)
2022 Current Fiscal Year 



(Budget)
2023 Upcoming Fiscal Year 



(Projections)
Earned Revenue 159,041                                        112,677                                        90,888                                          137,000                                        145,000                                       
Contributed Revenue 934,299                                        1,129,125                                     1,303,559                                     863,068                                        900,000                                       
TOTAL REVENUE 1,093,340                                     1,241,802                                     1,394,447                                     1,000,068                                     1,045,000                                    
In‐Kind Support  79,107                                          210,996                                        279,199                                        200,000                                        200,000                                       



Expenses
 2019 Completed Fiscal Year 



(Actuals) 
 2020 Completed Fiscal Year 



(Actuals) 
 2021 Completed Fiscal Year 



(Actuals) 
 2022 Current Fiscal Year 



(Budget) 
 2023 Upcoming Fiscal Year 



(Projections) 
Program Expenses 985,834                                        887,867                                        920,734                                        823,247                                        854,070                                       
Admin Expenses 148,408                                        141,034                                        202,905                                        180,010                                        186,750                                       
Fundraising Expenses 193,112                                        180,152                                        218,797                                        196,811                                        204,180                                       
TOTAL EXPENSES 1,327,354                                     1,209,053                                     1,342,436                                     1,200,068                                     1,245,000                                    
In‐Kind Support 79,107                                          210,996                                        279,199                                        200,000                                        200,000                                       



NET (234,014)                                       32,749                                          52,011                                          (200,000)                                       (200,000)                                      



 2021 Completed Fiscal Year 
(Actuals)*  Liquidity



 2021 Completed Fiscal Year 
(Actuals)*  Proforma 12/31/22



Total Assets   1,855,021                                     Current Assets   614,634                                       
Total Liability 1,036,086                                     Current Liability 142,247                                       
NET ASSETS 818,935                                        WORKING CAPITAL 472,387                                        272,387.0                                    



Average 2021 monthly expense 111,870                                        100,006                                       
Months of working capital 4.2                                                 2.7                                                



Please fill the green squares below and attach it in the Boulder Arts Commission online system to your application as an excel 
or PDF document. These categories align to the SCFD application.



* We are using 2021 as a benchmark to use your most recent numbers. This is to simplify the multiple year request for 
information. We need your most accurate calculate at the date of application if you haven't finalized 2021 numbers yet.













Thank you for your feedback.



KGNU’s participation in the Poynter Institute training is funded by the CPB
and offers professional development and a strategic framework for our team
to shift and curate digital content which is responsive to and engaged with
local community interests. GOS Funds will not be used for the website or
app, which launched in May 2021.



BAC support will be used, in part, to implement and build upon the training,
using emerging indicators, to help bridge culturally relevant priority gaps,
resulting in a partial restructuring of certain staff roles to more effectively
and efficiently drive greater community impact.



Specific outcomes in the next 3 years involve increased professional
development, leadership, and DEI training for staff & volunteers. Another
outcome includes transitioning our contract bilingual media Education Trainer
to a PT position to meet the increased demand for media literacy/training for
underserved youth. Currently, we offer weekly workshops to students at New
Vista, Boulder High, and are re-establishing a program with Out Boulder’s
Youth QTPOC. A bilingual Community Engagement Specialist will broaden
outreach efforts, invite more diverse participation and increase the visibility
of less represented local arts and culture orgs.



Support will provide necessary resources to increase community
participation, audience engagement, and partnerships by a minimum of
20%. We will measure success by quantifying growth each year in these
areas, as well as by monitoring internal/ external survey results, increased
memberships, and overall revenue.



FY22 & 23 Budgets on the Financial Overview reflect Operating Budget
projections and do not include Non-Operating or Capital Campaign revenue
projections, which are included in Audited Financials reported as actual
revenue for 19 –21. KGNU’s Audited Financials include in-kind expenses
directly into our Functional Expenses (program/admin/fundraising). The
Financial Overview doc on the grant portal seems to have added in-kind
expenses twice, skewing Net revenue. Actual net revenue as audited should
be 2019=-154,907; 2020=243,745; 2021=331,210 (285,865 on the 4/5/22
Final 2021 Audit); 2022=0, 2023=0



This automatic net calculation (that was not included in the Financial
Overview provided) is also why the surplus identified in the Evaluation was
not reflected. Notes explaining these 2 details were included on the original
worksheet submitted.











KGNU supports local arts and cultural orgs in a myriad of ways while
inspiring our audience to engage Boulder as a hub of vibrant cultural
activities. We highlight over 100 local orgs each year through community
calendar partnerships, Dot Org spotlights, Story-Tellers of Color artist
features, and coverage promoting exhibits, events, and community
gatherings.



Deborah Maldon of Create Boulder commented that “KGNU is at nearly every
cultural event in Boulder.” Jim Martin, former CU Regent recently shared: “I
had at least a dozen people call me within minutes of my interview. KGNU
clearly provides a valuable service to the Boulder community."



KGNU hosts over 200 on-air volunteers each year, providing production and
broadcast radio classes, access to studios, and equipment at no or little cost.
KGNU's community room and live broadcasts are offered at no cost to
nonprofit orgs.



With your continued support, we can be successful partners in advancing
community priorities, building organizational capacity, and creating a more
informed and engaged community.












Sarah


Sarah Shirazi
she/her/hers 
Community Development Director 
(303)515-4522 


88.5 FM & 1390 AM Boulder/Denver
93.7 Nederland & 98.7 Fort Collins
Streaming online at kgnu.org, news.kgnu.org, AfterFm.com


KGNU COMMUNITY RADIO
4700 Walnut Street  |  Boulder, CO  | 80301


Get the new KGNU mobile app for Android or iPhone/iPad”



https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.kgnu.org%2F&data=05%7C01%7CClickL%40boulderlibrary.org%7Cd8c13fdce95d48e8818808da377c75de%7C0a7f94bb40af4edcafad2c1af27bc0f3%7C0%7C0%7C637883305863026097%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=OUAT3lFBUjBUhbNoAd4IrKF4cznVBO1tgSo3xqTeE7Y%3D&reserved=0

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fnews.kgnu.org%2F&data=05%7C01%7CClickL%40boulderlibrary.org%7Cd8c13fdce95d48e8818808da377c75de%7C0a7f94bb40af4edcafad2c1af27bc0f3%7C0%7C0%7C637883305863026097%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=HOldA%2FBHBUEK5R8eBPc5f3Al7fsrNYS%2BIsXh%2BzkNKGo%3D&reserved=0
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Ge ne ra l Ope ra t ing Suppor t  Gra n t  App lica t ion  20 22
Fina nc ia l Ove rvie w


Not e s  


Re ve nue


20 19  Com ple t e d  
Fis ca l Ye a r  (Ac t ua ls )


20 20  Com ple t e d  
Fis ca l Ye a r  
(Ac t ua ls )


20 21 Com ple t e d  
Fis ca l Ye a r  
(Ac t ua ls )


20 22 Curre n t  
Fis ca l Ye a r  


(Budge t )


20 23 Upcom ing 
Fis ca l Ye a r  


(Proje c t ions )


Earne d  Re ve nue $159 ,041 $112,677 $90 ,888 $137,000 $145,000


Con t ribu t e d  Re ve nue $934 ,299 $1,129 ,125 $1,303,559 $863,068 $900 ,000


TOTAL REVENUE $1,093,340 $1,241,802 $1,394 ,447 $1,000 ,068 $1,045,000


FY2022 and  FY2023 Budge t s  a re  pu re ly 
ope ra t iona l and  do not  inc lude  Proje c t  Gran t s  
or Cap it a l Cam paign  re ve nue  p roje c t ions


In - Kind  Support $79 ,107 $210 ,996 $279 ,199 $200 ,000 $200 ,000
In - Kind  is  in  add it ion  t o  Earne d  and  
Con t ribu t e d  Re ve nue


Tot a l Suppor t  a nd  Re ve nu $ 1,172,4 4 7 $ 1,4 52,798 $ 1,673,64 6 $ 1,20 0 ,0 68 $ 1,24 5,0 0 0


Expe ns e s


20 19  Com ple t e d  
Fis ca l Ye a r  (Ac t ua ls )


20 20  Com ple t e d  
Fis ca l Ye a r  
(Ac t ua ls )


20 21 Com ple t e d  
Fis ca l Ye a r  
(Ac t ua ls )


20 22 Curre n t  
Fis ca l Ye a r  


(Budge t )


20 23 Upcom ing 
Fis ca l Ye a r  


(Proje c t ions )


Program  Expe ns e s $985,834 $ 887,867 $920 ,734 $823,247 $854 ,070


Adm in  Expe ns e s $148 ,408 $141,034 $202,905 $180 ,010 $186,750


Fundra is ing Expe ns e s $193,112 $180 ,152 $218 ,797 $196,811 $204 ,180


TOTAL EXPENSES $1,327,354 $ 1,20 9 ,0 53 $1,342,436 $1,200 ,068 $1,245,000


In - Kind  Support $79 ,107 $210 ,996 $279 ,199 $200 ,000 $200 ,000
We  e xpe ns e  in - kind  e xpe ns e s  d ire c t ly in  ou r 
func t iona l e xpe ns e s


Liqu id it y


20 21 Com ple t e d  
Fis ca l Ye a r  (Ac t ua ls )*


Tot a l As s e t s $1,855,021


Tot a l Liab ilit y $1,036,086


WORKING CAPITAL $818 ,935


Mont hs  of w ork ing ca p it a l 9


Bou lde r Com m unit y Broadcas t  As s oc ia t ion  dba  KGNU Fis ca l Ye ar Oc t obe r 1-  Se p t e m be   


* We  a re  us ing 2021 as  a  be nchm ark t o  us e  your m os t  re ce n t  num be rs . Th is  is  t o  
s im plify t he  m ult ip le  ye a r re que s t  for in form at ion . We  ne e d  your m os t  accu ra t e  
ca lcu la t e  a t  t he  da t e  of app lica t ion  if you  have n 't  fina lize d  2021 num be rs  ye t .







 
 


 


 
Thank you for the opportunity to provide additional information about our application. 
 
Capacity: Kathleen and Maria, thank you for recognizing the various ways Parlando adapts 
programming to expand audiences and contribute to our resiliency. 
 
Eboni: We believe a broader participant base contributes to resiliency and dismantles 
inaccessibility and inequity in the arts - two systems that work directly against sustainability. 
That’s why we continue to invest in programs that further expand and diversify our students, 
faculty, and audiences. 


Community Priorities: Parlando programs provide a vibrant cultural destination. Our 
Commissioned Composers Project (CCP) curates a multi-month creative process between 
composers and performers from various backgrounds, culminating in a public concert. As this 
program expands into the New Musical Project (NMP), cast members of all ages will come to 
Boulder to perform the works of living, female composers. The CCP and NMP exemplify what it 
means to be a vibrant cultural destination as both an artist and audience member, projecting 
Boulder’s creative identity as a place where art is brought to life, explored, and shared.  


Julie’s Program (for neurodiverse populations) engages artists in civic dialogue by breaking 
down ableism in the performing arts while providing a safe, creative space for participants to 
perform.  


Georgia and Kathleen: Outcome numbers are within the City of Boulder, including onsite at 
schools and assisted-living facilities. Tuition Assistance is for low-income students, and free 
classes/performances would extend to all of the marginalized populations we have listed.  


Because of where we are in our organizational evolution, we believe it is most pertinent to 
expand and diversify our faculty. We intend to achieve our goals by hiring additional faculty to 
implement programming, not by expanding administration. 


Eboni: In addition to annual reporting required by the Arts Commission, we would send quarterly 
updates to provide transparency and invite feedback to ensure efficient and impactful use of 
funds. This would allow us to make program modifications/improvements throughout the year 
with regular Arts Commission input. 


Bruce, Caroline, and Eboni: Cultural equity is at the heart of all of our outreach programs. Thank 
you for recognizing how Parlando reaches diverse and underrepresented groups.  


Our many onsite programs increase the availability of music and theatrical opportunities for 
marginalized participants and are, in many cases, the only options being offered. Free and 
sharply reduced fees address affordability. 


Acceptability: If we could triple our budget and personnel, there would still be more requests for 
programming than we could provide. 







 


Organizational leadership: As opportunities arise to add members to our board and 
administrative team, we will seek out and prioritize leaders from culturally diverse groups. We 
are proud to have increased the racial and ethnic diversity of our faculty by 100% and our 
LGBTQIA2S+ faculty by 75%. Additionally, our student advisory board is made up of students 
of diverse races and ethnicities, LGBTQIA2S+ members, and majority female identifying 
members. 


Encouragement points: Thank you Bruce, Maria, and Kathleen for your high scores. Though we 
have received different grants in the past, this is by far the most important for expanding our 
programming and achieving the goals in our latest Strategic Plan. Past funding helped us 
achieve SCFD Tier 2 – we are excited about what’s next! 


 





		BMoCA Response GOS 2022.pdf

		Boulder Philharmonic Orchestra GOS Response.pdf

		Boulder Watershed responses.pdf

		Chautauqua BAC Responses.pdf

		Written Responses to BAC Preliminary Scores and Comments



		Colorado Shakespeare response.pdf

		Dairy responses GOS 2022.pdf

		eTown GOS response.pdf

		eTown Financial Overview email.pdf

		eTown Financial Overview corrected.pdf

		Sheet1



		KGNU Evaluation Response.pdf

		KGNU financial email.pdf

		KGNU financial overview.pdf

		Sheet1



		Parlando resonse.pdf





versions are attached with their responses, as well as their emails explaining the reason for
the corrections.

 
You will be updating your scores and comments in the online grant system, changing your initial
scores in the software. These applications will show as ‘complete’ in the software. You may add
additional comments as well. The Scoring System and Rubric can be found here. Please log into
the Boulder Arts Commission online grant system to complete and submit your evaluations. Please
complete this second round of evaluations no later than Friday, June 3 at noon. Please let me know
if you’d like calendar alerts.
 
You’ll note that you’re under two grant program reviews at the moment. Just for some clarification,
here is the timing (full schedule here):

Arts Education Project Grans – May 13 to May 27 – Preliminary review and score by panel (15
days)
General Operating Support Grants – Small and Extra-Large organizations – May 18 to June 3 –
Final review and score by panel (17 days)

Thank you so much for all that you do for the grants program and the arts in Boulder.

Feel free to contact me any time at clickl@bouldercolorado.gov or 720-564-2355 should you have
questions.

Thank you again, Lauren

----------
Lauren Click
she/her/hers
clickl@bouldercolorado.gov
 
Arts Program Manager
Cultural Grants Program
Office of Arts + Culture
1001 Arapahoe Avenue  |  Boulder, CO  | 80302
www.boulderarts.org
 
Sign up for our newsletter, and follow us on Twitter and Instagram for updates on Boulder's rich arts
and culture scene.
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From: Click, Lauren
To: Kathleen McCormick (fonthead1@gmail.com); Eboni Freeman; Bruce Borowsky; georgiamichelle@hotmail.com;

carolinekert@gmail.com; Maria Cole; yaelaed whyel
Cc: Chasansky, Matthew; Seaton, Celia
Subject: Arts Administration Rehiring Grants
Date: Wednesday, June 1, 2022 9:19:48 AM

Hello Commission!
 
The Arts Administration Rehiring Grants opened today. Please take a moment to send it to friends
and colleagues at local arts and culture nonprofits. We are also promoting it heavily but a note of
encouragement from you is always helpful.
 
Cheers, Lauren
 
---
 
The Arts Administration Rehiring Grants are designed to respond to industry-specific, COVID-related
workforce impacts through targeted grants to nonprofits. This grant is an enhancement grant to
rehire of arts administration positions that were eliminated due to the pandemic. This grant is
funded through the American Rescue Plan Act. 
 
Applicants must demonstrate the position was eliminated due to the pandemic restrictions or
recession. Open to full time and part time regular staff, long-term contractors, and restoration of a
position to full time are eligible uses of the grant.
 
10 grants at $87,900 each, divided over three years, are available. Deadline July 11. Eligibility
requirements and details can be found on our website.
 
Feel free to reach out to Lauren Click at clickl@bouldercolorado.gov if you have any questions.
 
----------
Lauren Click
she/her/hers
clickl@bouldercolorado.gov
 
Arts Program Manager
Cultural Grants Program
Office of Arts + Culture
1001 Arapahoe Avenue  |  Boulder, CO  | 80302
www.boulderarts.org

 
Sign up for our newsletter, and follow us on Twitter and Instagram for updates on Boulder's rich arts and culture
scene.
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From: Click, Lauren
To: Kathleen McCormick (fonthead1@gmail.com); Eboni Freeman; Bruce Borowsky; georgiamichelle@hotmail.com;

carolinekert@gmail.com; Maria Cole; yaelaed whyel
Cc: Chasansky, Matthew; Seaton, Celia
Subject: Documents for review for Arts Commission meeting 6/15/2022
Date: Tuesday, June 7, 2022 11:30:07 AM

Hello Commission,

Thank you for your time reviewing these grant program documents! Please review these reports in
advance of the Boulder Arts Commission meeting on Wednesday, June 15, 2022. They will be
discussed and voted on at the meeting.

To access the folder of documents go to the online portal, then to your Shared Documents folder,
then to the appropriate folder.

ACTION: Reports
A. Arts Education Grant, T2 Dance Company, Color Wheel Project, $3,000
B. Arts Education Grant, Todd Mitchell, Boulder Books for Change, $3,000
C. Arts Education Grant, Boulder Philharmonic Orchestra, Boulder Philharmonic’s Early

Explorers Program with Boulder County Head Start and Integral Steps, $3,000
D. Arts Education Grant, Colorado Shakespeare Festival, Shakespeare & Violence Prevention,

$3,000
E. Community Project Grant, Museum of Boulder, Voces Vivas! Stories from the LatinX

Community in Boulder, $10,000

For the reports, Commissioners have the options to:
Approve the grant reports,
Approve individual reports,
Not approve individual grant reports and cancel the final 20% payments, and/or
Postpone approval of individual reports pending the answers to specific questions.

Please let me know if you have any questions and thank you in advance for your time.

Cheers, Lauren

----------
Lauren Click
she/her/hers
clickl@bouldercolorado.gov

Arts Program Manager
Cultural Grants Program
Office of Arts + Culture
1001 Arapahoe Avenue  |  Boulder, CO  | 80302
www.boulderarts.org
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From: Diana Sabreen
Subject: Thank you!
Date: Tuesday, June 7, 2022 5:56:20 PM

External Sender
Dear Boulder Arts Commission Members & Staff, 

I hear that you're still meeting virtually, so please accept this email in lieu of an over-the-top
pop-up card that spontaneously plays music when you open it!

I am writing to thank you for the grants you've recently awarded to The Big Dream - both the
Venue Affordability grant, as well as the Project Grant. 

They are both being put towards creating the day-long mini festival, the Imagination
Collaboration on June 26 at Junkyard Social Club. I would absolutely love it if you would
attend and see all the magic you are helping to create. 

The day is packed full of speakers, workshops and performances that inspire and guide people
towards living more creative, playful and adventurous lives. There will also be permanent and
temporary immersive art, lots of creatives to meet, and a rockin' night time dance party.

These grants help us create empowering and engaging programming. It will also enable us to
do more direct outreach to underserved and underrepresented communities and to offer tickets
through our scholarship program. 
Please feel free to reach out to your networks and invite them to apply for a scholarship ticket
at this link. 

Event info and the full lineup can be found here.

The work you do truly helps make Boulder a more creative and thriving place. The Big Dream
is committed to "Keeping Boulder Weird" and inspiring people to create the change they want
to see in the world. With the socially regenerative model of The Big Dream, your generosity
and energy will be paid forward continuously and exponentially. 

I appreciate you and hope to see you at the Imagination Collaboration!

All the best, 
Diana Sabreen 

Founder, The Big Dream
www.TheBigDream.life
@thebigdream.life
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Attachment Five 
Current Cultural Grants Program Budget as of June 10, 2022 
 

GRANT  
CATEGORY 

ASSIGNED  
BUDGET 

ACTUAL  
BUDGET GRANTS AWARDED BALANCE 

GOS: Extra Large Orgs  $400,000  $400,000  $0.00 $400,000  

GOS: Large Orgs  $180,000 $180,000 $180,000 $0.00 

GOS: Mid Orgs  $80,000 $80,000 $80,000 $0.00 

GOS: Small Orgs  $96,000 $96,000 $0.00 $96,000 

Community Projects: Indv. $25,000 $25,000 $24,200.00 $800.00 

Community Projects: Orgs. $60,000 $60,000 $58,175 $1,825 

Arts Education $30,000 $30,000 $0.00 $30,000 

Venue and Event Affordability Fund $10,000 $10,000 $9,181.50 $818.50 

Equity Fund $10,000 $10,000 $0.00 $10,000 

Prof. Dev. Scholarships $8,000 $8,000 $6,267 $1,733 

Certificate Scholarships $6,000 $6,000 $0.00 $6,000 

Cultural Field Trips $10,000 $10,000 $0.00 $10,000 

Assistance for Grant Writing $8,000 $8,000 $3,500 $4,500 

TOTAL $925,000 $925,000 $361,323.50 $561,676.50 

 
There are 11 free rentals still available for the Macky Auditorium. 
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Attachment Six 
Current Public Art Program 5 Year Budget as of June 10, 2022 
  

FUNDING 
SOURCE PROJECT/ARTIST TOTAL 

APPROPRIATED  
AMOUNT PAID 
TO DATE  

BALANCE 
REMAINING  

2022 PROJECTED 
SPENDING 

Gen. Fund Rotary Donation $0 $0 $0 $0 

Gen. Fund Los Seis de Boulder Donation $0 $0 $0 $0 

Gen. Fund Experiments in Public Art  $120,000 $0 $120,000 $120,000 

Gen. Fund Creative Neighborhoods Program $0 $0 $0 On Hold 

CCS v1 North Broadway / Dowell (2018) $165,000 $41,250 $123,750 $50,000 

CCS v1 Univ. Hill / CU ENVD (2019) $95,000 $24,461.15 $ 70,538.85 On Hold 

CCS v2 NoBo Library / Daily tlj (2019) $260,000  $122,500 $137,500 $75,000 

CCS v2 Fire Station 3 (2021) $80,000 $23,750 $56,250 $50,000 

CCS v2 Contingency  ~$25,000 $0 ~$25,000 $25,000 

CCRS v3 Unassigned  $tbd $tbd $tbd $tbd 

% for Art 19th and Upland (2021) $51,700 $2,585 $49,115 $15,000 

% for Art 30th & Colo / Fivian & Beegles (2018) $39,764.02 $39,764.02 $0 $0 

% for Art  Alpine Balsam Decon  $65,000 $tbd $65,000 $0 

% for Art  Alpine Balsam (2023) $tbd $tbd $tbd $0 

% for Art  Transportation (2023) $132,000 $0 $132,000 $0 

% for Art Valmont City Park (2023) $144,000 $0 $144,000 $0 

TOTAL  $1,177,464.02 $254,310.17 $923,153.85 $335,000.00 

 
CCS: Community Culture and Safety Tax; CCRS: Community Culture Resiliency and Safety Tax 
*Multiple funding sources.  
Additional maintenance projects are not represented.  
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